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NEW MEGA A1200!
Due 10 ihe shortage of A4000 /

030 INDI arc nowoffering a mega

A 1 200 configuralion. Just look at

this spec A 1 200 * 4 MEG RAM
* 80 Meg HD * Ml 230 XA 50

Meg HZ .Runs @ 1.5 times faster

than a standard A4000 / 030. Now
look at the price £939.99 (save

£100 with A500 trade in) Credit

terms available.

PHONE 0543 419999 FOR
DETAILS
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INDI LAUNCH NEW
MULTI MEDIA CLUB

Indi have just launched "The Indi

Mulli media Club". Members
will be offered a complete range

of Amiga Software covering

Professional, Games, Utilities,

CDTV, and CD Audio and video

and selected PD.

Membership costs £10 per annum

with a free offer on joining.

Members will then receive a

monthly catalogue giving incredi-

ble discounts on all products

listed.

RING 0543 419999 FOR MORE
DETAILS

AMIGA
400/030

AMIGA
1200

DMA ENSURES HIGHEST
PRACTICE

As with most industries, the UK's

personal computer industry has its

share of cowboys operating in the mail

order sector and at the receiving end a

line up of despairing consumers who

have suffered at their hands.

A personal computer is a sophisticated

and expensive item and provided the

purchaser is dealing with a reputable

and accredited supplier, buying a com-

puter by mail order can be a perfectly

safe and cost effective exercise. The

Direct Marketing Association (DMA)
was set up in April 92 to set and main-

tain high standards for the sake of Ihe

industry and society at large, and to

ensure that we can continue to regulate

our own activities on the basis of

proper professional responsibility.

Membership of the DMA is not con-

ferred lightly - it is a privilege which

entails responsibilities, to the consumer

as well as to the industry. The founda-

tion for this must be good practice.

DMA members are required to abide by

the highest standards as laid down in

the DMA's code, enforced on members

by The Authority of the DMA a sepa-

rate body with an independent

Chairman, and which is an assurance of

vigorous self- regulation and profes-

sional responsibility.

DMA members also agree, as a condi-

tion of membership, to abide by The

British Code of Advertising Practice

and The British Code of Sales

Promotion Practice: to apply the

Mailing Preference Service file when

appropriate: and to subscribe to the

Advertising Standards Board of

Finance (ASBOF) and to the Mailing

Standards Levy as applicable.

The DMA symbol can only be used by

members. Printed on stationary, adver-

tising and other promotional material it

demonstrates that these companies con-

form to the Association's high standards

and are subject to the DMA's Code of

Practice, thus enhancing the companies

credibility with customers, suppliers

and of greatest importance, the

consumer.

Since the symbol was introduced last

June, it has become synonymous with

quality , professionalism and and

responsibility. While it cannot be

shown in any way which will become a

sign of best industry practice and of

strict adherence to DMA codes of con-

duct. The symbol represents authority

for members and reassurance for con-

sumers. It has been a high valued mark

of confidence signifying to the con-

sumer the truly professional edge of the

industry.

INDI DIRECTMAIL
Proudly Presents

THE
JAKKI BRAMBLESCOLUMN

Hi.

Commodores decision to reduce the price of the

Amiga 600 took everyone by surprise and really

positions the A600 as the perfect entry level com-

puter .

Of course the problem with new technology is that

something has to be left behind and in Commodores

case it's the poor old 500.

Now Indi tell me that Commodore are taking back

all old A500's when you buy a new state of the art

Amiga 1200. So dust off that old A500 make sure

that it is in full working order and you still have the

mouse, modulator, manuals and power pack. Give

Indi a call on 0543 419999 and ask for "Amiga 500

Trade in Desk". Indi will send Securicor to your

home and pick up your A500 at their cost and then

deliver a superb new Amiga 1200 with £100 off the

advertised price. Remember this is a limited offer

What's a PCMCIA slot I ask? Indi explained to me

that its Commodores way of ensuring that both the

Amiga 600 and 1200 can remain future proof. Credit

card style memory cards are already available from

Indi but thats just the beginning, faxes, modems and

network cards are on their way and who knows what

else. If you need to know more about PCMCIA why

not drop me a line.

On the subject of letters I have been swamped. It's

absolutely great and 1 promise each one will be

responded to and get a signed photograph so keep

them coming! Last months winning letter came from

Adrian Simpson of County Down Northern

Ireland who gave a very well informed comparison

between Amiga and less useful consoles.

I was absolutely knocked out with ail the details he

sent me concerning the music capabilities of the

Amiga. Adrians letter was far too detailed to reprint

but a big thankyou to him for writing it. Adrian the

prize is on its way.

WHAT DOES THIS SYMBOL MEAN

i-X>^ %!*,»»«-*

Alison Slan

(Director of Public Relalions.DMA)

Finally I received a few important letters asking

what is the DMA and why is it important to con-

sumers that Indi is part of it. On lhais page you will

llnd a letter from the Chairman of the DMA, it's

well worth a read.
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News 5
Details of some dramatic and unsettling changes

for Commodore PLUS the collapse of Direct

Marketing International

US News 12
A report on the sorry state of Commodore America

26The Amiga Exposed
This month we look at how your Amiga deals with

addressing and registers, then examine the six

principal methods of accessing data in memory

Education 32
A step-by-step guide to using video with the Amiga

to make an excellent learning environment

Subscriptions 36
This is absolutely your last chance to take out a

subscription at the bargain price of £17.95

37Amiga Answers
Nine pages packed solid with solutions to your

Amiga hassles - whether they're elementary or

advanced. Our expert panel awaits your missives

Code Clinic 46
A C program struggling to use the printer has its

internals rearranged, leaving a healthy program

o 5AILYBLAH
»o<m T^ese "men" I

dangerous?

history

crime
M

Desktop Publishing
A review of the entry-level page layout system

PageSetter 3 PLUS reviews of three collections

of CompuGraphic fonts and some clip-art

Emplant 61
Emplant makes your machine pretend to be an

Apple Macintosh, but how well does it work?

64Hardware Project
It's time to dust down your soldering iron - this

month we show you how to build a virus detector

AMOS 68
How to create menus in AMOS PLUS a guide to

getting your masterpieces published

Amiga Advocate
Protect yourself from an unscrupulous world with

our guide to the law and your rights.

74

Reader Ads
Turn here to pick up those bargains

ARexx
ARexx makes friends and influences other

programs - how to use it for total control

76

81

84Video
The latest version of image processor Art

Department Professional is examined, along with

scenery generator VistaPro 3

C Programming 87
It's down to the nuts and bolts with the first real

code segment for our address book application

Directory Opus 89
Is this the sort of file management program that's

going to make using the Shell a thing of the past?

Interview 92
We talk to Crystal Haze, the people behind the TV

graphics illustrating Terry Pratchett's new book

Letters 93
This month's debate covers CDs, last month's

Upgrade article, the devaluation of kit and more

User Groups 94
Contact like-minded users with our regional guide

Music 95
More tips on getting the most from OctaMED - this

month we take a look at chords

The recession's officially over, so join the recovery

with the aid of our eight-page feature on using your

Amiga to make money. You'll find all sorts of

ideas, from basic typing to advanced video

work. Whatever you use your Amiga for,

you'll find some relevant advice here.

PLUS, there's loads of practical hints

and tips on setting up a business,

so now there's no excuse for not

putting your Amiga to work.

Window Shopp 98
Short but sweet reviews of the computer crime

book Approaching Zero, the video History Of The

Amiga, Pandora's CD and Gasteiner's mouse

AmigaDOS 100
Delve into the subterranean world of devices with

our guide to the Amiga's systems software

Public Domain World 103
Our monthly look at low-cost and no-cost

software takes in the latest haul of Fish disks

and a range of disk magazines

Bock Issues 116
It's the only place to turn to if you're missing that

all-important back issue of Amiga Shopper

Product Locator 117
Your at-a-glance guide to getting hold of those

hardware peripherals and gadgets for your Amiga

Safe Shopping 120
Don't take any chances - turn here to make sure

you get a fair deal from suppliers

Next Month 121
You've already devoured this one? Okay, we'd

better tell you what's in store for you next month

Competition 122
We have a two Canon BJ-lOsx Bubble Jet printers

to give away - all you have to do is send in your

answers to the three easy questions
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ommodore International

Ltd, the parent company of

various subsidiaries

Including Commodore UK,

announced a loss of 5177.6 million

for fiscal quarter ending 31 March

1993. This contributes to a net loss

of S273.6 million for the nine month

period up to that date.

Sweeping changes nave been

made in an attempt to keep the

company profitable. These, along

with the financial results themselves,

have precipitated a torrent of

rumours, with some people wrongly

believing that Commodore have

INDUSTRY
REACTION

The opinions of just some of the

key players in the Amiga market:

Jeremy Rhyll. Dlgita

International's Managing

Director - "Out of difficulty comes

opportunity. Commodore have

always performed best when their

backs are against the wall. As far

as the UK is concerned, they

couldn't have a belter man in

charge than David Pleasance."

Gerry Garnlck, GVP's Vice

President of Sales and Marketing

- "This is a trend we're seeing in

the US with all big companies.

From our point of view it doesn't

make us happy, but we're

optimistic that the market is still

viable. Our sales are down but

we're still very actively developing

(for the Amiga. From the users'

viewpoint they shouldn't get too

concerned. We think some of the

new products Commodore have

got planned are viable."

Andy Leaning, Silica Systems'

PR Manager - "Commodore

would seem to have difficulties.

But they are not from sales of the

Amiga in the UK, rather from

overheads of the worldwide

organisation. From our own sales

records the Amiga, in the UK. is

doing better than at any other

time in its history. Based on our

knowledge and experience, we

have no doubt that they will

quickly return to profit."

already declared bankruptcy.

The reality is less dramatic, but

only just. $42 million of the quarter's

losses is down to the company's

poor operating performance. David

Pleasance, Commodore's joint UK

general manager, told Amiga

Shopper that the reason for this is a

"softening" in Commodore's

markets, particularly Germany, once

a Commodore stronghold. Asked If

this loss was due to Commodore's

attempts at penetrating the PC
market, Pleasance replied, "Our PC

sales were 30% up in volume, but we

made the same amount of money on

them. Although we didn't lose any

money on PCs, I don't think we made

any money either."

Of the remaining $135 million of

losses, $65 million is accounted for

by write-downs - the term for a re-

evaluation of assets held by

Commodore, in particular a large

stock of A600s. which

in the UK are now to

be sold at £199.99 to

keep them

competitive.

The cost of

restructuring

accounts for the final

$70 million. David

Pleasance says: "We

have to realise that

we're a 500 to 600
million dollar

company, not a billion

dollar company." To

this end. Commodore
has been severely

pruned. As we

reported last month,

Commodore US made
its entire sales force

redundant. A

distributor network takes over its

responsibility, coordinated by a much

smaller central US office. One

rumour has it that Commodore have

applied for Chapter 11, an American

form of bankruptcy that enables a

company to continue trading without

their creditors demanding monies

owed and forcing the company into

liquidation. Pleasance assured us

that this was not the case, but said

that Commodore would have had to

apply for Chapter 11 if the

restructuring had not taken place. By

avoiding Chapter 11. he said.

Commodore executives were able to

do the restructuring rather than

After a net loss of $177.6 million

in the last quarter, Commodore
International are restructuring to

stay afloat Cliff Ramshaw gets

the inside story from Commodore
UK's joint general manager.
someone else.

Sweeping cuts have been made
among the European subsidiaries

too. The offices in Benelux, Sweden,

Norway. Spain and Portugal have all

been closed down. Operations in

Sweden and Norway will be handled

by the Denmark office, while the rest

will be controlled from the cut-down

German office.

In the UK. four people have

already been made redundant, and a

further four are to go within the next

two months. Pleasance explained

that the UK subsidiary has been less

affected by the changes than others

because of its relative strength.

With their share prices dropping

COMMODORE SHARES TUMBLE

5 3 12/3 19/3 2S/1 2/4 9/4 lft/4 23/4 30/4 7/5 14/1 21/5 2S/5 4/B U/»
W.-k Ending (1993)

The value of Commodore International's shares has been falling

pretty consistently for well over a year - and the decline has

continued over the last 15 weeks (at the time ofgoing to press).

steadily for more than a year now,

hitting an all-time low of $2,875 at

the time of writing, the question has

to be asked: have Commodore got a

long-term future? Pleasance replied:

"Well, I hope so. I think [after our

restructuring] we're in very good

shape. The tough time will be the

next couple of months."

With the company in such a

position, there's the obvious danger

of a takeover bid. but Pleasance

says. "There is no risk of us being

bought out. A large portion of the

shares is held by the Chief Executive

Officer. He and his friends own

enough to block an unwanted

takeover bid." Would a financial

partner would be a viable option?

"Certainly a suitable proposal would

be considered, but it's not true that

one has been made."

Ironically. Commodore's new 32-

bit machines have sold far more than

the company could have hoped.

Commenting on A400O030 supply

problems. Pleasance said. "Demand
has gone crazy. We've never had this

sort of uptake on an up-market

machine before." Orders are four

times greater than predicted, but

Amiga Shopper was assured that

outstanding orders would be fulfilled

by the time you read this. What

about the rumours that some chip

suppliers have put

Commodore on credit

hold? "There's

probably some truth

In that," Pleasance

said. "Cash flow is

very important to us.

Just as we've asked

our creditors, we've

asked some suppliers

to go easy on us. We
should not have a

problem getting

components."

Pleasance says the

next two months will

be the tough ones.

We believe it is during

this time that the

rumoured Amiga CD
console will be

launched. Obviously

Commodore hope its success will

bolster creditors confidence in them.

We asked Pleasance how important

it is to Commodore's survival. He

replied guardedly: "If such a product

exists, it will be important. Any new

product we release is important."

What message does Pleasance

have for Amiga Shopper readers? "To

assure them that they should look at

this move positively. This

restructuring makes us leaner and

meaner and therefore more

competitive. I'd tell people to hang in

there. We're the leaders in home
computer technology and we intend

to stay that way." ©
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DEFERRED CREDIT ON ALL ORDERS OVER £200.

*PAY 10% NOW AND NOTHING MORE FOR 3 MONTHS

AMIGA A 1 200

CUSTOMER CHARTER
INDI Direct M.nl i% origin*! and very eMciting,

Dcforc you buy fiMll order you mu« Brit be

confid+nt that you will receive the product

you've orderrd and that the tupplirr will be

still be there in the future, should you need

them.

A mail order pure hate from INDI I* a wl#? and

i
secure declilon, and here's why.

INDI is a wholly owned subsidiary of a public

company now in It'** tenth year of trading and

specialising in the supply of computer prod-

ucts.

With a Turnover approaching £30 mtthon per

annum, we have the resources and the pur.

chasing power to offer you the best deals,

deliver them n. -t day nationwide and alwayt

be around when you need us.

SALES AND SUPPORT
The INDI sales team have been trained to

take your order with the utmost care and effi-

ciency. All stock offered for sake is held in

stock* centrally at our group ware house com-

plex and is available for next day delivery,

direct to your home or business. If at any timt-

we are out of stock your money will not be

banked until the product is available (a point

worth checking thould you be tempted to pur-

chase elsewhere)

General information regarding product Is

..»' available from our sale* team. how«»vr*r trth*

nkal support is always on hand should you
' need assistance.

All price* quoted are inclusive of VAT.

INDI
TH.0543419999 FAX0543418079

CREDIT FACILITIES
INDI are now able to offer competitive credit

facilities on all orders over £200. AM credit

facilities are sub|ect to status and applicant*

mu*t bv o»pr th«- Age of 18.

If you would like a quote simply call our our

sales line where acceptance can normally be

notified within the hour, We are also able to

offer Credit ln%urance to cover repayments in

the event of sickness or unemployment.

H MONTHS

AFTER SALES AND
SPECIALIST SERVICE

All products *r* guaranteed for 12 months.
Si in it- products carry a 12 months at home ser-

vice and repair guarantee (where mdicatrd). In

the unhkely event that any product purchased

from INDI arrives at your home faulty, we will

collect from your home and replace the prod-

uct completely free of charge.

As part of our policy of continual product

development and refinement, we reserve the

right to change specifications of products

advertised. Please confirm current specifica-

tion* at the time of ordering.

COMIC RELIEF PACK
The event may be over but the Kind raising soil goes on If you're looking for the been rt

Amp technology then this is the sorter pack for you Based around the outsondrg
Al 200. thtt pack aho gr-es you ilnfurf*. a iron atfcfcCDv* pbcfarm pme from ooaan

software. You1 be pleased to know that every one of these packs purchased raises

another £10 for Comic Refcef

A 1200 STANDARD FEATURES.
* 68020 Processor * PCMCIA Slot * 2MB Chip RAM. * 3.5" Internal

Drive * AA Chipset. * Built tn TV modulator * Alpha numeric keypad.

+ 1 2 Months at home maintenance.

INDI PRICE

FREE

OFFICIAL Al 200 HO SYSTEMS
The Amtga 1200 supplied by lnd« Direct Miti now include* the official

Octal) Commodore installation tftsk and hard drive utility manual lodi

are proud to be an official supplier of Amiga 1200 Hard Drive systems,

that include the official software, documemaoon and on - sue warranty

A500 TRADE IN!!

CI 00 for your old Amiga S00 against any A 1 200 from Indi Direct*

Mutt b« In full working order, complete with mouse, manuals and
P-S-U

w J I 7 +TW or from iL II *f •*# / per month
•(Credit price based on 36 monthly payments APR 29,BV
Total repayment £520 92 and 90 day deferred payments.

AI200 60 MEG HD INDI PRICE £569.99

AI200 80 MEG HD INDI PRICE £599.99

A I 200 120 MEG HD INDI PRICE £679.99
INDI A 1 200 ACCESSORY PACKS
Pack Contains:
* International Games Challenge *» The Cool Croc.

. Paradroid 90. * Zapsac and Zappo T - shirt

INDI PRICE £19.99
60 / 80 Hard Disk upgrades available on any A 1 200 Upgrade includes full Wang warranty on A 1 200 and Hard Disks. Phone for a quote

AMIGA A4000
NEW MONITOR RANGE

THE NEW DUAL SYNC 1 942

have been specially designed for the

New Amiga 1 200 and 4000 computers.

Both monitors feature built • in stereo

speakers.

It's here - The new Amiga 4000/030
The NEW Amqp 4000/030 features i EC68030 processor

running at an incredible 25Mhz. and upgradable at a later

date to a hater processor. The 4000^030 hai a powerful 4

Mb of 32 - bit RAM (2Mb chip * 2 Mb fast) expandable to

18 Mb using Industry standard 32 - bit Simms module. In line

with the Amiga flagship 4000/040 the 4000/030 features the

new AGA graphics chipset. giving you a massive pallet of

1 6 8 mtttton colours. A range of hard dnve opoons are avail-

able from 80 - 240 Mb and includes a SCSI opoon.

4000/030 80 Mb HD INDI PRICE £939.99
Other Dnve Opoons
4000030 120M)HD INDIPWCE £1039.99

400QO3O 240M> HDto***»rot,
nurvfcr price,

4000030 120 h* SCSI HDc«i#«iDiNa)
Piune for price

AfcjJi range of approved upgndee are awaAebie for the

4000030, Indudfef eddkfonel memory module*, hard dri-

ves, PC hndf* boards. FPUs (Mttl e%MM2)end the 24 •

bit Opel Vawn graphics and vide© iyw»m

[INDI PRICE

1 940 Monitor £279.99
1 4 Inch screen sue • 0.39 mm dot matrix

INDI PRICE

1 942 Monitor £379,99
14 inch screen sire - 0.28 mm dot matrix

Paroet Adaptor for CDTV
Connect i CDTV player to any Amp. md icceu the work!

of CD • ROM fofcwvc The Parnet mwrfice and software

will mow the Amrp CDTV to be uied ai a CD - ROM
dnve wuhe any Amtp and w*H |*vt any Amiga owner acceii

CO the van nn|e of CDTV software currenOy tradable.

The CDTV player offer* uceftem ****** *or money when

compered wtth i sandvd CO - ROM <Vr*e and interface

Moet CO * ROM dnves w« set you beck over £400 wMe
CDTV w* cost you lest than £300 and wH ptay aud*o CD'*

m addioon to CD - ROM CDTV dnkt your Anvfa, inter-

bee cable and PD dak **h dnver software for your CDTV

INDI PRICE £39,99
A40OO/0J0 PLUS CDTV I960 MONITOR.
INDI PRICE £1599.99

CDTV PARNET.
INDI PRICE £329.99

AMIGA A600 PRICE CRASH

mm AAOO - SD A single dnve Am.p for those of you reouinng a basic A600 at a very com-
petitive price.

PACK INCLUDES: AAOO single dnve. built m TV modulator. I Mb memory. 12 Months at

home service

INDI VALUE ADDED FREE * Kick Off 2 * Pipe/nana * Space Ace
* Populous * Microswitched Joystick

INDI PRICE] 2%*gT £ 1 89.99

THE WILD THE WEIRD AND THE WICKED A600 li

an ideal tuner pick containing a comtderad mix of software, making
the moil of the Amlgas capabilities

PACK CONTAINS:
A600 Single Drive
Built in TV Modulator

* I Mb Memory
Pushover: Grandprix
Silty Putty: Deluxe Paint III

* Mouse and Manuals

A600 EPIC PACK (40 Mb HD) PACK INCLUDES:
A600 Hard Disks (40Mb) * I Mb Memory * Epic * Rome * Myth * Trivial

Pursjt * Amiga Text * Deluxe Paint III * 1 2 Months at home service

PLUS INDI ACCESSORIES PACK AS LISTED COMES WITH AN EXTRA
5I2K RAM EXPANSION FREE.

NEW
LOW LOW
PRICES

indi price
1 £J5*<; £379.99

INDI A600 ACCESSORY PACK
* Microswitched Joystick * Lockable Disk Box * Disk Waltct * 1 Blank Disks 4>

K>ck Off 2 * Ptpemama * Space Ace * Populous * Zapsac Carry Case * Zappo
T- Shirt

£215.99 llNDI PRICE~| £26.99



WANTTHE BEST IN PROFESSIONAL AMIGA. WHYNOTTAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE CREDITDEALS AVAILABLE
(SUBJECTTO STATUS). CREDrTAVAILABLE ON 6,

1

2, 18, 24, 36 MONTHS.
WHYNOT RINGNOWFOR A QUOTE SAME DAYRESPONSE

AMIGA RECOMMENDED PERIPHERALS & ACCESSORIES
NEW FROM MICROBOTICS!!!.

M 1 230XA ACCELERATOR LAUNCH!!

Microbotit* beats the competition in price/ performance/ features and config-

urations. INDI is very pleased to announce the availability of the new 68030

accelerator product for the AI200; the mlcrobotics Ml 230 XA (call it the

"XA" for short). SO Mhz a standard! Huge 128 MB memory design is stan-

dard (the biggest memory space in any A 1 200 peripheral) just look at these

specifications and prices!

M 1 230 XA W/40 MHZ EC 030 OMB INDI PRICE £299.99

M 1 230 XA W/40 MHZ EC 030 4MB INDI PRICE £399.99

M 1 230 XA W/40 MHZ EC 030 8MB INDI PRICE £499.99

MI230XA W/50 MHZ MMU 030 OMB INDI PRICE £399.99

MI230XAW/5OMHZMMUO3O4MB INDI PRICE £499.99

Ml 230 XA W/50 MHZ MMU 030 8MB INDI PRICE £599.99

MEMORY UPGRADES AND ACCESSORIES

M50 1 The original 0.5MB battery backed upgrade for

the A500.

INDI PRICE £29.99

M502 The original HI MB battery backed upgrade for

the A500.

I INDI PRICE I £49.99

8 Up memory board. Designed for the A 1 500/

A2000. Memory upgradeable to 2/ 4 or 8MB

INDI PRICE £69.99

Hard frame suitable for A 1 500/ A2000. Allows for

the interface of a SCSI hard drive.

INDI PRICE £110.99

AMIGA PERIPHERALS

2MB SMARTCARD.Trw original and still

the only fully PCMCIA compatible memory

card for A600/ AI200.Com«i with lifetime

guarantee Beware of cheap imitations

INDI PRICE £129.99

4MB SMARTCARD. Same u above but

maximum 4MB.

INDI PRICE £199.99

ZAPPO60I.
Trapdoor upgrade for the A600. I MB
with RTC
INDI PRICE £49.99

ZAPPO 601 INC As above only

SI2K no clock INDI PRICE £29.99

Third Party OpalVision Software
(Available now or coming soon)

Aladdin 4D, Amllink Video Editing Products, Art Department

Professional, CoUgari 24, Cine Morph.froctol Pro, Image FX.

Imagemaster, Imagine, Michtron Entertainment Products Morpb
Plus, Real 3D, Scala Multi media 200, Texture City Image

Libraries, 3D Professional, Transporter, Tv Point, Who Pro, Video

Visions and more.'//

MBXI200.

The original and best floating point unit and memory
upgrade for the Amiga A 1 200. Available with 0,4 or 8 MB of

32 bit Fast RAM and a choice of floating point units.Now

complete with real time clock (RTC)

IMBXI200Z688I
MBXI200Z688I
MBXI200Z688I
MBXI200Z6882
MBXI200Z6882
MBXI200Z6882
MBXI200Z6882
MBXI200Z6882
MBXI200Z6882

14 MHZ OMB INDI PRICE i 1 49.00

14 MHZ 4MB INDI PRICE £299.00

14 MHZ 8MB INDI PRICE £399.00

25 MHZ OMB INDI PRICE £199.00

25 MHZ 4MB INDI PRICE £349.00
25 MHZ 8MB INDI PRICE £429.00

50 MHZ MB INDI PRICE £399.00

50 MHZ 4MB INDI PRICE £499.00

50 MHZ 8MB INDI PRICE £599.00

AUDIOVISUAL
MEGAMIX. Low cost, hi spec digital effects

cartridge plugs into the printer port of the Amiga.

Allows stereo sampling from almost any musical

source.

INDI PRICE £29.99

VIDI AMIGA 1 2. The ultimate low cost colour

digitiser for the Amiga. "The best value full colour dtgi-

user on the market" AMIGA FORMAT.

INDI PRICE £75.99

TAKE 2. Animation package Is a must foe computer

artists and enthusiasts of all ages. As used in Rolf

Harris Cartoon Club.

INDI PRICE £37.99

DISK DRIVES

ROCTEC ROCGEN
Entry level Genlock for all Amigas.

Record stunning Amiga Graphics into

standard video or overlay text and

graphics onto a video signal.

INDI PRICE £69.99

ROCTEC ROCGEN PLUS.
As above but with extra features such as tinting and signal

inversion. Allows for real time editing of graphics. Compatible

with all Amigas.

INDI PRICE £133.99
ROCTEC ROCKEY.
The ultimate accessory for Amiga / Video fans. Separate RGB
controls to chroma key on any colour.

INDI PRICE£249.99
PYRAMID SCANNER.
A total hand held scanning package for all Amigas complete

with interface and software.(mono)

INDI PRICE £99.99

MONITOR

»•
ZAPPO EXTE

You've seen all the reviews q
rttiALF^^Y
on um^mpRrznd affordable

second Amiga drive. Compatible with all Amigas.

INDI PRICE I
£59.99

I084ST MONITOR.
Commodores original and best selling colour stereo monitor.

Now includes swivel and tilt stand for total case of use.

Quality: 9 out of 10. " Exceptional value for money.
AMIGA COMPUTING JAN 93

The NEW OPAL VISION system (Rev.2)
The amazing Opalvision 24 * bit graphics board and software suite has been

updated and is now even better value for money.
The software suite now includes:

Opal Paint V2.0 - Now includes full magic wand implementation and

Alpha Channel that allows photo compositing with selectable levels on a

pixel by p«el basisThe new Chrominance effect allows absolute, real time

control of image contrast brilliance and re * mapping of colours.

Opal AnimMATE V2.0 * ofcnng real time play back of animations creat-

ed by ray tracers, landscape generators, morphers and all other 24 - Bit

software

OpaJ Hotkey V2.0 - Display OpalVision graphics anytime with key com-
binations.

Opal Presents - Comprehensive, icon - driven presentation package.

Special Limited off er

IMAGINE V2.0 for only £59.99 when purchased with OPALVISION
Imagine 3D is the most popular 3D rendering software, that now supports

OpalVtslonThis is a full version that would cost £300 rf purchaed separately.

"Qurte simply, ft's a spectocufor product - Amiga Computing

"Undoubtedly the finest mort profetstonal point program Co Ofrfve on the

Amiga" - Amga Fotmat

"Profcssonof guof/ty at thh Price can't be fumed away" - Amip U%*r International

'The verdJct wat unanimout - brilliant" - Amgo Shopper

iNDi price] £599.99

INDI PRICE £189.99
(C 1 79.99 if purchased with A600 / A 1 200 / A I S00)

OpalVision NEWS FLASH
At Last - OpalVision Upgrade Modules!

OpalVision Video Processor - Plugs into the OpalVision mainboard and

adds a waekh of additional features * 24 Bit real - time frame grabber

from composite or S - Video. * Professional quality genlocking

VLSI microcode processor "Roaster Cip" for Digital Video Effects.

Luninance & Chroma Keying * 256 - level "Alpha Channel" (transparen-

cy) key.Management Software

Full specification available on request

OpalVision Video Suite - An advanced external rack mounted
video and audio switching device with it's own internal computer. Includes

9 video and 10 audio inputs. 24 - Bit frame store and a host of special

effects triggered manually or automatically.Full specification available on

request

OpalVision Scan - Rate Convertor - For 31 Khz non - Interlaced

output of Amiga graphics. OpalVision images and any Pal or NTSC source.

Time Base Correction adds to the list of professional features of a unit

that simply plugs into the OpalVisionmaln board.Full specification available

on request

Amiga 4000 OpalVision Systems
Complete Amiga 4000 / OpalVision systems are available for a range of

applications

•Graphics/ Fine Artists * Multimedia * Videographers * Animators *
Desktop Publishing * Designers



TERMS AVAILABLE OVER 6, /2, 24, & 36 MONTHS SUBJECT TO STATUS.
WHY NOT RING FOR A QUOTE. SAMEDAY RESPONSE. (SEE EXAMPLE)

Panasonic Quiet Sluing

We researched the colour printer market at great depth to find a colour printer good enough to cope with Amiga's powerful output, yet at an affordable price.

We found the perfect printer in the KX - P2 1 80 and KX - P2I23 quiet printers.

We then considered that if you were going to buy a Panasonic printer you would probably need a quality word processing package to use with it We found that too. with Wordworth' yet at a
retail price of £ 1 29.99 we thought that might be a little; too expensive on top of your printer purchase* So together with Panasonic we decided to give a copy of "Wordworth' free with every
Panasonic printer. How's that for added value?

KX-P2I80
|
Panasonic KX - P2123

•WORDWORTH COMPLETELY FREE! WITH PANA-
SONIC QUIET PRINTERS.The writer* choice. The ultimate word proces-

sor for AMIGA computers. Wordworth is undoubtedly the ultimate word / document
processor for the full range of AMIGA computers The graphical nature of WORD-
WORTH makes producing documents faster and easier, with the enhanced prinong

fonts (Including full Panasonic KX - P2I80 and KX - P2I23 colour printing support |.

Collins spell checker and thesaurus, no other word processor comes close. "Without

doubt this Is one of the best document processors for the AMIGA. Today" (Amiga

Format)

NORMAL RRP £129.99 Inc. VAT

INDI PRICE PRICE
1

£ 1 89.99

The new Panasonic KX - P2I80 9 -pin quiet printer.

Produces crisp clear text In mono or In 7 glorious colours with

new quiet technology THe new KX - P2I80 is typically I SdBa

quieter m operation, than the competition

Fast Printing Speeds 192 CPS NLQ
Colour Printing 7 colour palette (blue. red. green, yellow, violet, magenta.black)

Quiet printing Super quiet 45 - 48 dBa sound level (most matrix printers are typi

cally In excess of 60 dBa)

6 Resident Fonts Over 6.100 type styles using Courier Prestige. Bold PS. Roman.
Script and Sans Serif Fonts

• 3 Paper Paths Paper handling from bottom, top and rear for total flexibility

• I Year Warranty for total peace of mind

£239.99
The new high performance Panasonic KX - P2 1 23

24 pin. Quiet colour printer offers leading edge

quiet printing technology at an affordable price

Fast Printing Speeds 192 CPS draft. 64 CPS LQ and 32 SLQ.
Colour Printing 7 colour palette (blue. red. green, yellow, violet, magenta. Wack)
Quiet Printing Super quiet 43.S - 46 dBa sound level (most matrix printers are typically

in excess of 60 dBa)

• 7 Resident Fonts Over 1 52.000 type styles using Super LQ. Courier Prestige. Bold

PS. Roman. Script, and Sans Serif Fonts.

24PIN Diamond Printhead High performance and high quality output
I Year Warranty for total peace of mind.

Panasonic LASER PRINTER
KX - P44I0 LASER PRINTER

ssssssssssssssssssl

- P4430 LASER PRINTER

VVOW>AOftTVlCOWfTRY fflffiATTH

PANp\SONC LAS* PWNTWS
Tht wrictrs chotc*. Th« ulumiu word

proccuor for AMIGA computers

NOftMAl RRP £129W Inc VAT

Once *Ygim INDI have |o-o«d togtther with Pvujook 10 offer »Jl Amip owner* the mwi outsarKhnj Ljier Printer ofler twr
twiy * copy of Wordworth wKh every Pan«on< Liter Printer purchtted (RRP C 1 29 99) Whether voo ire looking for i Uier
range offers you the power to meet your requirement*

KXP -4410
* 5 pages per minute

* 28 resident font*

* Optional 2nd input bin(total printer

capacity 2 x 200 sheets)

* Low running costs

f Parallel interface

* Optional memory expansion to 4.5 Mb
(0.5 as standard)

* HP laserjet II Emulation

| INDI PRICE
|

£499.99
inc. VAT

Imminent price increase.

This pnee while stocks last

WO(CWO(CTWOt>^fTB-YffG
WTTHLASBUVtMILKV

We are now iblt to offer high qwl<tv, professional laser printing at affordable pnees. We are also p«nj
printer to handto word procesunj. DTP. presentation or complex graph* application* - the Panasonic

KXP - 4430
• Saiinprtnt (optimum resolution

technology)*

• 5 Pages per minute

• HP Laserjet III Emulation. PCI 5

• 6 Scalable fonts & 28 bitmap

functions

• Optional 2nd input bin (total print

er capacity 2 x 200 sheets

• Optional memory expansion to

SO Mb (I Mb as standard)

| INDI PRICE

£699.99

This
n
p-s price fast.

inc. VAT
inent Rrice Increase,
rhce while stocks las

'(Satinprtocen um optimum rttotyoo* tech*
noton to product tn>y ouUQnpW prw Outl-
ay TKi k*wvi taxm^jti vnom twi? tra-
AonaJ wik «%*i on curved ct«r*tt«r* *nd
***** by W>«ft| IM pnncftd oot Kit

WOflC**rOTmCDMR£7H_YR6

Panasonic PRINTER ACCESSORIES
1

)

PANASONIC AUTOMATIC SHEET FEEDER
Automatic sheet feeder for KXP 2 1 8CV KXP 2 1 23 holds 80M
sheetx INDI PRICE £89.99

2) PRINT DUST COVER
SoeaaK catered quaity dun cover for Panasonic KXP 2 1 80V

KXP 2 123 pmcer INDI PRICE £8.99

3) PRINTER STAND
2 piece primer stand INDI PRICE £9.99

4) PAPER PACK
S60 sheets quaky A4 paper INDI PRICE £9.99

5)CONTINUOUS PAPER
2000 sheets I pan fcsong paper INDI PRICE £ 1 9.99

6) PA
To be
PARALLEL PRINTER CABLE

used when comectirw A/rura to Panasonic printers,

INOI PRICE £8.99 (£5 99 fpuo**** w* . pmaf

7) PANASONIC COLOUR RIBBON
Colour rtbbon for KXP 2 1 80/ KXP 2 1 23
INCMPRICE£ia99

8) PANASONIC BLACK RIBBON
Black ribbon for KXP2I8GV KXP2I23. INDI PRICE £9.99

SAVE £££££SON THEFOLLOWING
ACCESSORY PACKS

PACK I

PANASONIC COLOUR RIBBON PACK
Contains 6 colour nbbons lor the KXP 21 23 RRP
£11999.
INDI PRICE £34.99 SAVE £30!!!

PACK 2
PANASONIC RIBBON PACK
Contains 2 black and 4 colour nbbons for KXP
2 1 807 KXP 2 1 23.RRP £99.99.

INDI PRICE££69.99 SAVE £30!"

PACK 3
PANASONIC DELUXE ACCESSORY PACK
Contains automatic sheet feeder. 2 black ribbons. 2
colour nbbons. I dust cover. 2 piece pnnter stand.
RRP £16999 INDI PRICE £139.99 SAVE £30

Add Q50anp to il pmar
i

I
cr oTTbraeOm tfwnof



12 MONTHS INTEREST FREE CREDIT AVAILABLE ON CDTV EXTERNAL
HARD DISK SUBJECT TO STATUS. LOW INTEREST CREDIT

AVAILABLE ON ALL ORDERS OVER £200

AMIGA CDTV THE MULTIMEDIA COMPUTER TOTAL HOME
ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM

*»**

it t.

The problem with any new product Is that it always takes time for

everyone to realise its full potential.

CDTV is no exception and in our opinion everything we have read

does a pretty poor |ob of explaining just what CDTV can do and

why it is so exciting.

THE INDI GUIDE TO CDTV
IT'S A CDTV PLAYER - Yes. it will play all your Primal

Scream. Paverotti. Pink Floyd and any other CD you care to men-

tion in superb high quality stereo, with infra red remote control

IT AN AMIGA - Plug in the keyboard, switch on the external

disk drive and the colossal range of inexpensive Amiga Software can

be used on CDTV.

IT'S A MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM - just imagine, stereo sound, images and text all on screen. It asks a question, you respond, it responds - truly inter-

active! Each CD disk holds hundreds of megabytes of data with instant optical access. The whole of Hutchmsons encyclopeadta fits on to one disk. This inter-

active system 1$ a unique aid for Education. Business or Leisure. The future is here'

PACK CONTENTS AS STANDARD Amiga CDTV Player CDTV Keyboard CDTV Ml I 3.5" Disk Drive CDTV Infra Red Remote

Controller * CDTV Wired Mouse • CDTV Welcome Disk Manuals Fred Fish CDTV Disk

INDI VALUE ADDED FREE * Lemmings CDTV (£34.99)

* Blues Brothers (£12.99)

* Pipemania. Populous. Kickoff 2,

Space Ace.

INDI PRICE

PACK AS SHOWN £329.99

PRICE CRASH /lOG^b multi media pack with- H7Q 00l^Tl.ll OUT INDI VALUE ADDED tJ L J .77

CDTV CONNECTS DIRECTLY TO YOUR TV SET

AMIGA CDTV ACCESSORIES
THE BRICK - ETTE
Just plug m tht brick - tttc

and uit any wlrtd Amiga
compatible (oyidck. mou« of

trackball dtvice on th«
Commodort CDTCV. Tht
built • in 8 - b*t Micro
fVoceuor |lv«i chfl Brick -

ene btg imaru in a Uny pack-

aft and makes it uiy to uie

|uit plug into tht rtmott
port ana it it rtady to go
with real time mouse or |oy-

Stick movement on your
CDTV. No loading o' drWtr programs or software No
switches for mouse or joyitick. Special settings (with

mouse) aBow you to Wast away with with three rap*d

fire modes A dual fire buttons Comes complete wtth

Python Micro switched jovswlc

INDI EXCLUSIVE £49.19
With two toytrxki £59.99

BLACK I04BSMOJTOR
At list the CDTV Monitor

you have been waiting (or

The original and best telkng

colour stereo

"xmitor from Commodort
a now avufcble *i Mack to

compiemtnt your CDTV
INDI PRICE £189.99
tor £179W wfctn purchased

with CDTV Mulo Media peck

l( you are thinking of buying CDTV or already own
one you'll be pleased to know that INDI stock all

CDTV accessories and software that are available

from manufactures. We believe in CDTV and we

therefore continue to support this exciting product

You will always have a source of product for your

CDTV from INDI.

LtoR
CDTV Encore SCSI Controller Internal Mount £10999

£149.99

£189.99

£179.99

£49.99

£1499

AMIGA CDTV EXTERNAL
HARD DISK DRIVE

You've got the CDTV. you've got the keyboard
and the floppy disk drive * for a total computer
solution all that's needed Is an ultra fast hard
disk drive.

The CDTV * HD unit boasts a massive 85 Mb of

hard disk storage with lightning fast access times

through its SCSI interface. The unit comes
complete with Workbench 1.3 and all necessary

cables.

CDTV tMTri GNrttci

tU<k I 0S4S Colour Stereo Monitor

(WWi purteMd w*h CDTV Muta - Mads Pack)

CDTV Remote Moum
Sea/r TV / Mon*or Lead

(mt Stereo Phono LcM)

M^ct* - 1 r*>Lt*^Ov R>" Ifcrv* ** CDTV

CDTV Tncfctel

US9.99

£49.99

INDI PRICE

£299.99

a
MCMTW

CHT>«WCDLJCT
EPCH0VTJ

rro
STM

AMIGA CDTV SOFTWARE SEE THE jAKKI

FOR DETAILS OF THE
BRAMBLES PAGE
INDI SOFTWARE CLUB

ARTS AND LEISURE
Advanced Military S^iterni 429.99

Women m Mooon £29.99

Guinness Due of Records 04.99
Animals In Motion £29.99

Connoisseur Fine Arts £14.99

Fruits ft Vegetables £34.99

Tree* & Stirvto OO?
Garden Plants £34.99

Indoor Plants £34.99

EDUCATION
Fun School - Under Si £24.99

A long Hard Day at the Ranch £34.99

A Bun for Barney £29.99

Cinderella £19.99

Fun School for 6 to 7 £24.99

Fun School for Over 7*1 £24.99

Heather Hits her First Home Run £34,99

LTV - English as a 2nd Language £34.99

Mind Run £29.99

Mud Puddk £34.99

My Pam £29.99

North PoUr Capediooft £49.99

Paper Bat **«» £14.99

Scary Poems for Rotten Kids £39.99

Taie of ften|amm Bunny £39.99

Tale of Peter Rabbit £39.99

Thomas 1 SnowsuR 04.99

Moving Gh-es me Stomach Ache £34.99

Barney Beer Goes Camping £29.99

Astern Eng1*h for French I £34.99

Japan World (PAL) £49.99

NASA, the 25th Year £19.99

Fractal Universe £34.99

ENTERTAINMENT
Battlechesi £39.99

Battle Storm £29.99

Fred Fish (CD PDI) £19.99

At Drjas Go To H«vwu3ectrK Cfiyon £34.99

UhHrate BukwtaJI £29.99

Class* Board Games

Dinosaurs for Hire

Hounds of the BaskevOles

Psycho Klaer

Sherlock Holmes

Consulting Detecove

Sam Cry
Trivial Pursuit (PAL)

Wrath of the Demon
Team Yankee

Raffles

Prehmor*

Snoopy

Town <**th No Name
Lemming* £34.99

European Space Simulator

Fantasoc Voyage

Global Chaos

Turneanl

Tumcanil

04.99 Guy Spy £29.99
414.99 Cover Gai Poker £24.99

£29.99 Lopol £25 99

£29.99 Prey £34 99

Curse of Ra £24.99

£39.99 Space Wan £29.99

£29.99 MUSIC
449.99 Music Maker £34.99

«9.99 Remo £29.99

434.99 Karaoke Fun Hto I £14.99

434.99 Votcemaster Mcrophone £39.99

434.99 Voice FX £19.99

434.99 REFERENCE
429.99 American Heritage D<oonary £49.99

Complete Worta of Shakespeare £29 99
434.99 musvated Hoty B**e £29 99

£34.99 New Basic Bectrorec Cookbook £39.99

429.99 Timetable of Buarms 439.99

429.99 Ttorwobte of Science £39.99

429.99 World Vao Adas £54 99

Dr Weataw £54 99

1807

DESPATCH
AH order* received by 4pm Monday to frxUy «nr

despatched someday lor delivery using our
rtettkrcul courier - Secuncor. (UK M-it-nUnd wily)

Saturday deliveries are available at a small tur

thetrge, H you aire out when we deliver, a card will

be Mt at ymir home t*vmg you a contact Ml*
to .irrange a convergent re * detav

Delivery queries can be resolved immediately
our on - hne computer.

Cheque orders are despatched immediately on
cheque cle-arance, usuetBy 10 wortcmg days from

I charte of i S 00 is mad* per
item unless otherwtse stated.

WC ALSO ACCEPT B.F.rVO ORDERS (DUTY
FREE) CARRIAGE CHARGE AT UK POSTAL

RATES

HOW TO ORDER
BY POST - StmpJy fill m the coupon below.

BY PHONE - phone hoes opent 00am 7 00pm
Moo Frt. V.OOetm - 4.J0pm Sat* - where your caM

will be einswered by one of our INDI sales team.
After 7 00pm each day your call will be *tn*wered

by answerphorte. If you would like to place an
order have aM the details at tund incUtdtng credit

card* All oilers subfect to availability. Prices cor-

rwt at time of going to press. May we suggest

you ctH before orderiry

SEND YOUR ORDER TO:

INDI DIRECT MAIL
I RINGWAY INDUSTRIAL
ESTATE,
EASTERN AVENUE.
UCHFIELD
STAFFS. WSI3 7Sf

AS0793

Pleas* send

* / | 141 lltlttMl

a J

*>

<>

» . . *••.*•»*...

Price Delivery.

I enclose cheque/ PO for L .

or charge my Access/ Visa No.

Expiry ../ /

Signature.

Name

Addr«i 'flflH

• * * **.*

Deliver to if different

Daytime Tel

Postcode

<"<"
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WELCOME

The editor. Cliff Ramshaw, gives

his penny's worth...

B
ad news Is In no short

supply this month. On

page 5 you'll find full

details on Commodore's dire

troubles, along with an

explanation from UK main man

David Pleasance, who remains

steadfastly optimistic about the

company's future.

For DMI. better known to us

as HB Marketing, the future is a

thing of the past. The tale of the

demise of one of the biggest

distributors of Amiga software is

told in the story to the right.

But, hey, it's not all bad! Our

main feature this month gives

practical advice on how you can

make real money with your Amiga

(perhaps you'll have more

success than Commodore), and

gives valuable hints and tips on

dealing with the tax man and

your bank manager.

Keep your comments on the

mag and the Amiga coming - rt

helps us to keep improving.

Direct Marketing down
Direct Marketing International PLC

has gone into liquidation.

DMI PLC was the parent company

of HB Marketing, long-standing

distributor of serious Amiga software.

DMI PLC was put into liquidation on

21 May following a shareholders'

meeting. A creditors' meeting on

3 June ratified the appointment of

Begbie Norton as the liquidators. HB
Marketing itself then went into

liquidation on 11 June.

Former managing director of DMI

Keith Howell told Amiga Shopper that

one of the primary reasons for the

company's failure was a major

accounting problem in the company's

leisure development area. DMI, he

said, was working In a contracting

market. The entry of Micro-PACE into

the Amiga peripheral and software

distribution network only served to

offer more competition to the

beleaguered DMI.

Howell assures us that not too

many customers will have lost money
- the liquidators put the figure at

around 50. Customers who have sent

money to DMI but not received their

goods should contact the liquidators

Begbie Norton on » 071 430 2321
as soon as possible.

Howell himself is starting a new

company, Visual Products. Among
other things, the company is to

represent RocTec in the UK. and will

be distnbuting their video graphics

products. The first of these is to be

the new version of the RocGen Plus.

which is now compatible with the

A1200. Visual Products assure us

that more exciting developments are

on the way Visual Products can be

contacted on * 0494 890601.

Products previously distributed by

DMI or HB may now become available

through other companies such as

ZCL. Silica. Meridian and Mico-PACE.

Clip art rides into town
Dlskotech have released a two-disk collection of clip-art

entitled Western Movies.

The collection contains 2,300 individual graphics and

ready-made animations for use in packages such as

Deluxe Paint. Its images are presented in the correct

scale, colours and detail to enable the user to create

miniature Western "movies". The company claim that just

about any scene from your favourite Westerns can be

created from the supplied graphics. Western Movies costs

£15 from Diskotech » 05912 242.

Western Movies - a collection of graphics and animations

bound to appeal to American cowboy Bob Uddll.

Altered Images have released a CD title that alms both

to entertain and educate.

Based on the book Alistair In Outer Space, the CD of

the same name will work with both the CDTV and Amigas

fitted with the A570 CD-ROM drive.

Rather than going for a disc that relies heavily on

digitised still Images, the makers have included a number

of animations as well as a narration facility. Features of

the disc include: 26 animated pages, an illustrated index,

interactive pages with hidden educational games, the

facility to speak words and sentences, square puzzles, a

colouring book and a card game.
Alistair In Outer Space is aimed at 5 to 9 year olds

and costs £24.99. For more information call Altered

Images » 0234 340722.

Also available from the company is a set of AMOS
routines to enable programmers to control a connected CD
player. The routines provide facilities to play and halt

tracks, pause tracks and control the CD player's volume.

Also included is a program which acts as a conventional

interface to a CD player, demonstrating the use of the

A600 AT ROCK-BOTTOM PRICE
The price puts the A600 very

much in the position of C64 of the

'90s - a cheap and cheerful entry-

level computer. The price drop also

forms a significant part of of

Commodore's recent S65 million

stock wnte-down (see story, page 5).

Commodore » 0628 770088.

Omega
sound

Commodore has dropped the price of

the stand-alone A600 to £199.99.

The two packs in which it is also

sold have both been reduced too.

The Wild. Weird & The Wicked pack,

containing Deluxe Paint 3 and three

games, is now £229.99, while the

Amiga 600 HD Epic pack, with DPaint

3. Trivial Pursuit, a word processor

and three other games, is £349.99.

David Pleasance. Commodore s

General Manager, Sales and

Marketing, commented: "For hardly

any more cash than a console you

can have a brilliant games machine

with genuine computing power."

CD TITLE FROM ALTERED IMAGES

Alistair In Outer Space on CD - you've read the book,

now's your chance to play the computer game.

routines. The AMOS routines are available on disk for

£4.95 from Altered Images.

DIY hardware buffs will be pleased

by Omega Projects' move to release

their Amiga peripherals In kit form.

Omega Projects' products include

Sound Trap (a sound sampler). Mini-

Midi. Mix-It (audio mixeri. a 512K
RAM expansion, a ROM switcher and

Sound Enhancer Plus.

The first of these to be released

in krt form, coming with all necessary

parts, a printed circuit board and full

documentation, is Sound Trap 3. It

costs £19.99 plus postage and

packaging, and is available from

Omega Projects « 0942 682203.
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One Stop Alleged cyberpunk nicked
^^^^ I | A computer user has been arrested for allegedly that the pirated software was of a sort not yet generally

CD shop
Capri CD Distribution have

committed themselves to selling

every single CDTV title available.

The company, based in Marlow,

Buckinghamshire, is headed by

Richard Gandy, chairman of the

National Association of Specialist

Computer Retailers. A full catalogue

of titles is available on request.

Capri tr 0628 891022.

A computer user has been arrested for allegedly

distributing pirated software via a bulletin board.

The arrest follows a raid by New Scotland Yard's

Metropolitan Police Computer Crime Unit in conjunction

with FAST, the Federation Against Software Theft. New
Scotland Yard issued the following statement: "Officers of

the Metropolitan Police Computer Crime Unit in

association with FAST and with assistance from computer

companies Nintendo, Sega and Commodore this morning

executed a search warrant under the Copyright. Designs

and Patents Act 1988 at an address in Cheshunt.

"A 19-year-old man was arrested in connection with

the alleged unauthorised sale of computer software. The

allegation concerns the unlawful sale of computer games
software through a computer bulletin board. It is alleged

that the pirated software was of a sort not yet generally

released in the UK.

"A large amount of computer equipment and
documents were seized. The man is being held in custody

at Cheshunt Police Station. Enquiries continue."

FAST'S chief executive Bob Hay added: "Bulletin

boards have been responsible for creating an open forum

for computer users to share a wealth of information and

ideas. Unfortunately as with all great ideas, there's always

a group of people with a 'vandal' mentality that will look to

ruin things. Blatant abuses of bulletin boards in terms of

introducing offensive material, illegally copying other

people's work and spreading viruses only serve to

degenerate the quality of service for everyone else."

FAST tr 0628 660377.

STARS FALLING IN PRICE

Star have announced price

reductions on two of their low-cost

colour dot matrix printers.

The reductions form an attempt

by Star to consolidate their position

as leading manufacturers of colour

dot matrix printers in the UK, and to

enable their colour printers to

compete more effectively against

monochrome dot matrix printers.

The two machines affected are

the 9-pin LC-100 Colour, falling from

£257.33 to £233.83, and the 24-pin

LC-200 Colour, falling from £410 to

£391.28.

Star Micronics « 0494 471111.

AMIGA HELPLINE

MOVES
The Amiga helpline, a four-year-old

organisation that alms to solve

members' Amiga problems, has

moved to new premises.

The move comes as the

organisation opens up another

membership section, the 24-bit Club,

which is for people working with true-

colour cards. Membership costs £20,

for which you get free access to over

10.000 backdrop and texture map
images. Free access is also given to

the club's 3D object library and

advice service.

Membership of the Amiga

Helpline also costs £20. It provides

free access to PD software, clip art

and fonts, as well as replies to

technical queries. You can join both

clubs before 1st September for

£35.00. Send a stamp to Amiga

Helpline & 24-bit Club, 6 Skirsa

Square, Unit 1. Glasgow G23 5DW.

Subtitles on every page
Zen Computer Services have required. Standard Agfa Compu- and external keyer control, t costs

launched an Amiga-based subtitling

system.

Euro-Titler. as it is known, has

already seen service with Granada

TV. in the programmes Disappearing

World and World In Action. Now it is

available to the public.

The subtitle captions can be

edited on the Amiga, and, with the

aid of a genlock, previewed over the

source video. When it comes to the

on-line stage, the captions can either

be output directly from the Amiga or

downloaded to an Aston 4 caption

generator which is controlled from

the Amiga.

Timing can be accomplished by a

software pseudo-timecode generator.

or via hardware. Either an external

card or Zen's VITC/LTC timing card

can be used.

Euro-Titler can import and export

ASCII text, and produces one- or two-

line captions which can be boxed if

Graphic fonts can be used and

anti-aliased. A superior version of

Euro-Titler, called Euro-Titler

Broadcast, also has Aston 4 support

£380, whereas furoT/t/er costsl80.

The VITC Internal Reader Card for

£450. Zen Computing Services

« 061 793 1931.

ARK's
jungl

High-quality plant Images from ARK.

Applied Research Kernel are to sell

a range of high-quality plant Images,

digitised at 18 bits In resolutions up

to 1,200 x 800 pixels.

The images are available in a

variety of graphics formats, including

IFF, HAM and JPEG. They can be

used independently, or in conjunction

with the company's Plants For All

Seasons database system. Each

image costs between 20p and 60p,

depending on quality. Contact ARK
» 0983 551 496.

Cheap typefaces

avaiiiable

If I had one of these In the office, perhaps I wouldn't have to write this myself.

A CD-ROM containing 1,000

typefaces has been released by CD
Enterprises. Called Serials

Typecollection Version 3, the disc

contains typefaces In PostScript

Type 1 and TrueType formats.

The price of the disc is £410.

meaning the fonts cost 41 pence

each. Alternatively CD Enterprises will

sell you typefaces on floppy disks: a

minimum of 12 for £60.

The collection contains Serif,

Sans Serif and Decoratif faces, as

well as 64 TopTypes for headlines

and titles. Both screen and printer

fonts are included. Call CD
Enterprises tr 0457 865971.
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US NEWS

Amiga Shopper's own
American cowboy,
Bob Liddil, follows up
last month's story

about the finances of

the Big C in the US.

umors concerning

Commodore America's

impending demise are

flying like bats on a warm
summer night. One story even has

Commodore tiling bankruptcy In

Pennsylvania. Another rumor, that

Commodore Is cutting costs at

every opportunity, seems to be true.

as witnessed by the sacking of Its

sales force, reported last month,

and its recent "Invisible man"

Imitation at America's premier

consumer electronics and computer

showcase, CES.

The mega-giant Consumer

Electronics Show in Las Vegas saw

long time Amiga manufacturers such

as Gold Disk and others show up

without a single Commodore support

product, old or new. Anyone

interested in the Amiga who attended

CES would have gone home with the

distinct impression that our favorite

computer is headed for extinction.

The only Amiga to be found on the

floor was in the NewTek display and

it was not sporting a Commodore
emblem, but a NewTek label.

Commodore had a very smalt office

type meeting room, but not much

else in the way of visible presence.

In fairness, many of Japan's

giant consumer electronics

manufacturers such as Toshiba and

Panasonic were also either absent or

dramatically scaled down in booth

space. But how can Commodore
ignore one of the largest Consumer

Electronics shows in North America?

Good common sense, actually, if

one examines the facts. And the

facts are: the outfit's losing money.

and it needs to find ways to conserve

a diminishing cash flow.

Here's how the America OnLine

commercial bulletin board service's

financial news wire described

Commodore in crisis.

On May 28, Commodore
International Limited reported a net

loss of $177.6 million, or $5.37 per

share on sales of $120.9 million for

the third fiscal quarter ended March

31, 1993.

This compares with earnings of

$4.1 million, or $.12 per share on

sales of $194.6 million in the year-

ago quarter.

For the nine months ending

March 31, 1993, the net loss was

$273.6 million, or $8.27 per share,

compared with net income of $49.5

million, or $1.47 per share in the

same period of the prior year. Sales

for the nine months were $517.2

million, compared with $770.3

million in the yearago period.

Overall, the sales decline of

almost 40 percent for the quarter

was primarily due to prevailing

economic softness in all of the

company's major markets, especially

Germany. There was also significant

pncing erosion for the company's

older Amiga models and PC

products. Unit volume of Amiga

products declined 25 percent, while

Amiga revenues declined over 45
percent. PC unit volume increased

30 percent, but revenues increased

only slightly from the prior year. C64
computer sales were nominal in the

quarter. The unit sales decline and

severe pncing erosion duhng the

quarter, primarily in the month of

March, had a substantial adverse

effect on profitability for the March

quarter.

In light of this significantly

changed business environment, the

company re-evaluated projected

inventory values

and determined ^^^^^^™
thaf writedowns of

$65 million were

required to reduce

inventory, including

the older Amiga

products, to current

estimated net

realizable value. In

addition, the ^^^^^-__
company made a

provision of $ 70 million for special

pricing and promotional allowances,

additional restructuring costs, and

asset writedowns.

Not that Commodore is In a
state of panic over this. Irving Gould,

chairman and chief executive officer,

stated: "We are extremely

disappointed with our results for the

first nine months of this fiscal year.

We believe Commodore 's technology,

brand name and distribution network

continue to have significant value

and we are exerting all of our efforts

to restructure the company to take

advantage of these values during

this period of severe difficulty.

"

All this was backed up by

accountant's sheets and such [see

main story, page 5].

"Is the Amiga about

to join the TRS-80 in

that great computer

pasture in the sky?"

SUMMER ?I?
ifCMOHO » r ftlCKOMC

INDUSTRY

The CES show In Las Vegas, probably the biggest

computer show In the US. had nary an Amiga In sight.

You have to realize,

of course, that all

this was designed to

provide information

to someone wishing

to buy Commodore
stock at a local

broker's. Still, one

has to wonder. A

loss of $273 million

in nine months of

one year versus a

profit of $49 million

from the same
period a year ago is

a major malfunction

even in "big-

business. Somebody has messed
up, but nobody knows who.

It's all a tangled mess of

financial reports and figures. It's

enough to make a cowboys hat fall

off trying to figure it all out. Attempts

to contact Commodore for comment.

as usual, were an exercise tn futility.

What does all this mean? is the

Amiga about to join the Dragon and

the TRS-80. the Sinclair, the ADAM,
and countless other machines in that

great computer pasture in the sky?

Probably not, the reason being,

in America, at least, that NewTek
and the Wdeo Toaster are married to

the Amiga. The Toaster support

industry with all its paint programs

and font programs and rendering

programs is the heartbeat of

American Amigadom. No matter how

many times Commodore seem to

have shot themselves in the foot, it

should be remembered that the USA
is in the grips of a major recession

right now and high-

powered

graphics-oriented

computers are a

low priority with the

average consumer,

who is probably

more interested in

a passive Super

Nintendo, or Sega_^mB Genesis, than in

an interactive

system. With the Amiga game base

eroding daily to virtual non-existence,

and the business base not there at

all, it makes perfect sense for

Commodore to show a minimal face

at CES (saving $50,000 or so) and
concentrate on the stronger markets.

That strategy concentrates funds on

targets that have the highest

potential to return a profit.

An old Texas cowpoke once told

me. concerning ranching, that if you

want to be successful, you have to

feed the cattle on the greenest grass

and bnng them to the market where

the prices are the highest. Well, the

green grass is the new chipset and

the Amiga is held in highest regard

as a graphics generation platform

here in the USA. So maybe

Commodore have been listening to

my friend Tex.

As for filing Chapter 11

(protective bankruptcy in the US). I

don't believe a word of it. As a

matter of fact, I've bet against it. So

if they file for reorganization, it's

going to cost me enough Dr Pepper

(standard betting unit among Amiga

cowboys) to float the QE2.

Well, it's time to go. We're going to

skip the "whoopee ty yi yay" this

time. Math and economics give me a

wicked headache. (Exit, strolling off

into the sunset, swilling Dr Pepper

and chewing aspirin.) See you next

month - with better news. I hope.^S
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MAKE MONEY

our Amiga is not just for

fun. Put It to work for

you and your hobbles or

Interests, whatever they

are, could start making you money.

The Ideas covered here are realistic

businesses you can run as either a

second job or as full-time work.

If you're starting out in business,

of course, the last thing you want to

do is spoil a good idea by being

badly prepared, so we've got some
advice on the business side of things

too - raising finance, surviving debt

and coping with tax. plus the pitfalls

you might face and how to overcome

them. Don't forget to take advantage

of any local opportunities as well -

your Job Centre will put you In touch

with a local TEC (Training Enterprise

Council) where you will get more

advice on grants, free training and

the Enterprise Scheme.

So, what profitable and rewarding

market niche Is waiting for your

talents to make money out of it?

Business
Services
Required software: Spreadsheet,

Database. Document processor

Recommended: The Works Platinum

(£69.99. Silica « 081 309 1111);

Gold Disk Office 2 (£49.95. Silica);

Whatever you want to use your Amiga for, it could
be making money for you! Mark Smiddy explains
how, then profiles people who are already doing it
Mini Office (£42.99, Profile « 0295
252422)

Required hardware: Hard disk,

reliable printer

Recommended: GVP 42Mb SCSI

(£299, Silica); 24-pin or laser printer

(See the adverts in this issue for

what's available)

Computers are not cheap and can be

frightening. Since you already have

the hardware and the expertise to go

with it. you are in an ideal situation

to offer other people the chance to

use a computer on a time-share.

That doesn't mean hiring out your

setup - it involves hiring out the

whole thing Including your brain.

THE DATABASE
This is probably the least useful

external service you can offer to

clients, unless you tie it in with a

suitable word processor to handle

basic mail-outs. In such a case the

service you could offer your clients

would be to hold each of their

customers' details on file, perform

the mail-merge, supply and address

the envelopes and handle the actual

posting out.

The database

could be used to

target just those

customers the client

wanted - say by area

code or customer

type. A similar

method can be used

to handle press

releases - but you

could be responsible

for organising the

contacts, and this is

drifting a little into

the Pubic Relations

arena, where

specialists are more

An Integrated business package like Mini Office may
have all you need to set up an Integrated business...

usually involved. Remember though,

since you are holding data about

people on computer, this does come
under the auspices of the Data

Protection Act. Make sure you are

registered and fully conversant with

the appropriate laws - you can

contact the Data Protection Registrar

on « 0625 535711.

THE WORD PROCESSOR
Word processing is central to any

business - no matter how small it is.

Business flyers, headed notepaper

and advertisements are covered

under DTP. but more down-to-earth

things spring to mind. As already

mentioned, there is a possible tie-in

with the database to mallshot a lot

of people. But what about just basic

secretarial duties? Your client could

dictate a letter by telephone, you

could record it on an answering

machine, then you could type it,

ss

Before even thinking about starting up in business

you should first consider your current situation and

what you have to lose. Even If you're already out

of work, going into business is a bold step which

you should think long and hard about. Listening to

some of the real-life success stories (and the

occasional banking advert) can make you think it's

easy. It's not.

Many small businesses fold within their first

12 months and many more after just two years.

Those early days are so crucial, anyone who can

survive them is likely to survive a stock-market

crash. It doesn't just happen to the smaller

business either - examples like Alan Bond. Robert

Maxwell and the Tyneside-based Swan Hunter

Shipyard prove it can happen to anyone who gets

lackadaisical, greedy or just plain unlucky.

Being self-employed and running your own
business takes time and commitment. Many

employed and unemployed people think the self-

employed have it easy because they can set their

own hours, work when they choose and claim

everything back In tax. There is a certain amount

of truth in this - but a lot depends on the type of

business, and on the whole, to make a success of

your business you've got to work at least as hard

as In a 'normal" job. L^^J
One-time self-employed programmer Toby

Simpson explains candidly: "I nearly went

bankrupt because 1 couldn't get out of bed in the

morning. I just diem t have the drive to put the

hours in." Toby, now head programmer for

Cambridge-based software house Millennium,

finds the <Mo-5 rigidity of full time work more

suitable for him. You've got to be a self-starter to

go it alone.

THf iANKS J
Just about any bank will offer some sort of

financial support - but the range of services varies

considerably. iSo does what you get charged for

them!) Your business accounts need not be held

at the same branch or even the same bank as

your private accounts, but it helps. However, just

because the high-street banks are in competitionn come

with each other doesn't mean they don't talk to

each other. Make sure you keep your private

accounts in order for at least six months before

you approach the manager with a great money-

making scheme. No matter how worthwhile your

suggestion may be, a good credit record is an

essential starting point.

Bank managers have a dreadful reputation,

but In reality they are Just human beings. (I have

this on the best authority - one of them assured

me it was true, and they're never wrong.) The

secret of their power is... psychology! Bank
managers, like many high-powered professionals,

like to exude an air of superiority. They worked

hard to get where they are and they want you to

know it'

When you stroll into the manager's office, you

will be met by a huge, wellorganised desk and a

small, very uncomfortable chair to sit on. in

marked contrast to the manager's huge, cosy one
All this is designed to make you feel small. The

desk is a barrier - the larger and bulkier the desk,

the bigger the statement of superiority. It keeps

you that much further away and makes the person

sitting behind it feel safe and secure. Tne

manager's close-fitting chair is - quite seriously -
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MAKE MONEY

check spelling and grammar and

send il out the same day. Probably

the best way to charge would be by

the word (plus a smalt amount for

low-volume work), and postage costs.

This service may seem esoteric,

but you may be surprised how many

folk could use a part-time secretary -

if only they could afford one! This is.

of course, a good way to sell the

idea to potential clients. A low-cost

fax machine is handy to have, so

that you can enable your customers

to check copy - and you could even

offer a fax service as well.

THE SPREADSHEET
Two of the most important parts of

business planning are the cashflow

projection and the profit-and-ioss

account. If a business does these on

paper, a simple calculating error is

tricky to spot and more difficult to fix.

Such items can easily be fed into a

spreadsheet, reducing the chance of

error and making planning easier.

This service is Invaluable to new and

existing businesses alike. It's also

quite straightforward to cost out - a

cashflow spreadsheet can be

charged on a fixed amount for each

cell entry. This also gives your

customer a good guideline of how

much the job will cost in advance.

It doesn't have to stop there

though. You can offer to give the

int of the womb and gives a comfortable

feel. You on the other hand are in totally

unfamiliar surroundings and probably feeling very

nervous - so your presentation will be instantly

shattered.

To be fair, many larger banks now make

themselves at least seem more accessible and

employ a "Business Adviser* at their larger

branches. This person is trained to be sympathetic

and will probably greet you in a sectionedoff area

of the main lobby. In this way the bank are

meeting you on common ground and will most

likely do so without any visible barriers such as

tables; if a table is used, It will probably be

positioned off to one side. Of course, if you want

more privacy, they will be only too pleased to

accommodate.

When you make the initial approach, let the

adviser know you mean business by dressing

smartly A new suit, however, is extravagant.

totally unnecessary and. if anything,

counterproductive. Remember, this isn't a job

interview - so don't treat it like one. If you have a

great, money-spinning idea, the bank will want

your business as much as you want an account.

Give yourself a few minutes to get settled in.

customer more than one example

sheet with slightly changed variables

to see how things pan out given

different scenarios. Since the

spreadsheet is simple to update, it's

much quicker for you to do - and you

can make a killing

with each different

projection. These

could then be

offered as plain-

paper printouts with

a graphing option

available at extra

cost - or as part of a

package price. Don't

forget though, these

extras cost in printer

consumables such

as ink cartridges,

toner or ribbons, so

don't undercharge.

if it takes off. a small office in a

government-run Business Enterprise

Centre should be sufficient.

Presentation is a key to success

here. For instance, answering the

phone with a staccato 'Hello, yes?"

SELLING
THE IDEA
You could start by advertising in the

local TEC and possibly at your local

Chamber of Commerce. After that,

you could spread your wings further

afield by mailing local small

businesses and possibly advertising

in the local papers. Be professional

and you will attract a lot of

customers. Premises are not

essential in the early days because

you can operate the service by mail -

If you're offering database or DTP services, a hard

drive like this QVP 42Mb SCSI drive Is a definite plus.

projects the image of a two-bit outfit

You mean business, so try to

sound pleasant and friendly:

"Western Business

Services, Mark speaking.

How may I help?" If you're

in a rush, just give the

company name or initials:

"WBS. Can I help?*

responsible for any errors and may
be held liable. Get insurance to cover

you for this, just in case.

Desktop
Publishing
Required hardware: Any Amiga with

2Mb RAM; high-spec printer

Recommended: 68030 based

machine (that is. A4000/'030 or

accelerated machines) with 4Mb
RAM: Canon BJlOex Bubblejet printer

(£299. Canon » 081 773 3173) or

Okl 0L400 Laser printer (£549. Oki

» 0753 31292)

Required software: DTP package

Recommended: Pro Page 4 (£199.

Silica tr 081 309 1111)

It has to be said few people consider

the Amiga a machine worthy of being

called a DTP engine, considering the

more traditional Macintosh, Andrew

Hlnton of the DTP Bureau In

4A^Jm .
Nottingham disagrees: "I've

** jk_ been a printer 'or 16 vears -

When we made the change
C«*cm U-lOax

*i

Warning: since you are offering a

professional service, you are legally

' to computer hardware a

Macintosh system cost

over £18.000 and theHF Amiga just £1.500 -which

would you choose? Besides,

the Apple Centres were less than

helpful when compared to the patient

Chat about something unrelated at first - a banal

cliche about the British weather is a good way to

start. At the first meeting, you'll probably be given

some brochures about the bank and its services;

at a second meeting you should discuss these

first and clear up any questions. Once you feel at

ease, study the adviser's posture. This is an ideal

time for you to "size up" the adviser - so take the

opportunity. You don't need to be an expert on

body language to look for a few tell-tale signs -

like the ones just described with furniture. If you

have the adviser's attention, he or she wilt sit

forward and study you. You should relax and try

not to cross your legs or arms - this is a defensive

posture which may be Interpreted as lack of

confidence. (If you feel like crossing your arms,

that interpretation may not be so wrong.)

If you feel the adviser is trying to give you a

casual brush-off. get in a bit closer. If he's using a

desk as a barrier, lean on it. or better still make

an excuse to get on the adviser's side - perhaps

to point something out. This will put him on edge,

and therefore make him more alert. Use this as a

last-ditch ploy to make yourself heard - used

wrongly It will destroy any confidence. Never use

this method on a bank manager or assistants, and

if you're male don't use it on females - the line

between psychological power games and sexual

harrassment is all too easy to cross without

meaning to.

siness is an essen

F1NANCI
Financing any business is an essential part of

getting started and expanding on what you already

have. If you can afford to get the business going

with what you already have, then do so. There's no

point going out and treating yourself to a new
Amiga 4000, PostScnpt laser printer and 104Mb
hard disk if your existing setup will do. But no

matter how well prepared you are, be wary of the

unexpected and have something set aside to

cover it. For instance, if your machine suddenly

breaks down you could find yourself stumped until

it gets repaired - or worse still, have to replace it.

The old Enterprise Allowance Scheme - with

the £1,000 floor - has now been replaced by a

much fairer, if more complex, scheme, and you

won't necessarily have to borrow anything. Details

of this scheme and other options are available

from your local TEC, but for now let's look at a few

ways of raising capital - cheapest first.

It
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and friendly Amiga dealers.

"Until very recently we used

Amigas for all the colour separation

work - because they were better at ft

than the Mac. However, we had a re-

think when some nice person waltzed

off with all the hardware. These days

the Mac is actually better than the

Amiga - but that's only because of

the bugs in Pro Page 3 and 4. We
still use Pro Page 2.1 for a lot of the

work, because although it lacks

features of the later versions it is

more reliable - I don't know what

Gold Disk are up to."

If professionals think Pro Page is

better than a system costing almost

£1,000 for the software alone, it

must have something going for It.

The team producing Junior Sports

Report (see page 20) lacked the

budget and expertise to use the Mac,

but on a minuscule budget managed
to produce a viable, good-quality

magazine. You could do it too. How

Any business where you have to

produce finished products demands

a good printer like Canon's BJ-10ex.

many times have you walked into a

local shop and seen those awful

handwritten or stencilled notices?

The average shopkeeper can't afford

to employ a professional printer who
specialises in large print runs - and

that's where you can come in with

typesetting to order. The hard fact is.

the average person could not tell the

difference between the 360 DPI (dot-

per-inch) resolution of a Canon

Bubble Jet and the 4,000 DPI of a

Linotronic imagesetter. Even if they

could, they probably wouldn't care.

This works in your favour

because there is a good market for

made-to-order typesetting. Cafes,

shops, pubs and restaurants need

everything from notices to menus,

and they will be prepared to pay. A

menu for instance is most expensive

to set up, but once it is saved, minor

changes are easy to make.

If you are offering a bespoke

typesetting service, it is an

advantage if you can give your

customers a complete Job. Short-run

orders (reproduced on a photocopier

from master artwork) may be used

on counters or even hung on the

wall. But paper tears and gets dirty

very quickly under such

circumstances, so find someone to

laminate the final sheets in plastic.

Smaller local printers may do this for

you - it doesn't cost much and only

takes a matter of minutes in a

custom-built machine.

Business cards and letterheads

are something for the more

professional customer - but

remember, there are machines in

most city centres and even motorway

service stations where Mr Average

can get a 100 cards for a fiver (or so

- the price varies widely). Inside

many of those machines... is an Atari

l frtim)w«i W— \M ¥WmrUTi 1\* Tm. tMTIW

The Amiga boasts DTP packages like Pro Page that

rival those available on much more costly platforms.

easy it is to convince

people if you have

something they want

and they think

they're getting it

cheaply. Don't walk

In cold though - take

some samples of

different designs

and perhaps with

various clip-art.

Make up a dummy
menu in a plastic

lamination and show

them the advantages

it has over their

existing system.

STI Your Amiga can do at least as

well - but you'll need to be cheaper

and better at it. The machines only

offer a few standard designs, so your

design expertise can be the major

selling point. Look at other people's

business cards and see what you

can come up with. As for pricing:

remember, you'll probably have to

pay to get the artwork printed on

heavy card and guillotined. A local

"instant print" shop is a good place

to start - provided you don't give

them the impression you're trying to

steal their business!

SELLING THE IDEA
The key to success here is in the

quality of your advertising and
production. Even/thing you do says

something about how good you are -

and In the case of a menu, say, a lot

of people are going to see it. Try

offering a couple of local cafes or

restaurants the service at a discount

if they let you pop a small advert

somewhere on the page.

A personal approach is a good

way to start. You'll be surprised how

; A gram is a gift. It is not a loan and does

not have to be paid back. Grants may sound

wonderful, but they are deliberately difficult to

come by and you will have to fulfil a number of

obligations before you can get started. A typical

example is a scheme called the Prince's Youth

Business Trust, named after its patron. HRH
Prince of Wales. Although the Trust's entry

conditions are very stringent, they offer

discretionary grants up to £1,500 and low-interest

loans. To apply you must be unemployed and

under 25 or disabled and up to 30. although the

rules are being revised all the time.

to 12 months at a time. One other thing too:

interest is calculated on a daily basis and interest

rates can vary a lot in the course of a few months.

Video post-
production
Required hardware: Genlock

Recommended: (Check the adverts

In Amiga Shopper for one in your

price range)

Required software: Titling system;

art package

Recommended: Alternative Scroller 2
(£50, Alternative Image » 0533
440041); Deluxe Paint 4 (£90 Zone
Distribution » 081 7666564)
Others: 8mm or Hi-8 video recorder

VHS or Super-VHS video

Home movies shot on 8mm are a

thing of the past. The format is

expensive and messy to use - but

home movies haven't died out! If

anything, they are more popular than

ever before, thanks to the invention

of the camcorder and some
mesmerising TV shows. We love to

see each other fooling about -

burying grandad at the seaside,

catching granny having a nap after

dinner with the cat in her lap, junior

,
far easier. If you are registered for VAT,

you will be able to claim back the VAT on anything

you buy straight away.

This Is the cheapest form of short-term

borrowing. Banks will allow you to overdraw by up

to an agreed amount for up to a specified penod

of time. Such a "facility", although convenient, has

its drawbacks though. On top of the Interest

charges, you may also have to pay bank charges

at around 60p to 70p per transaction. In addition,

there will probably be a one-off "arrangement fee"

(to cover administration), which may be linked to

the amount of overdraft required - expect upwards

of £50. Overdrafts are short-term loans offered at

the branch's discretion, and usually only run for 6

Loan (CDL): This idea was a

joint venture between Barclays and two smaller

banks. Basically, the banks agree to lend you up

to 80% of the cost of Training for work. Dunng the

time you are on the course and up to three

months afterwards, you pay nothing back and the

government pays Interest charges. After the three

month "holiday" expires, you start paying the loan

back at the full rate. CDLs are a nice idea, but

carry a very high degree of risk since you might not

get a job or be able to start business in the

specified time. Further information is available

from Job Centres, but my advice is give them a

wide berth if you're planning self-employment.

i; These are probably the best way to

get started if you are short of capital but have a

good Idea. A bank loan will usually be offered over

a period of months or years and the interest

calculated on the sum borrowed at the current

rate. This means you know in advance how much

you'll be paying back each month, and that makes

This term applies to the business

variation of hire purchase, and for all practical

intents and purposes the two are just the same.

Leasing sounds great, but the only people who
really benefit are the lease companies

themselves. The APR (Annual Percentage Rate) on

leasing is astronomical - 33% or more is not

unusual. The way it works is this. When you sign a

lease you in effect borrow the money from the

lease company, who in turn pay the supplier. You
then "hire" the goods for the terms of the lease -

typically 24 or 30 months.
a^sssV

At the end of this time you can either hand the

goods back or carry on paying. The advantage of

this system is you can claim income tax and VAT
back on the payments. On the down-side, you

never own the items leased, are usually

responsible for insurance and maintenance on

them, and cannot modify or sell them. A system

called Lease Purchase, as opposed to plain

leasing, traces a thin red line bordering on the

illegal - it is an unwritten agreement for the hire
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taking those first tentative steps, or

just loved ones tying the knot.

Camcorders are great at taking

the pictures, but let's be honest,

who can afford a top-oMhe-range

Sony Hi-8 with wipes, fades and

diddlies? The fact is, most folk are

perfectly happy with the

results from low-cost

camcorders. They don't

care about colour strobing

on Dad's tie- they just

want to have some fun with

a cheap, re-usable format

that will last a lifetime.

But think of the appeal of all

the extras that really make video an

advance over 8mm. Features such

as jog, shuttle and search depend on

the VCR. but what about extras

package to add them. DPaint 3,

supplied with many Amigas, is

capable of good animations. Even

without this facility, you can even

add fluffy borders around the happy

couple for a wedding, or some
filigree around the star at a

christening. It's polish - the

Mow two finishing touch so many

home movies lack.

«iAm!*ato
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SELLING THE IDEA
This service can be sold on

two levels. First there is

the service to existing

companies who might lack

the relevant hardware or expertise.

Professional photographers often

double up with a video service - but

many have very limited mixing and

Modem video recorders like the JVC S6800 EH give you many of the facilities

you need for video editing - Just add an Amiga for the post-production frillsl

added to the video recording itself?

We've all seen the kind of video

where everything is going well at the

wedding reception, when suddenly,

during the best man's speech, some-

one trips, cannons into the bride and

brings the whole table down.

Wouldn't it be a bonus to add a little

on-screen pointer to imply "keep your

eyes on this man here..."? Even if

you know what's going to happen, it

adds to the comic moment.

In addition there's your titling

and scrolling credit screens - and

you don't need a htgh-cost software

titling facilities. You can also sell the

service to private individuals who

have blown everything on the

camcorder. Since 8mm video is not

compatible with VHS, you can also

charge for transferring the film to the

full-size format.

This business is expensive to set

up - at least in the early days. Video

equipment is not cheap, and

professionals will expect you to be

geared up for Hi-8mm and Super

VHS formats. Don't forget your

insurance - you could be in deep

water if a faulty machine destroys

someone's treasured

master tape! (Like

film developers,

you'd do well to add

a clause on the

agreement your

clients sign, saying

something like "Our

liability is limited to

the cost of

replacement film".)

Advertising is

another necessary

expense, but it must

be carefully planned.

Approach local

photographic outlets

to see if they will let

you leave some flyers in the shop. If

you do a door-to-door letterbox drop,

keep to middle-class and upper-

middle-class areas - the people

most likely to have such equipment.

Music
Production
Required software: MIDI sequencer

Recommended: OctaMED (v2 was
yours on the cover disk of Amiga

Shopper 27 - see page 95): Dr T's

KCS Level 2 v3.57 {£279, Zone
» 081 7666564)
Required hardware: MIDI

synthesizer. MIDI Interface

How much do you think it costs to

hire a commercial music studio's

services for a few hours - £50?
£100? Start at £1,000 and work up

from there. This is the predicament

facing many would-be music stars.

Many lack the talent to succeed in

the big time, but some just need a

way to make themselves heard,

aside from blasting the neighbours

Deluxe Paint Is capable of excellent animation or

graphics suitable for video title screens and the like.

on a Sunday afternoon's practice.

Hippie-favourite Mike Oldfield

played every instrument on his hit

'70s album Tubular Bells. With

today's high-tech MIDI synthesisers,

you no longer need to actually play

more instruments than Roy Castle.

All that's required is a good sense of

rhythm and a lot of luck.

You can use the Amiga as part of

a group, but a less conventional

approach is to market backing tapes

for solo singers. Stockton-based

Microphylic Music use an Atari ST for

their work, but Amiga software is

cheaper and easier to use. The idea

works like Karaoke: you supply the

music on a high-quality, short-play

cassette - say 15 minutes per side,

with six tracks which the singer can

mix and use on stage.

SELLING THE IDEA
A useful suggestion comes from a

soloist using pre-mlx tapes like

these: "I need to be able to find

tracks quickly and easily, so it would

help if I could flip the tape over at

the end of one track to get to the

company to sell you the goods when the lease

expires for a small payment.

Secured Loan: A secured loan is only available to

homeowners and is probably the worst way

imaginable to borrow money - apart from going to

a "loan shark". A secured loan will be available at

a much lower APR than an unsecured loan -

indeed it may be the only way to get the required

sum - but there is a catch. Your home is the

lender's security. If you don't keep up the

payments, you lose your home. Make no bones

about it - you and your family will be out on the

streets. Treat as you would a school of piranha.

In my opinion, small businesses and those new to

the area of self-employment should stay clear of

leasing and secured loans. Stick with the bank -

the devil you know... In any case, before signing

anything, get your accountants to check the

details and take any advice they offer.

SURVIVING DEBT
If you see a crisis looming or get into money

trouble, tell the bank straight away. A phone call is

usually sufficient, but the personal touch helps to

show you're not frightened. Be completely honest.

Cashflow problems are a major cause of

bankruptcy - under the umbrella term of

insolvency - but you'll be out of work and out of

pocket just the same. Provided things haven't

already got out of control, the bank may be able to

give you breathing space. Think of it this way: if

you do go bankrupt, the bank and any other

lenders will have a harder time recovering any

monies you owe them.

Several leaflets on debt and debt survival are

available from libraries and the Citizen's Advice

Bureau. Although you should always look on the

bright side, you may find these a worthwhile read

in case the worst does happen. Remember also,

you may be able to claim certain benefits

(including Income Support, would you believe) if

times get realty hard.

THEVATTRAP
VAT is a tax charged on luxury items, goods and

services at a percentage rate defined by the

government (currently 17.5%. but you never

know...). Certain items, such as children's

clothes, are "zero-rated" (VAT is charged at 0%)

and others are exempt altogether.

Any computer service industry will attract VAT

if it meets certain earnings-related conditions. If

your business turns over more than £37,600 at

the end of any 12 month period, you must register

with HM Customs & Excise by law. However, you

may also register for VAT on a voluntary basis if

your turnover does not reach these limits.

Turnover is the amount of money moving through

your business, not the amount of profit you are

making - and the two can be vastly different.

VAT is a fairly simple tax split into two parts:

Input and Output. You charge VAT to your

customers at the current rate and claim VAT back
from the government on anything you buy for the

business. Purchases include things like computer

equipment and even the telephone bill. You may
also claim VAT back on any equipment you bought

before registering, provided It Is less than two

years old - including your Amiga.

Registration has two main advantages. First,

you will save a lot of money because you will not

have to pay VAT on anything for the business

(strictly speaking, you pay it, then claim it back at

the end of each VAT quarter). Second, any VAT you

"collect" - that is. charge your customers - can be

(Mtinwd m pogt II
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start of another." Of course, it's not

always that easy to make sure every

track starts at the same point, so

timing is a major consideration here.

A database could be used to locate

songs of similar length from your

library and make sure you get the

best use of time available.

Cactus Rains Tim Tucker has

another suggestion: "Why not market

songs as MIDI files on disk? Once

you've done the hard work of mixing

and entering the data, less talented

folk with better hardware will be able

to enjoy them just the same."

MIDI synthesizers like Roland's JX-10 enable you to

create music which your Amiga can then manipulate.

PD Software
House
Required software: None

Required hardware: Extra disk

drivets)

This is one occupation that's worth it

only if it's a hobby you'd be pursuing

whether you make money at it or not.

At first glance it looks very easy to

set up in business and wait for the

orders to come in. All you have to do

is obtain a good library of disks -

just buy them from other libraries? -

and book some advertising. What
could be simpler? Well, this is a

classic case where bad planning and

rose-coloured spectacles cause

instant failure. The major problem is

competition - the market is already

bursting with well-known names all

vying for the customers.

In a situation like this, only the

large libraries will survive. They can

buy their raw materials - blank disks

- in bulk, by the thousand, where you

have to make do

with a few hundred,

and pay more per

unit. Similarly, you

will have to

advertise for a long

time before you will

convince anyone

you are not just a

"flash in the pan".

So the secret is to

offer something the

others can*t, like

the hottest new PD
software from

overseas. Here

again, though, the

big established PD

libraries have the

advantage, with contacts among
Europe's and America's developers

and user groups. If you're involved in

comms. you might find some goodies

on various bulletin boards that

haven't been widely distributed yet -

but with PD It's only a matter of time,

and you need to be familiar with the

comms scene to know where to look

in the first place.

SELLING THE IDEA
Advertising is very expensive, and It

will make a very large dent in your

budget. Remember, if you can only

make 50 pence gross profit on each

disk, a small monochrome ad in a

national magazine costing £100 will

require a return of 200 unit orders

before the advertising costs are

covered. Add to that the cost of

telephone, postage, packing and so

on, and pretty soon you'll be looking

at selling 300-plus disks for every

advert before you can even afford to

pay yourself.

Remember also the added

complication with PD: programs are

sometimes released on the condition

that the distributors do not make a

profit on them - after all. the

programmers have done all

the work and given it away

for nothing. Of course you

have to cover your costs ^
and you're entitled to some 4
return for the service you

provide, but PD won't make
you rich, especially with all the

competition out there.

Commercial
programming
Required software: Programming

language

Recommended: SAS C v6.2 (£329,

HiSoft » 0525 718181): AMOS Pro

(£69.95. Europress Software » 051
357 1275); Devpac 3 (£70, HISoft)

Required hardware: Second disk

drive

If there is one thing that's certain,

it's that the days when lone

professional programmers worked

feverishly away in attic rooms are

long since past. Today, a typical

games programmer is no more than

make mof»y
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a cog (albeit a very important one) in

a massive machine geared to turn

out a product. Even major application

programs are rarely the work of a

single individual these days -

although some are still largely

credited as such.

A modem game may come on

three 880K disks, packed with

superbly detailed graphics, sound

and music, in hundreds of K of

intricate machine code. It has to be

said, some programmers are still

brave enough to work on their own,

but they are few and far between.

Nick Brown, for instance, wrote Pro

Flight for the Amiga on his own time.

The Tornado flight simulation

marketed by HiSoft is a

superbly accurate

simulation of the real thing

in terms of flight envelope

and behaviour but it lacks

the polish a commercial

games house would add - and

the majority of buyers demand.

So where does that leave the

would-be programmer? Forget about

games - although they may seem
like fun to write, a top-selling game
could take five person-years to

complete. In the big nasty world of

commercial games you will be

competing against the likes of Ocean
and Team 17 - people with enough
clout to knock out Mike Tyson with a

feather duster. Fortunately, games
aren't the only option. There are over

one million Amigas out there, but not

everybody is playing games. Create

something that fits a niche and

you're in with a good chance of

making some real money. Niche

markets have distinct advantages:

• The big houses are not interested

in them because they are a small

percentage of all Amiga users.

used (very carefully) as short-term capital.

Voluntary registration should be avoided unless

the majority of your income comes from other

VAT-registered businesses - it does not affect

them. Private individuals have to pay the VAT and

that makes you effectively 17.5% more expensive

than you would be otherwise.

The following leaflets may come in useful:

-Should I Register for VAT?" (700/1/90); "The

Ins and Outs of VAT" (700/15/90) and "Riling in

Your VAT Return" (700/12/90). All are available

from your local branch of HM Customs & Excise.

DOs and DON'T*
Do identify your strengths and use them.

Do make sure you charge enough for your

services. Analyse what your service costs to run,

including all the hidden costs such as rent,

heating, lighting and telephone rental. If you find

yourself charging more than the competition, ask

yourself why.

Do look closely at other people competing in your

market. Can you improve on their services or give

a better rate?

Do think carefully about where you advertise.

Local papers can be effective, but are useless if

your service is countrywide. Newsagents and

local shops, while cheap, are usually a dead
duck. Remember too, a business phone line gets

a free entry in Yellow Pages - but the line is

more expensive to rent. You can always "adopt"

your private line rather than go to the expense of

having another one installed.

Do get the right insurance. Shop around -

business Insurance is never cheap, but a public

liability suit (if your recklessness causes a death,

for instance) could cripple the business and

leave you owing for the rest of your life.

Do make a business plan which is flexible

enough to leave several "escape routes" -

alternative arrangements if the first does not

behave as well as you expect.

Do make a cashflow and keep it up to date. Try

to identify possible trouble spots in advance.

Do be aware of "seasonal variations'. For

instance, most marriages take place during the

warmer summer months and a cold winter will be

a long one for a specialist video firm.

Don't try anything you are not fully qualified for.

There are no second chances.

Don't take on more work than you can

comfortably manage. A full order book may look

impressive, but if you can't meet the deadlines

you could find yourself with cancellations or even

fines for breach of contract!

Don't overstretch your budget. You may be able

to get a short-term loan or an overdraft, but If an

order is cancelled you might find yourself unable

to pay it back, and that could mean the whole
business going down - or worse, bankruptcy.

Don't re-mortgage your home or get a loan

secured on it. If you default on the payments you

may lose your house. The security is for the

lender's benefit - not yours. If you need a large

loan (more than £5,000). ask your bank for

advice. There are alternative methods to raise

large amounts of cash (business capital) - see

your accountant for advice.
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Two Smart

The DL1150 Colour and DL1250

are two smart masterpieces

from Fujitsu - the second largest

computer manufacturer in the

world. Thanks to a unique design,

these printers will save you a lot

of valuable desk space.

The DL1150 is the smaller model

and prints in colour on a

A3/portrait or A4/landscape. If you

need larger printouts, the DL1250

is the perfect choice - it prints on

A2 format.

The DL1250 is monochrome but

can easily be upgraded to a colour

printer by use of an optional

colour kit.

The 24-pin dot matrix technology

offers high resolution. Many

resident fonts provide a multitude

of printout options. You can easily

connect your computer with our

printers, thanks to Fujitsu's unique

DL-menu. Drivers are available,

both for Windows and Amiga.

For further information please

contact your Fujitsu representative,

Amiga-Warehouse, Tel.

0753-554338, Fax 0753-551211 or

FUJITSU PRINTER PRODUCTS OF

EUROPE, Tel 081-573-4444, Fax

081-813-7371 directly.

V
V̂

cP

FUJITSU
COMPUTERS, COMMUNICATIONS. MICROELECTRONICS
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• Users in those areas are

continually on the lookout for

something to suit their needs, and

they will be prepared to pay for it.

• People in such niche markets tend

to stick together and the message
will spread by word of mouth. There

will be no need for expensive, glossy

advertising - they will come to you.

One of the best inroads into

niche marketing is the public domain

and shareware scene. This has more

subdivisions than a large orange,

but all follow broadly similar lines.

Certain PD libraries specialise in

certain areas. Since these libraries

have become commercial concerns

in their own right, they handle all the

necessary advertising for you - along

with thousands of others.

If you release your software Into

the public domain, you're allowing it

to be copied and distributed for

nothing and making nothing from it.

Large software houses often place

fully-working (but Save-disabled)

versions of their applications in the

>: /l-rfofoaten

It doesn't much matter whether you program In AMOS
Pro or any other language. It's the result that counts.

PD so people can see it for

themselves. Small companies can

use the PD to advertise themselves

and their products by releasing, say.

a small utility, as PD.

New authors are often attracted

to the shareware route - but the UK
Amiga shareware scene is poor at

the best of times. Shareware is like

PD. but if users keep the software

they are supposed

to pay a "registration

fee". Shareware is

very popular in the

USA, but in the UK
and Europe people

tend to treat it like

PD. Several methods
have been tried to

encourage people to

register and of these

the most successful

seem to be version

upgrades and

manuals. In other

words, give people

something for

registering - a complex shareware

program will sell itself if the manual

and user-support is good.

As a last resort in self-marketing,

you can always try to get the program

published on a magazines cover

disk and ask users to register the

program if they like it. Although the

initial payment will not cover the

amount of work involved, you are

guaranteed a wide audience, and

with luck the takeup may be enough

to cover your costs eventually.

People using the AMOS BASIC

system have another option -

Ucenseware. This is really just a

commercial system operating under

the auspices of shareware. However,

putting cynicism aside, most
programmers seem happy with the

system. It does, at least, allow part-

time programmers to get an inroad

into commercial software.

Professional
writing
Required software: Word processor

Recommended: Wordworth 2
(£129.95. Digita » 0395 270273):

Protext 5.5 (£150. Amor w 0733
68909)

Required hardware: a printer

Recommended: Star or Citizen 9-pin

models (Check the adverts in this

issue for prices)
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FOR IT!
Junior Sports
Report
Take three people and add one Amiga 600. Now
throw in a dash of idea and liberal amounts of

determination and enthusiasm, and mix

thoroughly. Simmer slowly for

three months and you have a

magazine. Junior Sports Report

says it all - most of the real

businesses here are already

thriving and self-sufficient. Here is a

story of how one business operates

on a shaggy shoestring - without

plush office accommodation or even

a decent chair between them.

Junior Sports Report is a local

sports paper with young people in

mind. With the primary focus on football

(a North-Eastern tradition) it covers

everything from cricket to athletics and

judo. Even though the weekly paper is

distributed over a wide area, the first

issues were produced on nothing more

than an Amiga 600 running Pro Page 3

and printed on a Canon BJlOe.

Latest addition to this surprisingly low-

cost setup was a second-hand A500 Plus

complete with 20Mb hard disk, on which

writer Kerrie Beckett generates all the copy.

Kerrie, who has an A-level In English, has no

previous experience of computers but is a

true sports fanatic. "I threw discus for the

county team when I was at school and I love

writing." she says. It shows too: JSRis a chatty,

friendly read, without being twee or

condescending - just right for its target audience

of teenage athletes.

Production Designer Dave Wilkinson and

Photographer John Davis handle getting the copy

into the computer. Says John: "Neither of us had

a lot of experience with the Amiga. Dave's the

brains - he got into it two years ago for its video

side. I bought an A600 when they first came out

and I was really impressed. Up until then I had

done some work in Z80 assembler on the

Spectrum [roars of laughter abound] and now

I'm expenmenting with 68000 using Devpac. I

have BASIC and I'd like to try a C compiler but I
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Junior Sports Report shows what can be done

with just a very basic Amiga DTP set-up.

can't find an affordable one yet." To which Dave

adds. "We'll write it in Devpac then."

But where would a sports paper be without

pictures? John Davis handles all that on his

trusty Canon T70. "I don't realty know much
about photography," he says, "I Just let the

camera do all the work." Still. John does all the

developing and printing Irvhouse - his house in

fact, in a converted broom cupboard.

The tamed perfectionists are still less than

happy with the final results. "We have a Power

16-shade scanner, but the software is tricky, so

in the first issues we've tried using a traditional

paste-up. The latest idea is to use a custom grid

during the developing stage to emphasise the

dots and make rt look more like a newspaper.

5Sdegree. 60-LPI halftone: what's that?"

How does the finished magazine

get from the Amiga to the shops?
Being local, it's difficult to tie up

distribution deals or even get an

affordable printer/binder. Says

Dave: "We generate all the pages

on the Canon and pack them off

to a local newspaper m Middles-

brough. They print them for us

very cheaply on a high-volume

photocopier - although I think

Kerne has spent next week's

budget on a new pair of trainers."

Collating and binding the 16

pages (4.000 copies worth) is a

team effort back at base. Then

it's into the van to make
deliveries in a 40 mile radius

themselves. Every delivery point

is marked with a pin on a huge

map over the A500. "We made
that from a couple of A-Zs -

cut-and paste at its finest."

The team show an

impressive determination to

succeed. Without heavy

financial backing or high-powered

machinery, they use what they have to deliver a

marketable product, and all on a basic setup. As

Dave comments: "I can remember every page -

that one [he grins, grabbing a copy off the floor]

took three hours to print - then Pro Page threw a

wobbly on me. But I got it in the end."
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MAKE MONEY

Other hardware: Monitor

Recommended: CBM 1084; Philips

CMM1083 (Check the adverts in this

issue for prices)

Writing for a living is a bit like acting

- there are a lot of wannabes and a

few real pros who are widely sought.

If you have a natural gift for

storytelling and a way with words,

you could make a career writing

fiction, or, rf you have specialist

knowledge of any subject and can

write reasonably well, technical

journalism may be for you.

The basic requirements are a

good command of English and an

idea. Approaching any editor with

high hopes and no idea what you

want to write about is not likely to

win you a commission. Similarly, if

you turn in "copy" written in

laborious, grammatically incorrect or

badly spelt English, it will go straight

in the bin. So will anything written in

longhand - a good word processor

and printer are essentials here.

STYUi
All writers develop

an individual style

over the years, and

you will develop your

own - don't force it.

Read a lot of books

and magazines - in

your target area

(fiction or non-fiction)

and other areas too.

Whatever you do.

read a lot of

different authors and

beware of becoming

a clone of one

favourite author,

even by simply reading nothing else.

All newspapers and magazines

have a style which separates them

from the rest. This is called "house

style" and covers elements such as

whether they use double quotation

marks or single, whether they refer

to disks, discs or diskettes, and so

on, as well as what level of expertise

they assume, whether they are

Professional writing means using a pro-standard word

processor like Wordworth (above) or Pretext.

formal or "chatty" in tone, and so on.

Some publishers will supply a style

guide on request, others will urge

you to look at the current issues and

glean as much as you can from that.

Also study sentence and paragraph

length - if your word processor has

analytical facilities it may help to

copy in 1,000 words or so and get

some statistics from there. But don't

feel that writing for a given magazine

means you have to write sentences

of average length 17 words with a

Resch Reading Ease score of 64 -

identify in your own mind what it is

that enables you to identify any

article as coming from a given

magazine and try to capture that

flavour in your own writing so that it

will fit in to that magazine.

MAKING CONTACT
The first approach should be in

writing only. Editors are busy people

and will not have time to read

through an unsolicited manuscript.

Send in a synopsis - a broad outline

of the work you propose. It should be

short and to the point - don't waffle

- and make sure your spelling,

punctuation and grammar are

impeccable. First impressions last,

and it is stupid to blow it all Just by

not bothering to run a spelling-

checker over your copy.

If the editor is interested, you'll

probably be asked to submit a fuller

Cactus Rain
If you're a fan of synth music, you might

have heard Cactus Rain on the Virgin label a

few years ago. Writer/musician Tim Tucker

explains: "The Amiga formed a central part

of my work. I composed on a sequencer [Dr

T's KCSJ at home and played everything

back via MIDI. In the studio, we could take

Tucker. In Mb Cactus Rain days...

advantage of their more sophisticated MIDI

instruments without having to start from

scratch. This saved an enormous amount of

studio fees where time is money."

Cactus Rain were one of a number of

bands dropped when Virgin sold their music

business to EMI. However, during the time

they were together, the band racked up three

singles and an LP. Even though the music

business was in a lull, Tim reckons he

personally earned over £15,000 in just 12

months. All this, plus going on tour and

getting paid for his passion - lucky guy.

2000s and four Amiga 4000s. We aren't

called Real Time Graphics for nothing - the

Amiga was, and still is, the easiest machine to

do double-buffered animation on."

Is training necessary for this kind of work?

Real Time
Graphics
Are Amigas really good enough to be

used in broadcast television? The

answer from at least one team is a

resounding "why not!" Simon

Dunston's Real Time Graphics

specialises in producing graphics for

the major independent television

companies. As far back as 1987,

Simon was working on an Amiga 1000

for Network 7. Since then he has

produced still and animated graphics

for a variety of projects on Channel 4.

including the Star Test and some pretty

spiffing stuff on GamesMaster.

Most recently RTG have been working on

Sky Television's nightly computer games show

Games World. The House of Games is run

completely by Amigas. and Madam Pixel - the

pink tipster - is a lip-synced 32-colour

animation drawn in DPaint. Simon explains:

"The situation is not perfect at the moment.

We had to write some software to perform the

syncing - and we still spend a lot of time

getting it just right. Every word Ms Pixel speaks

is broken down into phonemes, which

determine which lip set we use."

What made RTG pick the Amiga in the first

place, over other machines? "In the first

instance i was given an Amiga 1000 as an

advance on some work. (The company I was

with went on to produce Max Headroom -

although the technology available then did not

perform well enough to make Max. so he was
shot using conventional means by a specialist

studio.) These days we're running eight Amiga

Would you take a tip from this (er...) person? Sky TV's

Madam Pixel was created on an Amiga In DPaint.

"Actually," Simon reveals, "none of us had

much knowledge of computers - we came Into

it through the back door after being involved

with the media. My training is specifically in

conventional design work - but I think that's

what gives us the edge over people who only

know computers. These days we're getting

more involved with multimedia work for

business presentation,"

Real Time Graphics tr 071 721 7577

AllOI'IIClfIV#
Image
Graphics and video are the Amiga's strongest

area, so it is not surprising that here is where

we find its real potential being exploited. The

name Alternative Image should be familiar to

Amiga Shopper readers: the company's Henri

Bujko produces those stunning pictures
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MAKE MONEY

sample of your writing. Have

something prepared to the same

high standards - and then make sure

you stick to them in whatever you

end up submitting. That's what

professionalism is all about. You'll

normally get paid by the word - but

that's words published, not words

submitted, and you'll win no friends

hy writing reams of wordy waffle that

someone will have to take the time

to cut. Keep it concise and

entertaining.

What should you write about?

Any specialist magazine is always on

the lookout for interesting articles

and new ideas, especially ones

which benefit a large number of

people. Perhaps you have a favourite

hobby, be it AmigaDOS programming,

macrarrie or model aircraft. If you

have something to say. whatever

your area of interest, don't be

frightened to say it.

GETTING INTO PRINT
Don't imagine that the Times is just

Writers need dependability, not laser quality, so a

reliable 9-pln printer like Citizen 's Swift 90C Is Ideal.

people with little

writing experience at

all. but a wonderful

grasp of the subject.

Don't be put off

if you get a polite

refusal. Unless you

were given a reason,

never try to find out

why your manuscript

was turned down:

bite your lip and

accept it. It may be

that the editor has

already

commissioned or

received something

along similar lines.

waiting for you to knock on the door.

Specialist magazines are your best

bet initially - newspapers are tied to

their own in-house people and a

small number of trained journalists.

Amiga Shopper is a good example: a

lot of the freelance work is done by

PAYMENT
In the case of magazines, you will

have a long time to wait before you

actually see a return for your work.

Your deadline will typically be about

8 to 12 weeks before the magazine

is due in the shops. After that, you

may have to wait another two or even

three months for payment. In other

words, it may take up to six months

before the money starts to trickle in.

Even then, a novice writer should

only expect about £50-60 per 1.000
words published. Part-time work is a

great way to maintain a livable kitty,

so keep your options open. Fulltime

writing is a difficult but rewarding

pursuit, although it can be hard to

make enough to support yourself.

if that sounds a little off-putting,

consider that a book may take a year

or more to write, plus another year

after that before the first royalty

statement arrives. Only then will you

know how much you've earned. A

top-selling, general-interest computer

title can make the author £10,000-

plus per year. Specialist titles often

make a lot less, although they can

take longer to write. However, all that

said, writing about something you're

interested in is like getting paid for

breathing - and. like making you

money out of any hobby, your Amiga

makes it all a doddle. QJ

FOR IT!
adorning the front covers of recent issues.

Al's Yuri Large is well versed in computers -

he used to sell PC and Macintosh systems, but

finally found a permanent resting place with the

Amiga nearly five years ago. Today. Yuri and his

three partners run a company which turned over

in excess of £350.000 last year and already

looks like beating that this year.

Says Yuri, We started things on a small

scale and built It from there. The first machine

was an Amiga 2000 with Pro Video Plus, then

we moved on through Video Scape, Sculpt and

most recently Real 3D. We've stayed with the

trusty A2000s though - we have seven at the

moment and most of those are accelerated wtth

Progressive Peripherals 040 cards.

'There wasn't any point moving to the

A4000 - although their board Is only 3MHz
faster, the A2000s run the same jobs 20%
quicker and time is money here. Besides, we

don't really need the HAM-S because we're

already running a true 24-bit card and HAM-S is

not as good - close, but not quite good enough.

'?n so, a lot of the video work we do is still just

l&colour high-res."

So wny did Al choose Amigas rather than the

more traditional professional machines such as

the PC and Macintosh? "Macs are a lot cleaner

- the user interface is nice - but the software is

just too expensive. The top two packages for the

Amiga cost less than £400, whereas the same
thing for the PC or Mac costs over £2.000 - it's

all a question of economics. More importantly

though, the Amiga doesn't suffer the

compatibility problems of the PC. When you plug

a card in an Amiga it tends to work in spite of

anything else you may already have. Do the

same thing on a PC and out comes the

screwdriver."

Henri Bufko's cover for Amiga Shopper 24 - high-tech Amiga graphics

Today, Alternative Image do corporate video

work, producing everything from training videos

to colour slides for companies as diverse as

Crookes Healthcare and Walkers Crisps. For

slide production. Yuri and Co found a particularly

interesting solution to a common problem. "We
produce the slides on Pro Page, then send them

to a bureau for printing. However, when you

mention the Amiga, bureaus either give you a

blank look or fret about the possibilities. So now
we give them a PostScript file on a PC disk and

ask them to print it - what the eyes don't see..."

As a closing comment. Yuri has this advice

for new businesses: 'spend as little as

possible." Although he admits this won't

guarantee success, it will go a long way to keep

things on the move in the early days.

Alternative Image » 0533 440041
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AND REMEMBER... When you buy an

'Options' pack from Harwoods you'll

SAVE MONEY over buying individual

product lines! I

Just ,00k for the(
/

''"

Logo In this ad.

At Harwoods YOU decide the configuration of your

NEW AMIGA! Do you want an A600 or A1200? Do

you need a Hard Drive, and if so will it be a 40Mb.

or an 120Mb. capacity? Would you prefer serious

software or a terrific games pack [see our Power-

Play Option]? Would you like to add memory to

the computers capacity? Will you need a monitor

or printer? Would you like the peace of mind of a

LIFETIME warranty?

ALL THE ARE THERE FOR YOU TO TAKE!!!

AMIGA COMPUTER
MODEL TYPE

A600 Stand Alont

Pack (No Software]

A6O0 Wild, Weird

and Wicked Pack

SOFTWARE HARWOODS
i

INCLUDEO * ™E™
I 40Mb.

moh

MOWffiOStGWWOWW.
PUSHOVER. SUYPUTT>

DELUXE PAHT1

im.*>

£224.95

£329*
SAVf I

£354*

D DRIVE i

60Mb-

£379*
SAVf i

£404.*

(tee page 2]

120Mb. 210Mb.

£399* £469* £569*
SAVE OS SAVT flS SAVE I

£424* £494* £594*
SAVE £20 SAVE £20 SAVE £30 SAVE £20 I SAVE £20

c.MmnoMf.TwviAi __
A600 Epic Pack with pursuit, multi languagi £294 95

20Mb Hard Disk Drive dictionary, amigahxtwp.
'

DklUXe rAlNl III

A1200 Stand Alone

Pack INo Software!
NONE £379.95

A1200 Comic Relief suepwaue* red nose £384.
Pack with Sleepwalker COMCKUBGAME

95

£344%
save not

£514*
savem
£519*

£419*
SAVEfrt

£564*
SAVE:

£569*

£439.* £509* £629*
SAVE CW SAVC (N SAVf CM

£594* £654* £75"

SAVE 1 15 SA' SAVE >

£599* £659* £759*
SAVE £15 SAVE £15 SAVE £15 SAVE £t5 SAVE £15

A1200PROPACKwith

80Mb. Hard Drive

(See details below)

SEE BEIQW £919.
95

SEE BELOW

£869."

SAVE as

£889. 95

SAVECff

£919* £989.95 £107!

SAVE EBB SAVE £56 SAVE«

Don't forget to consider your - \M and SAVE!

AMiGA
fantastic new 68030 OR 68040 model
AMtGA ARE SHIPPING NOV. Wl'H A CHOICE OF
MEMOffl FROM2MI Wtf HAfiDDfl rtSFROM
B0tD5*C'.

</> p^ M^ o jo 1
CD
« • OB»

c 5
CO

o o a> 1O 1

stop press

§

Bring us ANY A5O0/50O+ [Complete Pock] os originolry

purchosed ond inM Working Order...

AND oet uo toRiOF ii the rrp of ANY Amioo A12Q0 or

A4000 computer pockooe from Horwoodsi

PHONE US NOW AND ASK FOR DfTAiiS OF THIS GREAT OFFER

AMiGA! PROPACK
AMIGA A1200+Printer and More!

Everything you d expect from a 1200 AND then LOTS MORE!

AMIGA A1200 COMPUTER FITTED WITH 80Mb.HARD
DISK DRIVE and supplied with... CITIZEN 240C COLOUR
PRINTER including all leads required and Citizen Print

Manager 2 program PLUS... A1200 Dust Cover, 240C Dust

Cover, Mouse Mat, Printer Paper and Labels AND the

brilliant new Final Copy II Word Processing package

ICROVITEC

HARWOOOS NEW
LOW PRICE ! I

Ud MQMiaflAiCoMeMethiJ

SoseGirBtSlFiPWALffflir

£919
Ash etout Hard Drive/ ',/"

m

AT LAST... A monitor that can daim to be a TRUE MULTISYNC!

The NEW MicrovrrK wiH work with al Amigas ond fh spedfkcrhon b

very impressive. The display is o M" Colour wrm a maximum resokmon

of 1024 x 768 [interlaced
] , has o .2B dot pitch, and me butft -in DMS

[digitot memory system] enables the Amioo and monmy to retain

adjusted settings for each screen mode when changing between them.

The new Mkrovrtec ts compatible with al Amkjos, Atari ST/Fotcons,

IBM PC's, Apple Macs and Acorn Archimedes.

|

THS MUST BE THE ONE FOR ALL SERIOUS AMIGA USERS! £439.95

-**$- [c-;

NEW 1940 & 1942 Colour

c 'aiio it MONITORS
NEW BJ230 Mono,

A3. 360dpi, 248cpt.

A3

I***!" -.

Multisync Monitors

<

MULTI

PURCHASE

DISCOUNTS

S00OMUVH

>Wk

v
- >

.m..»»^

MULTI-PURCHASE DISCOUNTS
When you buy more than one

hardware item from Harwoods:

BUY A PRINTER WITH YOUR NEW
AMIGA AND GET UP TO £15 OFF!

BUY A MONITOR WITH YOUR NEW
AMIGA AND GET UP TO £20 OFF!

Phone for pnas #/w toying my» ttw one hvdwire xtm*

Why not add EXTRA RAM to your

Amiga with one of the following...

Amiga A600 1Mb. £44.9-

PCMCIA CARDS for A600/1200

PCMCIA, 2Mb. £114.95

PCMCIA, 4Mb. £169.95

Pfetse now the above prices only apply when

upgrades are purchased WtTHANAMlGAW

Buy a Harwoods Power/Play Pack

forEXTRA ADDED VALUE!!!
Comp. Pro 5000 Microswttched Joystick. Amiga Out!

Cover, 10 • 3.5* Blank Disks, Mouse Mai, Disk Storage

Box. plus some greet games: Xenon 2 Megabiast.

TV Sports Footbal!. Hostages, Jumping Jackson, Stir

Craiy,Bubble Plus. Bloodwvch, TinTin On ihe Moon.

Krypton Egg, Purple Saturn Day. Eliminator, Skychase,

Safari Guns, Lombard RAC Rally, CaptainBlood, Strke

Force Harrier. Sky Fox II & Lancaster. #to m ox
Excellent Value..X04.

when purchased WITH AN AMIGA. Buy for just C39.95

I purchased separately Please note Xenon 2 Megabiast

Strike force Harner and Eliminator are NOT compatible

with Amiga A12t&300tX<4O0Q computers

Buy a ZOOl PACK and get both

Business and Games software!

• ZOOL - Great Sonic style game!
• PINBALL DREAMS -4 Tables!

• STRIKER - Fantastic Football'

• TRANSWRITE - Easy to use Amiga WP!

Super {* 4 M QC Purchased WTTH

LOW **. AN AMIGA,
LOW... *--. orMMsapeMtf

A

LIFETIME WARRANTY PLAN

Harwoods are pleased !o announce their

new 'LifeTime" Warranty | t,'

•

Backed by one of the UK's leading independent insurers, you

can now add a Warranty to ANY Hardware item from Harwoods.

You'll never be faced with an unexpected repair bill again!!!

Take out up to 5 Yrs cover and at the end of that period you can

extend cover annually... thus insuring your Amiga

for a LifeTime. What's more the warranty IS fullyi

transferable and so will help you to get the best

possible price should you sell your computer at

any time. 5 years warranty for a new Amiga A600

would cost just £45! This new scheme IS available now'

even if you have purchased your hardware elsewhere!' w
Phone for details... And stop worrying straight awa*
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PHILIPS CM8833/II MONITOR
.14" Stereo Colour, 12Monlh»Ontlte
WerrentY plus FREE LOTUS qc
TURBO CHALLENGE 2III "24.
PHILIPS PRO 2000 SUPER-RES

TELEVISION MONITOR
14' Colour. 2000 Character High
Definition FST Tube. Direct SCART
Connector. RGB/AD. Composite
Video and Direct Audio Inputs. Full

FattText Teletext, Headphone Socket,

Infra-Red Remote, with Loop Ariel

& FREE SCART Lead.

4WATTS MEGAS0U» £239.
95

IIw NEW COMMODORE 10S4ST
COLOUR 14" STEREO *.
Commodores own MONITOR
complete with a built-in Tilt & B
Swrvel Stand (for ALL Amigas) «*J

NEW COMMODORE 1940

MULTISYNC 14" COLOUR
STEREO MONITOR [foe Si

A1200V 3000$ & 4000'sl g>
Commodores own multisync JQ
monitor with .39 dot pitch res, <#J

NEW COMMODORE 1942

MULTISYNC 14" COLOUR
STEREO MONITOR [for £
A120C*. 300CS ft 400V$) g>
Highest res. CBM multisync

monitor with .28 dot pitch! !
!

«*4

C8M 1936 14" COL MONITOR
..26 dot pitch resolution £PH0NE !

CBM 1960 14" MULTTSCAN
COLOUR MONTTOR £PH0NE!
..28 dot pitch resolution

TATUNG SVGA HIGH RES
MONO MONTTOR
14* Mono for A 1 200/3000/4000s in

High Res. Mode ONLY. Super quality

display Ideal for business m^ M or
applications etc. £149,

MICROVITEC 14" COLOUR
TRUE MULTISYNC MONITOR
This is fortheREAL ENTHUSIASTI!
.28 dot pitch, built-in DMS. max res

of 1024x768 'interlaced!. qe
SUPERB See 'Stop Press" £439."

_l

AMIGA lv

r

i orrioi v/Acoeleratotfi

Amiga A500 V2Mb. £32.95;

Amiga A500+ 1Mb. £39.95

Amiga A600 1Mb. £47.95

ASOO & A60Q RAM fipimions iM Bitti'v

idBfliiT-me Clock

PCMCIA CARDS tor A60O/12M

PCMCIA, 2Mb. £119.95

PCMCIA, 4Mb. £174.95

GVP1230 40MHz, 68030ec, 32-Bit

1Mb. RAM Version £289 95

4Mb. RAM Version £479 95

MICROBOTICS MBX1200 RAM BOARDS
Including Clock & Miths Co-Processor

14MH: " 25MHz-

QC tOO UJ©9Is
22
F= ^_

2~

cc^
0Mb RAM £'49

»

1Mb. RAM £21495
4Mb. RAM (504 95

oM.b ram nun
1Mb RAM DTIJft

4Mb RAM :
"

WMHz 32 Brt SIMM Memory'
0Mb. RAM f324 » for M8X Boerds

1Mb. RAM 08»n.1Mt) RAM
4Mb RAM :Ti-:i 4Mb. RAM £1S9»

ftflH
tu ?i« ir«»

f»WV. IItMW»

<T \V c

DOT MATRIX CITIZEN.KUIU SIIO STAR. HP
L A S t R I * CANON

'- out printers are supplied for immediate use

including cable, paper & ^e-,% FREE OF CHARGE
Dot matnx models come with tailored dust cove'

We also include specific Amiga drw Asks with A.

,

printers FREE, (with Citizen models you get the

excellent, new, improved Pnnt Manager Version2)

ALL Citizens have a 2 Year Warranty! ! I

Please call for prices on any models not listed

120D+ Mono £129.95

NEW Swift 90 Mono £164.95

NEW Swift 90 Colour £179.96

Swift 200 Mono £209.95

Swift 200 Colour £229.95

Swift 240 Mono £259 95

Swift 240 Colour £274.96

LC20Mono £139.95

LC100 Colour £154.95

LC200 Colour £204.95

LC24/200 Colour £269 95

XB24/200 Colour £389.95

SJ48 Mono Inkjet £209.95

BJIOsxMono £229 95

BJ200 Mono, 2S0cps £349.95

Includes AutoSheet Feeder

NEW BJ230 Mono. £399.95

360dpi, 248cps, with facility

to print on BOTH A4

AND A3 size paper!!!

Ideal lo' use with Final Copy II

510 Mono Deskjet £359.95

500 Colour Deskjet £479.95

550 Colour Deskjet £709.95

pii

PRINTER (':(;(; f:[:!:0 1 i(:f:

peripherals & SO
buhbbbh eHi^V

« LASEFPRiNTERS
Three SuperFast NEW LaserPnnters from Star

when offer SUPERB QUALITY PRINTOUT and

all have great standard features.

.

5 pom, 14 Resident Fonts 15 TrueType PC Fonts.

LCD Display. Combined 300Sht Dual Paper Feeds.

1 Year On-Site Warranty and More...

Compatibility

Fonts

LS-S LS-5EX

5ppm 5ppm

512Kexp. IMb.exp.

to 4.5Mb. to 7Mb.

HPLawrjet HPVJItP

IIP (Pa 4) IfU 4|,

HPLJii!

ipa si.

HPGL2

HStd

LS-5TT

5ppm

2Mb. exp.

to 8Mb.

AsLS-5EX*

Truelmage

(Microsoft

Apple

LaserWriter.

Interfaces

15 PC

Auto-

parallel

Resolution

14Std* ASLS-5EX.

15 PC* Truetype*

8PCL5 35Postscrip(

(Agfa)

Auto- Auto-

nllel parallel

rial & Serial

AppleTalk I

300x300 300x300 300x300 I

dpi' &6O0x3O0 8.600x300

dpi dpi

£629.95 £149.95 £99995

ALL STAR LASERS ARE SUPPLIED
WITH FREE DUST COVER AND
LEAD Only from Harwoods 1

Phone us now and ask for your FREE

Guide to Stars NEW Lasers!!!

We only supply original manufacturers

GENUINE replacement accessories!!!

iv

* •

PRINTER

CmZEN 1200*

CITIZEN 1? 4

CmZENSWTT9
SWIFT 24 ?4E. 224

STAR LC10/IO/100

STARLC200

STAR LC24/200

STAR XB RANGE

STARSJUMK
CARTRIDGE

PRINTER
TYPE

BLACK ONLY

BUCK ONLY

BLACK/COLOUR

BUCK/COLOUR
BLACK/COLOUR

BLACK/COLOUR

BLACK/COLOUR

BLACK/COLOUR

BUCXONLY

BLACK
RIBBON

£4.75

£4.75

£4.75
£4.75

£4.45
£5.95 ZX9

£6.95 224
£8 95 224

tuamuoH I colour i cotou*
SIX PACK' | RIBBON SIX PACK'

£22.95

£22.95

£22.95
£22.95
f?3 95

£32.95 ZX9

£39.95 Z24

£49.95 Z24

N/A
N/A

£16.45
£16.45
£595

£12.45 zxto.

£12.95 xi*cl

£14.95 X2«x

MM compatible wHh Appl* Styi«wm»f
wd Canon BJIOeii BubbtMai

N/A
N/A

£94.95
£94.95
£34.95

£64.95 zxkx

£69.95 xsea
£74.95 U4ct

f1595ea.

Citizen Accessories:

WColumn M< Pin

Printer Colour Kit [ALL models

except the Citizen 124 model)

32KFKM Expansion

i24Pm Citizens except 20O240I

32K RAM Expansion

(Citizen 200/2401

12BK RAM Expansion

Qtian 200040

C37.9S

£1335

£1995

Peckerd Original Consumables

DESKJET 500

Black Inc Cannoge £21.95

[Double Lffel

Colour Ink Cartridge £27.95

[Standard]

Pleats phone lor any it em not

shown in our listings

AUTOMATIC SHEET FEEDERS
AUStar CtaenSOCol modeh

PAINTJET™
Black Ink Cartridge £26.96

Cotour Ink Cartridge £2136

Srngte Sheet Piper £18%
2-fold Paper £2096

Transparency Film: £49.96

1Packof50Sheett|

Ipleaae state type when ordering]

CUMANA3

^ougriPort, Extra tong Cable,

iF'eeDskHeac

:- : 164. 95

R0QJTE 3.5" ANTI-VIRUS POWER XL WGH OENSfTY

External 3 5' Dove fluat-tn Ami 1 3 i' ~ :~

Virus Checkef & ... winaFREE ri «A
VeeHeadaBawtO/. I HeadQeaner tlZS.

a ^ •:

Ouf cwnaji A60G1 2X «ard Disk Oww a'e a

h^gh oua*tv e^dustry standard units man u«acued
by tnt recogrwed Wondwxje market leaders

leg Conner Seagate Western Digital etc)

SIZE PRICE
40Mb... £149 95

60Mb... £199.95

80Mb... £229.95

120Mb...£289 95

210Mb. .(389 95

i -
.

ProOdWy the BEST WARRANTY provided with ANY
A60Q/1 200 Hard Dnve upgrade -

1 2 MONTHS' '

'

Should you have any p/cWns. we wd collect your

An-upa, service or replace the hara am* and
•.'• COMPLETELY FREE OP CHARGE"

600HO 0%vMr$... Tr»de up your 20Mb.

Drive? - Phone us for full details/prices

REMEVBE

ine hara dnve

.

VOttfCOnX

HARD
DISK
DRIVES

Simply plug into your|
A-^iga sideport with 2yrs warranty

RAM
1Mb.
2Mb.
4Mb.
8Mb.

80Mb
£364.95

£419 95

£469 95

£62995

80Mb
£58495
£649.95

£749.95

£91495

120Mb.
£424.95

£474.95

£529.95

£684.95

120Mb.
£644.95

£704.95

£804.95

£964.95

68882 Maths
.-floating point
©unit for A530's

HARD
DISK
DRIVES

RAM 80Mb. 120Mb.
0Mb. £314.95 £354.95

2Mb. £369.95 £404.95

4Mb. £419.95 £459.95

8Mb. £524.95 £564.95

HC8 & HD8 Dnves add RAM r

Mi SIMM ixwenws
1Mb- £2996 4Mb -£132.95

32-Bi SfMM tor Gv? Accelerators
I

Inr 2Mb mcremenis, 32-Bitl

1Mb -£64 95 4Mb -£174 95

N9 1 " Hard drrves and memory "^V fluctuate

in poce due Xtt the if exchange rates.

OD if*

CDO ^H >
„. rtj ™

c O
& <D T3

o s TO

MEMORY
UPGRADES

Please confirm prices when ordering.

*Finance Facilities Available*
r* mntstrt r#v fur v/i/ir n*?r?sirt/t/ infjtrntttti**** ivir ?,
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Colour Pic Plus C679 95

Super Pic £579 95

RomboVidt12.V2.00 £79 95

Vidi 12 & Sound & Vision

MegaM.x Master £99 95

Ames 2 Sound Sampler & Midi

Interface inc.Microphone C74.95

Audio Engineer Plus

Sound Sampler £179.95

Technosound Turbo Sampler £32.95

Miracle keyboard £299.95

Music X full version 1.1 £24.95

Midi interface 5port c/w cable £24.95

Super JAM £79.95

Bars & Pipes Professional £209 .95

ZYFI Stereo Speakers with £39 95

separate power supply

Clarity 16 £109.95

Stereo Master £31 95

Power Mono NEW V3.0 Hand

Held Scanner C109.95

Power Colour Hand
Held Scanner £239.95

Sharp JX 100 Colour

Flatbed [A6 Paper size) £54995

ProGen - Perfect high quality

entry level true video signal

genlock £64.95

RocgenPlus £139.95

Rendale 8802 inc switch £179.95

and fader controls, A1200

HQ Microswitched MEGA MOUSE
excellent magazine reviews...

NEW LOWER PRICE..X12.50

HQ Microswitched mouse inc.

Mouse Mat & Holder £19.95

High Quality micro-

switched Optical mouse £28.95

HQ Microswitched Trackball £29.95

Automatic Mouse and Joystick

Switcher £17.95

GVP 286 PC Emulator for

your GVP A500HD8/530...
Simply plugs into GVP drive mini

slot [no DOS], Tap into a wealth of

PC compatible software for the

new low price of just... £149.95

Premier Control Centre fcV Monitor

Plinth with shelf:

For Amiga A500 £39.95

For Amiga A600 £34.95

For Amiga A1200 £39,95

Zipstick autofire £11.95

Competition Pro-Star autofire,

burstfire & slow motion £13.95

Python 1M £10 95
Full range of Quickjov end other mokes

stocked - please call us for paces

10 Sony 3.5" OS DD £8.95

50 Sony 3.5" OS DD £34.95

Certified Bulk Disks with labels:

10 with library case £6.95

50 Disks • only... £24.95

250 Disks - only... £94.95

3.5" Disk Head Cleaner essential

for reliable loading £2.95

for WOfif ACCESSORIES Phone *ei
'

' l

*%\ ov

com

6781

>&&$.
A

superb

"ntw rang* of

Gtnlocking and

Editing products thai

GIVE YOU ACCESS TO...

THE POWER TO CREATE'

NMANGENIOCKS A tarrtfic range

of equipment with an upgrade path that

extendi as YOUR requirements demand...

! 2 QH Comports irvOui

] Comp. In/OuiRGB Loopthrough

555 ] At tin GL2 plus Caption Fade

000 331 S-VHSMiS Compatible. Y/C IrvOut

EDITMAN DESK TOP VIDEO; At last a desktop

video editing suite that's simple to use. Again

there is the upgrade path to keep pace with you*]

creative requirements*.

6DITMRN QE3 2 VCR System

€DITMAN EEJ 3vcflsywm

e?
CJ

Co z
cr> T~
UJ S£lO CO

s

'

H-J
</^ rr
s ^CD ^-r £** o
CD CO

|V

tfsjrsi^riefttMm«f vf m#
Swvtusnr*|

2 «4 +* **u*i pmngN to* yew own copy

t
, r*ri'tfSi

ti|v- ih*nw hi^ t.K'tMnjfi .nut *

fan

REMEMBER'
We will won be supplying the full

Syntromx Video Range Phone us now!

s

CO az
*X <X
CD sa*»

*X. [ -
H* l *

*t Oen tr>

s MOUSE MECHANIC
Fantastic Universal Mouse Cleaning Tool

Cleans m Seconds, Needs No Fluid.

Use3fla.n&again£4»
p4(j

£1495*c

Amiga A12W insider uuKfc

Amiga AfiOO Insider Gwde

Mastering Amiga Assembler £2295 J
MastenngAmgiC 0895 2
Mastering Amiga Workbench {16 95 \

MastenngAimgaDOSVoll £2095g

Mastering Amiga DOS Vol. 2 £1895§

Mastering Amiga AMOS £18 95 <

o

i

mega maths A level £19 95

ADI title* available for ages 11 to 12. 12 to 13

13 lo 14 or 14 to 15 [please specify]

ADI engtish (not 14to15 age group) £18 95

ADI maths [specfty from ages above] £18.95

ADI french [specify from age* above 1 £18 95

micro science • to GCSE standards

micro maths to GCSE standards

micro english - to GCSE standards

micro frtnch - to GCSE standard*

micro gtrman - to GCSE standards

primary maths -3 to 12"»

compendium six [6 great programs]

reading and writing course • over 3's

fun school 2 - Ages 2 to 6, 6 to 8, over 8s £6.45

fun school 4 software: [choose from - £18.95

under 5's, 5 to 7's or 7 to 11%, please specify]

noddy's playtime |3yrs and over) £13 95

NEW ..Childs Play Activity Centre and £24.95

Word Processor with SPEECH. 2 to 12yn

">:.:

£18.95

£1895

£18.95

£1895

£18 95

£1895

£27 95

£1895

Pen Pal VI.5 £49 95

Final Copy II Release 2 £99 95

THE BEST WORD PUBLISHER

K.ndwords 3 £37.95

The Publisher £39 96

Professional Page V4.0 £12935

Pacesetter U £49.95

Mini Office £42.95

FEATURING..
Word Processor, Spreadsheet

Database and Disk Manager
FULLY INTEGRATED!

Homebase £19.95

Superbase 2 Personal £29.95

Gallery Pictorial Slide £3995

Show/DB

X-CAD2000 £109.95

X-CAD 3000 £269.95

Art Expression £149.95

Expert Draw £49.95

Video Master £59.95

Seals 500 £7935

Scale Professional £189 95

Broadcast Titter 2 £16995

GB Route Plus £37 96

Voyager £5435

Turboprint 2.0 £3435

Mavis Beacon...

Teaches Typing £24.95

Workbench Upgrade Kit £79.95

Action Replay III £54.95

Sorrfaces 1 to 4 £39.95

Softdips 1 to 4 £2935

Softwood Proper Grammar: £49.95

Grammar checker, for ALL those

Amiga Word Processors

Deluxe Paint 4.1

Deluxe Paint 4 (AGA)

3D Construction Kit

Adorage

Vista Pro 2

Vista Pro3

Art Department Prof. V?

DCTV Composite VmJso

2*- Bit Graphics System (PAL Version

Morph Plus

Quarterback V5

Quarterback Tools

Cross DOS

Easy Amos

Amos The Creator

Amos Compiler

Amos 3D

Amos Professional

New SAS Lattice CV6
Devpac 3

Directory Opus V4

Can Do 2

Graphs

Phone for access to our
massive competitively

priced range of Amiga
Software Titles now end
pick up a great deal!!!

»C

4

I

ejM nee** mswnone us'

Remember we *upply|

the full range <>i

Macintosh computer^

from a Classic* to a

Quadra* for perMin;ii|

callerv Telephone

0773 52l6wnow1

mW wr- ™rj Horllrr*

a^iMmuaiaai
GOLD SERVICE

./l j U i
i l4iJi r J. . *M.-4 4

*)r err W»anasffrh eWeii warrtemtmut eWamvrr
Set ewnri r«a am a«ir W. rrmmkrh>*Wi 4ew

etmpmWM KIM unktmtktmkm^

FREE GOLD SERVICE Any cwaputer, monitor or fore* that

service in he fcnt year is collected Ffl

"

I onlyi. Remember at herwood* we cnaige no more >c Ihrj

GOLD service The fastest turnaround posaeie * GWMNTEfDbycvi
0WSE»WC£E>r3l«EftS -Marry .wms have iftHome Warranties

-

TECHNKAL SUPPOflr Ycn» wrfl oe given our itctevt Technical

Support Ptione Numberk c*U should you recjutre any help or advice

warrvaswclrfihensltm yoo hsve purchased

M 12 MONTH HAttWAAE WARfUNTY Items provHW
faulty wehm 30 days of puthaae are replaced enth NEW UNTTS

unless ornervnie stated For the ouerareae perod *a-nntv service

*mt*tmtl^rT&tOFQiW\m*m*m7r**nt**\
YOUR SYSTEM RtAOY TO GO Al ma* Hardware products coaf
with "ant plugs and leads tusicenneci up and use sa*oht*«r

~\ IY PHONE: Phone our Order Norma wn your Access.

V«a. Masstri-ard SwdJi or LomoanJ CreMargc Card

I

rwmbr I etpoy dett (Moat Dumps. Currys.
. and i *hejr store cards ant Lombard Crecatdiarpa

andarehapc-KyicaptedbviBl.

*—I BYr^Tli^cr««ias.rjarikm

0] postal orders payable to GORDON HARWOODMm^ COMPUTERS (Personalbosiness checjues take 7days lo

dear from day of receipt whereupon your order wB be

despatched). Please send Name Address, and most

importantly if possible, a Daytime Telephone Number along

with your order requirements Please check you are

ordering from our latest advertisement before posting

'phone if you mo>re cor.frrmauoru. Passes feasembe' that

for esampte many Sneembr rxbficai»cr4 appear during

I esc, tperetore ;/«» you set may tre ,

up or down' 1

EXPORT Most ie*rr»ar«aM«|t^MTAXF.

i

nc* UK rejioVnti ana) levies* pe<sonnai rVase oeafict u
lor cor*aaj»hor rfftpo't assaai ^e'eosdar'ng-

FREE naiVfcflY by Pa** Force. U< W.wlaBC only. 0ft

SPEE0Y NEXT WOftMG DAY COURCR SERVICE. Add

rjst C6% per major earn tot 0u*er*eed e»#esrylorn000

for Saaaklav deiWyL \A Ua.nland noat regions.

'Despetcfcjaoma )y on day of order or payment ctearancei

»f«*d«¥#iw>>ea(»'ll W.m1tk't0r\OIUm.\fXrk

pn\i<r*i*mhmsiimjrmbmtl*mr>Jl8m*d*crr&. l,>.

»al^rtVe»«liWnaarfi<'araajrf'law\;^unWt'r4atJKrio.ti«W

fno.Phttt «4r pxWi arr trtHfebrdi-nttrMhau: Fltif..

Why not take a lr.p out to viM us and see our full advertised range

and more, avertable at the SAME COMPETITIVE PRiCES. (Please

see opening ttmesl There's plenty of FREE parting nearby tool

V ctf

ALL PRICES ARL

»eW

1/4 T 4 T I 7 CCL

[The complete range

of SEGA hardware,

accessories and

software including

the new ME:-
Phone us now



THE AMIGA EXPOSED

This month we examine the way
in which the Amiga's memory is

organised and how the machine
knows w/iere to find or put things
- the process of addressing.

In
this month's "Amiga

Exposed" we'll be taking a

close look at the principles

that lie behind the process of

addressing. This doesn't mean that

we'll be explaining what to call the

Queen If she chooses to pop round

for tea. For that matter, we won't

even be exhorting you always to

remember your postcode. What It

does mean is that we'll be taking a

close look at the way in which the

Amiga's powerhouse, the Motorola

68000 processor, deals with the

task of finding out where to get

data from Internally or where tt

needs to be put.

However, before we leap into a

detailed explanation of the Amiga's

various addressing modes - there

are actually 11 of these - let's

consider first how the Amiga's

memory is organised and what the

process of addressing actually is.

THANKS FOR THE
MEMORY
Whenever you want to seek out

where some data is stored within the

computer's memory or want to store

something new, you need to know

where it is to be found or where it

should be put. Without wishing to

sound patronising to any

grandmothers who are reading this

by trying to teach them how to suck

an egg. you'll find that the Amiga's

memory consists of two distinct

segments. ROM and RAM. The ROM
(Read-Only Memory) is the

computer's permanent memory,

containing the bare bones of the

operating system - you may have

heard it referred to as the Kickstart

chip - which is installed at the time

of the Amiga's manufacture.

Information that's stored in the ROM
can't be altered - it can only be read.

You may have heard of this type of

memory described as "non-volatile
-

.

The RAM (Random Access Memory)

on the other hand is "volatile"

memory. This means that once the

power has been switched off all of

the information that was stored in

the RAM is lost.

THE THEORETICAL
POSTROOM
The most common analogy that's

employed when describing how
memory functions is to consider the

workings behind a "theoretical

postroom". In this "postroom" we

have a wall that's covered in small

"pigeonholes". These "pigeonholes"

ABSOLUTE DATA ADDRESSING

Instruction

Opcode, Address

REGISTER DIRECT ADDRESSING

i

i

i

68000 registers
(

i
i

i
i

i

i

i

D3
D4
D5
06
07

I
i

i

i

AO
Al

Instruction A2
A3
A4

1 Opcode, Register address AS
A6

1

i

i

I

1

i

are used for holding the letters that

come into the postroom. Our

postroom has a restriction - we only

allow the one letter to be stored in

each of the pigeonholes. For the

system to work, evidently each of the

pigeonholes must have a unique

name on it which is used to

distinguish it from all of the other

pigeonholes.

The way in which a computer's

memory is organised follows a

similar convention. Instead of

"pigeonholes" however we have what

are termed memory locations, and

instead of letters we are storing

information. Like the postroom.

however, each of these memory

locations has to have its own unique

identifier. These identifiers are

referred to as memory addresses.

The memory addresses are

organised sequentially. The starting

address is zero. The top address

depends on the addressing scope of

the particular

processor - for the

Amiga the largest

address is 16Mb
because the 68000
can only directly

address up to 16Mb
of memory. There is of

course one other

important restriction -

and that's the amount

of memory that is

actually installed in

the machine.

When the

68000 processor

wants to access a

memory location it has

to know its unique

address. As with all

Memory

the other numbers that the computer

handles, it uses binary. Just to be

awkward though you'll often find

memory locations referred to in text

books by their hexadecimal address

(the same value as the binary

number but expressed in base 16
Instead). You can see this if you look

at the memory map that we've

shown for the A500's RAM.

THE DIFFERENT 68000
ADDRESSING SCHEMES
As we said in the introduction.

Motorola's 68000 processor boasts

a collection of 11 different

addressing modes. Don't worry

though, to make things a little bit

simpler these can be considered

under five different functional

categories. These are:

• register direct addressing,

• absolute data addressing,

• program counter relative

addressing.

• register indirect addressing, and

• immediate data addressing.

All of these different addressing

schemes share a common purpose.

That purpose is to provide a

pointer" to the absolute address -

that Is. the precise memory location

where the information that we want

to access is stored. In many cases

this will be the address of a RAM
memory location, but it can also be

the address of one of the 68000's

internal registers - memory locations

in the 68000 chip itself, which have

the benefit that they can be

accessed much more quickly. These

are typically an address or data

register or the program counter,
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THE AMIGA EXPOSED

A500 MEMORY MAP
The diagram that we have shown of the A500's

internal memory organisation is referred to as a

"memory map". The numbers down the left

hand side of the map are the hexadecimal

addresses of the memory at each "boundary"

point. (By convention we use hexadecimal -

base 16 - as the notation for memory

addresses.) The maximum possible extent of

08 0000

20 0000

512K Chip RAM - used for the video display

Reserved for Chip RAM expansion

0.5Mb

1.5Mb

AO 0000

Up to 8Mb of user-accessible expansion RAM
can be Installed here - the Fast RAM

CO 0000

8Mb

CIA area - the space reserved for handling I/O

tratlons by the complex Interface adaptors

E0 0000

for future expansion. A Real-time clock If

Installed utilises the area from DO 0000 to DE FFFF

2Mb

2Mb

Reserved area - currently unused

Expansion slot decoding space

Cartridge slot expansion

System ROM - the Klckstart chip

} 0.5Mb

} 0.5Mb

} 0.5Mb

} 0.5Mb

accessible memory locations is 16Mb. This limit

is imposed by the addressing range of the

68000 processor - It can only generate

addresses in the range to 16.777,215. By no

means is all of this memory available for storing

programs and data - much of the addressing

range of the 68000 has to be reserved for

dealing with the Amiga's internal operations.

The bottom 512K is reserved for Chip

memory - Chip RAM as tt ts generally called.

Access to this Chip RAM area is slower than for

other sections of the memory. That's because

the Chip RAM is accessed not only by the

68000 processor but also by the Amiga's

specialised chips - Paula, Agnus and Denise.

This "slugs' the speed at which the 68000 runs

when accessing these addresses. If the custom
chips are reading or writing at these addresses

then they will "cycle steal* from the 68000 -

this means that the 68000 is "locked out*

while the custom chips are using the Chip RAM.
Address space is provided for up to 8Mb of

Fast RAM. It's called Fast RAM because only

the 68000 has access to this area and so is

never "locked out". Obviously you can only use
this area of memory if your A500 has had some
expansion memory fitted - if you try to use a

memory address for which the memory doesn't

exist, then you'll find that you simply end up

with a Guru error.

Moving down to the next partition in the

memory map you'll find that the two megabytes

of addressing range between AO 0000 and BE
FFFF are reserved for use by the odd and even

CIA chips for handling the input/output

operations such as the serial and parallel ports

as well as the keyboard.

The next 2Mb of address space were

reserved for future system expansions. If you

have a real-time clock fitted then this utilises

some of this space.

The final 2Mb in the 68000s addressing

range are divided into four half-megabyte

partitions. The first is a reserved area that is

unused. The next partition is dedicated to the

side expansion slot and the half Mb below this

is utilised as cartridge slot expansion space.

The "bottom" half Mb of the 68000's

addressing range is reserved to allow access to

the System ROM. This is the Kickstart part of

the Amiga's operating system. When the

machine is powered up it's the instructions that

are contained in the ROM that enable the Amiga

to boot AmigaDOS from disk. If you haven't put

a disk in the drive then it's data from here that

makes the screen flash an animated disk icon

at you as a prompt.

which keeps track of what

instructions are to be executed next.

REGISTER DIRECT
ADDRESSING
In its register direct addressing mode

the information that we want to

operate on is already stored in one

of the 68000's internal registers.

The 68000 processor offers support

for two different register direct

addressing modes. These are

address register direct addressing

and data register direct addressing.

With address register direct

addressing we operate on the data in

one of the 68000s eight address

registers. Similarly with the data

register direct addressing mode we

use the value stored in one of the

eight data registers. In each case the

identifier for the appropriate register

is included as part of the machine

code instruction that is being

processed.

These register direct addressing

modes are a "quick" method for

accessing information - no

"intermediate" steps have to be

performed to calculate the absolute

address, unlike some of the other

addressing schemes that we shall

now consider.

ABSOLUTE DATA
ADDRESSING
Again with absolute data addressing

there are no intermediate steps to

be performed before arriving at the

final address. With this method the

address of the memory location is

supplied in the instruction.

The 68000 permits two types of

absolute data addressing. These are

called absolute short addressing and

absolute long addressing. The terms

short and long refer to the length of

the address which is supplied in the

instruction. Short addresses are a

word long - that's two bytes, or if you

prefer 16 bits. A long address on he

other hand occupies two words -
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that's four Dytes or 32 bits. Logically

enough, short addressing is faster.

PROGRAM COUNTER
RELATIVE ADDRESSING
Another one of the 68000 chip's

internal hardware registers is the

program counter. The processor uses

the program counter to keep track of

which program instruction is the next

one to be executed - it contains an

address that points to the position in

memory at which this next instruction

is stored.

We con also make use of the

address contained in this register for

performing two different types of

relative addressing Instructions.

Before explaining these two

addressing modes, we'll just

examine what the concept of relative

addressing itself is all about.

The absolute address that is

required is obtained by adding two

values. These numbers are called

the base address and the offset. The

base address is the value that is

stored in the program counter - the

address of the next instruction that's

due to be executed - while the offset

is the value that is supplied in the

machine code instruction.

The two program counter

addressing modes that are

supported by the 68000 are program

counter relative with offset and

program counter relative with indexed

offset. The first of these two modes

functions exactly in the manner that

is described in the previous

paragraph. The latter however is just

a tad more complicated. Instead of

modifying the contents of the

address register with one value it is

modified by two - the offset supplied

in the instruction and the contents of

another register, which is referred to

as an index register. This index

register can be any one of the

68000s registers but most typically

it will be one of the data registers.

Adding these two values to the base

address contained in the address

register gives our absolute address.

REGISTER INDIRECT
ADDRESSING
With register indirect addressing we

again utilise one of the 68000's

hardware registers as the starting

point on our trail to find the final or

absolute address, but this time the

value that is contained in the register

isn't the address in memory that

contains the data we wish to access.

The process of indirection means
that it's the value that's held in this

memory location that is the address

of the memory location which holds

the data we want to access.

There are five types of register

indirect addressing supported by the

68000 processor. These are register

indirect (which functions exactly as

we have just discussed),

postincrement register indirect,

predecrement register indirect,

register indirect with offset and

indexed register indirect with offset.

Let's just take a brief look at the

salient differences which distinguish

the five modes.

Postincrement register indirect

simply means that we take the

contents of the address register

before it has been incremented -

that is, before 1 is added to it.

Similarly, for the predecrement

register indirect addressing mode we

take the contents of the address

register after it has been

decremented (that is. after 1 has

been subtracted). The next of the

indirect modes is register indirect

with offset. Here we again use the

value held in the address register,

but also add to this an offset value

that is supplied as part of the

PC RELATIVE ADDRESSING

Instruction

Memory

Opcode, Offset address

Add to

Program counter

i

i

i

machine code instruction. The final

one of the indirection operations -

indexed register indirect with offset -

uses two values to modify the

contents of the address register to

give the correct address. These two

values are an offset supplied in the

instruction, plus the contents of an

"index" register. This index register

can be any of the 68000's internal

registers - typically one of the data

registers will be

used to supply the

required value.

You should be

able to see that

IMMEDIATE DATA

is supplied in the instruction while

for the quick immediate instruction

only a byte (8 bits) of data is

provided.

WHY ALL THE DIFFERENT
ADDRESSING MODES?
Okay. fine, so we have all of these

different types of addressing modes,

but what's the point? Couldn't we get

by with just one type of address

instruction, say

Instruction

REGISTER INDIRECT ADDRESSING

insl

I

:ruction i

i

i

i

Memory
i

i
i

i
i

Opcode, Register address
1

i

i 68000 registers ,

i i

i
i
i

D3
D4
05
D6-J

<
i

i

D7
A0
Al
A2
A3
A4
AS
A6

i

i

i

i

i
i

i
i

i

I

i

*

machine code

instructions which

utilise these more

complicated

addressing modes
will take longer to

be executed by the

processor - it has to chase round

the pigeonholes a bit before it ends

up with the right address.

IMMEDIATE DATA
ADDRESSING
Immediate data addressing is. as

perhaps the name implies, the most

straightforward of the

68000's addressing

schemes. This also

means that It Is the

fastest. Here, rather

than having to access

internal hardware

registers or memory

locations, the data

that we want to

operate on is supplied

as the second part of

the instruction.

Two types of

immediate data

addressing are

supported. The first is

called immediate data

addressing and the

second quick

immediate addressing.

The difference

between the two is

simple enough. In the

immediate form a

word of data (16 bits)

the address

register direct

addressing one?

Well, the simple

answer is yes. But

the result of this

would be very

restrictive on the

machine code

programmer.

We could

synthesise all of the addressing

modes that we have discussed by

using the rest of the 68000's

command set and then loading that

address into an address register and

use the address register direct

mode. But because all of these other

modes are provided, the 68000
series of chips is considered to be

"instruction rich". This means that

many more instructions and

addressing modes have been

included than are strictly necessary.

This pleases machine code

programmers - it means that they

have a large instruction set to play

with. Indeed, combining instruction

types, data types and addressing

modes means that there are more

than a 1.000 instructions available

within the 68000's command set -

which offers a very great degree of

flexibility. Take the program counter

relative with offset mode - it permits

a programmer to write position-

independent code - and then only

have to supply the offset value.

You may have heard the

68000's instruction set referred to

as "orthogonal". Really all that

means is what we have just

explained - the different instructions,

data types and addressing modes
can all be combined. Q)
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AMIGA COMPUTERS

MOOHD Epic Pack £349 00
A 1200 .£389.99

A 1 500/AP000

A3000 f phone

A4000 £ phone
£195 00

RAM & DISK DRIVES

A570 CO Rom software

A500 int drive

A500b12k no clock.

A500 51 2k clock

A500 1 meg exp

A600 1 meg clock

A500 1 bmeg
AbOO 8meg ( 4 lined .

Star LC20
SUrLC24-10
GVP 42meg
GVP 80meg

£14900
£49 00
18.9b

£23 50
i3 9b

£44 00
/9 00

I 169 00
33 00
19 00

19 99

#99

PRINTERS & RIBBONS
irLC

Star LC200 Colour

Star LC24-200 Colour

LC100 mono ribbon

LC100 colour ribbon

LC24 200 mono ribbon

LC24 200 colour nbbo

WOO
£274 00

C4.S0

£6 75

CbbO
1350

LEADS & CABLES

Null Modem
Joystick Extender 3 metre

Joystick/Mouse Extender

Amiga to SCART
4 Player SPECIAL • .„.

Analog Joystick A

£5.99

£3 99

£3 99

£2 99

LOOK! LOOK! LOOK!

SPECIAL OFFERS!!

AVAILABLE NOW:

AMIGA MODULATORS
ONLY £19.50

A500 POWER SUPPLIES

ONLY £29.99

4 PLAYER ADAPTERS
ONLY £2.99

HURRY WHILE STOCKS
LAST

DISKS & LABELS
Alld

UNBRANDED DISKS are 100% error free

In the unlikely event that any of our disks

are faulty, then we will replace the disks

AND reimburse your return postage'

3 5" DSDD
3 5" Rainbow
3 5' DSHD

£0 37 each

£0.44 each

£0 58 each

Why not try our BRANDED disks' Supplied m
boxes of 10 disks

3.5- DSDD Fuji

3 5 DSHD Xerox

5 ?5" OSDD Fuji

5.26" DSHD Fuji

000 3.V labels

000 3 5 tractorteed

£4.90

£8 90

£2 50
£4 90

£6.50

£8 50

STORAGE BOXES

structed horn h*gh impact plastic and na

smoked perspex tops. Or for space saving

economic storage of large disk collections

why not try our stackable disk drawersm TRACTORFEED DISK
LABELS 1 Most types are available for 3 5' or 5 25'

Now you can print your own professional disk lafctls!
disks

H 500 Plain white disk labels on tractor feed, com- 10 capacity T0 95

1 plete with FOUR disks of software and artwork. H 40 capacity £3.49

1 Yours for ONLY 1 50 capacity £3.95

£9.95 I 100 capacity £4 SO

80 capacity Banx drawer £849
1 1000 Labels with software 1

1 SO capacity Posso drawer £14 99

1 ONLY £13.50 | 200 capacity drawer £22.50

WELL. NEARLY!

9om-10Dm Mon-Sat

I Oam -6pm Sunday

MISCELLANEOUS

Moi
Diskdnve cleaner

A500 Dustcover

.

,A600DustcoviM
A 1200 Dustcover

Monitor Dustcover

LC20 Dustcover
LC1 00 Dustcover
I C?00 Dustcover
LC24-200 Dustcover

Roboshift

Amiga Itghtpcn

Optical Mouse
Megafnouse
Pnmax Mouse
Itsa Mouse
Altadata Trackball

Crystal Trackball

rtM Irjckball

Zylt Amp/Speakers .

Action Replay Mk III

Technosound
Midi M.ister

lilt/Turn Monitor Stand
2-piece Punter Stand .

A4 Copyholder
ROM Shaier

V1 3 ROM
V2 04 ROM
Microperf Tractorteed Paper.ractorfeed Paper 500 sheets

2000 s

JOYSTICKS

1 80
£3 50
£3 50
£3.50

3 50
13 50
£3 50
£3 50
£3 50
£1395
£32 00
£32 00

2 95
£1295
£12 95
£26 95
£32.00
£25 95
£37 50
£56 95
£32 00
£26 00
£9 95
£3 49
£4 99
£1495
£25 95
£35 95

C4 50
»<*'']

arked

Trigger Grip Models
Quickshot turbo
Python 1M
Jetfighter

Topstar .

Intruder

Base Fire Button Models
Maverick 1M
Megastar ,p
Zipstick

Comp Pro 5000'
Comp Pro Extra

Comp Pro Star

Cruiser Multicolour'

Comp Pro Star MINI
Aviator 1 Fhghtyoke
Handheld Models
Speedking
Navigator

£6 95
£7 99
1200

£19.50
£21 50

£1295
£21 50
£12 95
£10 95
£12 95
£12 95
£9 95

£14 95
£23 50

£10 50
£13.95
£1200

ANALOG JOYSTICKS
Thofo Joystick* wllLfULany Amiga

Warrior 5 £14.95
Sniper £16.95
Speedking Analog £13.95
Intruders £25.50
Aviator 5 Fhghtyoke £27.50
Adapter to use any PC analog joystick

on an Amiga ONLY £4.99

COMPUTER SUPPLIES

0782 206808 Anytim*

C?HOTLINES:O782 642497 . 9.00w5.30pm tfwfcfeyi

0630 653193/0782 320111 Ev.ning*

t
ft WNktndi

BUSINESS HOURS
9am to 10pm Mon-Sat, 10am to 6pm Sun

All items and offers subject to availability. E&OE
P&P £3.30 All Prices inc VAT
We accept POs, cheques & credit cards

BUSINESS AND EDUCATION ORDERS WELCOME

MaslorCard

DIRECT COMPUTER SUPPLIES 36 HOPE ST, HANLEY, STOKE ON TRENT ST1 5BS



POWERSCANNER V3-D

PCflflOB POWER DRIVE

The award winning external disk drive

which includes Anti-Click (cures that

annoying click), Virus Blocker (prevents

viruses) and built-in Backup hardware.

The PC880B is available with Blitz Amiga,

Blitz and X-Copy or Cyclone compatible

(this drive is only available to registered

owners of X-Copy Professional. You must

provide proof of purchase of X-Copy
Professional). The drive comes in a choice

of two colours, black or cream.

PC880B WITH BLITZ AMIGA ....£60

PC880B WITH BLITZ, X-COPY ..£75

PC880B (CYCLONE COMPATIBLE) £65
PC880B IN BLACK CASE £65

POWER DRIVES

PC880E ECONOMY DRIVE ..£49.95

PC881 A500 INTERNAL £45
PC882 A2000 INTERNAL £45

POWER DUAL DRIVE

Two high quality disk drives built into one

compact unit, the drive includes the same

features as the PC880B disk drive.

POWER DUAL DRIVE £125

BLITZ AMIGA

Backup disks at lightning speeds, ond

stop all external drives from clicking. Blitz

does not let viruses from being written into

the DOOtblocker.fThe 1988 Copyright oct applies)

BLITZ AMIGA £15

FLOPTICAL DISK DRIVE

The Floptical stores 20MB of data on a

3.5" disk (a SCSI interface is required).

FLOPTICAL A2000 KIT £289
FLOPTICAL A500 EXTERNAL.. ..£389

The awarding winning PowerScanner is

able to scan from 100 - 400DPI in 64

greyscales. The scanning software included

allows you to edit and manipulate any

image you scan.

The scanner interface includes a through

port for a printer.

POWERSCANNER V3.0 £99
POWERSCANNER INC. OCR ...£149

OCR SOFTWARE ONLY £49

COLOUR POWERSCANNER

Scan 100 - 400 DPI in 4096 colours, with

the Colour PowerScanner. The scanning

software included allows you to edit and

manipulate any image you scan.

The scanner interface includes a through

port for a printer.

COLOUR POWERSCANNER ....£239

POUIERSCAN UPGRAD1_
If you consider your scanner system to be

inferior to the Power Scanner, we will

upgrade your software and interface.

V3.0 UPGRADE (inc iKTttMCf) ..£49.95

V3.0 UPGRADE <sorTwAtt,siNDSAi) £15

EPSON 6T-b500

High resolution 24-bit colour flatbed scan-

ning from Epson. Scan up to A4 in size

on this 600 DPI scanner. Comes with

PowerScan software.

EPSON GT-6500 (inc soFTWAtf) ...£799

EPSON GT-AQQO

High resolution 24-bit colour flatbed scan-

ning from Epson. Scon up to A4 in size

on this 800 DPI scanner. This is the ultimate

in desktop scanning. Comes with

PowerScan software.

EPSON GT-8000 (inc software) .£1 1 99

TRANSPARENCY ADAPTOR

Scan up to 5*x 4" transparencies.

Available for the GT - 6500 ond GT -

8000 scanners.

TRANSPARENCY ADAPTOR £589

DOCUMENT FEEDER

Automatic 50-sheet document feeder for

the GT-6500 ond GT-8000 scanners.

DOCUMENT FEEDER £399

AbOO riEriORY CARD

1MB RAM with battery backed clock

A600 1MB RAM £39.95

PC501+ MEMORY CARD
1

Our RAM board is designed especially

for the A500+ computer ond comes with

1MB of RAM on-boord to expand your

memory to 2MB of chip RAM (fits in the

trap-door).

PC501 + MEMORY CARD £35.95

1.5MB RAM BOARD

Fully supports 1MB of chip RAM ond is

fully compatible with Fatter Agnus
(requires Kickstart 1.3 and above, not

compatible with A500+. Your Amiga
needs to be opened, this may effect your

warranty).

1.5MB RAM BOARD £85

1MB UITH THRU'PORT

Expand your A500's memory up to a

total of 2MB without disposing of your

existing 51 2K upgrade (works with 1MB
chip RAM, 51 2K RAM must be 4 chip

type or not exceeding 9cm in length. Your

Amiga needs to be opened, this may
effect your warranty).

1MB WITH THRU'PORT £49

ASDD MEMORY CARD

4 Chip 51 2K RAM expansion with or

without battery backed clock.

Free software included (A500+ compatible)

A500 CARD WITH CLOCK £29
A500 CARD WITHOUT CLOCK ..£24

ASDD fiMB POWERBOARD

Expand your Amiga from 2MB to 8MB of

RAM. Plugs into side slot, full outo config.

and full through port.

A500 2MB POWERBOARD ....£129

A500 4MB POWERBOARD ....£189

A500 8MB POWERBOARD ....£289

1 X4 ZIP £14.95

AgDDO AMB POUERBOARD
'

2MB to 8MB RAM expansion for the A2000

A2000 2MB POWERBOARD £99
A2000 4MB POWERBOARD ...£149

A2000 8MB POWERBOARD ...£239



commodore ahiga

A wide range of Amiga's are available.

Al 200 £389
A1200 60MB HD £569
A1200 80MB HD £599
A1200 170MB HD £754
A1200 212MB HD £819
A4000 68040 120MB HD 6MB.£2329
A4000 68030 80MB HD 4MB .£1 1 29
A4000 68030 80MB HD 2MB ...£979

MONITORS

A wide range of monitors ore available.

PHILIPS CM8833 MK2 £229
INCLUDES LOTUS *. ON-SITI MAINTINANCI

COMMODORE 1084S £199
MULTISYNC MONITOR £POA

ICD PRODUCTS
X

ICD sole distributor. Trifecta is SCSI 2 or

IDE compatible. (Trifecta EC is only IDE)

TRIFECTA 2000 LX BARE £139
80MB HD £239
160MB HD £329
200MB HD £399
TRIFECTA 500 LX BARE £195
BOMB HD £295
160MB HD £359
200MB £459
TRIFECTA 500 EC BARE £145
80MB HD £279
160MB HD £339
200MB HD £419
AD IDE 2 PRIMA BARB £70
80MB HD £245
160MB HD £309
200MB HD £399
PRIMA 3.5" MOUNTING KIT ..£29

AD IDE 2 NOVIA 60MB HD....£259
80MB HD £299
130MB HD £379
212MB HD £499
NOVIA 2.5" MOUNTING KIT ..£ 1

9

ADSPEED AMIGA £119
FLICKER FREE VIDEO 2 £185

ELECTRIC FINGERS CLUB

The Power BBS is a bulletin board service.

Phone 0234 841503. Speeds up to 16.8K

SUPRA MODEMS

SUPRA FAX MODEM* £119
(INCLUDING MU, CABLi AND SOFTWARE)

SUPRA FAX MODEM 32BIS ...£249

HOME MUSIC KIT

GVPAS3D TURBO HD
1

A 40 MHz 68030 EC accelerator.

80MB HD 0MB RAM £549
160MB HD 0MB RAM £649
200MB HD 0MB RAM £699
68882 UPGRADE KIT £224

GVP SERIES 5 HD
I

External hard drive for the Amiga 500.

Expand up to 8MB on-board.

80MB HD £339
160MB HD £409
200MB HD £599
EACH 1MB X 8 SIMM £30

CHIP S AND SPARES
'

We stock a wide range of ports and spares.

1MB X 8 SIMM £30
4MB X 8 SIMM £POA
SIMM 32 X 1MB-60 GVP £59
SIMM 32 X 4MB-60 GVP £ 1 79
SIMM 32 X 4 £159
SIMM 32 X 8 £369
256K X 4 DRAM £5
1MB X 1 DRAM £4.50
1 X4ZIP £14.95
1 X4DIP £19.95
PCMCIA 2MB £149
VI. 3 KICKSTART ROM £24
V2.04 KICKSTART ROM £32
FATTER AGNUS 8372 £30
BIG FAT AGNUS 8375 £40
HI-RES DENISE £25
GARY £19
PAULA £25
6570-36 KEYBOARD CHIP £19
CIA 8520 £9.95
DATA SWITCHES 2 WAY ....£15.99

DATA SWITCHES 3 WAY £17.99
DATA SWITCHES 4 WAY ....£19.99

MODEM CABLE £9.95
PRINTER CABLE £6.95
SCSI CABLE £9.95
IDE CABLE FOR A600, A1200 INC.

INSTALLATION SOFTWARE .£15.95
A500 POWER SUPPLY £39.95
WORKBENCH 2.04 KIT £75

MISCELLANEO US

POWERMOUSE £15
OPTICAL MOUSE £29.95
REPLACEMENT optical mousi mat £ 1

100 BRANDED DISKS * BOX £69.99
10 BRANDED DISKS £9.95
A1200DUSTCOVER
AVIATOR 1 JOYSTICK £35
INTRUDER 1 JOYSTICK £29.99
MAVERICK 1 JOYSTICK £15.99
PYTHON 1 JOYSTICK £9.99
APACHE 1 JOYSTICK £7.99

POWER OPTICAL DRIVE
'

Fit 128MB on one Optical disk.

128MB OPTICAL INTERNAL ...£849

128MB OPTICAL EXTERNAL ..£999
128MB 3.5" OPTICAL DISK £39.95
SCSI CONTROLLER A2000 £ 1 29

VIDEO BACKUP SYSTEM
1

Use a VCR as a backup storage device,

200 Amiga floppy disks fit on to a 4Hr tape

which can be used for an alternative hard

disk backup system. Whats more, you can

watch television on your 1084S monitor.

VIDEO BACKUP SYSTEM ....£59.95

BARE SCSI HARD DRIVES
1

We con supply SCSI or IDE 3.5" drives in

many sizes. These hard drives are suit-

able for GVP G-Force, GVP or ICD.

80MB £179
1 60MB £249
200MB £349

2.5" IDE INTERNAL HD

Power Computing Ltd

Unit 8 Roilton Road

Woburn Rood Ind. Est.

Kempston Beds

MK42 7PN

Tel 0234 843388
Fax 0234840234

Cheques payable to

Power Computing Ltd.

Goods are sold subject

to our standard terms

and conditions of sole

and are available on

request.

Specifications and
prices are subject to

change without notice.

All trademarks ore

acknowledged.

All prices include VAT.

Miniature hard drives for the A600/A1200
these drives come complete with a coble

and installation software.

60MB INTERNAL HD £179
80MB INTERNAL HD £210
130MB INTERNAL HD £299
170MB INTERNAL HD £365
212MB INTERNAL HD £430

GVP A2DD0 HARD CARD

High quality SCSI hard card.

BARE £129
80MB £279
160MB £349
200MB £419

AUTO ROM SHARER

00
One of the most advanced Rom sharers.

ROM SHARE £19.95
ROM SHARE INC. V2.04 £50
ROM SHARE INC. VI .3 £39
ROM SHARE A600 £29
ROM SHARE A600 INC. VI. 3 ..£55

HOME MUSIC KIT £69.95
MIDI INTERFACE £15.95
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Making
This month, Wilf Rees looks at how
animations and video can easily be linked to

produce a quality presentation cassette.
ore and more,

schools and colleges

are using video to

record Information.

Indeed, It's rapidly becoming the

norm to present a demonstration or

tutorial via television, rather than

Hve. In my school, we use video

with our Amlgas for two different

purposes - as an easily-retrieved

bulk storage medium for

animations, and as a means of

giving video film a professional look,

by adding titles and special effects.

The Amiga has proven to be first

choice, among both amateurs and

professionals, as the ideal machine

for working with video, and the

reasons for this are both the

tremendous facilities the Amiga

offers and the very reasonable cost

of dedicated hardware to support It.

GETTING STARTED
If you have never tried linking your

Amiga to video, it's probably time

you did. Perhaps when you

purchased your Amiga you bought a

monitor at the same time, so the

modulator never got taken out of the

box. Well, this little device is

extremely useful, if employed to take

your animations from your Amiga

over to video. What the modulator

does is convert RGB linear signals

Into either RF or Composite colour

video, which can then be plugged

directly into either the aerial socket

of a VCR or the video-ln, respectively.

Of the two options, going out of the

Composite colour video-out socket

on the modulator is by far the better

choice - the quality of colour and

Image are far superior. It may be that

you have a SCART socket on your

VCR, in which case, both sound and

Composite colour video can be

connected directly. You will need to

investigate the manual of your VCR

to ascertain the correct pin

connections, or failing that, contact

the manufacturer. SCART was

introduced as a convention, but as

happens with all conventions, some
manufacturers go their own way.

Using your VCR in this manner
has two benefits: first, big

animations can be directly loaded

down on to tape, and second, the

limitations of your Amiga's memory

can be overcome, by "daisy-chaining'

animations, to create a much longer

piece of work. Recently, the

domestic video market has seen the

introduction of machines with

specific attributes particularly

suitable for this kind of task. One

such feature is the Flying Erase

Head. This device enables the user

to record to specific frames. If used

in conjunction with a 'jog-shuttle",

which is a device for moving through

the video frame by frame, the tape

can be edited and amended without

those horrible snowy glitches

between the joins. Use the last

frame of one

animation as the first

frame of a new

animation, and you

can easily create an

animation as long as

a videotape will play.

Using the VCR to store and

display animations is a really useful

application, but by far the most

popular use of your Amiga and a VCR

is the linking together of video and

computer graphics images. To do

this you need a device called a

genlock. There are numerous makes
of genlock on the market, from about

£100 upwards. Taking the

application even further, a device

called a chromakey allows all sorts

of trendy special effects to be added,

just like those you see on pop videos

and science fiction films.

THE WAY AHEAD
^Let's begin by doing some planning.

"When you make a video of any sort,

the first stage is the development of

a story-board. This is a sequence of

In this Vldeoware animation, a cassette Is Inserted

Into the VCR before a hand with a remote control

switches the VCR on. You could use the space on the

screen to put a video Image of your own.

drawings illustrating the key action

points in your video. Collated as

pictures and notes, a story-board

enables you to think through all of

the Important points, ensuring that

you can get every detail and every

shot just right. When you are entirely

satisfied, then you move on to the

shooting programme. This is the

point where the famous clapper-

board appears. Originally its function

was to check that the soundtrack

was properly synchronised with the

picture and the clap sound occurred

exactly at the moment when the

clapper hit the board, but in video it

is used to make a record of each

shot, identifying its significance and

location. The shooting programme is

probably the most important part of

your whole activity, simply because

LET VIDEOWARE DO IT FOR YOU
There are some exciting disks to

support your video work from a firm

in Cheshire that specialises in just

that. Videoware offers literally

thousands of animations, of all

manner of subjects, to be imported

directly into your work. Some of the

examples are anim brushes, some

are backgrounds adaptable into

animations, and some are for

special effects.

Volume 1 contains animations

appropriate to weddings,

anniversaries, parties, holidays,

festivals, and more. This collection

requires a minimum of 1Mb of RAM
to work, as well as DPatnt 3

upwards.

Volume 2 is a bigger collection,

with much more complex

animations, again covering a broad

spectrum of subject matter. Some
of the animations in this package

will need additional memory (2Mb or

more) to make them go. There are

also two animfont sets in this

package, all in all totalling 12 disks.

I was particularly impressed by

the video effects package, which

contains all manner of wipes, fades,

dissolves and screen break-ups. all

ready to be utilised immediately

within any of your efforts. What's

more, along with each pack

purchased comes a tiny six-page

booklet, brimming with really useful

Information on how to Improve not

just the quality of the end products

but. equally important, the way in

which you use both your hardware

and software. It's a genuinely

helpful package!

o o
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getting the order of shooting right

can save hours of work, as well as

allow specific effects to happen.

What Is not always apparent

when you watch a finished film is

Uiat the sequence which you see

doesn't necessarily bear any relation

to the actual order of shooting.

Often, external influences determine

the order. If you are making a film

featuring an early morning railway

station scene, for example, then you

look at your time schedule and fit

that scene in to correspond with an

appropriate early train at your local

station. And if your film starts and

finishes at the same railway station,

then only a wally would think of two

separate trips.

Similarly, reversing the playback

can produce an effect that would be

impossible to achieve in reality. A

good example is the advert for

Carting Black Label featuring the

glittering underwater sequence

dancers and the knights. At the end

of the advert, a hand rises from the

water holding a pint of the said drink.

Has it ever crossed your mind that if

you start with a pint of lager

underwater and slowly lift it out of

the water, most of it would have

floated away and you'd actually be

drinking pond water? (Mind you, I

could name a few pubs...) The

simple answer is to slowly lower the

glass into water, filming it until it is

completely submerged, so when the

film is played backwards, the desired

effect is achieved.

A TOUCH
Making your videos look reatly

professional needs the kind of

attention to detail we see all the

time on television. It really is a

sensible idea to actually sit down

and watch a programme, not from

the point of view of the content, but

to analyse the events on the screen.

Look at how the titling is done, watch

the way in which camera shots are

used and cleverly switched. Observe

the use of lighting, and how sound is

used to emphasise specific events in

the action.

WORDS INTO ACTIONS
Take a look at the example on these

pages. It combines several

These disks provide an excellent opportunity for

anyone looking at developing animation skills further,

by Incorporating them Into your own work or

developing the samples Into something further.

processes to demonstrate what I

mean. The animation of the humming

bird flying towards the drip of liquid

running over the bolt was created

with DPaint. The finished animation

was then transferred to video. Once

the video was completed, the

equipment was set up according to

the pictorial representation (see Q).

employing two VCRs, an Amiga and a

genlock. I appreciate that one might

normally use ordinary video for the

main presentation, but in this case I

have used a computer animation to

demonstrate the principle of saving

animations to tape. If you look at

pictureO you can see how I started

with the animation playing from VCR

1. This was fed into a genlock, which

in turn was plugged into the Amiga.

DPaint 3 or 4 was loaded, and

subsequently displayed on the

monitor. The second lead out of the

genlock went to VCR 2. A TV was
plugged into VCR 2, and this

monitored the original image from

VCR 1. with the DPaint screen

"locked' over the top of the first

animation. Whatever I chose to

produce on DPaint and then ran was

automatically recorded over the top

of the original animation.

GETTING YOUR ACT
TOGETHER
This sequence of clips shows the

stages l went through to produce the

simple completed video.

O I began by creating a black

window on the screen. Background is

white. The position of the window is

determined by a "dry

run" of the original

animation to

determine the most

appropriate location

for viewing.

G i created a few

simple lines of

varying thickness in

q_ different colours. It

is important not to

make the colours

pjg too powerful, or any

T| text added later will

not be easily read. A

section of this was

grabbed as a brush,

and then I went to

the right mouse
button on the FILL gadget and

selected FROM BRUSH. This

provided a complete fill of the

screen, apart from my viewing

window, based on a recurring,

neutral pattern. You can if you wish

add boxing lines to make the window

look more professional.

O Using the animation facility and

text, I created the text I wished to

use for the finished work. The text

was then made to scroll upwards

from the bottom, over possibly 40
frames. The more frames, the

smoother the text flows. When I

arrived at the final location of the

text. I stamped several frames in the

same position, to make the text

appear to have stopped. I filled the

text with one of the pattern colours,

and saved a couple more frames,

repeated the exercise a couple more

times with a different pattern colour,

and then ran the animation - the text

appears to dissolve. Playing the

animation once, starting with a

screen with background pattern,

without text, will cause the animation

to return to the original text-free

shot. The finished sequence appears

to start, text moves up from the

bottom, stays put for a period of

time, dissolves, and then everything

returns to the beginning.

OO ' now began to make a second

animation. This time our attention is

turned to the black viewing window. I

made the window slowly grow over a

number of frames, and the original

video animation from VCR 1 was
exposed. The sequence of clips from

pictureO show this process

happening.

O Once the completed animations

were sorted. I then recorded on to

VCR 2. capturing the two processes

together: the animation of the bird

from VCR 1. locked to the animation

from DPaint of my viewing overlay.

Although a simple

demonstration, it does give you the

principles to begin thinking of ways in

which you can make the overall

presentation look much better. The

secret lies in experimenting and

trying different ideas out. There are

no limits to the possibilities, only

your own imagination. QJ

ooooooooo
SHOPPING LIST
VMeoworo

Collections oH £29.95 eoch

TutorioJ £19.95

Al fan special pods £69.95

(includes free video)

rTOni TidOOWQTC

« 0952 851559

CHECKOUT
VlDEOWARE

Features • • • • 4

Covers as many different subjects as you

can imagine.

of use • • •
If you can animate using DPaint. you

should nave no problems with this.

ODocumentation • • O
A rather Uny. cheaply-produced

photocopied brochure, but the content Is

excellent.

Quality of results • • • •
Animations are first class, immensely

vaned. and well-drawn.

Value for money • • • •
Just amazing value - get them quickly If

you want to make a quantum leap.

Overall • • • • «
If you have a yen to try your hand at video

applications, this is more than just a
handy extra - it will lift you to a new level

of Amiga use.
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0532-350652
t (0632) 380702

This has got to be the greatest
development to the Amiga since its

conception in 1986. The 4000 030 s are packed

full of features and truly represent a milestone in

design and value for money from C.B M.

VIIT VAaBBBBBBBBBBl • W030tC processor •

Tke Microbohci M1730XA
vtfiioB S • 56 Mil iac •orv management nil. Tail
Sripheiel cm eipaad up to 171 Mb of FAST Mail Mtnory

isting MBX users can transfer their current memory
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25Mhi clock speed •
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Prices are correct at me time of going to press
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AMIGA'S
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from a 1GB million colour patent • Full Amiga Kay board
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cw price £369.99 -•

01200 HARD DRIVE UPGRADE PACKS
All 2.5" IDE Hard disks oHar ultra tistacceti time and ira
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digital/Seagate Pack also includes cable screws and software.
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£339.99

CW
THE WILD. THE WEIRD I THE WICKED'

1 Mb A 600 at standard and includes the excellent value
Software trtles Deluxe Paint Ml • Formula One Grand Pro •

CWPRICt*.. C^rr^ £224.991
A 100 2MI unci above software

K

£284.!

0600 Base rack £194.99
A 101 2M0 i-ncl aoovf som*ariJ...«.».«.£234.99

EPIC ' LAH0UA0E PACK*
1 Mb A 600 as standard and includes 20MB HARD DRIVE
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A 1200 ACCESSORIES
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COMPUTER WORLD PRINTER PACK
Supplied with AlL printers containing 1.8m std

printtr cable, printer ribbons/cartridge and 250
sheens ol paper absolutely hFU t

COMPUTER WORLD ARE A

"CITIZEH SUPER DEALER"
re<BBrv*:OI wyiWHgl Wljik^l

swill 90 colour ^^^3EH
9 PIN colour printtr t Ittt I f
ouiot hat additional tnntt and

i

'.

comas complata with • ? year I A
rtontnty and V 2.0 dnvor disk' BBaBaaaBBBBBBBBBj ri

SUflll SO mono rrrrr £154.99

swill 2ao colour £269.99

sunn 240 mono £259.99

sum 200 colour £219.99

Switt 200 mono £192.99

Citizen Auto sneet leeier £79.99
Crti/en printers come with 2 year warranty * V .2.0 Amiga
driver disk

BUBBLE JET

MAJOR DEALER* MAJOR DEALER

Canon Canoiv
CAHOH BJ 10SX
Upgraded version of

BJIQex. the worlds biggest
~ ~~

silling portable inkjet WMM
printtr Newly designed

times. B^i^ilHiHi^i^i^il
more fonts, 95% Amige Gold Award, includes BJ10S*

Driver Drtk I

CMMN Id 2M 95% Amiga Gold Award,...£349*99

Footuro include. 300 dpi. * Mm 00 page Auto sheet feeder •

minimum 3 pages per minute SUPER VALUE!

CAHOH U 228 CSS £P0fl
W»d« carnage version of BJ2O0

CAHOH BJ 300 £429.99
80 column bubbleiet provides laser Quality output

CAHOH BJ 331 £499.99
136 column bubbleiet

CAHOH BJ en :

sH cartridges £17.99
CAHOH BJ 200 cartridges £24.99
bj io en sk Auiosneet leader £49.99

miGE &
TRACKBALLS

golden imA6E-mega mouse £12.99
deceived 90% Amiga Format Gold Award
mill Muse 2 i 5.9
Newly designed, 400 dpi, an absolute must"

optical mouse £29.99
High precision pointing device.

crystal TracNoan £37.99
intrareo-cordless-mouse £47.99
(Rechargeable top selling innovation.)

ODiicai Pen mouse til. I

High Quality 6mm mouse mats £3.9
Auto mouse joystich switch £15.99
Don't damage your Amiga's portslTrns device

savos wear and tear makes switchover FAST,

DISKS

SCANNERS

NEW HEW HEW

£39.99

c

LC-ioo Colour "^ £155.99

LC24-1DI ».... i •& Ha

9

LU ftVtf iiitiiii<ittt4tiititii*4iiitlfii(|it4alU 1 JA* fc • Ajp

lc-2«-20 (it) £224.9
LC-200 colour £199.9
LC24-200 colour £264.99
KB24-200 colour £: 9.99
sjae Bubbleiet £219.99
Stat printers come with one year warranty

AUTO SHEET FEEDERS
O I Hfl LU£UiMtli*tltHflimtlttl*MIMM«tltMHtlVV bT *M

sun LC200 £59.9
STIR LC24-20B £62.9
STAR LC24-20 £62.9

STARSJ4B .__ £49.99

n HEWLETT
PACKABO [m HEWLETT

TM PACKARD

l.f. rortaoie rTT?Fl\ 59.99
H.r. lie moRo /tt^t £319.99
Successor to the lop selling 500 Mono

H.P. 500 (Colour) £446.99
H.P. Deskjet 550 (Colour)... fTTmi £649.99
4 times faster then previous HP range • Top sellers •

Superb printers HP printer! come with 3 year warranty

H.P. Deskjet 1200C Laser/inkjet...£1369.99
45 scaieable fonts.PC L level 5, 6 pages per mm 300x600

dpi lit unrig the resolution enhancement technology 4

pagei per mm ) 2Mb ot RAM expendable to 76 Mb. lascqeT

compatible

H.P. Laserjet 4L £624.99
4 page* per minute, laser easy to install & use. no on/of

switch (turns oft automatically when not in use) 1 tray 100

input 50 output ?6 scaieable typeface s, microfine toner,

300 dp» 1Mb of RAM expandable to 2Mb

If Mack ink cinrtiii £20.99

HP cttnr ink camniit £21.11

PRIMER ACCESSORIES
We have a large range ol high quality printer

accessories (or all the printers we sell including

dust covers from I"/ 99 * Ink cartridges from
£13 99 • Mono ribbons from f 3.50 - Colour
ribbons from £7.99 • Printer stands from £7.99

Powerful image processing tools for
the office or the home environment.

POUiER-feaiire. Heme: 100.400 d P .
• m-

Grayscales Thruport to printer - FREE Editing software.

power Scanner us.O £109.99
Includes FREE upgraded adding software

Power scanner colour £234.99

Q0LDEH IMAGE-
AltaSCin Features: Scan and Save • Migraph Jnr OCR
software 400 dp* - 256-Greyscale Not AI200/4000
compatible Mm* AA
CW PRICE IZgnWlLRiil „ £139.99
HhHMt Features; Touch up an merge it * Migraph
Jnr OCR software 400 dpi - 256 Grayscale - IMS
compatible with all Amifu m^^m^mk *%a
cw raicE £169.99

^^^^^^W aaaaaaaBBi*"--

TiciHosoHnd-turDo £29.99
Pro-Midi 2 interlace £24.99
This fully featured professional quality mtd< interlace *s

vary flexible giving semi-patch bay facilities It hat tour

ports 2 in. 2 out («it FREE mifli lead)

gup Digital sound
SlUdlO High quality sound

sampler for all Amiga Computers

MIRACLE KEYBOARD £279.99
It really does leach you how to play!!! Full size

^y\\ ^ejboefd wilh built <n MIDI interface • 100

' Vv onboa'd sounds with effects • ability to

V \*^
- i ettone f'\ hi ni mn i ii| Ml iei

^^^ofrwarell

«mimp Mi,aa>
Computer world are • maior stockist ot rombo's
multi-media products for the Amiga and PC Be
assured that we otter extensive technical backup on
all Rombo products and that the majority are on
demo in our showroom «««,» AA
uidi Amiga 12 rt mwm £135.99
Real-lime colour capture from any video source

n« ima 24 rt hi am/i) £224.99
24-Bit Realtime colour capture from any video source tor

the profession a Usenous user

uidi Amiga 12 m mm £77.9
uidi Amiga 12 natron £75.99
Reilaie eeniaci 1112 £184.99
Roctec p.i.p maw £113.8

QvpBeniocH (zzmzzMS £284.99
Vtft Amy* 17 Qoce mctodtti tn$ur§d pOStMQ* tot tjfrj ptsca Of m*ndt

ACCESSORIES
Control ConlPi £30.99
Heavy duty construction, rubber edging, perfect colour
match, mates an ideal workstation for the A50G/A500* A
600 control centre now available.

cw Stereo speakers £37.99
Superb sound and excellent dynamics These two-way
stereo hVFi speakers are an Amiga standard.

AniioQiB JaviiicM aaailar .£9.9

oravis jbvsiich _ £21

oralis iihh aai ... ..~t
immiuep i (FllgRl Sims)
Freetuneei (onaiogua) .. !

Python in
UU I Ui lllttll*IIHt*MtMMIIHIHIIIHIIHH«IHHI

Cruiser
so Pro Pa« £
ZIDSIICH ALIO Firtl

Kan iii Analogue (Fiiani Sims)

sue
W I 111VVI tttlt.DfttttllMf.lli.ll.tlilMtflHIIfflfrrtttM

1 If vUUi i . « . . ...»*.. »««»**••<»•*•••<**•••*•••*•••_

1

lit III ri W VUIU >Mtl|M|lllll«IIIIIMI(»MM^

Beetle mouse (for mas) oreat dpi .....£14.I

Foot Pedal £20.1

0AIASUilTCHES-l2Sp.nO type)

2 waiv—SlS.ae a wat £17.9« 4 uia9 £19.99

Don't confuse these gualitvdisks with others

currently available. 3.5" 100% certified error

free 70% clip. All disks include FREE high
quality CW labels.

IB £4.«9 200 £72.99

25 £12.99 SBB £174.99
50 £22.99 710 £259.99
100 £39.99 illl £339.99

BlSaR Braaaal dlSkS- Now available « rainbow

packs with clear plastic box * 10 laeals at tha same price

as standard

IB £5.19 ill £52.99
99 £28.99 IBB £249.99

iooo computer UJorifl disk Laoeii £9.99

DISK DRIUES
All drives feature super slim design, enable*
disable switch, thru port and come with a 1 year

replacement cjijiiranteo 1

computer world Deluxe Driue.. £54.99
Roctec Rocme EST £69.99
This famous drive has now been upgraded to include
Anbciick and Virus Checker

disk need cleaner.. .£3.9

LEADS & CADLES

Mlll-nill 2B....E3. 99
miii-miii in. ...£4.99

iii-min sa £5.99
aiu anil nt....£9. 99

mouse Jousiich lit

mausa jousiich sillllir..

'Sinai/Minn eaaiii

'AMigi-MiHisiie

'Aaiii-aicriiiiic.

'Aaiia-crc aiaiiir

-imiiaaaa/ri

'SCSI cam iiriiit

rnaciri.iM £5.99

miiiiiur mu.E9.99
iBiai-scan £9.99
iBin-MiJBin.K9.99
jouiich mi mi..£4.99

£4.91

cq qq

imb£9.99
..£9.99
..£9.99

...£9.99*•••

£9.99

mmir Mffl ho ..£7,99

GAMES-LEISURE
aramm eoich cnciat na.BB
f-11 stinu fiihiir gi*i«

Oooniion stsiiin £H.H
i an r rloiuiin •*••*•<*•• * laj^o.

riaaBiiaCrj ***•
*^""

Idiv Blows naiB 17)...

Supirim (Team 17)....

na.99
£24.SB

lemmiaii 2 (Ptvflnosui 1MB

oewpt sinki (I. Arm
sinsiBii iiccir £23.1
Chuck lock 2 (Sii il click) „ £23.18
Street iignter 2 (US Qold) £25.98

117 Flvini Fonress (MicroPros!) . ,, £20.88

zooi (Qrimiin) £23.88
Humans (Jurassic teviis) ™—

.

--U17.88
Aoandonod Places (lea) £32.88

rriMlir Minaiir inramiial tTS II

lick Faidi s cnampionsnio flan C32.fi
Hisiorvime ilM-ittl (Blue Bvta) £32.88

Siiiiwaiktr-coBic line) (Oceii ?23.88

inn Jones i Fate ol Atlantis (US QiM) £36.89
tepenis ol usiour (US QUO) £37.89

VJino commanoer immoscaoe) JIIZJO
JDortsmastars (Fmoin) A-xocompwi, £77.88

syiiicaii ;P.0.sV

TBI lis) VlklBI „ „ £f.0.*.

TM AKiiai Art il war li IM SBiai.__ 7T% £P.0.fl.

ibsi dv virgin Mw bi line Dim - . ~rr sp.o.fl.

BMvirs onaistiB £29.H

US Roootices Authorised Reseller

The No 1 name in fax modems - US Robotices
pride themselves on high quality modems at an
afordable price They come backed with a 5 year
warranty and are fully BABT approved

THE SPORTSTER £329 . 99
This modem incorporating data pump technology, operates
at 14400 bps standard It is 50% falter than 9600 ops
modems and has full error control and data compression.

It has the ability 'or throughput to reach 57600 bps

BBjf || SPEEB m TCfUTovouuntfuttsncosT*'

so impoerain? ~
(ask Telesales

for a full

information pack

rt required)

hu tuayn

ACCOUFITino

£82.91Anna Accounts _.„„.„
Personal Finance £

Mimir rui Kama lectins 2

smia a — ^ 138.88
SVIIIHIE £5a.9B
CMBBHk Cimifl £54.81
Diy Dv 0l| S22.H

Blllil mat
moron pios

mi 30 Classic.

mi sa
Take ?

nrsenii rum

omrtioTTON

IflltlllltlHKtltill

coo ORflujino

N-CBD 2001

X -CAD 3000

DAIABASf
maiisnoi Pius

Suiiriiii 2

BBMfBBBB *..

KCS IBM) II 13.5....

iMriM

•ft

MUSIC A S0UF10

Eoe.ofl

£159.91

£77.81

.PBI

.£31.18

148.84

™£89H
_n40.ee

£38.9B
£1».t«

XI 12 19

X21B.N
Bin IRI PTNI PM VI.
Kin lor baps and Pioes

super Jam ui.l.

JU48.8B

It»***t44**»»*«*>*>*f.*t«4*t1

—£44.88
£88.88

me Paicnmeistir £82.99
IriBlB PHI PUS £184.SB
JincPTB £18119
Ini Sin music taaj £544.88
MIS 2 £74.88
Clirili 11 (IB III siBllBM 1114.88
BBiriil ^...^ ....£39 91
Stirai fflisiir £28.BB
Uioeomasier m 152.88
Blluxe music not 121 Si

Mliamii master .,.,£! 1.9
TecnnoSouni lurrjo.

lecnoo Slum lurii

music uinni
PRESfniBflOfllSUOESKOUJ

Caa Da i2.„-,_,„m„„ l„ni„m„„IHn ,l

Diiuie uiiii l
Scan SOI
Scan profissioBii

£21.88
£38.19
£2999

ZZxSjS
£78.88

—£179.89
RENDERMQ A BBVTIBCINQ

Alliriallii SB Tenures £21.BB
Essiici £48.88
MiriB Pin £188.88

rm ae rra £iu.N
SPREBOSHEflS

J3B.BBMlklDlin W
FOrtT PACHS

BUB Finis <Mil.irti E32.BB
Kara Ferns *mm:*)mm £39.99
UidiB Finis: tarti. I tm tvn. I * ltar>i»....T—£48.88
UMSmilti £124.99

FRACT0L Sf It A 1FY1AGE PROCESSIHG
Art Beiariaiil Ptb 2 E134.BB
Art Nil rra CAN in. £58.88

Dime Paint A A8A £69.9
imaoiniasUP £1

aaron rius £158. ee
rro uiiii il ™. ...taeai

JE39.BB

141 BB

1NTER0RA1E0 PfiCKAOES

mibi amca
NIB Disk OtllCI ? ,,„ „,„,

LAHGUAOES
acee

Ames com oiler „ I
Amos IB -.......«..»».»...«.»..»....«_»«».....«. i

Amos Proiessionil „ „ £38.9
Easy Amos „ £25.88
Cvgnos El Pro 2 £59.99
Bison Basic £38.8B
Nisift Eiieni *ir m

.£47.18

......£1499

£21991

£32.99

98

isaii an pic

nun rascal

uitica C H+.
UTILITIES

cress on vs vm craa rt war

.

oos 2 on
U D n UUIQ rl U a. ....... >.*••••*••*•*•«t**t*»*« tiM»r«i

uncurl Oils 14.8 . £48.9

J IBjfl Paj BJ l||. t itiin»»nmn»HHHMHt«tHHt»H*IMMIH^ '

lllllks Ellllias £19 9
l|eiiiiiiiniiii(iiiit (itittttt»Mi*.tt»ittit** at 9 . 3

' aj o « w^..« #>a> p, B>a( * aaaBaaBaaaaasaaBtaA vat . 9
Ouarieriack Tools £54 88
B-CODV PTOIISSIBMI £29.98

UI0E0 PROOUCTIOtU TITLIHG

BIB Aliernilin Scnilep £38.99

Bli Allirnillii Scroller 2 S5B.BB
Bruicisi Tltlir 2 ..£221.19

BriilCAil Timr 2 SiBir Bins Eliliil £279.99

Fan rack i tar BTS^ SB8 88
Pro Villi Past £104.98

Bead SOI ,„ £71.88

Sena Proiessionil. E17B.BB

IU0R0 PROCESSirtG A DTP

Final Capv Release 2.2 £78.SB
mnmirla £31.9
) ar

i

bj B)ija;B]Bi
( , >iattta. t. t.#4-> 4 l(4# ,g^#((< jlfcB4ajiti<l#1Btf#ltBB ^ & v . aj

riiniriiBi2.22 179.98
PaminiB Besteiss '" s*
Paiesetlir I £41.88

Paa Pal £38.88
.£131.89
£59.99

£42.B9

IMMMMtttttlvllf

SHAMmm

PralBisiinii pibi ia ,
SeiiFicit tools 1-4)

Sin cubs

mi PuBiisner.„™........

wordworin v2 (ABU.
Turn prim PrftaniiniL

•



SUBSCRIPTIO
\

On 1 st August the price of a subscription

to Amiga Shopper rises to £29.95.
If you hurry and get this form to us

before that date, you can save £1 2 on
1 2 issues of your favourite Amiga
magazine delivered to your door

Offer applies to UK subscriptions only; overseas subscribers call « +44 458 7401 1 for prices

FILL IN THE COUPON BELOW OR CALL OUR CREDIT CARD HOTLINE ON 0458 7401

1

r
i

i

i

I

YES, YES, YES! I WISH TO SUBSCRIBE TO AMIGA SHOPPER
1

Please rick the subscription you require 12 issues UK £17.95

Total amount payable £[
][ j [ ][ |

24 issues UK £33.95 i

i

NAME TELEPHONE NO

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

i

I

i

L

METHOD Of PAYMENT please tkk CHEQUE POSTAL ORDER VISA/ACCESS

CARD NO
[ [ || j j

U r r
EXPIRY DATE

Please moke cheques payable To FUTURE PUBLISHING LTD and send together with this form in on envelope to the following address (no stomp required)

AMIGA SHOPPER SUBSCRIPTIONS, FUTURE PUBLISHING LTD, FREEPOST, SOMERTON TA1 1 7BR !

"J
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USING THE ICONS TO FIND WHAT A QUESTION'S ABOUT
Questions

that raise

basic

problems

or deal

with elementary issues

feature this icon.

If a query

concerns

printers,

printer

MIHTml drivers and

hardcopy problems, this

is the icon you'll find.

This icon's

for general

Amiga-

related

queries or

questions that don't fall

under other headings.

Questions

about

coding (no

matter

which

language) will have this

icon next to them.

This is the

icon you'll

find next

to queries

related to

the whole area of

desktop publishing.

This one's

for queries

about

using your

Amiga with

video hardware such as

genlocks or digitisers.

MONITORS

Questions

about

monitors.

including

television

display problems, will

feature this icon.

This icon

is for

questions

about

MIDI.

sampling, synthesizers

and music software.

This icon's

for queries

relating to

general

hardware.

excluding kit covered by

other headings.

Queries

about

specific

software

packages

or programs have this

icon next to them.

This icon

indicates a

question

asking for

UYIMG I buying

advice in any area.

hardware or software.

If your

question

relates to

comms.

including

modem problems, this

is the icon we'll use.
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Gus Chandler - ever smiling, ever friendly, ever

ready to help. Well, two out of three ain't bad.

Welcome to another fact-packed

U pages of Amiga Answers.

This Is the section of the

magazine that's dedicated to

solving your computing problems. But more than

this, while we always seek to provide definitive

replies to individual readers' queries, we'll also

set the answers In a wider context. This means
that you should find our advice helpful even If

you've got only a passing Interest in a particular

subject.

To help us keep the Answers section the most
informative and vibrant problem-solving section of

any Amiga magazine, we call on a panel of Amiga

aces - all experts in their fields - to sort out all

those technical teasers that have had you baffled.

So, if you've got a recalcitrant monitor or want the

lowdown on genlocks, we'll put Gary Whrteley on
the case. If your disk drive makes a painful sort of

grinding noise or you're not sure why typing the

AmigaDOS command "DELETE DF0:#? all" can

be fatal, then Mark Smiddy will set you straight.

Jason Holbom is our house-trained AMOS guru -

he's the man to explain that a copper list isn't a

drunken constable. If you're having trouble getting

your modem to speak to the outside world, or

want the lowdown on baud rates, then Dave
Winder's words of wisdom will soon have you

sorted. Perplexed by a programming problem?

Then our code clinicians, Toby Simpson and Paul

Overaa, will rapidly debug it. Having headaches
with hardware? Then we'll get Jolyon Ralph or Wllf

Rees to handle it - Jolyon's also the main man
when it comes to CDTV.

Right, that's our panel - now it's up to you to

tax their grey matter. Just keep those problems

rolling in. Please don't send us an SAE with your

letter though - we simply receive too much mail to

provide an individual reply service.

If
you send in a question for the Amiga Answers experts, please fill

in and include the form below (or a photocopy if you don't want to

cut up your magazine). And please also make sure that you include

all the relevant details - version numbers of software and so on -

so that we have the best chance of helping you.

Send your form and question to: Amiga Answers, Amiga Shopper, 30
Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW. Sorry, but we cannot reply

personally to any questions - even if you include an SAE.

Name:

Hard disk: Mb as DH : Manufacturer

Extra RAM fitted - type, size in Mb and manufacturer

Details of any other hardware which could help us to answer your question:

Address:

Now, use this space to describe your problem, Including as much relevant

information as possible. Please continue on a separate sheet If necessary.

Your machine:

A500 Q A500 Plus Q A600 Q A1000 Q A1200 ^
A1500 A2000 A3000 Q A4000 Q
Approximate age of machine:

Klckstart version (displayed at the "Insert Workbench" prompt)

1.2 1.3 Q 2.x Q
Workbench revision (written on the Workbench disk)

1.2 1.3 Q 1.3.2 2.x 3.0

PCB revision (if known). Do not take your machine apart just to look

for this!

Total memory fitted (see AVAIL In Shell for Workbench 1.3)

Chip memory available (see AVAIL in Shell)

Agnus chip (If known)

Extra drive #1 (3.5in/5.25ln) as DF_: Manufacturer

Extra drive #2 (3.5in/5.25ln) as DF_: Manufacturer

AS 28
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PRINTS CHARMING
I I have an A500 with a

Canon BJ-lOex

bubblejet printer which

I use to print out

Illustrations from

DPalnt and documents from

PageStream. Although the print

speed from DPalnt Is quite

acceptable, printing from

PageStream takes an absolute age.

It there anyway to speed up

printing?

John Mathews
Bristol

Printing from a desktop publishing

program such as PageStream does

take longer simply because the

program doesn't just perform a

graphic dump as DPatnt does.

Instead, a DTP program also

has to create a very high

resolution version of the

page in its own memory

(up to 360 dots per inch

when printing to a BJ-

lOex) to ensure maximum

print quality. This obviously

takes time - hence the wait to

print out.

It is possible to speed up

printouts from PageStream a bit by

using the CMD utility on your

Workbench disk. CMD is a very

handy little program that traps the

output to your printer and writes it to

a disk file which can then be

streamed out to the printer ""en bloc"

once PageStream has done its stuff.

The files that CMD produces do tend

to be rather large though - around

500K Is the average. To use CMD.

simply swap back to Workbench as

soon as you'd like to print your page

and then enter the CLI and type the

following command, all one single

line (and don't forget to replace

<fllename> with the filename that

you'd like the printfile to be stored

under!).

SYS:System/CMD Parallel «"

<Filenanie>

You can then go back into Page-

Stream and print your document.

You'll notice that instead of

streaming the printer information to

the printer, the Amiga saves it off to

disk. When PageStream has finished

printing and the drive light is no

longer lit. go back to the Shell and

type the following command.

Copy < filename > PAR:

Speed isn't the only advantage

offered by this approach. If you have

a document that you feel you'll need

to print out again in the future (a

company logo, for example), you can

permanently store it on disk and then

print it out again simply by "copying"

the printfile to the parallel port. Once

the printfile is there, you'll find that

the document will print faster than

even DPaint! JH

GET IT TOGETHER
My brother owns an

A500 Plus (with

printer) and I am
considering buying the

_ newA1200HD,
possibly with the new Commodore

386sx bridgeboard (for the PCMCIA
slot). Can you supply any

information about this board - for

instance, will It take advantage of

the AGA chipset, allowing SVGA-

type graphics modes?

Also, I would like to link these

two machines together using a null-

modem cable, creating a

mini-network:

(a) Is this idea feasible?

(b) Where can I get the

necessary software?

(c) Can both terminals

use the printer, hard disk

and emulator?

(d) What would the A500
Plus need upgraded to run

Workbench, an application (word

processor for example) and the

necessary software?

If this type of software Is not

available. Is writing a program to

handle such tasks in C a

possibility? (If so. are there any

books to help me?)

Tim Massingham

Keswick

Cumbria

I'm afraid that the A1200HD is not

available in this country yet. and

according to Commodore is unlikely

to be available for some time.

Fortunately, it is an easy task to fit a

hard disk in a non-HO A1200 - see

the feature in Amiga Shopper 23 for

details. (If you missed that issue,

you can order it on page 116.)

Alternatively, some major dealers are

authorised to fit hard drives to

A12O0s for you - contact Indi

(w 0543 419999) or Silica Systems

(• 081 309 1111). for example, for

details.

The 386 bridgeboard does not

plug into the PCMCIA, and requires a

full expansion slot of the type found

in the A2000, A3000 or A4000 in

order to work. Currently, there is no

way of getting this device into the

A1200. and even if you did you could

not automatically use SVGA modes

with your AGA chipset. You would

need to buy a separate VGA card to

do that.

The next bit of bad news is that

there is no simple way of linking two

Amigas together in a network using

the serial port. The speed of data

transfer using the port (about 3 to

10K a second) is not sufficient to

make such a device feasible.

Fortunately you can do just the thing

you require with a public domain

software package called ParNet. This

links two Amigas together using the

parallel port, and they can both

share one hard disk. Contact your

favourite PD library - there's a

directory on page 112.

I would recommend adding at

least another 512K to your 500 Plus

if you are going to be doing this sort

of thing.

As far as writing such a program

yourself goes, if you're seriously

interested in learning a language

such as C, try following the C
programmers series in Amiga

Shopper (this issue, page 87). TS

RIGHT HARD
I have upgraded to an

A1200 and wish to

Install a hard drive. In

PC magazines there

are countless numbers

of IDE drives for sale. Before I buy

one of these drives can you answer

some questions for me:

1. Does the Amiga use a 40 way

connector rather than the 44-way of

its PC counterpart?

2. Are the 40- and 44-way the only

two different types of IDE

connectors?

3. Does the Amiga use the 2. 5-Inch

drive, and will It support 3.5-inch

hard drives?

4. Will fitting a hard drive invalidate

my warranty?

5. Does the Amiga power supply

have a limit for the size of hard drive

it can power?

6. Does Workbench have an in-built

utility to Install a hard drive, or will I

have to buy a separate piece of

software?

7. Can the Amiga access cache

memory on board a hard drive?

Lee Colman

South Shields

Tyne & Wear

The 2.5-inch IDE drives use a small,

high-density 44-way data/power

connector, which is as far as I know

unique to 2.5-inch drives. 3.5-tnch

IDE drives use a standard 40-way

IDC cable and a separate 4-way

standard power connector. 2.5-inch

drives use one combined cable. It is

possible to buy an adaptor for the

40-way cable to enable 2.5-inch

drives to be attached, but it is not

possible to attach 3.5-inch drives to

2.5-inch connectors (as in the

Amiga), because 2.5-inch drives use

5 volt power only and there is not the

required 12 volt power line.

So the Amiga 600 and 1200 only

support 2.5-inch IDE. Although it is

technically possible to add an

external 3.5-inch IDE drives, they will

need their own external power

supply. The Amiga 600 and 1200
both have enough power to power

any 2.5-inch IDE drive, regardless of

capacity.

Opening your machine to fit an

internal hard drive does strictly

invalidate your warranty, although in

general as long as any faults that

may occur were not a result of your

hard disk your machine will almost

certainly be repaired under the

warranty. I once sent back an Amiga

for warranty repair that not only had

the warranty seal broken, but all the

screws missing and the internal

shielding bent. They fixed it without

question. New Amigas are

remarkably reliable, and it is far more

likely for your hard drive to fail long

before your Amiga does, but

obviously hard disk faults will not be

covered by your on-site warranty.

Workbench does not come with

the required programs to install a

hard drive in an Amiga 1200. You

should either purchase a pre-

initialised drive from an Amiga

supplier, or follow the instructions for

Amiga 600 hard disk installation

given in Amiga Shopper 23. but you

will require the Amiga 4000 Install

disk rather than the Amiga 600HD
disk. Also, when formatting your

partitions, use Workbench and

choose the DIRECTORY CACHE
option for dramatically faster drive

performance.

Cache memory on the hard drive

is used purely by the drive to improve

performance, and cannot be used by

the Amiga directly. JR

WHERE'S PRO DRAW
GONE?

Could you tell me
where I can buy

Professional Draw 3? I

have tried most of the

companies listed InSOFTWARE

your magazine, and none of them

supplies it any more.

Christopher J Hart

Cheltenham

Glos

I drew a blank too. I phoned about

25 dealers and got pretty much the

same reply from each of them:

-Haven't got it. Can't get it."

Combine that with the fact that Pro

Draw 3 doesn't work property on the

Amiga 1200. and we can perhaps

guess that Gold Disk has withdrawn

it from sale while it gets fixed?

If you want to chase them

directly. Gold Disk's address is: Gold

Disk Inc. PO Box 789. Streetsville.

Mississauga. Ontario. Canada L5M
2C2. v 0101 416 602 4000. JW

MATCHING MUSIC-X
Can anyone help me
locate Music X [l.l)

protocols for a Yamaha
RX17 drum machine

and a Kawai Kl
synthesizer?

By the way, in answer to J
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Dabe 1 1 In Amiga Shopper 22, Music

X can convert MusicX flies to MIDI

and SMUS and vice versa, and there

is a suitable program on the Muslc-

X utilities disk.

Cavin Dodds

Sunderland

Tyne & Wear

I'm afraid I don't know of any

collections of Music-X protocols but if

there's anyone out there who does

know of a suitable source I'll gladly

pass the details on through these

pages. And thanks for the file

conversion info. PAO

WHEN IS A DOS
NOT A DOS?

1. 1 have a problem

with copying disks.

When I try to Dlskcopy

from the Shell using

this command:

DISKCOPY DFO to DFO

the Shell gives me this error

message:

CANNOT OPEN DOS DEVICE.

Is this because the Workbench disk

has not got this device on it, or

could there be another problem on

the Workbench disk?

2. When I try to print pictures from

DPaint 3 on my Citizen 120D+
printer, running on an EpsonQ

printer driver, the only thing that

gets printed out is a page of

scribble. Do I have to use a different

driver, or am I Just missing

something simple?

3. After rushing out to get Amiga

Shopper 21 to get my hands on the

cover disk, I got It home only to

discover that I could not get Into It,

despite following the instructions to

the letter. I still cannot get the disk

to work. I assume that all the disks

ere the same - that Is, to see the

files I have to use "Show all Files'*

from the Window menu. When I type

in the command:

cd AS_Shareware_VolI

all I get Is this message:

file not executable return

code 20

Obviously there Is a problem

somewhere along the line, but

where?

David Waller

Birmingham

1. This is a simple problem of

syntax. Open a Shell and try it exactly

like this:

Diskcopy from DfO: to DfO:

An alternative is:

Diskcopy DfO: DfO:

It may be that you got your info from

the Enhancer manual which comes

with the A500. There are some
mistakes in the syntax, and only trial

and error will solve the mysteries.

2. EpsonQ is a 24-pin printer driver,

and consequently will only give you

garbage with your 120D+. I suggest

you get the Citizen Print Manager

disk, which will solve your needs.

Citizen sent dealers bucket-loads

MAKING THE SWITCH
Help! My own fault,

this one. I changed

the half Mb trapdoor

to Chip RAM. I had a

HMPWAK "bright" idea to put a

switch In to be able to change

trapdoor half Mb from Chip to Fast

and back. This did not work, so I

changed back to Fast RAM. Now
after 10 minutes' use from cold

boot, or as soon as I begin any

intensive graphics use, the screen

corrupts and then blanks.

After warm boots, this

happens quicker. I have

rechecked all solder joints and

changed back to 1Mb Chip RAM.

but the results are the same.

Mark Adams
Bexley

Kent

You've blown your 8372A Agnus

chip, I'm afraid. Replace this, make

the changes to permanent 1Mb
Chip RAM and forget about

switching back to half-Mb Chip -

there's so little software that now

requires the trapdoor Fast RAM
that it's not worth the bother, in my
opinion. JR

AN OUNCE OF
PREVENTION

I have been thinking

about modifying my
Amiga 500 to have

1Mb Chip memory,

but I am worried

•bout incompatibility problems. Is

ft possible to add a switch that

could change from 1Mb Chip

memory to half-Mb Chip, half-Mb

Fast RAM?
Colin Cassidy

Rothesay

Bute

It is possible, but as Mark Adams
discovered, not only is it difficult,

but you can damage your machine

doing this. My advice is to upgrade

to 1Mb Chip RAM and keep it that

way. Over 90% of software is

compatible with 1Mb Chip RAM -

all new Amigas have 1Mb Chip

RAM fitted. JR

free - try sweet-talking your local

dealer. If you fail to grovel

sufficiently, then worry not, the disk

is only about £15, and I think the

difference in quality will justify the

outlay. Otherwise, you could use the

EPS0NX[CBM_MPS_1250] printer

driver supplied on your extras disk.

3. One problem with the command
statement that you tried was the fact

that you missed the colon ":" off the

end of "AS.Shareware.Voll:". This is

always necessary when addressing a

disk. (It's a very easy mistake to

make, and that was one of the

reasons we changed the format of

the later Amiga Shopper cover disks

to make it easier for more

inexperienced Amiga users to get at

the programs.) However, the error

you got was not the usual one for

this sort of mistake. Check the C

directory of your Workbench disk -
I

suspect some of the commands are

at fault. WR

THE UPGRADE PATH
I am getting tired of

waiting for my Amiga

to catch up with me
when running

processor-Intensive

programs, so I have decided to

upgrade my 68000 CPU. My current

setup Is as follows: A 500 Plus, 2Mb
Chip RAM, GVP Impact Series II

120Mb drive with 2Mb RAM. I

would like to ask a few questions

that would help in my choice of

upgrade. I am not bothered about

opening up my machine.

1. Does the ADSpeed by ICD offer

much of a speed Increase, and Is ft

good value for money?

2. Are GVP offering an upgrade to

the A530, or will they be in the near

future?

3. What Is the advantage of having

a 28MHz 68040 over a 30 or

40MHz 68030?
4. Will a faster processor cause

some badly-programmed games to

go ridiculously fast?

5. What board would you

recommend?

6. Would I be better off upgrading to

one of the new Amigas with the

faster processors - that is, the

A12O0 or A3000?
Paul Tucker

Grimsby

Humberslde

This is a tricky one to answer,

because which board I would

personally recommend rather

depends on what you are planning on

doing with the machine. If you are a

heavy DTP user, or work with ray

tracing, then a floating point unit is

important, for example. I'll do my
best to answer your questions, but I

strongly recommend that you read

the feature in Amiga Shopper 27 on

accelerators - that should help you

to decide on which would be best for

you depending on your uses for the

machine. (If you need to order that

issue, turn to page 116.)

1. ADSpeed certainly offers a speed

increase, and if money is tight it is

worth looking into. I would

recommend you saved for a much

faster processor though.

2. No, but this would be your ideal

upgrade path. If you could, it is worth

selling your current hard disk and

buying an A530. This is the easiest

way of doing this, and you will get the

advantage that everything is in one

neat box.

3. The 68040 is a very fast chip

indeed, and at 25MHz it should

easily outrun a 40MHz 68030 in

most jobs. It has an FPU (Floating

Point Unit) built in.

4. See above!

5. Again, this entirely depends on

your uses of your Amiga. If you do

not particularly need 256 colours,

then the A3000 represents excellent

value for money currently. The

68020 in the A1200 is fast, but not

blindingly fast. If you really want

speed then you'll want an

improvement over that.

I would strongly recommend that

you think carefully about what you

use your machine for before shelling

out money on an accelerator. T$

PAGESTREAM FOR SALE
I use PageStream 2.2

to produce a weekly

"For Sale/Wanted"

type publication, wfth a

circulation of around

2,000. The master Is printed on my
Citizen Swift 24e and then

photocopied 2.000 times. I have

three questions for you.

O Can you recommend a laser

printer to do the above job Instead

of a photocopier? The maximum I

can spend Is £1,500. Or am I better

sticking with the photocopier?

O Concerning the scaling of

imported scans into PageStream.

Why do they still appear to be

stretched horizontally, even after

they've been scaled to 80% of their

height?

© Does scaling bitmaps to 20.83%
(or 21%, which Is the closest I can

get wfth PageStream) really give

the best output on a 360 by 360 dpi

printer? When I do this, using a 50

Ipl screen frequency, the output Is

no better.

Bill MacTear

Am Polleagan

Outer Hebrides

O Depends how much the

photocopying is costing you. My local

copyshop will do 2,000 A4 copies for

£60 plus VAT - 3p per copy. By the

time you've added up the cost of the

toner used, the paper and the wear

cofifmved on pogt 45
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MEMORY EXPANSION
IMbx 1

256x4
1 Mb x 4 |44C 1 000)
1 Mb x 4 (44C 1 000)
IMbx 8

4Mbx8
4Mb (32)

4Mb (32)

- 80ns DIP

- 80ns DIP or ZIP

-80ns A3000 ZIP

- 80ns Static Col ZIP

4.35

4.35

16.04

16.04

80ns SIMMs (GVP) 30.55

80ns SIMMs (GVP) 123.38

60ns COMBO 64 Pin 170.37

70ns 4000/30 72 Pin 160.85

Access

Please phone for the latest prices. VAT Included. Delivery £4.70.

SI KINGSWAY UK LTD
Phone: 0923 836473 Paz 0923 836474

18 Foxfield Clo«c. Northwood. Middlesex HA6 3NU

FILE SECURITY FOR THE AMIGA 500/600

Encrypt your files with the top quality RSA-algorithm.

Tutorial and use software. (68000 processors only)

disk-to-disk encryption/decryption

plus RSA - station set up
plus prime number seneration software

Send £45 (p&p inclusive within U.K.) to

ROSNEH SERVICES (071 372 0320)
UNBURN HOUSE, 342 KILBURN HIGH ROAD

LONDON NW6 2QJ

AMIVISION SOFTWARE PRESENT

PowerBase v3.30
The POWERful dataBASE system

I

I POWl kf'-

II \V lh u tl Mi

".»L

Incrttlil

ljf<: prtnuay, n

Driiyrt

H

I** fc • *

«

Mr T WagMaff, Mansfield

Amiga Shopper

CU Amiga

i

9/10 * Amigamaniac

Amiga Formal Gold Award

A small selection of the praise
receded so far

Complete with instruction
manual for just £14.95! Working demo disk & catalogue

Send S.A.E. or 20p 10 cove' P&P

OTHER AMIVISION SOFTWARE PRODUCTS INCLUDE
(FREE Catalogue available upon request)

POWER PLANNER Pnowt orgT—r <Dfr> *»»*t**orm boo*. mJomaac wrmOtn. r»pjty wttna ifc E5 OC

WORD POWER rt Co^t>*(»»t«JijWr»'C'0MW0n*«nt0'«ff>K*^g - W«« «<o<»i 36.000. wonJ<*c*o''ary £9 95

FOWMULA OWE CHAUEHQE Comp**» H"*'**' *» ' * i**r«* "«y «W**a «Ou0m '993 seiaon >.' :

The POWER COLLECTION
PnurrRaMf v3.30 • WonJ Power v3 • Power Planner* Menu Power • <*.- Disk Power

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER • SAVE C15 ORDER MOW FOR JUST C24.9S1

Mi \>i ma piu^urm mjuifc I MI* nl mcincn and ate uminadhk -nil all Amiga* including 500. 500-*. WO & 1200

PruTMndutk t'Al'l.-r I'K Otcrwu orden plNM add 11.50.

IMciiM.' make cheque pmtul order payable lo:- S. Rennocks
DEPT. AS, 1 CHERRINQTON DRIVE, GREAT WYRLEY, WALSALL WS6 6NE

IVIew Horizon Computers
The Hard Drive Specialist

A1200/40 MEG HD
SPECIAL OFFER

£475.00
= ' INC VAT

Other
Sizes Available
Call for Latest Prices

INCLUDES 2 YR
EXTENDED WARRANTY

HARD DRIVE DIY KITS FOR
A1200 OR A600

INCLUDES HDTOOLBOX AND INSTALL 3.0/2.0

PHONE FOR LATEST LOW LOW PRICES
20, 40, 63, 80, 85, 128. 137, & 210 Meg In Stock Now !!!

ft ft INSTALLATION ft ft ft

New Horizon will collect your Amiga, fit the drive of your choice

and deliver it back to you within 48 hours. Full 12 month RTB
[Warranty on your Computer when we install the drive. Wang UK
carry out our repairs. Phone our Sales Hotline for further details.

ft ft A SPECIAL OFFER ft ft ft

A1200 BLIZZARD
32 BIT TRAPDOOR

MEMORY AND FPU ACCELERATORS
Includes Real Time Clock and Zero Wait State Memory

MODEL CONFIGURATION PRICE

A1200/4 4 MEG 32 BIT FAST MEMORY £169.00

A 1200/4A 4 MEG PLUS 14 MHZ 68881 £218.00
A1200/4B 4 MEG PLUS 20 MHZ 68882 £248.00
A1200/4C 4 MEG PLUS 33 MHZ 68882 £268.00
ADD4 ADDITIONAL 4 MEG MEMORY £149.00

HOW TO ORDER
•jjs 1. By Phone. Next Day Delivery on Small Items add

(jj j £5.00. Next Day delivery on Computers, Monitors^ and Printers add f 12.00

^ 2. By Post. Send a cheque or Postal Order made payable
to New Horizon Computers and post with your Order to

New Horizon Computers (Mail Order)

High Hope, Lea,

Ross on Wye, Herefordshire HR9 7LN

£3 CREDIT CARDS WELCOME VISA

SALES HOTLINE 0989 750260 TECH SUPPORT 0989 750337



OPEN SUNDAY 10-3PM.
City cant i •

TRILOGIC>

UNIT
253 MEW MORKS RD

,

BRADFORD, UK,

BD12 OQP Bit 1984
FAI 0274 600190

SALES
0274 69 11 15

OPEN EVERY PAX

- OfD r DATS.

Op»nMonf'ii»vn^pm S«lS«n 4pn OPEN SUN *0-3tvn

Wa r* assy to find |usi i Soiiawfroni tha U62 Easy ptviinQ LaavaMAv ai juno*on

^6 uu#A63t»oBf*dtofd uryvl «pnmMouI i S miaa p«i tf* part i^tcvri
****** tvoga him lafl onto ham Works Rd Wa-aon th*i*4t 40>d» 'orth-v <k*

Oppoata iPO«
nolt lo ivod dtaapf* antmart Out l+cfmtfAi 1 Cuitomav *av^*caa pavsonnal

ara nflt awilMa> to ans**r your quavaja <y aasiat *fli any prottam.* onSundayi

S38 Bradford

62 Bull

A38 L**da
ASS ftalifas

M62 Manchatr

ACCESS VISA
SWITCH DELTA
COKNECT

FAST PROFESSIONAL MAILOAOCA
MftVICC

•AUCOAVOWMTCH
l| Or4»c t^ ptrcna uatnq your cradit,
t**i^, or <M>it oard.

7) tattter by Natl - aandiftg chaqua
hnnha>r* draft or postal ordera payable
to 1*1 LOGIC,

J) Plaaaa Aiii part pnataqa k packing
of 11.00 to aaatl orrlara undar 1100 or

WOO to a—11 orcfcr* ovar (100.
l^rga>haav> or Iraqi la itaa aamt t>>

ovaniiqht oarrlar only *15.50.
Carrrmnjht oarriar * any order *(5.50
itt Mainland only. Scrttiah KiotiLantfc

P.50j N. IRELAND. aiO.OO; eipf tl70

UK -.at unlay daUvar? * add (17.00
(Not avai labia to SoDltiah Highland* >

ranaun out pfifwrty until paid
for in Cull-

EXPORT OAOCft* WELCOA4*
fC ooontrina dteluct 151 4 aoU

oarrlaQa. Poc EC Crjuntxlaa - OX vat
auit b* charged Irtaa 1-1-41- Flaw*
contact ua for aarr iao» <Jtan?aa.

*AMX SUSJICT TO 7% StUCHAPd
'Sucfacttooooda ba-r*o»n ttoea

NICI 4 JOTSTICKS

ULTIMATE PUD AAuXUWUE
JOYSTICK MOW US. 99

So^witi low oont aKuth Action
Analnqua )"Y»* ica with fir* butter on

tha and, plum praattabU X 4 T

H i— i Kicnaavitdi lira buttonat
•utnfiru (not all oaaaaa aiapport

autollta) Idaal for flight auaulatura
ate <i*ii all gaana iiopon onalcaju*

Joyatlcka}

DIGITISERS. GENLOCKS, SCANNERS

GVP GENLOCK NEW LOW PRICE £294.99
' utipjtl* at r

, ukiMj apab a uttpta) K*yai f-iaa&Ny d4 * Hfjfl taaiaf Io* «*a

-•fc .a*-' 1 ^**** tdofekit a»ata4af Sc*n>i*A *«*• matvata* fuPtfll

KOC<KV FLU*
A mart value Qanlocfe with nvarlay

ROC KCT Chtoai kaying unit
TTir idaal partnvf lot the RooGon Flu

ft •

1139. SS
control**

1269.99

VlDI i; nUMCRADNR 4 HGD ftPLIITflll t!4.9f
V1D1 W * 1AJP ; * MECAMIK WSTtR CU4.H
VIDtOIUTTt iOUW 4 VIOtO DICIT1SO IS4.SS
suftific nua fmm own & <xmtt* t4ts.ss
counwic crxoua nw ouMOUDicmcn [Jts*t9
ttWMi wjrrn aaoj svks cvnuxs 1493.99
uii«waj ifo;r>a: ctni.'it *it r^dot* . h«y ***** mt>«t
RCMMOJ! tiO? CffMLOCl * LOtf COCT HI UUA11TY tl N.fll
GV* IV M J4SIT iJUU-Mii'f, TAW far ftl^OO/JOOO tf»*99
CW 01SF1AV rittMCXl WJI A1^00/?000 ttKMfc !«,«
DC TV IMS. tf

»ICJ*4 STCMD TV
COWDtT TOUR 0113 OK 1004 1WTO A STTRFO
wrwnr <;*jmrat„ supirb phtum a sour*.

RAJTD SCAMircit b/w uptc 400dpi

K
£134.99

win rutx

eil3-9^

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

^SAVl CCCS WITH^
OUR SUKKER
SPECIALSH IA4S

\DVAKTA£» fSt.tt 11
PACZSIMAH ;.JJ 160.99 WO
WRDMOrTM JAOA 174.91 110
L'ISAMXSTT* II 1)4.99 110
me ACtrun J 134,99 1$ *

PUSIC I 1.1 119.99 13

QUAJOTT 1/9.99 1%

UmJAM 1)9.99 LlOi
KCALA S00 149.99 IS

AUDIO etVltVIIR ? 1159.99 110

EVERYTHING XOU
NEED FOR SOUR

AMIGA AT LOW PRICES

BACKUP UTILITIES
X COPY PQO MCWWN

L^t^t v^faion - oonpl*!* with
«« Mr 7 Automatic cyelnna avtam^
drlva ailripior. Highly aufowitul.

MM CYCLONE ADAPTOP C1290

** l%Ai.rw| bMckt^a withtiwt tha
parmiBo*o«i of th» fr^ri-jKt fcoldta

ia ill

»4DU« / JOTSTICK POUT
112.99
for

a«1*ct*
lUo •r^kvta
fuah bottoa

)oy*tich.
(b>M* no pov«r unlla* orhar
IJVVO* Mit i (Mr

Joyatick.

a or

SPECIAL PRODUCTS

LOOK OUT POR OUR

OTHER BIG PRICE

REDUCTIONS ON - . - -

MIRACLE MTBOAJU3S 3nm to«o COLLECTZOM

CAT A 5 00 aAAD 0RIW1

OV» O-LOCK OnrLOCK

ROCLITT RT382 3.9"
SXTDUUO. DI»K OMZVU

40,52 4 105MEQ «CfZ
3.5" BJUtD OKI Via.

UFORAOC TOU *590 OH OV»
rWM (1J9.99

I

EDUCATIONAL

HANY TITLES REDUCED

SUPERTI 2

T aion

STEREO SYSTEM * HI PI
QUALITT
MOKS

QUALITY
pftorrssxoHU.,6 roirarvL
P iPtARxa STSTDI.
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Maltaann .
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f
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AMIGA
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ROM SWITCH POR A300/500+1500 NOH €24.99
I Tw wry Rem svitcn anablaa you to uaa aithar of
Mat hold (kvn Control/A»iQa^Aaih|a fcaya until y^

tba blaap to 'warm fUit vith tha curront rem.
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113.

M
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QOU SWITCH
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jauGA mwnm
PHITM7T MfLAC
0TTICAL lOJSf ....

rTTWCW JOYSTICK
.

H>TSTAH JOYCTia
UrUASTAi JOYSTICK
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•AMPLER 2 HOW ONLY £5400
&4^Miti aotjndinq 5TCKF0 ItAMFUEV 1
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ma^mtitiin with all popufnr unapting
ao f tvat a

AD1 EHai&M; MATMSl PUNCM .

.

ADI JUHIOS uiaz
AHSfeallAACV CKH ItfS - KAOl .

AatMnoun twira/sfiuiii, fl(

tTTVK MATM (11-U)
Mrren srtLLiic (i*>
DATAWCW)
DISTAirT MIW V4.1
rat SCM0O.4 SAKS
pun scwm srrciAU
norj MisTKi&s
CTKHUI HA.STTB

Italian nm*
JUNIt* TYPIST (5*11)
KIDS ATJtDFJfYiPAIirr POT 4/10 ,

ACADOTNALVIN PUIIL *"
ACAOrXf i&HOPPIN SASKT
A^AWKYjaitro*,iaa»Pr * •

sftix suies
IAW3LW40PS

m (S-ims>
TAI* ntATTlCNS
NAHIA
AIA/BHnJM

HATHi . * . . . * • * *

KIDS
KIM
DM
UTS
Linaratp
MATHS TA
MATM5
MATHS
MATHS
HtCaaO

nan
MICPO
MICRO
MICKO

• • 1 1

• • • • j

nMis*

srirMn ....*••».•.•••
WGA MAIMS
H0WY MAtTtRS <4-?YU)
ioooy's cuniw
PtATOAYS
PUIIL* Rt> as 1 4 1

i£AM»a. MITINC
nirMiMc wrrnom
Spanish nm*
TAKGPT MATHI (<M ,

VOYAGPR I.I

SAJtOAIal PRICE

f . • . * i ..... * • i

Hi. 99
1H.»>
(14.91
114.99
(17,99
(17.99
(14. *9

(SI. 91
117.

«

tli. 99

US. 99
CIS. 99

(IS. 99
(17.M
(14.99
114.91
(14.19
(14.99
(14.11
1*1.99
(19.99
(18.99
(17.99
119.99
(11.99
111.99
(If. 99
£11.99
(19.99
(19.99
(14.99
(11.99
(11.99
(14.99
(11.91
(1.19
(15.99
(lti.99

(54.99

114 t+
• tfttDft A

• GAM tPT A
• WHAT 1ft IT
IS IT ?

:* a

W KIDS
MATOI * MTATYOrK MATOtm
NHFPf • CAlJtmAK cwii

MIRACLE ' KEYBOARD
* T aac h«a you how to piay"

Includaa 4 -«rt«va nmi Slit touch
aoMltiva f*^t*-*ar*i. vith t*

t u
intanf aup lajilt*in. * 100 Inatrua«nt
aounda i affaota. * Artificial
intal ligaooa aoftwara for tha Ajrhj*

a4ai-h cojitnain— tho laaaun»

to nnch indivk4jual t

GAMES
CLEARANCE

LISTS

NOWCMH
SA¥t tWOO

AMIGA PRIMTER PORT EXPANDERS
a. t atiai , vm«o oraTTiaVHai,

f apjontj'tfi boaa* onahl* y<m to ooftnoct if>to ttiur

Tha otmnaartMfv on th« units at* thai aavn typo mm tho

bo your poriparala }uat plug atraiofit in. A oormacting
with prlntara only* or JOQav lonq if unad with

Diqitiaani! aeannara ( #a*pl«r* (atata Mich raq'd ) la auppliad traa, to link tha
FifttoiB-i to tha> oonputsr * All -* oonnactiona ara avitchaif. )a vay Printar ahatnra am
alao availablo * aruuo oat print*? with 1 of ncaro ooaputora phona foe p# loaa*

C24VW kic cshkm "Wa> ttl U0 inc cahfta a*ay C3*M irvc cjtat

fully 5arit

paripherata to your covputor
CooTAitar'a pvtntar oonnoctor
lead worth (10,99 - 2b for

WAT fCAJTT 1W1TC1 117.99
ftii ua^iai-i nw&tch bui omvtTtj m**\ IVa a TV aiwiitora to CAM* SCART IHIVt. Thua> you
can onnnart your Aa\ioa a your VCR to tho ona acart BtxrAvt on your Tv. A puah button
avilch liU'u input mi or input tuo * lo VCR or onopoitfr HC8, Audio a Vidao
jnputa aro avitchod. Alau auitabla for iatallita raoaivara. >

SPARES, ACCESSORIES & HZSC XTEHS

0XSK9 » VOXES
T*1PQI AUT\ BlJkSK D4DDX5" H1K5
(UY5AN} IV ROtU OP 10 Win lABtL*.

i M*» UT 14 IV >T\IM a\3i It. 19

; rMM or it in mtba'W Btm 111 99

S PACRK OP 14 IN iTTJIAO KK 179.99
io pnema op io in rn*Atx rch 154.99

1PK V 10 OS/HD 3.5- DIKAS . (U.99
BOLL OP 1000 DISK 1AMU ... (17.99

).9- tnmma plm aom
1 IE.

PflXtia 44/54 DISKS NIMQtO LID (4.99
N0Ua5 aa DISSS NIIRVD LID ... i7.«
KXIaS 100 D15K& MlhTPr I ID .- (1.99
HOtHS J»0 DISKS URAMPR TTPf , I/V99
hANDY 20 SIIC PLir TOP BOX M 11.99
\I.V DP1V1 MEAD ClIAfCR ..». (J.99>

. « . I

V ..... .

KICSSTAJTT l.J IKM
FK'FSTAUT ; .04 MM
TV HCOUIATtA (oxTThAnoo)
PATTTPt ACMJS 9J72A
SUPER MNIil
GAAY ••

1520A I/O OIIP ..

\mc % 9 sims
4tmC * 4 StWaS
256Ka4 DftAMS for A590
AMIGA IhTtEKMAL DtlVC
MAIMS SilPPUSSON SUiXB calAV

UPKATTD A504 POatlt PACT ....

A590 atPtAt-WIPT PSO
cvp ftppiAiTsarwr nu
GVP CEMJIMi PSU
KimWAl. DISK (WIVE PSO ....

It

H

111.99

U9.99
tl9.99
(39.99
(19.99
li9.11
(15.

n

(14-99
(139.99
(34.91
(54.19
SU.99
(44.99
(49.99*
I4t.»9«
(S9.95
(29.19

AMIGA SERVICE DEPT
(41.11AN1CA 500 UFA I a

Iftcjuofea parta A J

drtvw a Aeyfjoaird t*ultB.
A570 MXUlAKft UFAIR
NtPtAOl IKTTHNA1 DKIVT ....

A f-00 PSO UPAIK*
rir yMD mm to $oo/uao
(HO charoa it tlttmd at 1

1

Mil (10 tor *aa*d*y
arrang—ant only^.

Cmil in or a»nd 5y Jnaurvd
raturn cmrrt9Q* - 0^9 Nov
carnaofj cftmrqw .

u- dj«aaac J

tait
.... 111.14 AYM
.... U1.ll inc oriva
.... (71.11

(11. 0Q*

ot purcnaaa. 1

turnaround tby prior
a«Vra spmrm parta

f u

t aorji

for

itibla tyrm
Ha avail

- Ca>nuin«

tola * PQA

BOOKS a VIDEOS
WITH

.

T

.

<

'

T

*

a 1

ANiiM pop orciftrKs

ANIOA 9ASIC INSlDf a OJT
AMIGA GRAPHICS

C P« MCIraWtS
ofsrrrv vttoo
9AFMICS IKSIDC A OtfY

MAI 1IC MUSIC ON im AMIGA ..

1ST <W AHIGA T»IC»S N TIPS
• '-bPKClAJ PNK'ft TO

U5«k JHTTJAPAa: MANUAL....
hakpnam up namual

:l rip

NIDI I MUSIC V1DBO 114.99
DtLUIC PAIW 4 VI0CO (14.99
AT'VAhTTD DELIA? PAIKT 4 VlDCa((4.49

AMIGA AKUK (21.15
AMIGA D04
AMIGA DCft

VOL
MASmiMC
MA STEP \ MI
MAsrraiMC
masttrint:
hasttrihc
masttkiw1
masttiimc
nasttfint.

MASTTilir;
ma&ttbinj:

AfeOO IMS1DCK GUIDE
A1700 IMSItaTK GUIDE

UVfDDISTAJfDIMa XMAOIMS
(inc ludoa diak)

AMIGA
AMIGA
AMIGA
AMIGA
AHi >
AMIGA

t . . • . 4 f . 1

PKIKTPKS
A&StMJUJH
SYSTPJ" . .

AtCft ..

- BPGI'

121-15
111.95
(14.95
(19.95
(19.95

(74.95
(71.95
(19.95
(19.95
114.95
(14.95

3

129. 9*

J
OUST COVERS

•OTjE iaU# .la.t ly Aan*>a InnlC booka)
ELEirVTAAi UMIGA tASIC (5.44
INSIDE AMIGA 9APNICS 15.00
1ST MOK CAT THE AMIGA (5.04
7M0 BOOT OP TW AMIGA 15.00

AMIGA ArTLKATKHS .......... 15.00

O TTF« TTF1 TMRU
RETBOARD

Dont f i«a «|n 1

1

OM*rant*Oft) to '*t l%a
Matarpraof i acrui

av*i +*ch key* bur fi#iiMf anoutfA

•KIM.
thoyra

off' yowr Aa>M|*

fo fit aflugjy

tP
typ* tAru.

AMIOA 500. IOD*,400. 1»0 ( 1500/1000
atatai whioh uhon orooring ,. 412.

H

AJTTI1TATZC DU9T CDWM
AMi'A 500 a 500 Plua ....

AMl'A aaO/aOOMD/1709 ....
AMIGA IM0/20O0 2PIEC1 ..

AMO I54O/7OO0 iCYMnNO
Mil M0II MINI

»IPI 4. LC700 PKINTM
Sain 74/LC24-700 (6.41

.OMI940/CU4SCAM 14
H ......... (7.99

14.19
(4.99
117.91
(3.99
(S.94
(4.11

TOP SO GAMES
•kW'WV

in salts

».fcl...

......

.141

AJ70 AtPNUS
A T1LA1N m
AJaCItm APT OP MAPS
A&AMftlaTD PIACXS 2 ...

AAOCK MUT^ANS POOL .

ALIEN lUurpD SPKC KO ..

AUA5IM
BEAVEPS ..

KCrY aMOn>
bp plvik rottiess
C*nTA I»^a * 1 ................
CHAOS Efr, IhV
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CHUCK POCK 7

CIVIL1SATK*
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CCMAT Alt PATKOL *>M
,
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CYTfKM PFDJJCVP . .

DAKKSCFD
DrTSURT STUIKF WW
PLASHUCK
pomuiA i cjiAht) pan
P15 STH1H IACLX II

CNAHAM OOXOrS M0WI> OlfW
ODBMIINt 2

hAPAIEK ASSAULT
NI STORY I IW
^»*M<S
HittANS 7

INDIANA JOJaU i PATt OT
INDIANA MISS
JIFPrr aMtn*S
KGB
KN1GHT5 fW TW SKY
[fTHAJn WPAlHn ....

LEGHhD OP HYPAnDIA (75.99
LKGEtaM CT VAIOJN 121.99
i^a-iHCS 7 121,99
LIOM MPANT 120.11UM Disc
LINKS niivs (17.11
U7TIJS TtJNBO 1 (11.91
hTWFY 1-.IAMI 7 (76.19
NICK FALDO'S CNAMPSHP 00LP . (75.91
NIGEL MANStLLS aCMLD CHAMP . C21.99
PGA TOUTI OrtJ • 171.91
PIPATPS (It. 99
populous 7 plus ^tmatam ... 124.09
pswiept (71.91
«tMIP«P NANAOm (It. 99
PROJECT t t i (IB. 99
MWAKT (11.91
REACH PCM TM SKIPS (72.91
no SCM (11.99
•MADRAS* (14.99

1/1. 99
171.44

92/91 (IK. 99

* ' . b .

175.44

(75.91
(75.91
175.91
lit. 99

(10.99
(It. 94

(It. 11
119.11

(25.11
(75.41
(21.11
(12.91
(11.91

(24.11
(lt.M
(It. 11
172.11
(75.94
(21.14
(74.41
(71.91
(It. 41
(75.19
(25.91
11K.44
171.11
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124.99
121.49

.... (21.99
ATI AN! 11.44
... 1 7a. 41

.... (71.41
* 177.91
.... (74.19
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MC* 10
coPiuti
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nAJtS AW PIPES PRO
06C DRILATCM V7
NROADCAST TIT1JR 7
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CNOSS DOS V5 RTiajCUi ...

DAY BY DAY
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DtLUKf VIDTO )

DWPAC i
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v ausrtt -110 ,

aal n^R^a ... ............
nCKLUIRT 7 MpiM-fcii ,.
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GALIART • aAKOAlN
•Mi* SPIED PASCAL
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»— AXTHttTi 7
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MUTLINJUS RRrXUD
MOTLTWS POITICKS RpHEtli
KTFltACCa SAKA1N
imciic 2

JMA*»ASTIR
FlhTMORDS )

IATTICP/SAS
MAL*RO 49000
IftOU s*f*.fc

IWM11K MA5T1R .

MINI OPPICZ
NX*FU PU»
NWSIC I DOM T

OM LIM1 PLATlMRt
cmoANisa
FM;psrm J

.TTJa« 7.72 A GIF
PtWAL STILL OU
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F«CVU\TA

PROPtSSlCtlALPAGC 4

<AHRTi:iUU¥3L *
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QUA* Hi MMAIN
UAL 10 PMOFISSUWO-
*CA1A SAV1 (5.04 ...

SCAIA PKHSSKMU.
»f»JAM GlVPJNaM P1IC9

STSTM la RCtPUCZD ..

1TOMCCIUM0 TWhO
TTtf PATOWEISiTR
TNP FtBLIShn
TVRB0PR1NT P*0 V7 MT* CJOLI

VISTA PftO 1

VlOr^tlASTTR
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XCAft 7000
SRI

GPA 0AS1C n
CAM 00 VI.

A

MJ41C X 1.1

154.44
(4a.44
ui.

n

147.91
1J4.91
1)4*99
175.49
(71.91
Ol 49
1*4.94

iflM.99
1145.

H

U1.94
liM.lt
17*4.94
111.99
(149.94
(794.94
(44.11
154.91
(J1.19
1/7.99
('4.94
U4.91
IY4.44
(51. 49
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i 11.11

(74.

n
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114.41
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ENHANCED 1200 GAMES
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IMIMdllllt
I soot 1700

I n«XLS .„
MI It: OMiAhHR

^4A1«R 1200
\»l'll MAMScTLLlTM

... 111.11

... lit. 19

... 174.44

... (25.19

. . . (71.14

SNAPCM GP TW HAST
SPUftTSaWASTOftS

STftltffl FIGhTtR II .

SlifErwaJPR
»Tw ia ia .......... . .

aWinu
SUrTRPIIOC

NMQRP OP HCKOW ...
TW KAHACXR
TPcOliUltS

VIKINGS
MAlAft
HIM. fOiAJ*+* , . .

ILD OASS CRIOOT
/ ..............

•*~^' ...............
lOrx 1700

miATTONS
O.M1AT CLASSICS ...
DRfAM TWil
l/>aaIhY3 TWIN PAO
•«GA 5KPTS
OUtST 4 CUMY
SIM CITY A POPUtfUS
SUPtRT 1GKTPH

(II
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• . *

.
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Hit'

I* I

. . . *
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iTltl

.
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....*•
.
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l.M 19

171.49
(11-11
175.H
lit.91
(77.41
(14.11

(lt.11
HI. 44

(IR.49
(75.41

1

174.91
(71.n
UK. 44

(11.44
(11.41

171.11
(11,11

177.11
111.41
(77.11
(71.41

ltl.44

aUOORT AMIOA OARaM PROJC 44.49

£5 OFF MOST MEGADRIVE
GAMES
CD MCH C2ft4.99

GAMES
KKOADlUVa:

OIBCOl/lfT PNICTI CO:
'*awa'hl- «AAiHi»i 'VTR1AII1 (M«M
STRIP* tt»a<A«M 115.91
KYP OP TW tCMOUaYR 171.11

pc serious toratM*.
MWMHI J.l (94.44
TIMP.aAMS J (144.44
PARADOOK St (44.94
guArnto fro pen ot* i minuws( 101.11
af«DSTAR PCMatllOMS (141.11
SA** NJBCYWISC 141.91

JaLL PRICKS INCLUOt VAT

GOLDSTAR PC OPPER
1165X75 PC NITM
14- SVGA COLOUR
ulhUMS * MOUKI
hARRAMTl.

rrw OWLT AT

40WG HD; 7PKC PAM
hTTIITi*; DOS 5 a

ijmrms en-sin

14994VAT



AMIGA 1200HDS A1200

AT LOW PRICES.
WITH CUBSCAM

MONITOR

A1200+40MEG HD £499.99 SPECIAL OFFER £939.99
A1200+60MEG HO £559.99 A" A1»° £999.99

COMPLETE WITH

A1200+80MEG HD £589.99 JE^E>™ £1029.99
A1200+120MEG HD £689.99 "» "« 00 £1129.99
PRICES IHCLUDB 2YR EXTENDED WARRANTY AMIGA 1200

COMIC RELIEF
£379.99

VISIT OUR
NEWLY

REFURBISHED
&

ENLARGED
SHOWROOM

OPEN SUNDAY 10-3PM

TRILOGIC>
aat 19t4

SALES: 0274 691115

NEW LOW COST
AMIGA 4000o3o RANGE
WITH 80MEG OR 120MEG HDs PLEASE
PHONE FOR LATEST PRICES * SPECS

LOWER HARD
DRIVE PRICES

NEW LOW PRICES ON ALL 600s
AMIGA 600 AMIGA 600 AMIGA 600HD

WILD, WEIRD
WICKED'
£229.99

STANDALONE
FROM

£199.99

AMIGA 500 PLUS
STANDALONE

EPIC PACK'
20 OR 40MEG
FROM £339.99

> SUXLT-Xa 3.9
Dill ORXVm

> itw.a rah
> HOUtK
> tv moouwito*
> NCMUCBKMa 2-04

only
£189.99

JHay

idd ju.t

131 00

CARTOON CLASSICS
> BDILT-XM 3.5"
DXBK DRIVE

> 1MCO RAH
> MOUSE
> TV HDOUmTOR

PUIS
> LEHHXMOtt
> CAPTAXK PLAKET
> THE tlKPftOM
> deluxe PAJirr 3

3.04
OHI.T €324,99

PRINTERS

9 COLOUR
CITIZEN SWIFT 90 £179.99

TBIt BUUfD ftK »OOVL raf.aca* tk* Iwift
tpinj !».»«. ?40<*» in hi<jh ppwd draft i tacfta «U> pi inting *p~*<t. fc *LQ
Unit if* font*. Piictiun k li«:ti« r»ai . Pap*t paik* Ua# coat r lia»na

.

; yaar warranty. Epaon F1K0 A 1194 PtnpiJM— III ovulation*. Unr noiaa
laval , * qulat

CITIZEN SHIFT 9 COLOUR ONLY C 179 .99

9pln: 19?cpa draft, 4itpa KIO printing ap**<J* 4 built-in tonta. friction
1 f i actor f***la. raper park. U»w acml ritoona. ? yaat warranty, ftpaon ft

IM ftuprintar aaulationa* Ua* noiaa Laval.

•maw lihtw itqcn uft

CITIZEN SWIFT 240C COLOUR
CITIZEN SHIFT 240 MONO

C2B4.99

C269.99
}4 pin; ?45cpa uVaft & 10 opa latfcat totality puhl >rm*J. 9 funta, 1

acalabta fcaita. Papar parking, puan * pull tractor faao\ lTicl.on taari*

ftpaon LO*T0, ICC PJO I IBpT aaajLat Lnna. Dttra lea* mutt laval, t rjuat

for avan loaat noiaa. J yaai vaifarUy

r FREE
STARTER
PACK
WXTM ALL
CI T ISM*
$wtrt

fmimtmms

4. fa

CABLE}
f-

drift*
fJtXafT

HAMAJMM
AMIOA DM I VMM

MOFTVAAt

a*50

fjrr
r
*ppro9)
MtT* or Ai
FATE*

citiso mirr ioo iutdli mdob. 4 on.! 1209.99
ciTUBt iaTirr 200 cDtoim C244.99
14 plnj ?40cpa *att 1 M cpa Uttvr Quality print apaari. Nina 1 at tat Quality lonta, J

acalabla lattar quality fonts* Papar parkjnq, puah i pull tratrtoi faari, friction (aad.
P|>atai LO*' 7

(
mc P20 1 IBM Ptupi inlai J4a» aamilatuma. I y«ai warranty

MtMGM 113,99

rrrrzEN ppojgt ink jet laser quality print mnNC vat
K)0nt>l laaar o>iality SO nozvla IN* ini print at* "aat. I vary ojuiat. 1*0***) ftaaft 4 J40 *^m

lattar quality print apmti.Thraa lattar quality funta • ({rtional font c«na. MP Daak)at
Plua aaulation. 4>tional Utk 4 JS6fc raa cartai . IOC ahnwt autoawit ic f aamsvr .

lap [ll.H

BffXKOlaUL OP 104 bud^a* LASDL WWttWTBt C5S9.99 inc vat
fr.ur paaw par minota; KF L*a«r )al IIP llHi«l| JOOmJOO DPI ; lyt on aita Mir^ty
Poattcript ftriion with 2maaj raai (M9.99 iac wat

»:CO» LP1200 LASBt PaUHTtm 1799.99 l.

ft paojaa I a,nnta: PCL^ **th aralaMa f»w«ta; ta^to 4ft0o>i raaolutu
t^ir** anr* 'aavq raja); teaoj rav aa ataralardi atraiqht
anKanoaawnt i f laan r^m fnt dawtilnadinQ am flrajwar

paiallal porU; 1 yr oA-aita warranty.

: vat

r
100 KAMiaTii 400

r path; nMlaUaal
IC card a lot fot tlaah i>aw> aa< tal 4

2-5" FAST ACCESS IDE HARD DRIVES FOR YOUR

AMIGA 600 or 1200

£119.99
An t\ i-khi.

COLUCJ10N, DELIVERY;
DRIVE AND

2YEAR WARRANTY

40MEG only
60MEG only
80MEG only
120MEG only

£169.99
£199.99
£299.99

£164.99

£214.99

£249-99

PRICE INCLUDES:
£349.99

FITTED FREE while U wait
READY FORMATTED fc PJJITITIOMED DRIVE; DRIVE CABLE; r\ILL PITTING INSTRUC-
TIONS & rixina screws * legal formatting disk & recovery hints.

MAILORDER COLLECTION h DELIVERY SERVICE JUST £19.99

FIT A HARD DRIVE YOURSELF - IT'S EASY AND WITH
OUR 2 OR 3 YEAR WARRANTY PLANS, YOU'RE COVERED

FOR BOTH BREAKDOWNS & ACCIDENTS.
OUR Specially Negotiated LOW COST NO FUSS Warranties

cover BOfHCOMPUTEP & DRIVE FROM ONLV £27.99

* COMPUTER * DRIVE BOTH COVERED
* ACCIDENTS AS WELL AS BREAKDOWNS COVERED
* COVERED EVEN IF DRIVE FITTED BY PURCHASER.
* COVERED EVEN IF COMPUTER NOT PURCHASED FROM US
* VERY FEW EXCLUSIONS
* UNDERWRITTEN BY A LEADING UK INSURANCE Co.

COMPUTERS UPTO £600 -£27.99 for 2yrs or £42.99 for 3yrs.

COMPUTERS UPTO £999 -£32.99 for 2yrs or £67.99 for 3y re.

No! available toi Business uws Exclusions- then, wilful damog©. cosmetic damage - fuB wnlleri

delate on request these a^e Return to Base warrant 1*1 Computer must be under 6 months old
Computer value used to calculate warranty cost must include cost ot internal hard drive
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^Warranty aatala ara brokan by MfTOK including d*alar*.

AMIGA 1200 MEMORY & CLOCK UPGRADES

A1200 INTERNAL CLOCK
MODULE m £19.99

Flu* into intarnal soekot (not fittod
to all 1200a)* fitting invalidate
warranty, &ATTWT 9AC«0.

AMIGA 1200 FAST RAM CARDS
A1?00 h:» IA } W0 UllIT PAST PAH
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MULTISCAN 14" MONITOR. -'« »u.
I AMZOAilOO

• Dot pitch - 0.28mm.
• Antiglare 14" hi-brightness screen.
• Digital memory sizing - for automatic
borderless display xn all Amiga modes.

• All controls at front.
• VGA compatible for PC use. SHARPER
• 15-40KHZ horizontal scan rate. PICTURE
• 45-90HZ vertical scan rate.

i-u^u
• Tilt-swivel base included. THAN the

1960
ONLY C469.99 INC AMIGA LEAD
OR £499.99 WITH SUPERFI 2 STEREO SYSTEM

•• DEDUCT C20 IP BOUGHT WITH AMY AMIGA ••
•%"•< -AM HJMI. WKI AVAJIABU - K*

COMMODORE 1960
14" MULTISYNC COLOUR MONITOR

«*»«4 IN ALL M2N MUS inc la- cm (11 ** wta)
SPECIAL OPPER - C399.99.

Pries inc Productivity adaptor a cabla*

4 Kl

EXTERNAL DISK DRIVES
ROCLITE RF382av 3.5"

EXTERNAL DRIVE £64.99
WITH ANTMRUS 4 ANTlCUCK FEATURES RRPC79W
OR WITH NEW XCOPY PRO £94.99

CUMANA CAX354 £64-99

MEMORY UPGRADES
AS00 / *00« I //»»«| u|»iia<af without clock IJ4.99
A%00 / *00- U/aa*) with clock h b*tt«t* !«.»
amo* imki; yr«Ai« 144.99
AMIGA A00 |»i apvradi • clocfc - n» only 144.99
rt» aooo rijriA r>RDs - ici aizoo rctriA Mticu
SPECIAL OrPBR - LIMITED STOCKS

1390 2<MtO rOft A500 1177,99
aticavta |m 147 to Jkaaq Caat aav«ir> (CM.H

r «aaq artr*. I**J» a*labla with laroar SCSI hatd
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"it's bloody brilliant"

"one hell of a performer"

"if you need a professional word

processor Protext is perfect"

"nothing else available comes close

ST FORMAT

COMPUTER SHOPPER

//

AMIGA COMPUTING

ST APPLICATIONS

PRODATA I.2

version of Prodata now with pull-down

menus, mouse or keyboard operation,

automatic record numbering, merge database,

instantaneous filtering, prologue form, edit

fields in any order, 2 across label printing. Full

details available from Arnor.

Price: £40

PRICES (including VAT and delivery)

For Commodore Amiga, Atari ST or TT.

Prottxt S.5 £80

Upgrade from 5.0 to 5.5 £30

Upgrade from 4.2/4.3 to 5.5 £40

Please return your original disks when upgrading

French or German spelling dictionary £35.25

When upgroding please return any extra spell checking

dictionaries lor a free update to the revised version.

. . . with Protext 5.5 because the popup thesaurus will

provide you with inspiration whenever you need it. With

words provided by Collins the thesaurus has 43,000 main

entries and 827,000 responses!

Protext 5.5 introduces enhanced text formatting options.

Automatic hyphenation lets you produce a well-spaced

page layout without the bother of manually putting in

soft hyphens. Protext determines the correct hyphenation

points by algorithms and look up tables. Elimination of

widows and orphans is also provided. You will no longer

need to worry about those infuriating single lines at the

top or bottom of pages. Prolext formats the text to avoid

these os you edit the text. Extra blank lines at the lop of

o page can be suppressed.

New document analysis features provide a wealth of

information about your text. You con examine a list of

all the words used alphabetically or by the number of

occurrences. Other statistics shown include overage word

length, average sentence length and a table of the

number of lines on each page.

ptaa, «vuuf «*#*

,Y Enhanced file selector with different sorting

methods, bulk copy and erase.

ft Prodato users mail merge directly from Prodata

files, no need to export.

JV Mail merge: nested repeat loops.

ft New window based help facilities.

Jir Improved line drawing.

ft Spelling checker finds repeated word and missing

capital letters,

ft Conversion to and from WordStar 5.5 and

Microsoft RTF

-V Full printed documentation of new features.

Choke of pulldown menu or keyboard operation,

extensive printer font support and proportional

formatting while editing, up to 36 files open, split screen

editing, characters for 30 languages, index and contents,

footnotes, newspaper column printing, file sorting,

macros, indent tabs, mail merge programming language,

exec files and the fostesl search and replace around.

Altogether the most comprehensive word processing

software for your Amiga or ST.

-V Both Protext 5.5 ond Prodata require 1Mb of memory

Amor LtdiAS), 611 Lincoln Road, Peterborough PE1 3HA. Tel: (0733) 68909 Fax (0733) 67299
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and tear on the drum, the cost of

printing 2,000 A4 pages on a laser

printer could possibly be double that,

about Gp per copy. And keep in mind

that at the 8 pages per minute a

£l,500-ish laser printer can print at,

2.000 pages will take more than four

hours to print, or about nine hours

on a cheaper 4ppm printer. That's

4-9 hours of electricity. It differs

from printer to printer, but you can

reckon on about 500w power

consumption during continuous

printing - the equivalent of leaving a

single 60w light bulb switched on for

about three days.

O It's just the way PageStream

works. Amiga screen pixels are not

square, and PageStream assumes

you are using an NTSC monitor which

has a screen resolution of about 65

by 55 dots per inch. PAL monitors

have a screen resolution of about 65

by 70 dots per inch. I must

emphasise that these are

approximate figures; the actual

resolution depends on the individual

monitor and on how much you have

twiddled the height and width knobs.

So. when importing scans if you

you clear out the gadget that says

"IFF/ACBM ..." and replace it with

**dpl=65,70\ they should import at a

better aspect ratio for a PAL screen.

Or you could use **dpi=390,420" (six

times 65.70) to get the image to

import at approximately the same

size as the original.

O For bitmapped black-and-white

line art. yes it does, because this

results in each dot in the bitmap

being printed as a dot of one 360th

of an inch on the printer. Well,

actually the pins in impact dot-matrix

printers are a lot bigger than one

360th of an inch, so the dots they

print are bigger, but they manage to

print 360 of them in a horizontal or

vertical inch by overlapping dots.

But when you print coloured

bitmaps or greyscales. the screen

frequency you supply remains the

same no matter what the scale. So

50 Ipi results in 50 lines per inch

being printed, no matter if the

graphic is one inch or one hundred

inches big - each inch will contain

50 "lines".

Screen frequency is not the

same thing as output resolution, but

it is fair to say that specifying a

screen frequency of 50 Ipi for a

graphic results in an apparent output

resolution of 50 dpi. no matter how

big or small you scale the graphic.

The "screen", in other words,

overrides the effect of scaling down.

To get a higher resolution

printout of a scaled-down greyscale

scan you would need to increase the

screen frequency figure to 90 Ipi.

which is the largest figure that is

able to print 16 shades at 360 by

360 dpi. However, the image may
print out a bit dark because of the

overlapping dots - a problem known

as "dot gain".

I don't know how happy you are

with the quality of the example

printouts you sent me. but I can

honestly say that they are about as

good as you are going to get from a

24-pin impact dot-matrix printer. JW

WHICH HARD DRIVE?
I am considering buying

a budget hard drive for

my Amiga 500. It will

be used for games like

Links by US
Gold.Please could you advise me
which Is the best budget hard drive

available on the market. There seem

to be so many conflicting views on

hard drives. I've become quite

puzzled at the vast variety available.

MKeene
Surblton

Surrey

There are plenty of inexpensive hard

drives available for the Amiga 500
now. The best currently available is

still the GVP Impact II. but it is fairly

expensive. At the other end is the

Zappo drive supplied by Calculus

stores, but its performance is

absolutely awful. My advice is to go

for the Commodore A590. It may not

have a lot of storage, but it is

reliable, fast (they now use a much

faster SCSI drive than previous

A590s), and far more expandable

than other drives in its price range.

And with prices as low as £199 for

this drive it's a real bargain. JR

POST HASTE
After two years with a

1.3-based A500, I've

finally upgraded to an

A500 Plus. However, I

have several questions

that I'd like to ask.

1. Can you give me any Information

about some sort of PD PostScript

Interpreter that will allow me to

print PostScript files on a standard

dot matrix printer? I have a

Seikosha SP-1900.

2. I'm about to invest In the new
GVP A530 with a 120Mb hard disk.

According to the advertisements, It

comes with 1Mb of 32-blt RAM.
What's so special about 32-blt RAM
chips?

3. I'd like to buy an anti-glare filter

for my monitor. Which would you

recommend?

Pedro Mateus

Agualva-Cacem

Portugal

1. What you need is a program called

Post 1. 7, which can be found on Fred

Fish disk number 669. Ask at your

friendly local PD library or check the

directory on page 112.

2. The A530 (and indeed any

processor accelerator based on the

68020 or better) uses 32-bit RAM
chips to enable its 32-bit processor

to run at full speed. If you were to

run a 32-bit processor such as the

68030 using 16-bit RAM chips like

those inside your A500. the

processor would be slowed down

because the RAM chips would cause

a bottleneck. For more on this, see

last issues feature on upgrading

your Amiga.

3. There are primarily two types of

anti-glare filter available - polarised

filters and the much cheaper mesh
filters. Don't be tempted by a mesh
filter - although they do cut down the

glare produced by your monitor or

television, picture quality suffers.

Polarised filters are a much better

bet because they don't reduce

picture quality. We have reviewed

these in previous issues of Amiga

Shopper, but ask your local dealer

for what is available there - shipping

to Portugal from the UK may not be

worth it! JH

MIND THAT EXPANSION
Is it possible and safe

to put a RAM
expansion board inside

the Amiga 500 Plus.

via an extension cable

from the side port, to rid myself of

the clutter off the computer? Also,

is the Mach II 16MHz 68000 with a

socket for 68881 Floating Point

Unit a good Inexpensive accelerator

option for the A500 Plus? Would

adding a 2MHz CIA chip instead of

the 1MHz one already present offer

any speed advantage?

W Vogelsang

Hunters Quay

Argyll

The short answer is no. Its not wise

to extend the expansion port yourself

at all, because it would need to be

properly buffered. Doing this sort of

DIY hardware upgrade is strongly

discouraged, because although it

may appear to work afterwards, it is

likely to be unreliable.

The 68000 16MHz upgrade will

almost but not quite double the

speed of your machine. In this day

and age, this is not much of an

upgrade. If you can afford it. buying a

68030 card would be a far better

and more economical choice in the

long term.

And in answer to your final

question, replacing the CIA chips

with faster parts would make no

difference whatsoever, because the

Amiga's motherboard will run them at

1MHz regardless. It's the same
reason you can't just plug a 10MHz
68000 chip into your machine and

expect it to run faster. Boards like

the Mach II have to do some clever

trickery to work. TS

v*»

GENERAL

IF THE BOOT FITS

My Amiga no longer

boots software

properly. Disks boot,

and then lock up. I

have checked my disks

for viruses using Zero Virus 2.1 but

the results were negative.

I use a TV rather than a monitor,

which involves disconnecting the

PSU and RF Out regularly. Could any

of these be the problem, or should I

simply buy a new A1200?
Alex Collins

Wells

Somerset

There could be many reasons why

your machine no longer works

correctly. It could be a virus that Zero

Virus is unable to detect. I

recommend trying VirusChecker

6.20, which can be found on last

month's Amiga Shopper cover disk.

(If you don't have that, turn to page

116 quickly.)

Most likely though is that your

disk drive heads are simply dirty. You

can fix this by buying a disk head

cleaner, which should cost you

around £5. If this doesn't fix the

problem, then it is best to get your

machine checked by professionals

and repaired properly. Repeatedly

plugging in and unplugging the PSU
could weaken the connection, but

this wouldn't be likely to produce the

symptoms you're experiencing.

As far as the A1200 goes, it is

an excellent machine, and if you are

into the Amiga seriously, then it

would be a great upgrade choice

from an A500. TS

WHAT A CAD!
Can you recommend a

decent Computer-Aided

Design program that

can handle the task of

HIVING
| electrical engineering,

circuit design etc?

Pauto Ferrelra

Lisbon

Portugal

The best CAD program available for

the Amiga is X-CAD. which is

available from Digital Multimedia on

0702 206165. It's available in two

forms - X-CAD 3000 and X-CAD

2000, a cut-down budget version of

X-CAD 3000 that costs just £129.

Digital Multimedia also market a

library of electrical components in X-

CAD format which will be ideal for

your particular needs. JH

SHALL I, SHAN'T I?

Thanks to its new
price, I am considering

going for an A3000.

The machine will

replace my A500 Plus

set-up and will be used mainly for

DTP (using ProPage 3). I know the
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specifications of the machine, but

I'd be most grateful if you could

answer the following:

1 Will the built-in "display

enhancer" enable me to get a full-

screen Interlaced display without

the flicker? (At the moment the

standard display on my AOC is full

screen, unlike some murtisyncs I've

seen.)

2. What exactly will a 68030
25MHz machine do to improve the

performance of ProPage 3? Will the

screen updates (for, say, a page of

lOpt text on 100% magnification)

be almost instant? Does a faster

processor improve hard disk

access?

3. At the moment, printing a page of

1 Opt text on my BJ 10 at 360dpi

takes around 18 minutes. Does

having a faster processor improve

printing speed? If so, about how
long could I expect this to take

using an Amiga 3000?
4. I understand a faster processor

Improves the screen update speed

of games like Stunt Car Racer and

Fl Grand Prix. Does this affect the

actual speed of the game - that is.

does your car go too fast to handle

or does that aspect stay the same?
Jim Dunk

Sheffield

S.Yorks

If your monitor has a horizontal sizing

knob then you can adjust the screen

width to till your monitor. If not, then

you will have to live with the default

setting. I prefer a border around the

screen. It allows you to set up a full

overscan work area (so you have a

greater screen area) without the

screen distortion found near the

edges of the monitor. Running the

Workbench 2.0 commodity

BorderBlank turns all border areas

black, making a very pleasant

working environment.

If you've been using ProPage 3
on an standard 68000, then the

25MHz 3000 will come as a bit of a

surprise. Screen update and

operation speed are anything from

five to eight times faster. The hard

disk controller on the Amiga 3000 is

a 32-bit access SCSI bus, which is

incredibly fast.

Yes, printing time from ProPage

will be dramatically faster than on

your Amiga 500 - at least twice as

fast, and possibly up to seven or

eight times current printing speed.

Of course, anything the Amiga

3000 can do, the Amiga 4000 can

do even faster. I've become used to

the speed of the Amiga 3000 over

the last couple of years, and after

playing with the Amiga 4000 I was

left with the same sense of wonder

as I was when I first used the Amiga

3000.

Most vector-based games run a

lot faster on the Amiga 3000. but not

too fast to handle. (Usually - a

notable exception is Populous: play it

on the Amiga 3000 and the little

men run around at about 400mph!).

However, the screen update is better

and the game plays smoother. JR

THE COMPLEAT
PROGRAMMER

I have an Amiga 500
and have been coding

with Devpac 3 for a

month after

programming In BASIC,

Pascal and Z80 for many years. I

have the following questions:

1. When will the ROM Kernel

manuals be updated to AmigaDOS
release 3?

2. What are the uses and

advantages of a Digital Signal

Processor (DSP)?

3. Is It worth learning the basics of

C to increase understanding when

programming the operating system?

4. What Is the difference between a

viewport, a rastport and a bitmap?

5. What do you get in Commodore's
Developer toolkit apart from the

CODE CLINIC CODE CLINIC CODE CLINIC
TOBY SIMPSON
DEBUGS
ANOTHER
READER'S
PROGRAM

Author: Ian Savllle

Program: Sending data to the printer

Language: C

Fault Summary: Can't get

Information to be sent to the printer

under C. The author has tried

several programs and solutions, but

nothing has worked.

This may look like a tough

problem, but it is actually

unfeasibly simple to

solve, I'm afraid -

programmers always

like to find the most

complex solutions to

simple problems! The

author was trying to write

programs to specifically

access the printer on the Amiga to

print out a calendar for any year from

the year 1600 AD. He got the

program to operate fine using prlntf

statements to the console window.

but when he tried to open the PRT:

device and send information out

using fprlntf, it didn't work.

Well, you didn't actually need to

do anything for the printer

whatsoever - if you've got a

straightforward program such as this

which simply prints a table of data.

then you can use DOS re-direction to

send the output to the printer. If your

compiled program is called

"calendar", then you could run it

from the Shell like this:

calendar >prt:

The output of the program will now

go to the printer rather than the

console. You can use DOS
redirection for all sorts of handy

things. If you wanted, for example, to

print out an entire directory of a hard

disk partition to the printer, you

could simply do this:

dir >prt: all

The author also mentions that his

onginal version of the calendar

program was written in BASIC, and

BASIC had a really convenient

Li'HlNT command which he could

use to send information to

the pnnter, but C didn't,

and that he could not see

the point of programming

in C if you could not do

this. You have to

remember that BASIC is a

very simple language

designed for beginners, and is

not suitable for development of real

applications - it's simply not

powerful, flexible or fast enough.

LPRINT is all very well and good, but

if you wrote a program packed with

LPRINTs and then wanted to provide

an option to work with the screen as

well, you would either have to search

and replace out all of your LPRINTs

to PRINTS, or write conditional code

and have both the LPRINT and

PRINT commands. C allows you to

avoid this entirely. In addition, with

compiled programs, you can use

DOS redirection as shown above to

send the output anywhere at all -

printer, serial port, separate file and

so forth.

It's actually very easy to send

results to the printer in C, but there

are a few small bugs in lan's

programs.

THE PROGRAMS
Ian wrote two programs in his

attempts to get the printer working

using C. The first used DOS files and

tried to open a file called
MPRT:n and

then send the output to that. When
that did not work, he tried to write a

program using the pnnter.device to

achieve the same thing.

Unfortunately, neither program

worked. There are actually some
serious bugs in both routines, but

they are particularly easy to get in C,

so they are good things to tackle in

Code Clinic.

The first program tries to access

a file handle. The code to do this

looked like this:

truct FileHandle *file_handla;

void uin(|
(

fila_handla < struct »
FllaHandla •) open( "prt:", »
MODE OLDPILB )

;

If (file handle -- WILL)

i

print f (-Could not open th« *"

filel-);
•xit();

)

fprintf (fila__handle, -Hallo *"

to the printer-))

cloaa<file_taandle>>

>

First thing to notice is that there are

JARGON BUSTING 1

ANSI: American National Amiga's life since then, because

Standards Institute. The standards even though modem versions of

authority in the States which AmigaDOS are written in C they

issued a standard for the C still need to remain compatible

language. Most modem versions with older DOS versions.

of C comply with the ANSI

standard. PRINT/LPRINT: PRINT is a BASIC

command to show text on the

BASIC: Beginner's Alt-purpose screen. LPRINT is a different

Symbolic Instruction Code. version of PRINT that sends the

Beginner's computer language output to the printer. It's a non-

designed before the micro- standard command that first

computer even existed, in the appeared on machines like the

1960s. This language has Sinclair ZX81 and got inherited by

changed a lot since the early days. other BASICS. Better

but is showing its age. implementations of BASIC don't

have LPRINT but have more

BCPL: The forerunner to C. BCPL powerful ways of talking to

is the language in which devices. BBC BASIC on the BBC-B

AmigaDOS was initially written in computers was one of the better

1984. It's been the bane of the versions of BASIC.

. —
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Enforcer?

6. It It worth buying the Advanced

Systems Programmer's guide if I

have the System Programmer's

guide? They seem to contain similar

Information.

7. Is 2.5 seconds fast for a number

fiort of SOO Items?

Paul Jackson

Leeds

W Yorks.

1. Good question. The update should

happen soon, although most of the

general information is available in

the current release of ROM Kernel

books, with the exception of data on

the AGA chips.

2. A DSP is for the rapid processing

of digital data. One of the common
uses is for audio purposes, because

it allows the creation of stunning

audio effects very easily. A DSP will

be available for the A1200 and

A4000 shortly.

3. Yes. it's worth understanding C.

without a shadow of a doubt. In fact.

if you're going to be programming

operating-system-based programs,

then it's probably best to learn C
properly. It's a whole load easier,

trust me!

4. A view is what you see on the

screen, a rastport contains

information about a display area to

enable the drawing and other graphic

routines to work, and a bitmap is the

area of memory that actually holds

screen data.

5. The Developer s Toolkit has heaps

of exceptionally useful debugging

utilities. If you want further

information, contact Commodore on

w 0628 770088 and ask to speak to

developer support.

6. No. it's not really worth it. In my
opinion the System Programmer's

Guide is useful for stacking my

monitor on. It contains programming

that breaks the rules from cover to

cover, and you will have to unlearn

most of what you learn from it to do

any serious programming on the

Amiga.

7. Depends on which processor you

have really! TS

VERY GRAND ATTEMPT
How do you connect a

VGA monitor (designed

for PCs) to an A1200?
Is there much of a

difference between this

and a good SCART TV?

W H Mlkan

London SVV18

You don't. Well, you can. If you get

an adaptor, then you can plug one in.

You will get a stunning difference in

quality, but there is a catch: you will

be forced to use double-scanned

Amiga modes. This means you won't

be able to play computer games on

your VGA monitor, and may have

problems with some applications

that don't have modes that the

"mode promotion" function of

JJjJJJjij-

Workbench 3 can promote. If you

want to buy a proper monitor for the

Amiga, you'd be well advised to get a

multisync monitor, such as the

Commodore A1960. TS

RAM BATTERING
I bought a RAM
expansion for my
Amiga 500 Plus some
time ago and had to

return It because of the

problem below, but the replacement

was exactly the same! Is this a

problem with the RAM expansion or

is my Amiga not compatible with

this type of expansion?

When I had fitted the expansion

Into the slot in the trapdoor and

switched on. Workbench showed
the extra memory in the title bar, so

I thought everything would be okay.

When I booted up Deluxe Paint 3 to

create some animations - this Is

why I needed the extra Chip RAM -

the Amiga still crashed at the same

CODE CLINIC CODE CLINIC CODE CLINIC
no comments in this program! I'll let

you off. though, because it's such a

little one. Your problem here is that

on the Amiga there are actually two

ways of opening and processing

files. One is to use the dos. library

functions directly, and the other is to

use ANSI C functions, such as fopen.

You seem to have confused the two

and come up with a sort of mix

between them. The "open" function

in the guise you've used it does not

actually exist at all. In ANSI C. open

opens a level 1 file and takes three

parameters, and returns an integer

file handle. It's almost as if you

wanted the AmigaDOS Open function

(note the capital letter - function

names are case-specific and it's vital

that you get it right). You've used

AmigaDOS parameters, such as

M0DE_0LDF1LE. which are not

compatible with ANSI commands.

The AmigaDOS function returns a

BCPL pointer (BPTR) to a file handle,

not a normal pointer to a file handle.

If you open an AmigaDOS file,

you can't use fprintf with it, because

fprlntf is an ANSI function and

expects an ANSI file handle.

One final comment on the code:

you have not got any newlines after

your strings in the fprintf or printf. so

no newlines are shown. In BASIC, if

you use the command PRINT, unless

you specify otherwise using the

semicolon ";"
. the next PRINTed

text will go on a separate line. In C if

you want to go to the next line, you

must specify with the \n sequence.

For example:

printf {"Hello\n\n\nHi\n" );

This is much more versatile than

BASIC because it allows you to print

several formatted lines using one

command, and put data items in the

string at any point.

With regard to the file problem,

you have to decide which form of file

access you are going to use, and

stick to it throughout your program.

Personally I use AmigaDOS file

accesses, but a lot of people like to

keep their programs portable and

use the ANSI standard. If you already

understand the ANSI commands it

makes sense to use those, because

you can use fprintf and other ANSI

file commands. If. on the other hand,

you write programs simply for the

Amiga and for no other format,

there's advantages to be gained

from using the dos library direct.

This month's program will access the

printer using these ANSI functions.

The other program attempts to use

the printer device, like this:

otruct IODRFR«q FRRsqj

struct PrlnterData *PD;

struct 1'rinterKxtendedData

in()

TED;

(

/• Open the printer device •/

if (OpenDevice
("printer. driver", *"

0, fcPRReq, 0) -- NULL) {

PD (struct PrinterData •)*"

PReq. io Device;

/• Write to the printer •/

(•PD->pd_PWrite) (-Hello to *
the world \n", 19);

/• Close printer V
CloeeDevice(iPReq)

:

>

>

Hmm. This program is very buggy.

You've got very confused with this,

which is hardly surprising because

it's a very complex issue. Accessing

the phnter.device is total overkill in

this case, and requires a reasonable

level of experience in programming

the Amiga in C or Assembly

language. BASIC shields you from all

of this stuff totally, and is no help

I'm afraid. I'll point out some of the

errors as a guide, but I really

recommend that if you want to

program the Amiga at device level.

buy the ROM Kernal Manuals. Get

the documentation and do it properly

- it's really worth it in the end and

will save you a whole bundle of

heartache.

First, you should be opening the

"pnnter.device". not the

pnnter.dnver. which does not exist.

Secondly, you are not actually

sending anything to the printer at all.

You are not setting up the command,

the data pointer, the length, or

sending a command to the device

using SendIO or

DolO. You also

have no message

port for the

operating system to

tell you that it's

done anything. The

RKMs contain

excellent examples

of usage of the

pnnter.device. and

other Amiga

devices, and are

seriously

recommended. You

may be able to get

them from your

local library if you

are particularly

lucky.

I really think that there are very

very few occasions when you'd need

to open the printer device. One of

these few occasions is to dump
graphics to the printer: another is if

you're writing an all-purpose printing

utility - and even then...

Anyway, on to this month's

program, which prints data to the

printer using ANSI C file operations.

A final note to Ian: use DOS
redirection and printf if you can - it's

really easy and you can display your

results on both the screen and

printer using the same compiled

program simply by specifying

different redirections, or even have

the output in your own window by

redirecting it to. for example,

CON :0 640, 200 / My .Window.

This program was compiled and

tested using both SAS C 6.2 and the

DICE C compiler that we are

featuring in Amiga Shopper's C

programming series (see page 87).

/' Code Clinic program to print
"Hello World" to the printer using
ANSI C file commands •/

•include <stdio.h>

void mein(void)

{

FILE -print fp;

/•Attempt to open a file to talk to the
printer*/
if (Mprlnt.fp • fopenCprt:-, -w-)))

(

printfCCan't access PRT:\n-J;
exit(l);
)

/• Print s test string •/

fprintf iprint_£p, "Hello WorldlNn");

/* Close up after ourself
fclose(print_fp);

)

•/
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A—SmmsU-
time as it did when there was no

extra RAM fitted. I tried some other

programs but they seemed to be the

I really need the extra RAM but

am loathe to buy another expansion

which may not work either.

Tony Warren

Kingsteignton

Devon

First, you do not mention exactly

what type of expansion you are

using. If you did not buy an Amiga

500 Plus specific expansion, this is

the problem. Make sure you buy a

card that is guaranteed 100%
compatible with the A500 Plus. I use

the Phoenix 1Mb RAM card with my

500 Plus and it works perfectly.

If you did buy a 500 Plus

compatible card, then either your

machine is faulty and does not

accept extra memory properly, or

there are bugs in Deluxe Paint 3 that

prevent it from working with 2Mb
Chip RAM. I find that unlikely,

considering that it was bundled with

the A500 Plus. JR

NOT SO SUPER HI-RES
My Amiga has an

intermittent fault when

using Super-Hi-Res

Workbench screens.

Sometimes horizontal

glitches appear, especially in areas

of high contrast such as black text

on a white background. Changing

the palette fixes this problem. Could

this be because of contention

between the processor and the AA
chipset for Chip RAM? If so, will

buying Fast RAM (when it becomes

available) solve It? Or, horrors, do I

have a defective machine? (My

warranty is already invalid because I

have installed a hard drive).

Dave Walker

Southsea

Hants.

This sounds like your display to me.

The resolution of super-hi-res is very

high indeed, and a lot of TVs and

cheaper monitors will have

difficulties with the highest 1,280 x

512 resolution, and on high

contrasting areas you might see the

sort of effect you described. If you

are unsure, get a dealer to look at it

and give you an opinion. I would

personally recommend trying your

computer on another monitor to see

if the problem vanishes before

panicking. TS

WRITE OFF
When using programs

such as Protext v5.5

and Deluxe Paint 4 and

saving files to my
external drive, I often

get reports concerning disk error.

sometimes a guru message telling

me to use DIskDoctor. and the

program packs up. When I start up

again I get another message saying

"Bad Disk".

This only happens after

successfully saving a couple of files

on that disk. If I use D-Copy to

check the disk, it tells me that a

certain track indicated has a

checksum error. Any ideas of the

cause?

C Baker

Clowne

Chesterfield

It sounds like either you have a faulty

external disk drive or you are using

unreliable disks. Try formatting a

disk in the internal disk drive, check

it with D-Copy in dfO: and then in dfl:

If both drives give errors you are

using bad media - buy better disks

in future. Otherwise you have a faulty

external drive and you should have it

checked or replace it. JR

TAKE THE PLUNGE
Considering that my
warranty has now
expired, I decided to

open up my A500 and

have a mooch around

the PCB.

I have a fatter Agnus, so I was
considering altering JP2 and JP7A

to give me 1Mb of Chip RAM.
Presumably this will give me no

Fast RAM whatsoever - however,

will this help or hinder sampling and

animation?

Secondly, my machine originally

came with the A501 trapdoor

expansion unit (with clock). When
in place this gives me 1Mb. On my
PCB there are the words

"512K 1Mb RAM" just above eight

chip spaces. Of these only four are

occupied, and the rest are free. Can

I utilise these to gain extra

memory? If so, and I used the chips

from my A501 and then bought a

trapdoor 1.5Mb expansion board,

would I have 2.5 Mb in total?

Assuming this works, would I

ever have any problems with a GVP
hard drive and more memory
externally?

Jeff Coppard

Bognor Regis

W. Sussex

Extra Chip RAM should help sampling

and animation, although animation

with Deluxe Paint can use Fast RAM
to store frames.

You cannot just change the

jumpers, I'm afraid, because the

A501 is programmed to appear at a

certain memory address.

What's more, the A501 chips are

not compatible with the four spaces

inside your A500. If you were to buy

four CMOS 44256 chips and solder

them in. remove your A501 and

change the jumpers, then you would

find yourself with 1Mb of Chip RAM.

Adding a further 1.5Mb trapdoor

expansion would then work, because

that occupies a different area of

memory from the Chip RAM. If you

are unsure, check first with your

dealer.

If you do get it working, then you

will have no problems with a GVP
drive or additional Fast RAM at a

later date. TS

1200 QUESTIONS
I have recently

/"5*W \ \ purchased a wonderful

VV/ I A1200. but I have a

couple of questions.

1. I was going to buy

my computer with a 60Mb hard

drive Installed, but at the last

moment the shop manager told me
that they could not fit the drive

because Commodore had changed

the IDE pin connections on recent

A1200s and A600s. Apparently they

were not keen on retailers selling

HD versions of their machines at

low prices. Do you know anything

about this? It is rather annoying to

be without a hard drive.

2. 1 am eager to add a couple of Mb
of 32-bit RAM to my machine, but

as yet I have seen none advertised.

Do you know of anywhere that sells

some for the CPU slot? If not, how
long do you think it will be before

some becomes available?

W H Mlkan

London SW18

1. Your dealer is misleading you. I'm

confused why he should say such a

thing because Commodore UK are

positively encouraging authorised

dealers to fit hard drives Into

A1200s. The pin connections on the

IDE drive connector have not

changed at all. There was a rumour a

while ago that Commodore US were

crippling A600s, but this is certainly

not the case any more if it ever was
true, and never has been in this

country.

2. There are actually some cards

available now. One I've seen has a

25MHz 68882 maths co-processor

and 2Mb of 32-bit RAM on it. Others

will have appeared by the time you

read this. Enquire from the bigger

dealers advertising in Amiga

Shopper, like Indi or Silica Systems.

TS

FEED ME NOW!
I have had an Amiga

500 1.3 for about two

and a half years, and

memory was a

problem. So I bought

the new Amiga 1200.

I can get Deluxe Paint 2 and 3

to work, but I cannot get Deluxe

Paint 4 to run. It gets as far as the

screen format window, then I get a

window telling me to put the disk

"fonts" in. I obliged and tried all the

fonts I had, but with no luck.

Finally, can I put the 512K
expansion with clock from my old

A500 into the A1200?
H Coomer

Speke

Liverpool

Your Amiga is asking you to insert

the original Deluxe Paint disks which

you should have from your box. which

contain the necessary fonts that

DPaint 4 requires in order to run.

No. you cannot put your A500*s

memory expansion into the A1200.
For one thing, the expansion slots

are different on the new machine. TS

TIME, PLEASE?
1 My A500 has a Datel

512K four-chip

trapdoor expansion

with clock, and

HOPWMEI whatever I do to set

the clock, I keep getting the

message "Battery Backed up Clock

not found", and the system does not

keep the real time when the

computer is switched off.

The battery Is fully charged, and

I have tried Setclock, reset, load

and save. The clock works fine In a

friend's A500. As far as I can tell

the tracks on my motherboard are

okay. A check with Syslnfo does not

recognise the clock.

Jonathan Crisp

Northhold

Middlesex

This is an easy one. Your computer's

broken. Well, it's almost certainly got

a problem somewhere. It's worth

having a good visual inspection of

the inside of your trapdoor slot to

check that all pins are present and

correct. If this does not reveal

anything. I strongly recommend you

take your Amiga to a dealer to be

looked at and possibly repaired.

If you know someone who also

has a battery-backed-up clock for the

Amiga, but a different one. try and

borrow it and see if that works with

your machine. If it doesn't, your

problem is certainly in your own
computer. TS

HOMELESS COMMANDS
I can't make some
AmlgaDOS commands
resident ("Dir", for

example). What am I

doing wrong?

Paulo Ferrelra

Lisbon

Portugal

For any AmigaDOS command to be

made resident, it must have its

"pure" bit set using the AmigaDOS

Protect command. For example, to

coatMited on pogc S3
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Noi just thousands of satisfied Amiga owners,

but Amiga Format too!

We call it a Word Processor, hut if both experts and satisfied users alike insist

on calling Final Copyll a 'Word Publisher' [once they have discovered its

unique blend of powerful features], we're not about to argue with them.

Final Copy comed the phrase "Perfect Printing" on any printer.

and we mean it... the document shown

below proves it! ^
We hope you too I

will find that Final
I

Copyll is Perfect
!

for your printing!

Final Copy //

i

u t fount!ARM t titU It*

GnmtM \vm<m mwAiMr

\\ \uthu

Itvuotl

It* ***'

Word PabUsbcn go btytmd snph prodtKiug oonnl kftcra and

documents (at which Final Copyll naiuralk excels i and progress

into ,i world where how the whole document looks is jusi u Imp

attain .is what it mtys, Admittedly, this can he achieved wuh Desk

Top Publishers, hut they can't easily be used as Word Prou

especially when a good l(»okinu letta needs cresting quickly -

they're fa hH> cumbersome. This is where Finall 0/9// offers

the pertecl balance between the two requirements, Base and

speed ol DDlbincd with compleie control and perfect final

printed presentation. Compleie control over bow documents

look, now YOU have it at your finger tips on your Amiga!

£99.95 orless

Features Include: ^L. %f Release 2.0 (AGA i

On-Sereen Drawing Tools for generating boxes, borders, and lines or

arrows at any angle, Multiple Newspaper Style snaking columns,

combined with ihe unique ability to use the same PostScript outline

fonts - on absolutely any printer in portrait or landscape. Text Auto-

Flows around graphic objects and imported pictures which can be

placed anywhere, scaled and cropped, with no loss of printing qualnv.

TeW can also be printed actually over graphics trelcr to "The Tiger
1

heading on our document ).AII these features mean that no matter what

you mas have thought, no other Amiga Word Processor has all the

capabilities thai / iltai ( opyJI users now simply take lor granted!

FM Copy coined the phrase "Perfect Printing on any Wafer".

We mean it - this document proves it!
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We don't have room to lisi EVERY feature thai t inal ( opytt can boast, so please call tor your free DETAILED information pack now

SqftWood - Qualm softwarefar yourAmiga
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17/05/93 IRbT COMPUTER CENTRE LEEDS) Tel: 0532 31

ort

IGA 1200 £359.99.'//

THE FIRST

COMPUTER CENTRE
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
OPEN MON • SAT 9.J0AM-5.30PM

running a(

14 1 Mhi AGA cuiiom chlptat. Tha 1200 rapratanit

tfw fuVur* of (he Amiga Buy tlfl Come* with WDi

he NewAmiga 4000/030
• on «h« 480 JO proceMor Complete with hard

4 4HbofKA*i<lHI»of(h4o*IMbo(r«t()4VV«)

Only £9 I 9.99 for BOMb venion

Or £ I I 9.99 for 120Mb version

The Amiga 4000/040 £POA

CLOSED BANK HOLIDAYS

AUTHORISED DEALERS FOR
ACORN,CITIZEN,

COMMODORE, DIGITA.
PACE.PRIMA, SEGA. ROMBO.

STAR, SUPRA,

FREE DELIVERY!

Order by telephone quoting your credit

make payable to the:

"FIRSTCOMPUTER CENTRE"
In any correspondence please quote a
phone number & post code. Allow 5

working days forcheque clearance

Low interest credit available!

Please phone for details

•All prices include VAT &
UK mainland Delivery

•All hardware/computers
are genuine UK spec.

•Free Fast Standard 4 to 7

day Delivery

•Guaranteed 2 to 3 day
(week days) Delivery.. £2.50

•Guaranteed Next Day
(week days) Deli very.. .£4.90

•Open seven days a week
• I 1 00 sq . ft . showroom
•Free large car park

•Overseas orders welcome
•Full repair service

SALES &TECHNICAL
24 HOUR MAIL ORDER

SERVICE 6 LINES'

0532 319444
FAX: 0532 319191

»

FOR DESPATCH & RETURNS
ENQUIRES TEL 0532 637988

SHOWROOM ADDRESS:

DEPIA S, UNIT 3,

ARMLET PARK COURT,

OFF CECIL STREET,

STANNINGLEY ROAD,

LEEDS, LSI 2 2AE.

Prices are subject to change
without notice. EitOE.

withLemmmft, Captain Planet, The Simpsom1 D- Paint )

AMIGA 500 Deluxe only £269.99
with built in ROM tharer 2.04/ 1

J

•

AMIGA 600 Basepack now with

X OUT game (limited Off ep.)

only £237.99/

AMIGA 600 20HD The Epic packio
Mb Hard drive. Epic. Rome. Myth, * Trivial

Pursuit. Dictionary, Language Lab * D. Paint 3

><k Micro Proie Grand Prix, Dahuw Punt 3, Putty 1 Pmhom

Plus "X OUT* shoot em up

only £279.99
A600 Dutos ~only £329.99

A60020HDDavxe^.oni y £4 1 4.99
tat. ROM tharer with I I * 2,0$ ROM * making

PRINTERS
All our printers are UK spec.

Cation
FUJITSU

Ti^l HEWLETT - L_ ir.

hPJ PACKARD S^Nr
All our printers come with ribbon/toner,

printer drivers (if available), paper& cables.'!

CANON
NEW! Canon Bj 1 0sx.......£229.99
Laser quality output. Larger buffer than the

rtrtdgm £17.99

£347.99
page m min speed, 360 dpi. small footprint & BO

page sheetfevder

Canon BJ300 £429.99
Desktop bubble Jet with laser quality

Canon BJ330 £464.99
Wide carriage version of the BJ300

BJ 10 Autosheetfeeder...£52.99
CITIZEN NEWLOW PRICES!

Citizen printers have a 2 year guarantee

NEW! Citizen Swift90 Col. £ 1 75.99
Excellent value 9 pn colour. Highly recommended
NEW! Swift 240 Colour....£272.99

~ ~- i .^L 1 .
..- ^ :r: iii>::^(

NEW! Swift 200 Colou r.£224 .99

FUJITSU
1 2 month onsite included except
D L- 1 1 50 ( 1 2 month B T Base)

Fujitsu DL- 1 150 Colour.£274.99
24 pm, 10 font V 200 CPS

Fujitsu Breeze 1 00 £2 1 9.99

with a Bulk m 20 Mbhard drtva

39.99 for a 2 Mb 600 Deluxe/.'

PRIMAA 1 200 REAL
TIME CLOCK

at last now you can date and time stamp your files

FKs dtrectty onto the mothrrboard withno soldering.

only £17.99.'

i built

in Hard Drive plusHD kits

forA600/ 1 200's

Add il 7.99 for Real Time Clock!

xW* i i« vii rt jiaVi -?A'.

Fujitsu Breeze 200 ink jet £309.99

HEWLETT PAC
HP Deskjet Portablc.only £369.99
New! HP5 1 mono.now £3 1 9.99
HP 500 Colour now £4 1 9.99

HP 550 Colour now £549.99
4 times faster than the HP500C/.'

HPS00 mono cartridges „.£ 14.99
Double life S00 cartridges £24.99
All HP printers come with a 3 year warranty

STAR
StarLC20 £ 1 37.99
180 cps draft, 4$ cps NLQ, quiet mode and multi
fonts, push button operation.

Star LC 1 00 colour £ 1 59.99
9 pin colour, • fonts, ISO cps draft, 45 cps NLQ

StarLC200 colour £195.99
HO KIT A600 A 1 200 9 pin colour. 8 font*. 225 cp* draft. 45 cp. NLQ. A4

20Mb #i99?9 . HfA £424 99 land«^fw Prin,lnf

•

•Orib :h.79:99..„.£4S4wL;..£5S499 NEW Star LC24-20MKII £229.99

•0H6.«*£I9S.99™£479.99 £S79.t9 2£&JJ^
1 27Mb.•£269 99 fS49.99-_U649.t9
2 1 0Mb.V 169 99 £664.99 £764 99

rmga't com* w"h Workbench, mouif 4 1 2 monrn

warranty Th. AM*\ Al 104ft AaOOOcome arttn 12

months on ute warranty AJ 1 200feMi ate com* wttfc *

THE AMAZING ZOOL PACK!
•ZOOL (97\ Amiga Computing, Nov 92

1

• STRIKER (t4\ CU Amiga, June 92),

•PINBALL DREAMS (94% AUI. Sept 92)
•TRANSWRITE word proceuor

only £29.99
AMIGAJ

CDTV MULTI MEDIA PACK I

Fish a Wo
only £469.99

CD Rom Amiga A570
Turns your Amiga 500 into a CDTV. Includes

Fred Fish. CDPD disk A Sim City

Star LC24-200 colour.£269.99
Colour version with 10K buffer expandable to 62K

Star SJ48 Bubble jet £2 1 9.99
Laser quality, ultra quiet, Epson compatible A portable

StarSJ48Autosheetfeeder.„£49.99

Laser Printers
on-site warranty standard

Fujitsu VM800 Laser £679.99
per minute. HP emulation, multl font

. 3 OODpi

I Mb RAM, 4 ppm, small footprint

Panasonic KXP-44 1 £5 1 4.99
S pafe User. mult fern, S 1 2h memory, HP emulation, 300Dpt

Ricoh PCL5..... £809.99
400 Dpi, 2Mb RAM. SPage perminute

add just £ 1 1 4.99 for 2 Mb ofextra RAM
Star Laserjet LC5 £5 1 9.99
S page laser, HP emulation, multi font, 1 OODpi

FIRST EXTRAS PAC

MONITORS
All our monitors are UK spec.

r.r;m
a free Amiga lead

MK2
Calam *«raornor»Wo* 40O;ilMnarai«|M|J»i>.
»«t«i iaedky. on* year* on Ute nuuMananc*.

now with Lotus Turbo Esprit.'.'

only £199.99 UK Spec.

PHILIPS TV Tuner (or the 8833 £64.99

Commodore 1 084ST
faatura* burtt in «H A tw.*»l «tand thr* new colour

monNor Srom Commodore i« outstanding value

only £ 1 99.99
•

PRIMA SVGA .28 dp Colour
monitor with overscan

THv PRIMA monitor ha* a high qualKy Super VGA
resolution. Include* oreracan facility, .28 dot pitch*
(ftrtwreal uand.

only £249.99

PHILIPS BRILLIANCE
7CM3209SVGA .28 dp

Colour monitor
only £309.99

»

COMMODORE I960

multisync only £389.99
Microvitec Multisync*

all Microvitec monitor* come with a 1

14"..

20"..

£434.99

£1149.99

SPECIAL OFFERSON ACC tSSORIES Mi monMor.
TILT 4 SWIVEL STANDS mW
l«" MONITO. COVIRS ,„„ , , , , l % —

SUPRA MODEMS
The Supra-Fax Modem

V.32 bis (14400 baud //I)

AN the essential* required for the first time buyer A at a

bargain price.'! Comprises:

• Top quality mkroswitched
Powerplay Cruiser joystick

• Mouse Mat _._ , — « AA

SWITCH 33 E

now only £ I 43.99/ Powerplay cruiser joystick
1

|,,„ „ • Mouse Mat _ _iw a-*lo DOCDTV 6S Mb Mar* Drt~ 039.99 •DustCover only £29.99
rnrvi»yhaa,it <iOQQ • 1 high quality Blank Disks

CDTV n*->us4V>oyatick interface £4

iT^i^rTiT-ra ,*: ti L
: ' In' -I ' "

. . ml
modam Irom Supra ha. fvN 14400 baud capaOtlHy
Soa< ktctudaa V 32bn. V 12. V lib*. VJ2. VII. MNPi-
S, V 42, V42br>, Cltii I A 1 command*, 0*0071 4400
Croup J Fa«. Include*fc«(omim toftwaraand modamMi

only £259.99
including heavy duty PSU

Supra Fax Plus
Wtth ihr Ability to Mod l«»»? 6v«n futer than th#
%tAndmr4 2400fromSoon wHh 4WttdtalA Mrtof*C*hW»
H*y+* con> V32bk V42 In. MNP 2 5 A

citaltommsi/wf!

only £139.99

GP FAX SOFTWARE only t J9.99
if bought with modem

Supra 2400
2400 b*ud Maras (omp. VI2 04V Inc

rwiim cable A comma uSafl

only £79.99
wKh a $ y«v wwrinty/f

US ROBOTICS
Sportster 14400 FAX Modem, BAST Appro*

only £339.99

PACE MODEMS
MkroLinkV22bFAX £2 1 6.99
MicroLink V32b FAX . £449.99

S y**r warranty ono* RIU Y EABT ApfuwWB



PRIMAA5QQ&A600RAM POWER SCANNER V3 HTa MBODIGITISERS
ItWARt vf the starer RAH i-Mpjn* 1

dubious c ornpanton me wcond hand c hipv W.
tne ncwchlpt of the fineit quality and rt-tlabilicy! _

' 3 YEAR ^
WARRANTY*?-* A500P A600

Unpopulated only £ 1 6. 99... £ 23 .99

Populated to 5 1 2K...only £ 1 9.99..£ 36 99

Populated to I Mb...only£32.99.£46.99

2 Mb A600 OR A 1 200 RAM card.£l 14.99

(4
Mb A600 OR A 1 200 RAM card.£l79.99

AMIGA ASOO 5 1 2K RAM by PRIMA

for the original 1.2/1.3 AMJGA..only £27.99

32 BIT RAM (for A4000 etc)

IMbSIMM
4MbSIMM

RAM & CUSTOM CHIPS
Motorola 68882 (25Mhz) £99.99
Motorola 68882 (33Mhz) £ I 1 9.99

Motorola 68882 (40Mhz) £POA
Motorola 68882 (SOMhz) £POA

- Real time colour digitizing from any video tource.

'kieia/mS only £1 14.99 «od«™, «"' *°* »»pp<"<

NEW! !>o.our version on,y U29 »9 NW VIDI 24 Real Time.£229.99

If GS6S00 COLOUR FLATBED .^.TWnSSET d,,i"""' "°m ""

New.'VIDII2AGA £74.99
Fully support for AGA ehipietColour image t captured

'.£46.99 M I f C fl, TR ATK FRRAI ^ ml«ut«nij«io(i4. mono imagei in real time with

l.£l 14.99
'

ll^-t ™ ' •'"^^tnuMLLJ anyW4t»nwrct. IMUimUwitf>,ttfl past*.

L£ ,7»99 NAKSHA MOUSE....only £24.99 VIDI 12 AGA with built in

«'^ rSr*
mou ^~"""»-' Megamix Master....only £98.99

£27.99 Golden Image Mega Mouse TAKE 2 £37.99
Only £12.99 Feature* Include load and uve from O. Paint

Alpha Data Optical Pen Mouse Z^^r^Z^^TRo*
.£35.99

K
onlv£37 99

Megamix Master £29.99

£142 99 ~ ,
7-M ,, I.,-,

tbrt. high «p«.»anifrteT. Special effect* include e<ho

^^Zl^^ Axelen Optical MOUSe (300DPI) «hat tan be added in real time, fully multitasking &

|

only £26.99 ea,y ,ou«.

£99 99
Golden Image optical mouse

£ | | 9.99
Only £29.99 jy^ high qujlMty ROM sharer foaturai a Baxible

/p/-.A ZydeC Trackerball ribbon connection so that it can be positioned
...trilA ¥ anywhere within yourASOO Plus or A600. Full 2 year

...£POA Only £29.99 replacement warranty

BUSINf
CoM Otsst Omce U.tCsoec ——-.

Home Accounts 2 ... „..,.«.„.X3

ninl VHrCC ^Mi»** Miiii MMHMi* »i». n— sfaea ......*.L JO.77

PERSONAL FINANCE MANAGER Plus

only £29.99

PLATINUM WORKS...only £29.99"

r*~»r

PRIMA ROM SHARERS

7T«M
i mb by 8/9 SIMMS (3 chip). £29. 99 per Mb Golden Image CrystalTrackball
4 Mb by 9 SIMMS per 4 Mb £124.99

I Mb by 4 DRAMS per I Mb £42.99

'

I Mb by 4 ZIPS per I Mb £39.99

256by4DRAM(DILs)
4+(5l2K) now only £3.99 Prima 3.5" Only £56.99
8+ (1Mb) now only £3.94 Iwwrghwjh euaUcy—fetal dr— atipwtb* price-

16+ (2Mb) now only £3.89 •

Kickstart 1 .3 £27.99 Roclite 3.5" only £69.99
Kickstart2.04 ...» £35.99 .

This high quality ROM sharer features a flexible
ribbon connection so that it can be positioned
anywhere within yourASO0 Plus or A600. Full 2 year
replacement warranty

now only £ 1 9.99 or £27.99
for keyboard switchable version

DISK DRIVES

Fatter Agnes8372A £43.99 super slim Rocltta. Best reelew tor dUk drn-ei m VXL30 25Mhx
Super Denise £26.99 SSSlZt ""* **"" * ""* ***" ** VXL3° *> Mh*

657 1 -0326 Keyboard controller...* 1 3.99

CIA 8520A I/O controller „....£ 1 3.99

MICROBOTICSRAM
The MBXI200

CO-PROCESSOR & RAM
BOARD for the A 1 200

Realise the full potential of your Al ZOO with
this trapdoor expansion

68881 I4MHZ £1 19.99

68882 25MHZ £169.99
68882 SOMHZ £507.99

I mb 32 bit fast RAM £35.99

2mb 32 bit fast RAM £97.99

4mb 32 bit fast RAM £ 1 42.99
The RAM boards can only work with

the use of the Co-Pro board

I meg •atarwal an** The best name m *«win—"—•

L_

ACCELERATORS
MICROBOTICS NEW!
NewMliJOferAUOOwithubtoUIMbfailRAM.'

MI230XA33MhzMMU030 £294.99

MI230 XA 40Mhi EC030 £274.99

MI230 XA SOMhz MMU030 £345.99

VXL30 25Mhz £229.99

VXL30 40 Mhz £349.99

6888 1 Co pro for above £79.99

I 68882 Co pro for above £1 19.99

32 bit 2 Mb ram for above £189.99

32 bit 8 Mb RAM for above £399 99

l2Jc*mp

EDUCATIONAL
6 Packcompendium „nowonh/£25.99
inc. Kb* Type, Weather Watcher. Calender Quu,Words
6 Numbers, Game Set* Match What n itfWhere IsW
Child* Play talking word processor .£24.99

CaJtary MuW-Medta Obese £44.99

MISCELLANEOUS
A Talk coninu grdew——— /o oo

Distant Sum new verseonff £49.99
GB Route Plus.. £45.99
GP FAX Software £39 99

MUSIC/SOUND
Audio Engineer Plus V2. £ I S9 99
Clarity 14 *»mpW /IrKCf
Deluxe Music Construction Set £49.99
Pro Midi Interface by Microdeal £24 99
Stereo Master £29.99
SUPER JAM... £79.99'

Techno Sound Turbo £28.99

PROGRAMMING
Amos Creator. ...««^_...™.£34.99
Amos Compiler— ...... £21.99
* -• '25 99

47.99

Amos ID
AmosPre

DCVPAC3
Easy AMOS.

UTILITIES
AMIWAr*
AMI BACK TOOLS N£W! „,*4t4tti4ut*iateaa

2499
21999

.139.99

.......,.£4*99

OPALVISION

• 6888 1 Co pro for above £79.99

Cumana 3.5" only £57.99 I A8882 Co pro for above £ 1 1 9.99

m The best name m drK drwes 32 bit 2 Mb ram for above £ 1 89.99

32 bit 8 Mb RAM for above £399.99

OPALVISION GVP
AI230/0Mb RAM for AI200only £284.99

,j bit graphic, c.rd a wdeosyit.m for th.isoo Al 230/1 Mb RAM for AI200 only £384.99
1000' iooe.4080. lgs>4a,..sWe bundle

G-FORCE 030-25MHz with 4Mb
only £63 5.99 wiaiiam ««isi bit KAri <> 1 1

1

£695.99 with Imagine 2,' G-Force030-40MHzwtth4Mb32bitRAM
only £729.99

AMIBACK PLUS TOOLS BUNDLE NErV7„£74.99

AMIGA RELEASE 2.1 UPGRADE KIT
with: Ktckstart 244 CHIP.

only £635.99
£695.99 with Imagine 2.'

GENLOCKS

only £49.99
fr»«rwvt
DirectoryOpus *

DirectoryOpus 4 t

GigaMem MM......

; 1 9.99

26.99

49.99

£49.99

*ml\l

SUPRA RAM
Rocgen

enloc
featuraa professional SVHS output

ACCESSORIES
Real TimeA 1 200 Internal clock module only £17.99

feature* professional SVMS output Moute/foyitkk manual port wit c her . only £11.99
* ComputerVldeoScartSwitch only £19.99

Only £ I 34.99 2/J/4 way Parallel port sharers *POA
J_ Amiga Sound Enhancer Phrt by Omega frojetti. Hear the Amiga

1

*

tovnd U« reu've never heard it before! ...only £16.99

QUALITY MOUSE MATS. U.99
* 20 CAPACITY DISK BOX £2 9?

Rendaie 8802 FMC.only £ 1 69.99 «° cap lockable disk box £4 99

100 CAP LOCKABLE DISK BOX 16.99

onrrcM DrAri/cv 'M CAP stackable banx box £9.99

Kt-JL-. kj t IN KULI\t T tso cap stackable possobox £16 99

-— - — •mm ' j "— ^7 v t9* m " *io^O.>0oelh*ry<pwdiubtiuHoof FimoorBJmboi Freedesvsrf

ROCGEN ROCKEY

8Mb pop to 2 Mb ( IMbM zips) £ 1 59.99

1Mb pop to 4 Mb £214.99

8Mb pop to 8 Mb £319.99

8Mb pop to 2 Mb for 2000/1500 range..£M9.99

GVP HARD DRIVES

Simply the best! Fit* onto the side expansion port

Auto configure* with no software patching Rendaie 8802 FMC.only £ I 69.99 «° CAP LOCKABLE DISK BOX £4.99

100 CAP LOCKABLE DISK BOX £6.99

When 2S4M ZIPS are u»ed, the SupraRAM can only be populated nt'Nr^r^rivl W% a*%*+ IV IT \*
' 90 CAP STACKABLE BANX BOX £9.99

up to 2Mb without replacing with I Mb by 4 ZIPS

8Mb pop tO 1Mb ««.«.«.M.« £1 19.99 ^aW«W-»rT rff*rclu^)u*lc«-ro*ioorBar..bo1 frtetfrfefrr

HMh nnn tn 2 Mh/KA«4»inc\ / 1 44 99 Fer creating special effectt .n ¥.deo production mtmi^^ ,*(, ,u»r prodoct or when boring 1 or more.8Mb pop to 2 Mb (256 4z.ps).™. £44.99 ^ fMlo<ll , AM|CA A$W) DUSJ^^ "fj off
8Mb pop to 2 Mb (IMbM zips) £15999 on |y £269.99 amiga 600 cover cz.99

14" MONITOR DUSTCOVEK.
CMI II ATQRS l2" MONITOB DUSTCOVER. £$.99W *--^ ^^ AMIGA TO SCART CABLES £9.99

STD 1.8 METRE AMIGA PRINTER LEAD.. .£4.99

Vortex Golden uate Joo modem and null modem cables £9.99

--• /ioa OO AMIGA CONTROL STATIONS
Only tJOY.YY ASOO or 1 200 VERSION £19.99

A6O0 VERSION £3 1 .99

l*« AQL PRINTERSTATION — £2899

onry£4$99
yrnpyfKr.hir Imw*..M«

,
.

/ 1 1 OO

VIDEO AND GRAPHICS
DIGI-VIEW GOLD MEDIA SYSTEM

Comptvte graphics preaentatMm pacliaga. Complete
with Digl View GoM, Digt-PaMit 1 4 Elan Performer

now only £ 1 19.99

37 Ccimpupaphlc torn Vol I. 2, or } by CT.onty £9 99

1.99

£129.99

ART EXPRESSIONS .* M t**. £145 99

Vortex Golden Gate 386

only £389.99

BRILLIANCE NEWT r.. _ -. n.^— £144.99

CALICARI 24 NEW .00^. — - », £239.99
Defuxe Paint4AGANEWf , £64.99

EXPERTDRAW ™_onry £49.99

EXPERT 4D JR. „. only £37.99

Hexidurnp printer utiftty -.031 99
1 f! V*

j ,— ..£11999

Make Path for V*«r» - f- r™—£28.99
POorphPsva t 147.99

Personal PasntNEW! £4«.99
PmDrawl £69 99rrwi/nw 3

Scale SOO „w^^. .£7199

..—.......£41.99

AMIGA A500 HARD DRIVES
GVP Series II HD8* 42Mb only £289.99

GVP Series II HD8* 80Mb only £374.99

GVP Scries II HD8* 1 20Mb only £469.99

A500 GVP Combo's
A530 Combo 40MHz/42MbHD..only £475.99
A530 Combo 40MHi/80Mb HD..only £569.99

A530 Combo 40MHx; 1 20Mb HD.only £665.99
A530Combo40MHi/2l3MbHD..only £759.99

n*haP1

Vo

I"ro

x Golden Gate 486

only £699.99
rC4M !SlXftntfpfeov4njnn*.iit HMHi

Vortex ATOnce+ 286

only £194.99
iMfMww> I4MHI4

DISKS
All dttk* are 100% error free guaranteed

New High density 3.5 inch bulk and Fuji branded

Please phone for best prices!

QTY

VIDEO niaprrc-Mt
,

t
\ 24.99

VIDEO MASTER '*«<"»

Vrsto 1.2 whih stocfci lost.' £12 99
Vtota Pro 3 (2 Mb reousred) NfW |«4.t0

WORO PROCESSING/DTP
FINAL COPY UK version 2f....only £65.99
mm m oadhw fonts, M grspMcs Irnport (Ve t*4 KAM). UK
thewjyrw. ipifswg dssttsi O mych mora,

KINDWORDS V3 only £36.99
PENPAL 1.4 „.„ only £38.99

Bulk \RAN\ROCHARDDRIVES
10 ... ... £4 99 £6 99

"ZrZV^^ZZc^lZZWi^ R°CTEC AS00 CONTROLLER CARD 30 £14.99 £17.99
Vory timilar in atyl* to Che GVP HOI- but without a 50 £21.99 £28.99
hard driee .o you can fit your own. Eap.nd. to 8Mb | 00....£39.99 £54.99

1 500/2000 Hard Drives ^mm-h^imm* £164.99 200.. ..£73.99 £99.99
lmpactSeri«IIHC8*with42MbHD..only£289.99 ROCTF:C 42Mb /275 00 500 £169.99 £POA
lmpactSerie»IIHC8*with80MbHD..only£339.99 1000 £339 99 £POA
impactSeric..iHC8*with,20MbHO-...only£409.99 ROCTEC 80Mb £339.99 Bmd^disks comecom^te withlabels

,^m J aa.^as-. ROCTEC 120Mb £399.99 Disk Labels....500...now only £6.99
All GVPproducts come with a full 2 year warranty ROCTEC ROCMATE..£99.»9 Disk Labels.. 1 000....now only £9.99
All GVP products come with a full 2 year warranty

PAGESTREAM 2.2 U.K. version only £59.99

Special prtcau LarnMed period OnryB
PACESETTER 3 mpw* /a-> oe

PersonalWrite NLWl. .jsmotn
r44XUnlcs £48.99

PRO PAGE PROFESSIONAL V4NlWL.l 1 46.99

Pro Page proCeassonal V3 DTP..now £99.99

Protest 4.3 VV/P ,. , now onry £39.99

Prowrtte 33 NUvVf ,„- .„ £36.99

THE PUBLISHER DTP NEW P*fCfL«£J 1 .99

TYPESMITM.FONT EDITOR N£Wl £99.99

WORDWORTH 2 AGA^ .£«9.99



BOOK OFFE

ANSWER:
Computer art

Desktop video

• Games
3D modelling
Comms
Programming
Multimedia

Business

Word processing

Desktop publishing

Music
(...Cont. on p2194)

AMIGA
present

Get the most
out of your
Amiga

ifl
In*

pfogrjmnwnQ

Just
£19.95

disks!

Get
the Most out of your Amiga ts

the third edition of the best-selling Amiga title first

launched in 1991. The aim is simple: to produce

the most authoritative, comprehensive and up-to-

date guide to the Amiga, its uses and its software-

Separate sections are devoted to specific subjects like

music, word processing etc. and they're structured so as

to provide background information about that area

followed by specific product recommendations.

The Amiga market continues to expand at a terrific

rate following last year's hardware launches. Because of

this, Got tho Most... has been completely rewritten for

1993, and in the process has swelled to well over 300
pages. Also included are two disks packed with specially-

selected public domain and shareware software.

The Amiga is the most powerful, versatile and cost-

effective computer there is. Find out just what yours can

do with Cot tho Most out of your Amiga

300+ pages
90 reviews

50+ game tips

1.5Mb
software

Get the Most out of your Amiga 1993 Priority Order Form
Got tho Most out of your Amiga t CARD NUMBER ^^^^ r-^^^
will be available in the shops, but you can I J 1 . IJ III. I J 1 LUD I I I I 1 Your signature

order a copy of this book right now, direct

from our own Mail Order department. Postage Expiry date: DC Now send this torm to:

and packing is FREE - you don't even need a

stamp to send this order off! Please tick here if you do not wish to receive Future Leisure Books Offer

direct mail from other companies: Future Publishing Ltd

Please send me: (tick as appropriate) Freepost

Your name Somerton

copy/copies of Got tho Most out of Somerset TA11 7BR
your Amiga i

> I at £19.95 each Your address

Method of payment (please tick one): For office use only:

VISA ACCESS D CHEQUE P/O ORDER CODE: FLB009A

52 AMIGA SHOPPER • ISSUE 28 O AUGUST 1993
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set the pure bit of the Dlr command,

you would type this:

Protect c:DiR +p

Once this is done, you can then

make the command resident. JH

BLOWN IT

After having the board

revision for 1Mb Chip

RAM performed (as

explained In a previous

Amiga Shopper) my
trapdoor expansion no longer works.

The battery-backed clock still

works, but the memory doesn't

register. Also, using TextPlua,

DPalnt or IntroCAD. or any

Workbench-loaded software (and

some games software) creates

corruption on screen. Finally,

PPMore when scrolling some text

shifts halfway across the screen.

Have I got to replace my Agnus

chip?

Paul Conneli

Newport

Gwent

I think you have blown part of your

Fatter Agnus chip. Either this or your

trapdoor expansion is not fast

enough to work as Chip RAM. Try a

friend's trapdoor expansion in your

machine and see if it cures the

problem. Otherwise you will need a

new 8372A Agnus chip fitted - and

make sure you earth yourself before

fitting it. Static damage can cause

exactly these sorts of problems to

the Agnus chip. JR

EVEN MORE, PLEASE
I have a GVP Impact

hard disk controller and

a 1.5Mb RAM
expansion connected

to the Gary chip In my
Amiga 500. I would like to add

another one or two Mb of RAM. Can

I fit some SIMMs [Single In-Une

Memory Modules] in the hard drive

or do I have to remove the existing

extra RAM I already have? If I have

to remove my existing extra RAM,

what can I do about a clock?

Peter Milton

Sittingboume

Kent

You can add 2Mb, 4Mb or even 8Mb
of RAM to your GVP hard disk without

having to take out your Gary RAM
board. JR

THE OFFICIAL UNE
I have recently

upgraded from an A500

to the A1200, and I am
upgrading Devpac 2 to

the latest version In a

few weeks. Where and when will I

be able to get the Systems

Programmer's Guide for the A1200.

assuming I am right in thinking that

it Is written for assembly language

programmers? (I don't like C.)

John Fortune

Kirkcaldy

HARDWARE

I am afraid that there will not be a

version of the Systems

Programmer's Guide especially for

the A1200. But I would not

recommend this book anyway if you

are trying to learn good, official

assembly language programming.

Commodore are not releasing the

hardware information for the A1200,

to stop people from writing bad

programs (which is why some of your

games may not work on your new

machine).

If you are serious about learning

to program assembly language on

the Amiga, get Mastering Amiga

Assembly Language, published by

Bruce Smith Books. Ask about it at

your local computer shop or

specialist book store. TS

HARDLY DRIVING
I have just bought a

hard disk for my new

A1200. It is a Conner

84Mb. I have

partitioned the disk

Into two 40Mb partitions using

HDToolBox from my old Workbench

2.04 system. The program

recognised my disk as a Conner

drive of the right size, but decided

that it was a SCSI device. Will this

cause me problems, or do IDE and

SCSI devices appear the same to

Workbench programs?

My partitions have been

identified as CDHO: and CDH1:, and

not as dhO: and dhl: as I would

have expected. I have assigned

dhO: to CDHO: to get around this

and allow software which insists on

dhO: to run. Are hard disks

identified as CDHx: under

Workbench 3.0? Or is this a

problem with using an older version

of HDToolBox?

I have Installed TranaWrrte on

my hard disk, but whenever I run it

from there the machine crashes. If I

run It from floppy or from RAM: it

runs fine. I have a script that copies

it from the hard disk to RAM and

runs It from there. This works fine,

but why?

Dave Walker

Southsea

Hants.

Your guess is right. Workbench sees

IDE and SCSI as the same.

Commodore made everything simpler

by making the scsi.device handlers

understand IDE drives. This has

ensured that more software runs

correctly.

As to the CDHO: business, we've

moved into the 20th century here.

muni

You can call it anything you like.

DHO:. HARDDISKO:. ZINGPING: or

whatever you wish. In HDToolBox,

there is a small string gadget centre

bottom, which contains the device

name in it. You can click here and

change the name to dhO: if you wish.

I personally find that it is more

sensible to give it a meaningful

name, like "Programs:", or "Work:",

or perhaps "Comms:" for example.

Your problems with TransWnte

could be due to two things. One. the

program is somehow not hard disk

compatible, or two, there are some
incompatibility problems with Conner

drives. The problem is that the IDE

interface in your A1200 is blindingly

quick, much faster than a portable

PC. which is where Conner drives

nearly always find their way. The

drive simply cannot handle that

amount of information moving

around, and this sort of behaviour

happens on large files and programs.

Try using HDToolBox to lower the

MaxTransfer rate to OxlfeOO and

see if that solves your problems. TS

CHARGE BY THE MINUTE
I am considering

upgrading my A500 to

Workbench 2. 1 have

absolutely no

knowledge of

electronics, so I would have It

upgraded by a specialist firm

anyway. However, for reference

when I'm haggling over prices,

could you please answer the

following:

1. What board modifications, new
custom chips, ROM, etc would I

need to upgrade to Workbench 2?

Obviously 1Mb of Chip RAM would

be nice.

2. Would It be worth investing in a

ROM sharer? Given my phobia over

electronics I would prefer a

keyboard-selectable version. What

types are available? Might it not be

better for me to wait and see

whether Commodore are to bring

out a sub-£1.000 Amiga to sit

between the A600 and the

A1500/2000 ranges? Given that

the A2200 has been dropped, and

given Commodore's track record,

they are likely to launch such a

machine just before Christmas...

Mark Simpson

Klngstanding

Birmingham

You don't need any modifications

(apart from switching the ROM chips)

to use Workbench 2.0, although you

are correct in assuming that 1Mb of

Chip memory is very nice indeed.

This requires one small solder

change and a track to be cut. about

five minutes' work for any skilled

electronic engineer. You can change

the Denise chip to the Super Denise,

which allows new video modes, but

unless you want to get a multisync

monitor it may not be any use to you.

I personally don't use any ROM
switchers. I find very little software

that doesn't work under Kickstart

2.04. If you do get a ROM switcher

then the toggle-switch variety are

more reliable (and cheaper) than the

keyboard-controlled variety. And you

were right. Commodore launched the

Amiga 1200 at £399. aimed

squarely at the original Amiga 500
market, and yes. you should buy one.

They're brill. JR

AND HE SHALL HAVE
MUSIC...

I have an Amiga A500.

and I am interested in

getting a better

machine. I am looking

at the Amiga A1200
and the Amiga CDTV (with keyboard

and trackerball/joystlck expansion).

Are all my peripherals

compatible with the CDTV and

Amiga A1200? When will the AGA
chipset be released with the CDTV,

and would that mean that It would

have Workbench 3 and remain at

the same price?

Will a CD-ROM be available for

the A1200. and if so, how much will

it cost? Will a hard

drive/accelerator be available for

the CDTV, and will it be cheap in

"Amiga terms"?

Would an Amiga A1200 with

CD-ROM be far superior to the CDTV
even If the latter did have

AGA/WB3.0? The CDTV would be

particularly inferior in comparison to

the A1200s 68020 32 bit

processor.

Finally, which machine would

you recommend buying? I am
currently swayed towards the CDTV
because it is a computer and a CD
player for under £500 and I don't

currently own a CD player.

Damlan Atkinson

Grlmsargh

Preston

Basically any peripheral that plugs

into the expansion port on the left

hand side of the Amiga A500 is

incompatible with the A1200 and

CDTV. and the same applies to

trapdoor and internal expansions

such as extra Chip RAM boards and

internal accelerators. Hardware

expansions that plug into the ports

at the back, such as printers,

modems and additional floppy drives,

will work fine on both the CDTV and

Amiga A1200.

I don't know if Commodore will

do a CDTV with AGA, but it would

seem to be a logical progression,

and if they did this they would be

forced to release it with Workbench

3, which is what the AGA chipset

requires to work.

Commodore have made no
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statement about CD-ROM on the

A1200, but seeing their commitment

to the CD format, this would seem to

be a logical thing to happen, sooner

rather than later. Because no

announcement has been made. I am
afraid I can't help you with the price.

I would think that the A1200 with

CD-ROM would be the same as a

CDTV with AGA and Workbench 3.

considering that AGA really requires a

68020 at least to work, so they

would be forced to release it with a

68020.

If the idea of the features and

speed of the A1200 appeal, I would

recommend you buy one. If you are

not sure, then wait. You can add

accelerators and hard drives to a

CDTV. but there is no way of adding

the AGA chipset. 75

JUST JUGGLE THE LEADS...
I have an Amiga 500

Plus with 1.5Mb of

Chip memory. I have

recently purchased a

CD-ROM (A570) drive. I

also purchased a QVP hard drive

about six months ago. I have found

that I cannot have both plugged In

at once using a dual connector -

they seem incompatible. Is there

any other way of having both

connected? The CO-ROM manual

mentions that the A570 has an

expansion port for adding

peripherals. Does this mean It

allows me to attach the GVP hard

drive to It, or the bare Quantum
drive the GVP has, or neither?

Simon Richards

Bolton

Gtr. Manchester

Unfortunately, you can't link both the

A570 and GVP hard drive to the

Amiga 500 Plus, as you have

discovered. A SCSI expansion for the

A570 will be available soon - it is

the same as the SCSI expansion for

the CDTV. but with a slightly different

case. The good news is that you will

be able to use this to connect the

Quantum drive to your A570. JR

GARY EXPANSION
In answer to Chris

Busby's letter (headed

-ROM Selection") In

Amiga Shopper 20,

1

have a Virgo 2000
RAM board with connection to the

Gary on my A500. 1 recently bought

the WB2 upgrade and It is working

fine with my setup - no memory
problems. So he should be safe

CMtiMfd on poojt 56

Commodore's CDTV: Amiga Shopper readers asked

KEEP DRIVIN
I have recently bought an Amiga

CDTV with an external drive, and

now I would like to know:

1. Is It possible to use a second

drive with a throughport between

the external drive and the CDTV?
2. Can I use a hard drive? If so, which one do

you recommend for this machine?

A Pols

Den Haag

Holland

Yes, any floppy drive with a throughport can be

connected as dfO: on the CDTV, allowing the

standard drive to work as dfl:

Hard drives for CDTV are now becoming

available, at around £350 for a 65Mb external

drive. Contact your usual CDTV suppliers. JR

A FEW QUESTIONS
Can you please answer a few

questions regarding my CDTV unit?

1. What Kickstart version do I

have? (I bought it In mid-'9l.)

2. Will there be chipset upgrades

for CDTV, especially since AGA and ECS are

floating about?

the questions, we found the answers.

3. I've heard rumours of CDTV2. Will I have to

tell my CDTV and get the new one?

4. What Is AVM and will it be necessary?

5. I own Devpac 3 (which Is supplied In 1.3 and

2.04 versions), and only the 1.3 versions work,

yet I've read that the CDTV has a specially-

produced Klckstart chip 3.1. What's wrong?

I managed to get a copy of Syslnfo for my
CDTV and there are some statistics I don't

understand. Can you help?

(a) When I clicked on "boards" the program

registered that the CDTV was fitted with a Zorro

2 board, product name A2091/A590. board

address Se90000. size 64K and manufacturer

(naturally) Commodore. I though the A590 was a

hard drive. And what is Zorro 2? Does It come
with a Tonto board?

(b) It says that although the CDTV CPU Is a

68000 and registers at 7.18MHz, It runs at

approximately 0.04% faster than a standard

A500. What's going on?

Christopher Draper

Walton

Liverpool

You have Kickstart 1.3 in your CDTV. and CDTV
ROMs version 1.0. Both are different and need to

be upgraded together to get Kickstart 2.0 or

higher. ECS Denise chips can be added to CDTV. I

have a CDTV here with 2Mb Chip RAM (using a
Mega-A-Chip board), 8373 Super Denise and
Kickstart 2.04. It's great. If a CDTV2 with AGA
comes out, it is very unlikely that you can upgrade

current hardware to AGA specifications - the new
chips require a totally different motherboard.

AVM stands for Advanced Video Mode. It

allows higher quality images to be displayed from

CDTV. of a similar quality in some ways to the

AGA chipset in the new Amigas. but it uses

smaller files, which means that more AVM
pictures can fit a disc than AGA pictures - and
more importantly, they load faster and can be

used for quarter-screen video.The Zorro 2 board

found in your CDTV is actually the hidden ROM for

the optional SCSI hard disk interface. When you

add this you can run SCSI hard drives plugged

into the CDTV. This is available now (with 65Mb
hard drive) for around £350.

And I wouldn't shout too loudly about your

CDTV being 0.04% faster than normal - everyone

will want one! Seriously, it just shows that Syslnfo

is quite accurate at calculating your machine's

speed, but not spot on. JR

WELL CONNECTED
I am utterly confused about what

configuration would be needed for

me to be able to run the A570
CDTV drive on my Amiga 500 (it is

upgraded to 2Mb).

P Naylor

Bramley

Yorkshire

The A570 CD-ROM will work on any Amiga 500
expanded to 1Mb of Chip RAM. It will work with

either Kickstart 1.3 or 2.04. It should work fine

connected to the throughport of your Supra

500RX expansion, although there are problems

when connecting it to the throughport of hard disk

drives - the Supra 500XP for example works, but

will not autoboot. If you turn off the A570 it boots

fine; otherwise you have to boot from a

Workbench disk or from the CDPD disk bundled

with the A570.

You can at a later date add a hard drive

directly to the back of the A570. which is far

easier than trying to mess around with

throughports. JR
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of Hampshire Established 8 years

Amiga Workstation
/Expansion System
Monitor stand with shelf for drives etc.

Strong, metal construction made from
14SWG steel epoxy coated. No Cables

or mouse are included

Special price £27.50

New Citizen

Swift 90
Advanced 9pin printer (Swift 9
replacement |. 'optional colour Price

with cable ft paper

90 Mono £155
90C Colour £179

Swift 240
24pin Co/our *

Advanced 24pin printer, (Swift 24E
replacement), "optional colour. Price with

cable & paper n** A C
240 Mono £245

240C Colour £265

Deskjet 510
HP 300dpi Inkjet printer. Laser

quality at dot matrix price.

3 year warranty.
(-ooa

With cabte & paper toZV

Deskjet Colour
300dpi colour inkjet printer

Cokxir laser quaftv at 1/10 of the cost.

VVrthcaWe & paper £429

Deskjet 550C
300dpi colour inkjet printer.

Colour Laser quakty. with colour

and black cartridges resident

3 year warranty.
With cable & paper £629

Swift 200
24pm Colour 9

Enhanced 24pin printer, (Swift 224
replacement.) 'optional colour. Price with

cable & paper

200 Mono £205
200C Colour £229

Floppy Drives

Cumana CAX354
£52.90

New Prices

GVP Series 2
A500 Hard Disks
50Mb Hard Disk £249
80Mb Hard Disk £339
120Mb Hard Disk £389
40Mb A530 Combo £459
80Mb A530 Combo £549
1 20Mb A530 Combo £645

A1500 Hard Disks
40Mb Hard Disk £275
80Mb Hard Disk £319
120Mb Hard Disk £395
Controller (no disk) £1 29

GVP ram £29 per 1Mb

GVP PC Emulator £99
2S6 1 6MH2 Emulator for H08 + /A53Q

Amiga 500 +
£215Cartoon Classic

Pack

1M external

While stocks last

New Roctec/Zappo
AIAm.gasA50O-A1200 or-*} Qn

1M external drive LOZ-iJU

Citizen 120D +
with cable
& paper £115

Printer Packs
Al printers are suppled with a printer pack
consisting of printer paper and a connection

Free of charge
A stand is £5.00 extra (with a printer)

Ink Refills
BJ10 twin refill varoms colours 15.90
Deskjet twin refill various colours 1 5.90

(We stock 200 types of ribbonsi

Amiga 600SD
(D.Paint III, Grand Prix. Putty, Pushover)

Wild Weird
& Wicked
with 1 tree game
wrth NO Software

£219

£194
£189

Amiga 600HD
(20M Hd, Trivial P., Epic, Rome, Myth)

[323ES3 £319

20M Hd NO Soft/W £299

Commodore A590

£18920M Hard D.sk
forA500

Accelerators/Emulators
MBX 1200 4Mram 14MHz £309
MBX 1200 8Mram 14MHz £439
1 500 CBM A2386 SX-25 £249
A3220 Display Enhancer £99

Ram Upgrades
A500 0.5-1 Mram + clock .... £24.90
A500 0.5-1 Mram no clock ... £19.90
A500+ IMram + clock £49.90
A600 CBM IMram + clock .. £38.00
2M Smart card A600/1 200 £124.00
4M Smart card A600/1 200 £195.00

Amiga A1200
Now wrth trtn* game

5x faster. Workbench v3. 2M ram.
Custom graphic 256K col. from 16.7M

No Hd £359
80M Hd £589
1 20M Hd £669
otfH.uii Commotion a/ifHoverf

Hunt Disk with Wmuj on-site

All Citizen piinters have
a 2 year warranty

Citizen's Print Manager
These advanced printer drivers transform
colour printout's to laser type quality

Version 1 (224 & 24E) £5
Version 2 (Swift series 2) £10

Drivers 1 12 price if bought with a printer

Printer Drivers
Canon BJ-IOe/W £5
Deskiet 500 Colour £10

Panasonic
KXP1 1 23

Probably the beet 24pin
mono printer available f f-v Q
Wrth cabte & paper - WW

Printer Dust Covers
most types in stock

from £4.70

Canon BJ-10ex
360dpi Inkjet printer

with cable & paper £199

Star SJ-48

Commodore
1 084ST

14" Stereo Colour Monitor.
0.42mm Pitch. Medium Res. + Stand

£179 £175
with cable without cable

Prices valid while stock lasts

360dpi Inkjet printer

with cable & paper £199

Star LC100
9pm colour with
cable & paper £149

Panasonic/Epson
KXP4410 Laser 5ppm 493
KXP1170 9pin 134
KXP1124i 24pin 215
KXP2180 9pin Colour .... 189
KXP2123 24pin Colour... 229
Epson LX400 9pin 119
Epson LQ570 24pin 265
Prices include VAT cable & paper

Star
LC20 Mono 9pin 123
LC200 Colour 9pin 179
LC2420 Mono 24pin 185
LC24100Mono 24pin ....175

LC24200 Colour 24pin .. 249
Prices include VAT cable & paper

Philips CM8833 mk2
UK. 240V £21 5 vvith cable

game ^"\ 1 without cable

Some monitors include a free
ST/Amiga game

Amiga A4000
4000/40 6M 1 20Mb £1975
4000/30 4M 1 20Mb £1099
4000/30 4M 80Mb £999
4000/30 2M 80Mb £919

Zool Pack add £20

Amiga A1 500 +
with full software L439

Bodega Bay
A500 expansion system
with built in PSU & SCSI
controller. Turns a

500 into a 1 500.
£149

360K drive £29

Golden Image Mouse
for Atari ST & Amiga £1 3.90

Kickstart Upgrades
Commodore 2.04 full upgrade 79.00
Kickstart ROM only v2.04 .... 41.50
Kickstart ROM only vl .3 29.00
Phoenix rom sharer 24.95
Keyb'd operated rom sharer 24.95
VXL30 25MHz Accelarator ..239.00

Fatter Angus custom chip ....37.50

True Mouse
for Atari ST & Amiga £14.90

Happy Mouse
for Atari ST & Amiga £14.90

Accessories
3M Joystick/Mouse lead .... 3.75
A500 Printer cable 7.95
Modulator/Disk Extension 10.95
23way Plug or socket 2.95
Computer Dust Cover 4.70
Type Through Covers 17.50
Mouse Mat (thick soft type) • 4.95
Mouse House 2.95
1M internal 3.5" drive 49.00
A500 replacement PSU 39.00
A590 replacement PSU 49.00
Rocgen Plus - Genlock + .. 129.00
Disc Wallet for 32 disks 7.95

SONY
DISKETTES
SONY branded
(lifetime warranty)

(100% certified error free)

lOx 3.5" DS/DO 1 35tpi 7.50
50x 3.5" OS/OO 1 35tpi 32.30
100x3.5" OS/DO 135tpi 59.93
250x3.5" DS'DO 135tpi 141.00
Ikx 3.5' DS/DO 135tpt 540.50

DISKETTES
SONY/DYSAN bulk
(lifetime warranty)

(100% certified error free)

10x 3.5" DS/DO 135tpi 5.95
50x 3.5" DS/DO 135tpi 21.86
100x3.5" DS/DO 135tpi 39.60
250x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi 94.88
Ikx 3.5" DS/DO 135tpi 379.53
40 x 3.5" Dtsk box with lock. 5.49
100 x 3.5" Disk box with lock.... 7.50

on 50+ d*k*£3.53
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Phone for our 70 page catalogue. All prices include 17.5% VAT
EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

All products have a 30 day money back & 1 2 month warranty.
Prices are subject to variation without prior notification.

Please phone for express clearance of cheques. Credit APR 29.8%
Established 8 years. 3 minutes from M27 Junction 1 1 . Free parking.
Open 9 to 5.30 Monday to Friday & 9 to 5 Saturday. Carriage/order.

Postage 94p or £3.53 Secuncor £6.46 Secuncor AM €11.75
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continued from poge 54

getting the WB2 chip.

Your advice to Chris was to get

rid of his board and buy a good one.

Many people, especially

Impoverished students like me. are

trying to get a usabte system

together without much In the way of

funds, so sometimes we have to opt

for these ugly solutions such as the

Gary connection, but It gets the job

done.

One question though. After

getting the WB2 kit I found that my
Action Replay Mkll Cartridge would

no longer function. Does this mean
that it is now useless? I can't see it

keeping the door open. I suppose It

would work with a ROM sharer, but

I don't really want to go in that

direction - what's the point buying

a new operating system and keep

switching back to the old?

If any readers are on JANET they

should try the NIX conference at

Lancaster University -

hensa.micros. It's all formats, not

just Amiga.

Glenn Halstead

Edinburgh

Scotland

My views on Gary expansions are

based on experience! It may seem a

cheap way to expand your machine

(indeed it is), but there are so many

problems caused by these boards

when you try and expand later, that

many people give in and have to

replace them with 'real" memory

expansion boards.

People who don't want to expand

their Amigas very much or people on

a tight budget (and who isn't

nowadays?) should consider them,

but I have to point out the

disadvantages.

The Action Replay Mark II is one

of the least compatible pieces of

hardware I've ever had the

displeasure to use. Luckily the Action

Replay III is much better (although

still far from perfect - it doesn't like

more than 1Mb of Chip and 2Mb of

Fast, and dies on a 68020/030).

and is available as an upgrade from

Datel « 0782 744324. JR

DRIVING AMBITIONS
I recently sold my
three-year-old A500

and bought a second-

hand Amiga 2000. and

HAKPWMil then a MicroBotics 8-

up memory board with 2Mb fitted

and a 40Mb hard drive with A2090
controller. Unfortunately there was

no manual for the hard drive, just a

disk titled "Amiga 2094 Reinstall

disk, Toshiba MK134FA, Date 15-

Dec-88". This setup worked out a

lot cheaper than buying a GVP hard

drive for my Amiga 500. which I had

originally planned to do.

The hard drive was already set

up and has an option for using 1.3

or 2.0 using a program called Zklck

v3.01. The main problem with this Is

that it takes over one minute to

boot up, and I much prefer using 2.0

and never use 1.3

What I would like to do is fit a

2.04 ROM Into my A2000 and use

the ROM switcher recently featured

In Amiga Shopper. I would only use

my hard drive for 2.04, and 1.3

would only be for games that will

not work with 2.04. But I have

some questions.

1. How do I tell if my 2000 is rev A

or B? (It has a mono video plug by

the audio plugs, and says A2000 on

the back.)

2. If I select 1.3, will I be able to

use games from disk without the

hard drive trying to boot up?

3. Will I have to fit a switch to turn

off the hard drive to use 1.3, and If

so how?

4. How do I set up the hard drive to

2.04? My install disk will ask for

Workbench 1.3.

5. Can I fit a bigger hard drive to my
A2090? In a back issue of Amiga
Shopper someone said it was a

piece of junk, but If so. why?

Nick Price

Harrogate

N. Yorks.

1. You have an Amiga B2000. No

A2000s had mono video output.

2. The hard drive will try and boot up.

but if you have a bootable floppy disk

in the drive this will boot in

preference to the hard disk

3. It may be possible to switch off

the autoboot on your controller, but

without a manual I can't help here.

4. Use the Install 2.04 disk that

comes with the Workbench 2.04

upgrade kit and it will copy everything

necessary to your drive and delete

every old 1.3 file that is no longer

required. It will not delete any of your

programs or data from the drive.

5. You can fit a larger MFM drive, but

again without the manual you're

going to have problems. It was an

extremely tricky job even with the

manual, but since the controller

lacked many features now regarded

as essential (like booting from an

FFS partition), and is notoriously

unreliable as well, it's good as a

cheap first hard drive, but I wouldn't

waste money expanding it if I were

you. JR

WHAT'S THE BUZZ?
My system works fine,

but recently I have

noticed that when it's

accessing Fast

memory on the

external expansion there is serious

interference with my radio (which Is

situated near my Amiga). It only

interferes with FM wavebands

though. Is this normal or should I

send back the memory board? Will

ft damage my Amiga?

Steve Thatcher

Sutton

Surrey

The problem is due to RF

interference from your expansion. In

the US this son: of expansion would

be illegal - any consumer electronic

items have to have enough shielding

to prevent this kind of interference.

You can try wrapping aluminium foil

around the expansion case to see if

this helps, but it is likely that it

won't. Have a talk with the suppliers

and see if they have any

suggestions. Perhaps they now have

a model with better shielding you can

upgrade to. Alternatively, you might

just have to move the radio around

till the problem goes away. JR

GIVING UP THE GHOST
I have an Amiga 500
with Kickstart 1.3. My
GVP HD+ has a 120Mb
Maxtor hard disk and

8Mb of RAM. While I'm

using It, every so often ft powers

down, the fan stops and the drive

stops spinning. After about five

seconds it will start whirring and

boot up again. This is becoming

regular, especially from a cold start-

up. It Is very annoying because ft

crashes some programs (games In

particular) or produces read/write

errors. What Is causing it and how
can I stop ft? Is ft the power supply

or having the 8Mb RAM on board?

Jason U
Portabello

Edinburgh

Your problem sounds like a faulty

power supply, or a bad connection

from the power supply to the unit. Try

getting a replacement power supply

from your supplier, and if this does

not work return the whole unit. It

should handle 8Mb of RAM and a

hard disk without these problems. JR

UPGRADE OR TRADE?
I have an A500, and my
main uses for ft are

running VistaPro 2,

ProPage 3, Imagine 2
and Real 3D.

Unfortunately, the machine Isn't

really up to the task, especially

when there's a lot of screen

rendering to be done. Should I

purchase the Progressive

Peripherals 040/500 33MHz
upgrade or save up and get the new
Amiga A4000/040 with the new
AGA chipset and Workbench 3?

If I get a PPS 040/500 upgrade

with 8Mb of 32 bit RAM on board,

will there be enough space in my
A500 to ftt an ICD Flicker Free

Video 2 as well? I am also

Interested In OpalVlslon. but I don't

know much about It. Will I be able

to run It on this setup?

Jason U
Portabello

Edinburgh

The PPS 040/500 was reviewed as

part of our comprehensive feature on

upgrading your A500 in Amiga

Shopper 27 and scored an overall

rating of six out of ten - it certainly

speeds up the A500 (in fact, you

can't make one go any faster), but

it's a real hassle to fit and the RAM
is not on SIMMs (Single In-line

Memory Modules) and is not

socketed, so it would be difficult to

expand it from the 6Mb it comes with

as standard to the 8Mb you want. (If

you want the full details and missed

that issue, turn to page 116.) Also,

the ICD FFV2 and the Progressive

040 board will not both fit in the

Amiga 500.

Opalvision was reviewed recently

in Amiga Shopper 20. (This issue is

also still available.) The Opalvision

hardware mounts in the video slot of

the A1500. A2000 or A3000 - an

external version for A500s and

A600s was due. but I have not seen

this yet. Besides, Opalvision costs

£899, and if you have this sort of

money to spend on top of an

upgrade board (the PPS 040/500 is

over £1,000 itself). I'd suggest that

an Amiga 4000 would be your best

option. The quality of High Resolution

HAM-8 images on the Amiga 4000 is

indistinguishable from 24-bit

Opalvision images, and you will have

no future expansion worries, as you

will with the Amiga 500. JR

DJ FONT CARTRIDGES
i

Which word processors

can access the font

cartridges that plug

Into the Hewlett-

Packard DeskJet 500?

Mr Andrews

Gerrard's Cross

Buckinghamshire

Currently only Pretext (from Arnor

* 0733 68909). because only

Protext allows you to send printer-

specific control codes in order to

directly control the features of the

printer. Keep in mind that this will

involve you reading the printer

manual and the Protext manuals,

and learning how to switch these

features on and off - it's a little like

programming, and may take a while

to get used to.

The alternative is to have a

separate printer utility that can

control all the features of the printer

via a special printer driver, and the

only package that can fully control

font cartridges (for all DeskJets and

LaserJets) is Studio (from JAM
v 0895 274449). JW ©
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ARTWORKS CLIP ART
Each disk contains between 1 1 5 and 270 ongjnai . high quality, images tor use with Amiga Art. DTP
& video programs - Deluxe Paint. Psgesetler. Pro Page. PagestrBam. Wordworth. Penpal etc

i Pets 2. Castles, cottages and churches 3. Trees 4. Signs & symbols
5. Wild animals 8 Prehistoric lite 7. Signs & symbols 2

8 Weddings & family occasions 9 Fishing & freshwater life to Signs & symbols 3

C6.99 each -3 or more C6 each- Over 1700 images (or only £60. inclusive dist class p&p
AMIGA COMPUTING "Bosl Buy*

CU AMIGA rtwwdevl * * * * * AMIGA FORMAT B':

Acce^
iiMiir n

J Please make cheques/PO's payable to ARTWORKS
(DepiAsh) i. Pond View, Wootton. Ulceby, S.Humberside. DN39 6SF * 0469 588138

B&T Font$..B&T Fonts..8&T Fonts..B&T Fonts.B&T Fonts..B&T Fonts..

ATTENTION
ALL DESK-TOP PUBLISHERS

Does YOUR font supplier offer you ;

Cenftugttpnic

A4eWTm1
Ftntt

A Competitive Pricing Structure ?
rent CelUctienj Quantity Discounts ?
W*J^ Special Offers / Incentives ?

£2.50 Ready To Use Font Discs ?

f"M Three Different Font Services ?**«*. COMPARE
<*•«*• STANDARD SELECT PREMIER M
Yttlf SERVICE SERVICE SERVICE Ti

OWB From 25D From 30p per font From 40p *J
hntt per font g&T bri. P* «<«* g«>

SfUet Santat- Ring or Fax on (0865) 744578 -"•** SwftM -

i.B&T Fonts..B&T Fonts..B&T Fonts..B&T Fonts..B&T Fonts..B&T Fonts.:

New Horizon Computers
The Hard Drive Specialist

MEW MEW MEW MEW MEW
OKI LASER PRINTER

ONLY

£499
EX VAT

CU AMIGA

BUYERS GUIDE
TOP VOTE

Professional quality in a compact unit at a compact price.

;The new OKI OL400e is the personal page printer with
OKI's LED print head for razor sharp print. With its tiny

footprint, this four page per minute printer is ideal for

first time buyers requiring excellent quality text and
graphics for letters, report writing and low volume DTP.

Comes with 42 Bit mapped fonts and 1 year on site

Warranty.

lit

SELECTAFONT
Pic n Mix

from over 60 Disks in

BE/COMPUGRAPHIQ
Format.... Each disk contains

1 2 fonts and costs a
paltry £3.00

STARBURST POUIfRlinCR AMY NOAM

Cfj'mEfiE WJMfttftf iGJiS&ldRfca hairpin

HEADHUNTER ££Wl^£ nTEDUSft

Please send large SAE with 36p Stamp for a

comprehensive Print-Out of all Fonts. Also

state which programs you will be using

UNIQUE
24 HOUR
CUSTOMER
SUPPORT
HELPLINE

ECTAU
DEALS
AND

PRICES FOR
BULK BUYER!

(Dept AS) 84 Thorpe Road, Hawkwell,

Nr Hockley, Essex SS54JT

MONITOR SELECTION!

MODEL SIZE DOT RES SOUND SCAN PRICE

Philips 8833 Mk 11 14' .31 LOW YES 15KHZ POA
Commodore 1084 ST 14" .31 LOW YES 15KHZ POA
Commodore 1960 14' .31 MED NO MULTI POA
Commodore 1940 14" .39 MED YES DUAL POA
Commodore 1942 14' .28 MED YES DUAL POA
Microvitec Cubsean 14" .31 MED NO MULTI POA
New Horizon Vanilla IS" .28 HIGH NO MULTI POA
New Horizon Vanilla 17' .31 HIGH NO MULTI POA

OTHER PHILIPS AND NEC MONITORS AVAILABLE

©
SI

1. By Phone. Next Day Delivery on Small Items add
£5.00. Next Day delivery on Computers, Monitors

and Printers add £12.00

2. By Post. Send a cheque or Postal Order made payable

to New Horizon Computers and post with your Order to

New Horizon Computers (Mail Order)

High Hope, Lea,

Ross on Wye, Herefordshire HR9 7LN

F3 CREDIT CARDS WELCOME VISA

SALES HOTLINE 0989 750260 TECH SUPPORT 0989 750337



DESKTOP PUBLISHING

If you've always wanted to get

into DTP for as little as £50,
PageSetter 3 may be just v/hat

you're looking for. Jeff Walker
loads it up and sets to work...

here's been so much
happening recently on the

DTP scene that I haven't

had a chance to tell you

about a number of things. Probably

the most Important of these Is

PageSetter 3. First launched back

In the mists of Amiga time,

PageSetter was Intended to be Gold

Disk's "entry-level" DTP package, a

cheap and cheerful program that

would get you Into desktop

publishing enough to want to buy

Gold Disk's bigger and better

Professional Page.

Thai reasoning remains today,

the difference being that while the

original PageSetter was about as

useful as a chocolate floppy disk,

PageSetter 3 is in many respects a

better desktop publishing system

than were the early versions of

Professional Page.

PageSetter 3 can do an awful lot,

so perhaps it would be best to

describe some of the more obvious

things that it can't do first.

It cannot rotate text or graphics.

It cannot create pages bigger than

17 inches by 17 - A3 paper is

around 11.69 inches by 16.54. so

that's about the biggest standard

size paper you can work with. It

cannot automatically kern

characters, although you can

manually adjust the space or

"tracking" between characters. It

cannot output PostScript colour

separations, although it is able to

5C

PageSetter 3 comes with just one CompuGraphlc font,

but many more are available, both commercial and PD.

create colour PostScript files (or

output to colour PostScript printers),

which may very well be good enough

for your needs. It cannot import

graphics formats other than IFF-ILBM

and Pro Draw "clips".

Apart from the graphics format

support, the other "cannots" are

features that don't really matter to

DTP beginners. There are a handful

of other specialised features that

PageSetter 3 doesn't have, but

these are features that only

professionals will miss.

PageSetter 3 is not a minor

update. The differences from

PageSetter 2. which has been

knocking about essentially

unchanged for three years, are

enormous. The most obvious

changes are full colour support and

the addition of integrated text and

graphics editors.

The AGA screen modes are

supported, so you can desktop-

publish in 256 colours if you like,

although the program runs quite a lot

faster In black-and-white mode. Your

palette is not limited to 256 colours.

With the RGB colour sliders you can

set up the maximum 4,096 that are

possible using that system. You can

make more available by using the

CMYK colour system. Each colour -

cyan, magenta, yellow, and black -

can have a value from to 100%, in

0.1% increments, which works out to

several million different colours,

although you are actually limited by

the number of

colours supported

by the Colour

requester, which I

believe is 65,000 (I

can't find any

mention of it in the

manual, but that's

the number

supported by

Professional Page).

In practice I

doubt if you'll find

yourself using more

than a few dozen

colours in any one

document, and a

number of standard

The most obvious difference between PageSetters 2 and 3 Is that the new
version has full colour support. (Giving the colours naff names Is optional.)

colours are already set up. including

some shades of grey.

The text editor supplied with

PageSetter 3 is AE. essentially the

same one that comes with

Professional Page, and it is a slightly

cut-down version of TransWrite.

There is a "hotlink" between

PageSetter 3 and AE. so you are able

to send text from PageSetter 3 to AE.

edit and check the spelling, and then

"send it home" again to PageSetter

3. For this to work, obviously you

need both programs running at once,

which means you'll need more than

2Mb of memory.

The graphics editor, GrE. works

in much the same way. An IFF-ILBM

graphic can be sent

to GrE. edited or

retouched, and then

sent back to

PageSetter 3. GrE is

an extremely cheap-

and-cheerful painting

program. It works

only with IFF-ILBMs

of up to 32 colours

and has a limited set

of drawing tools. It's

no Deluxe Paint, but

it might come in

handy now and then,

I guess.

As with AE.

hotlinkingto GrE

requires memory by the bucketful. If

you don't have enough, the hotlink

may fail or - you know the Amiga

when it runs very short of memory -

the program might crash.

KISS AND...
Page make-up - the act of arranging

text and graphics on a page - is

done in PageSetter 3 itself, and

more than half of the manual is

rightly dedicated to it.

You have full control over page

design. Text and graphics are

imported into "bounding boxes', and

these bounding boxes can be re-

sized freely and placed anywhere on

the page you like. Text boxes can be

Only two kinds of graphics formats are supported. IFF-

ILBM and Pro Draw structured drawings.
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Colour dot-matrix owners can now output In colour from

PageSetter and actually use their machines' capabilities.

No colour separations, I'm afraid, but mono and colour

PostScript support was lacking from previous versions.

linked so that words can flow from

one column to another and from one

page to another. Five magnification

levels from 25% to 200% enable you

to see an overall view of your

complete layout and a magnified

version so you can read text that has

been set in small sizes.

One CompuGraphic typeface is

provided, Times. There are many

more available, both commercial and

shareware.

Any IFF-ILBM graphic can be

imported, including HAM and 24-bit.

These can be re-scaled and cropped

either by using the "handles" around

the bounding boxes or by changing

values in the Active Box requester,

which you can bring up by double-

clicking on the box.

Pro Draw structured drawings or

"clips" can be imported. These may

be displayed as wire-frame outlines

for speed, or in full colour. On the

A1200 and A4000. up to 256 real

colours can be displayed; older

Amigas show only 16 real colours.

Any other shades are displayed as

coloured "patches'* - dithered

representations that aren't the true

colours but allow you to see the

differences between up to 1.000

colours on-screen at once.

Output can be sent to any Amiga

"Preferences" printer - any printer

for which there is a Preferences

printer driver - or to a PostScript

device or file. Printing to dot-matrix

printers is slow, but this is merely a

fact of life due to there being so

much data to be calculated and sent

to the printer. Results are excellent;

printing is achieved at the highest

resolution your printer can manage -

well worth the wait.

PostScript output is black-and-

white or colour, but not colour

Any element of the page can be positioned or sized

very accurately using the Active Box requesters.

separations, so PageSetter 3 is not

a DTP package for the professional

colour publisher. The PostScript

fonts built into PostScript output

devices can be used, and others can

be downloaded automatically by the

printing process. A utility is provided

which converts PostScript Type 1

fonts into CompuGraphic fonts and

downloadable PostScript fonts.

MODEST NEEDS
Probably the most important fact

about PageSetter 3 is that It will run

on a 1Mb Amiga with two floppy

drives, bringing low-cost, high-quality

DTP into the range of the average

home user.

Obviously you'll be limited as to

what you can achieve with just 1Mb -

there will be no hotlinking to AE and

GrE for example - and working from

floppies will restrict the number of

different fonts you can use in one

document and will mean swapping

disks quite a lot. But the point is that

you now don't have to spend a

fortune to be able to experiment with

high-quality desktop publishing.

An installation program is

supplied that updates your

Workbench disk with some new run-

time libraries and creates a whole

diskful of structured clip art. No

other special Installation is required.

Hard drive owners are provided with

an automatic installation program.

If you've never used desktop

publishing software before, be aware

that it is not like word processing,

not even like the so-called

"document processing" with one of

the fancy word processors like Final

Copy II. Wordworth. ProWrite and so

on. The main stumbling block will be

the bounding box concept - but once

you've become comfortable with the

fact that before you

can start loading

and positioning text

and graphics you

have to create

boxes for them first,

everything else will

begin to fall neatly

into place.

Desktop

publishing software

doesn't do it this

way to make It

awkward to use. it

does it because this

way of working

provides greater

flexibility over page

design. If you don't require this

flexibility, or if you are not prepared

to learn a new way of working with

text and graphics, then perhaps

you'd be better advised to look at

one of the document processors

instead. But keep in mind that

document processors inflict on you a

fairly rigid set of design rules - they

are easier to use because the

software makes most of the

decisions, and a large number of

those decisions are "Sorry, you can't

do that."

If. on the other hand, you've

always fancied yourself as a desktop

publisher. PageSetter 3 provides you

with an excellent way to get started.

OOOOCJOOOO
SHOPPING LIST
PogeSeltw 3 £49.95

By Gold Disk Inc, PO Box 789, Slreetsville,

Mississouga, Ontario,

Conodo L5M 2C2.

Distributed in the UK by:

Silico Systems, 1-4 The

Mews, Hatherley Rood,

Sidcup. Keni DA14 4DX.

• 081 3091111

CHECKO!
PAGESETTER 3

Features • • • • •
There's nothing lacking for the DTP

begmner.

Documentation •••
Gold Disk manuals have never been

particularly good. Adequate is about the

best you can call them.

Ease of Use • • •
The learning curve can be fairly steep if

you are new to desktop publishing, mainly

because much of what you can do is

actually determined by your design skills

rather than program features.

Speed ••••
A bit slow on a bask: 68000 Amiga, but

then so is pretty much everything that is

this powerful. On faster Amigas it's plenty

fast enough.

Value for Money • • • • •
Professional colour publishing for under

£50. Need I say more?

verail rating
PageSetter 3 really is an excellent

package at its level. There's room for

improvement, obviously. Out for this price,

how can you complain?

Quality fonts
and clips

iglta International have

released some
interesting Wordworth

accessories. The Clip Art

Collection has been extended by

five volumes from two to seven, and

there are three new collections of

genuine Agfa CompuGraphic fonts.

All the clip art is in IFF-ILBM

format, and considering that 99.9%

of Amiga applications that work with

graphics can support this format, the

entire collection can be used with

other programs, not just Wordworth.

The first two volumes have been

around for a while. Volume One is all

black-and-white art, and covers many

different subjects like signs of the

zodiac, arrows and hand symbols,

credit cards, sports, borders and

designs, and a lot else besides. In

all there are more than 200 clips.

literally something for everyone.

Volume Two is equally

miscellaneous, only this time in 4, 8

and 16 colours. Coloured graphics

take up more disk space, so there

are only about half as many clips on

this disk, including some real cute

original cartoon characters, ink

stamps like URGENT and OVERDUE,

and some useful lines and boxes

which address the Wordworth

shortcoming of not having any

drawing tools.

The success of these two

volumes convinced Digita that more

were needed. The first two disks

were created "in-house" by a

resident Digita artist; the five new
ones have been licensed from

various computer clip art sources

and converted to IFF-ILBM format,

and they have been put together into

definite theme packs.

Volume Three is mainly 8-colour

and 16-colour cartoons, with a small

collection of generic two-colour

symbols thrown in, mainly warning

signs - things like "No Smoking" and

"Do Not Touch'. Volume Four is

much the same - mostly coloured

cartoons, some two<olour symbols,

but all of them different from what's

in Volume Three of course.

Volume Five deals with sport -

Athletics, ball sports, snow sports

and water sports, with a "Mlsc"

directory containing some of the

more specialised sports like tug-of-

war, kendo and darts, all in either 4,

8 or 16 colours.

Science and Nature is the

subject of Volume Six. Some popular

animals are present, including a few

classic combinations like a lion and

a lamb, cat and fish, bird and worm.

There are a few anatomy clips; lots

of landmarks like Stonehenge, St

Paul's Cathedral, Ayer's Rock and an

English pub; a People directory with
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some specific faces like Einstein and

Shakespeare, but mainly generic

figures like a chemist and a knight;

and on top of this there are

Communication, Computing and

Nature directories.

Volumes Three to Six contain

about 90 to 100 clips each, but

Volume Seven. Geography and

Transport, is another biggy. with

more than 200 graphics on it. Most

are international flags - more than

150 of them - in either four or eight

colours. There's a dozen or so maps,

some road signs, and sortie trains

and planes. (And a boat, but that

didn't rhyme.)

At £14.99 each (except Volume

One. which is £9.99). there can be

no doubt you are getting excellent

value for money. The whole collection

features about 1.000 images m total

- and while I haven't had time to

look at them all. I've yet to find a

poor one. There are various "PD" clip

art collections that can be bought

more cheaply, but anyone who has

travelled this route will know that

after sorting the wheat from the chaff

you normally can't make a bread roll

from what's left. With the Wordworth

Clip Art Collection you'll have dough

to spare.

FONTS OF USE
If the number of adverts peddling

them Is anything to go buy, there

must be a growing market for

scalable fonts. Most are advertising

PostScript Type 1 fonts, but thanks

to the availability of one conversion

program or another most of these

are now available in CompuGraphic

format loo.

The trouble with these 'PD*

fonts is that you can never be sure of

their quality. Some might be poorly

designed, or have important

charoctors like the pound sign or

even a number of alphanumeric

characters missing, or give you just

capitals, or no numbers, or missing

punctuation marks...

But they don't cost much, so you

can

Aitttqu«oi

for wu
ham

Wfl M »Ui»n

generally live with the glitches and

work around them.

If you want top-quality fonts, you

have to pay a bit more. Type 1 fonts

are often sold for £20 each or more;

collections can cost hundreds of

pounds. So what a pleasant surprise

to find that Digita have released

three genuine Agfa CompuGraphic

font collections, all of which work out

to less than £2 per font.

The smallest collection is called

Pnde and Presentation, 20 fonts

designed to bring fun and

style into your documents.

There's a Times New family

(by "family" I mean the

same typeface in four

styles: normal, italic, bold

and bold italic} and

Shannon Book to go with the

Shannon Bold font that comes
with Wordworth. There are three

"clip art" fonts that contain symbols

to do with games and sports,

holidays and transportation. The

remaining 12 fonts are of the "fancy-

variety, useful for things like

headings, signs and invitations.

None of the fonts in the Pride

and Presentation pack is duplicated

in either of the other two packs, so

there's no danger of paying for the

same font twice if you buy two

packs. This isn't true of the Classic

Collection and The Reference Library

packs.

The Classic Collection Is 25
fonts, all of which, except two of the

three "clip art" fonts, are also in The

Reference Library pack, which

contains 50 fonts. So it would be

wise to have a good think before

buying the Classic Collection - if you

buy it but then decide that you would

like some of the fonts in The

Reference Library pack, you'll be

paying again for 23 fonts that you

already have.

Both the Classic Collection and

The Reference Library packs are

based on families of fonts. Of the 50

fonts in The Reference Library, there

are three or four styles each of

Nadianne. Avant Garde Gothic.

_ Goudy OldStyle.

Clarendon, Futura,

A small selection which shows the

quality of the graphics In the

Wordworth Clip Art Collection.

Garamond, Hiroshlge, and Univers.

None is a complete type family,

which is often 30 or more fonts, but

the most popular styles are there,

including normal, italic, bold, bold

italic, extra bold and condensed.

Most of these fonts are the kind you

would use tor the main body text of a

document. The pack is completed by

a couple of "clip art" fonts and 11

fancy fonts that could be used for

headings and the like.

The Classic Collection has two of

the "four-style" families that are in

The Reference Library. Goudy

OldStyle and Futura. and a mixed

selection from the other fonts in The

Reference Library, including two

styles of Garamond and

two of
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the fonts from the Pride and Presentation pack.
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MicroStyle.

Each pack comes with a utility

that enables you to easily install any

or all of the fonts, both for use with

Wordworth and with Workbench 2 or

greater. Soft-Logik's PageStream can

also use these fonts, but not

Professional Page and PageSetter

because these Gold Disk products

require some other files in order to

work with CompuGraphic fonts. If you

own TypeSmith you can of course

import the fonts from these packs

and export them using the feature of

TypeSmith that can create the

necessary extra Gold Disk files.

And, of course, any program that

is able to use Workbench

CompuGraphic fonts will naturally be

able to use any of the fonts in these

packs once they have been installed

for use by Workbench.

If you're in the market for

CompuGraphic fonts and you've got

some money burning a hole in your

pocket, then the best buy has to be

Pride and Presentation plus The

Reference Library, which will cost a

whisker under £100 for 70

commercial quality fonts, which is

less than £1.50 each. CD

oooooooo
SHOPPING LIST
Wordworth Clip Art ..£14.99 each

Pride and Presentation £29.99

Classic Collection £39.99

The Reference Library £69.99

Distributed in the

UK by: Digita

International Ltd

tr 0395 270273



REVIEW

An Amiga running high-end Apple
Mac programs like Photoshop?
Richard Baguley does it using

Emplant, the latest Mac emulator.

If
you go Into any advertising

agency, design studio or

Future Publishing office, there

Is one type of computer that

you will always see: the Apple Mac.

The dominance of the Mac in the

"creative" computing fields is

undisputed, and with excellent

programs such as Quark Xpress and

Photoshop being continually

improved, it's unlikely that any other

type of computer will challenge it. It's

also unlikely that these programs will

ever come out on the Amiga, so if

you want to use them, you'll need an

emulator which turns your Amiga into

a Mac. Enter the Emplant...

Hardware wise, the Emplant is a

Zorro II card which fits into one of the

expansion slots on any A1500.

A2000, A3000 or A4000. This card

is reasonably sparsely populated,

with several vacant sockets. On the

deluxe model, two DIN-style serial

ports and a 25-way D connector are

located on the backplate. The serial

ports are completely different from

the standard Amiga ones, but any

t
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The main screen of the Macll program, where you

set the various parameters for the emulation.

lead or peripheral designed to work

with an Apple Mac fits into either

with no problem. The usual setup is

that Port A is for use with peripherals

such as modems, while port B acts

as an Appletalk connector, enabling

you to connect into a network with

other Apple Macs, so you can copy

files between machines, use E-Mail

programs, etcetera.

The first step in emulating an

Apple Mac Is to obtain a copy of the

Apple ROMs for the emulator to use.

and there are two ways of doing this.

The first involves opening up a Mac.

removing the ROMs and putting them

into the Emplant card. It can hold

either four DIL (Dual IrvLine) ROM
chips or a SIMM (Single In-line

Memory Module) ROM chip, and

software is supplied which will read

these chips and save their contents

to a disk file, which can be loaded in

by the emulator. You do need to be

rather careful about which chips are

used - most models of Mac will not

have usable ROMs. You need either

a Mac II. a Mac llx. a Mac llsx or an

SE30 which has a high-density disk.

The Emplant software will quite

happily read any other type of ROM.

but the emulator software will be

unable to use it.

The other way is much easier.

Included with the Emplant is a small

program called ROMINFO. which,

when run on a Mac. will analyse the

ROM, and if it's usable, save it out

to a disk file. Copy this over to the

Amiga via either a PC disk or the

SYBIL utility to read Mac disks, and

you have a usable ROM image. This

is perhaps a little iffy on the

copyright side of things, so don't be

surprised if after you've copied the

ROM from somebody else's

machine, a few large gentlemen from

Apple knock on your door in the

middle of the night. The

best policy is to buy

appropriate ROMs from

an Apple dealer.

The heart of the

emulation is the software

which comes with the

card. In theory, this card

could emulate more or

less any machine (and

Utilities Unlimited, creators of the

Emplant, are working on others,

including Atari ST and Falcon, SNES
and Sega Megadrive. with a PC

emulator the next one likely to

appear), but at the moment the only

option available is for a Mac II. This

is contained on a single floppy disk,

and you can either run the emulation

from floppy or install this on your

hard disk. As well as the emulation

program, several libraries necessary

for the emulation to work are also on

this disk, and the install program

copies these over to the appropriate

ports of your hard disk.

Emplant requires a small section

of memory to be allocated for its own

use, and you achieve this by adding

There's a lot of powerful, professional-level application programs out there for

the Apple Mac. and the Emplant board could enable your Amiga to run them.

startup sequence, which reserves a

small section of memory and reboots

the machine. The second time round,

it adds a couple of small patches to

Workbench to make the Amiga and

Mac multitasking faster. This only

takes a few seconds, so it's no real

hassle having to wait while your

machine boots twice.

Once that's set up,

you can set the emulation

running. This is done by

executing one of two

script files, depending on

what type of machine you

have. If you're running on

an A3000 which loads

Kickstart from disk, you

use the Softlaunch Macll

icon, and on any other

machine you use the

Hardlaunch Macll icon.

This is because machines

which load Kickstart from disk use

the MMU. so the Emplant software

can't have exclusive control of it.

This then takes you into the

main program, where you start the

emulation running and set the

various parameters:

• Memory - How much and what

type of memory is allocated to the

Mac. This is broken down further into

four sections: system memory, video

memory, ROM image and NuBus

memory. These can be put in either

Chip or Fast memory, but the

emulation is extremely slow and

unstable if Chip memory is used.

• Video Display - Included with the

software are drivers for the Enhanced

chipset, the new AGA chipset and the

Retina graphics card. By default, the

Mac boots up into two-colour black

and white mode, but with the ECS
driver it can go up to 16 colours. 256

an extra line to the beginning of your

It really Is multitasking: drag down the Amiga
screen to reveal... a fully-functional Mac!

The initial screen you see on booting up your

"Mac", with a few subtle additions by Emplant.

on the AGA driver and 16 million on

the Retina card (see the box on page

63). As you'd expect, using lots of

colours does tend to slow the

machine down somewhat, so it's

best to use the minimum necessary

for the program you're using.

• Roppy Drives - Which drives are to

be used by the Mac emulation. If

you're not using an A4000, you can

only read from or write to DD disks

(800K), via an external device called

Sybil. A4000 users can use the

internal HD drive to read or write to

Mac HD disks (1.4 Mb).

• Mass Storage - If you

are using an Emplant

model with the SCSI

interface, this is where

you turn it on or off. This

interface is designed for

use with scanners,

removable media drives

and other peripherals.

You can connect normal

SCSI drives to it. but the

Mac side doesn't always

pick them up. However,

considering that the

Emplant software

enables you to use any
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valid AmigaDOS device, this isn't a

problem.

• ROM Image - Here you define the

directory where the ROM image is

held, so the software can load it up

into memory. It also checks the

usability of the ROM image.

• Port A and B Support - If your

Emplant has the two serial ports built

in, then you can define whether the

emulated Mac will use these ports or

the Amiga's serial or parallel port.

• Devices - Here, you can define any

valid AmigaDOS device which the

emulated Mac can access. So, you

can set a partition which the Mac will

boot from. However, thanks to a bug
in the Mac ROMs, the partition

should not be bigger than 32Mb. If

you do try and use a bigger partition,

the size wraps around, so a 34Mb
partition would appear to be 2Mb.

Partitions do not necessarily have to

be hard disks, so the Mac could

access RAM disks, network devices,

and so on.

• Task Control - Various parameters

to do with how much processor time

programs running in the background

are allowed.

• Hardware Info - Tells you what's

plugged into the board, and what

state it's in.

• NuBus Control - NuBus is the

Apple equivalent of the Zorro

standard, which defines how

expansion cards fit into the machine.
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Most hardware Just has serial

numbers and such written on It...

Even the Mac diagnostic ProgramMacEKG (which

does some serious "metal bashing" or hardware

accessing) works on the Emplant emulator.

This has not yet been implemented

on the Emplant. and there is at

present no way of fitting NuBus
expansion cards in an Amiga.

• Configuration - Enables you to

save and load configurations, so you

can have several different ones set

up for different programs.

pulses. This means that

it jumps all over the

place, which is extremely

disorientating and

causes Commodore
1960 monitors to make
some very curious

noises. However, it does

work, and it does enable

you to read and write to

Mac DD disks.

The difficulty is due to

the curious way Apple

decided to make their

disk drives. An 800K
Mac disk is divided into

five zones, and the drive

spins at a different speed for each

zone. Obviously, an Amiga drive can't

do this, so it uses some clever

fiddling with the custom chips to read

the data. It works, but it is extremely

slow. There is a way around this, in

that you can use a special Emplant

u Chooier

***5Mr,

Appl«Tau. Zones

Once you've set all these,

clicking on the Start

emulator button at the

bottom sets the emulator

running. However, I can

guarantee that the first

time you try it. it won't

work - it does need

rather a lot of fiddling to

get it right. But once

you've got it right, it is

extremely stable.

Starting the

emulation successfully

will give you a screen with

the Emplant logo and a Mac icon

asking for a floppy to boot up from.

This Is where the fun starts. If you're

not working on an A4000. you'll need

an extra device to read Mac disks,

called Sybil. This is in the form of

two small boxes which plug into the

video and parallel ports. This will

enable you to read DD (Double

Density) Mac disks (which can hold

800K). but it is extremely slow, and

Sybil does weird things to the video

signal which mean that the display

becomes distorted and loses its sync
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CPU - Central Processing Unit. The

brain of your Amiga. This is the

chip which carries out all the

instructions of which programs are

composed.

Finder - The Apple equivalent of

the Desktop in Workbench. It's a

graphical user interface where files

and programs are represented by

icons, and a mouse is used to

manipulate these.

MMU - Memory Management Unit.

A part of the CPU which controls

how memory is accessed, and

which can fool programs in thinking

they are looking at one part of

memory when in fact they are

looking at another bit.

System 7.1 - The latest version of

the Apple Mac operating system. It

includes some support for multi-

tasking (earlier versions offered

some task-switching), but it's very

basic compared to what the Amiga

has been doing for years...

Emplant supports Appletalk networks. Here you

see some of the curious things that the curious

people who work around here call their Macs.

disk format which can hold 800K of

data. The software can read this

without having to use the Sybil

hardware, avoiding all of the hassles

inherent in it. Software is included to

copy disks from Mac to Emplant

format, but again, it's very slow.

Macs also don't have a disk

eject burton - you eject a disk by

dragging its icon into the waste-

basket. On a real Mac. the disk is

then ejected by the drive, but on the

Emplant a small red cross appears

on the screen, and you then remove

the disk yourself. It sounds odd, but

it works.

A4000 users are much better off

using HD (High Density) disks, which

can hold 1.4Mb on a Mac. Apple

dropped the variable speed idea

when they started using HD drives,

so an Amiga with a High Density

drive can read or write HD disks in

Mac format without any screen

distortions and at a speed close to

that of a real Mac.

Frankly, trying to run any Mac off

a floppy disk isn't a good idea,

especially with the newer versions of

the operating system such as

System 7.1, which are very large.

The only realistic option is to set up

a partition or two for the emulated

Mac to use on the hard disk.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

If you're planning on using an

Emplant card with your system,

you'll need the following:

O At least a 68020 CPU. Since

the Emplant only emulates a Mac
II at present, only 68020 CPUs
and above are supported - the

ROMs from these machines

won't run on a 68000 or 68010.

O An MMU (Memory

Management Unit). This is

necessary because the emulator

uses the abilities of the MMU to

copy the ROM image into RAM
and point the Mac system in this

direction when it tries to access

the ROM. Utilities Unlimited are

currently working on ways around

this, but a solution is still several

months off. Many accelerators

use the EC model of the 68030
or 68040 chip, because it's

cheaper. Emplant will not work

on any machine that is fitted with

one of these, even the

A4000/030. (For the full details

on accelerators, see Amiga

Shopper 27. If you haven't got

that issue, turn to page 116.)

O At least 4Mb of Fast RAM. If

you're planning on running

version 7 or 7.1 of the Mac
operating system, this is the

bare minimum. Don't expect to

be able to run any serious

programs in this, and the 256-

colour video drivers will also

need 1.5Mb for their use. As with

most serious programs and

hardware, it's a question of the

more the merrier.

This is easily done in the

configuration program, because the

emulator can use any valid AmigaDos

device. However, it should be noted

that any partitions set to be used by

the Mac will be reformatted, and will

then appear as bad disks to the

Amiga side of the machine. It's also

very easy to accidentally set your

Workbench partition to be used by

the Mac, leading it to be reformatted

and all of the data lost. Take my
word for it. Caution is advised.

Booting from the Mac hard drive

utilities disk will format your Mac
partitions, and the Mac operating

system can then be installed on to

these. With DD disks, this process

can take up to an hour and a half,

but it's much quicker with HD disks.

One thing I would have liked to

see is the ability for the Mac side to

access an Amiga disk, or vice versa.

At present, the only way to transfer

files between them is via PC disks,

or down a null modem link. Neither

of these is particularly quick or easy

to do. Fortunately, the writers of the
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And just to prove that It works, this is the Nlsus Given enough memory, even professional-level

WP program I used to write the review, grabbed programs like Quark XPress, the DTP package

on the Amiga side by the PD program Quickgrab. used to create this mag. will run on the Emplant.

software are currently working on a

solution, but it probably won't be out

for several months.

Once the operating system is

fully installed, you can start

customising the Finder (the Mac
equivalent of the Workbench). A

variety of control panels enable you

to alter the various attributes,

including the sound (although the

emulator doesn't yet support sound

under System 7 and above), time

and date, how icons are displayed,

and colours. This last one is

noteworthy because unlike

Workbench this determines the mode
for all programs that run. If you set it

to four colours, all programs will only

be able to use four colours. Using

the AGA driver gives you the option to

have up to 256 colours, although

there is quite a speed penalty for

running in this mode. You also need

to be careful about the free RAM
situation, because if you increase

the number of colours and there isn't

enough RAM for this mode, the

emulator will crash. A safe bet is to

keep at least 1.5Mb of Fast memory

free if you're planning to change

between the various modes.

So can it run Mac programs? The

emulator coped with everything that I

could throw at it, with one exception.

It worked fine with the word

processor Nisus, the illustration

program Photoshop and the DTP

program Quark XPress, although the

last two are extremely greedy for

memory and were rather limited on a

10Mb A4000/040. All of these

worked fine in all modes, including

the 256-colour one. although this

was rather slow. However, the

emulator also includes a video driver

for the Retina graphics card, which

gives both a 256-colour mode and a

16-million-colour one. More details

are given in the box below headed "I

want to see your true colours..."

I also tried several Mac games,

and all of these worked with no

problems I could discern, including

several PD games and a commercial

version of Tetris.

The only program which failed to

work was a diagnostics program

called MacEKG. This takes over the

Mac completely and carries out a

series of diagnostic tests on various

aspects of the hardware. This fell

over very quickly when used

immediately after booting up the

Mac, but worked perfectly and

passed all of the tests when it was

run immediately before shutting

down the machine. This was probably

to do with the fact that the emulator

was still setting up various aspects

of the emulation when the program

began "bashing the metal" or

accessing the hardware directly

without going through the operating

system. It's interesting to note that

the emulator passed all of the tests,

even when I switched over to the

Amiga side and set a couple of

programs running. Obviously, Utilities

Unlimited have done a good job tn

setting up the emulation at a low

level, so even programs which try to

access the hardware directly should

work. This isn't widely done in Apple

Mac programs, but some PD

programs have been known to do so.

The only other known problem is

with the word processor Microsoft

Word. According to Utilities

Unlimited, this program fails to work

because Microsoft broke the rules

when writing it, and it does things

that fall outside Applets

programmer's guidelines. They are

investigating, and hope that a new

version of the emulator software will

get around this.

The fundamental question to ask

with any emulator is: does it give you

a machine which you could use for

serious work? Let me answer that

this way. In normal circumstances. I

would write this review on the Mac
Classic II which I use for all of my
writing. However, this particular

review has been written on an Amiga

A4000/040, using the Mac word

processor Nisus running on an

emulated Macll. It runs much faster

than my Classic II, even when

running in 256-colour mode, and

hasn't crashed after startup once. By

pressing [Left Amiga] and [N] I can

switch back to a decent operating

system (Workbench 3) with the Mac
still running happily in the

background.

There are still a few bugs in the

Mac emulation, and some things that

still need to be added, but the

Emplant is a seriously good piece of

kit. It runs faster than A-Max +, and

has the added advantage of not

completely taking over your Amiga. If

you have a powerful machine, don't

mind fiddling with the depths of its

workings and want to run serious

The Mac image processing program Photoshop

running In 256-co/oor mode (honest), with a 24-bit

fUe generated by Vista Pro 3 on the Amiga.

Mac programs, Emplant is the only

real option. Q)
• Richard Baguley can be contacted at the

Amiga Format E-Mail addresses:

AMFORMAT@CIX.COMPUUNK.CO.UK or

2:250/107.95 on Fldonet.

I WANT TO SEE YOUR TRUE COLOURS
One recent development is the

addition of support for the Retina

graphics card, which means that

you can have a Mac running in

either 256 colours or 16 million.

This new video driver works, but it's

still not completely stable. You will

also need a vast amount of memory
- the driver seems to need at least

a couple of Mb for its own use.

Running on a 10Mb A4000/040.

Emplant could cope with the Mac

being switched into 16 million

colour mode, but couldn't run any

programs. To do any serious work in

this mode. Utilities Unlimited

recommend more than 16Mb of

memory - the more the better.

Running the card in 256-colour

mode is definitely faster than using

just the AGA chipset - it's not

having to argue with the rest of the

system for access to these chips

and memory. If you want to run both

the Mac emulator and Workbench

on the Retina card, you'll need the

4Mb model - the emulator takes

2Mb for its own use.

• Retina was reviewed in AS 27. If

you missed it, turn to page 116.

• Thanks to Martin Lowe of the

Amiga Centre Scotland for the loan

of a Retina card for this test.

ooooooooo
SHOPPING LIST
Emplant emulator

by Utilities Unlimited

Bask model: £254.95

Option A: £299.95

(includes Serial and Applelalk ports)

Option B: £299.95

(includes SCSI II interface)

Deluxe: £329.95

(includes serial and Applelalk ports and

SCSI-II interface)

Sybil: £59.00

Distributed by: Blittersoft,

40 Colley Hill, Brodwell,

Milton Keynes,

Bucks MK13 9DB

tr 0908 220196

ECKOUT
Emplant

Features • • • •
Powerful Mac emulation which fully uses

the Amiga's resources.

Documentation •••OO
The draft version of the manual supplied

with the card was rather basic, but

contained all of the necessary information.

Ease of Use ••• )0
It's definitely not a card that you can just

plug in and run. Requires a lot of fiddling

around and setting up.

Speed • • • • O
Gives you a very fast Mac. and it can

multitask too!

Value for Money • • • • •
Excellent value, and with other emulations

on the honzon it can only get better!

Overall rating • • • • o
There are still a few aspects that need

improving, but if you've got a powerful

Amiga it's an extremely good way of

getting yourself an Apple Mac.
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HARDWARE PROJECT

This issue, Amiga Shopper reader
Steve Elmer picks up £25 for this

easy hardware project. Send us a
design and you could be next!

ave you ever worried

about all the potential

havoc that an attack by

a virus could wreak on

your beloved machine? Could you

face losing all that data? What's

more, you could even put at risk all

the software you have carefully

accumulated. Well, how about

building the simple virus warning

circuit that forms our hardware

project this month
- that way you'll

be safe In the

knowledge that no

-boot block-

viruses will end up

sneaking on to

your system

unawares. The

virus checking

circuit was ^__^^^_
submitted by Steve

Elmer from Blldeston In Suffolk, for

which he picks up an Amiga

Shopper cheque for £25.

You don't need to do any fiddling

about inside the Amiga to build or

install the virus checker - it simply

connects to the external disk drive

port. If you have a second floppy

drive, then the circuit will still work,

but you will need to connect It "in-

line" with the additional drive. The

"will sound a beep

whenever anything

is written to a disk's

boot block"

function of the circuit is to alert the

user whenever anything is written to

the "boot block" of a disk - once a

disk has been initially formatted it's

not normally necessary to write any

further information to this area, and

if you're just performing ordinary load

and save operations you certainly

won't need to. If you do write to the

boot block on a disk once you've

connected up the virus detection

circuit, then you'll

get to know about

it quickly - the

piezo sounder will

give you an audible

warning.

You don't

exactly need to

spend a fortune to

build this virus

^^^_^^^_ checker. Take a

look at the parts

list and you'll see that you can get all

the bits required and still have

change from £2.

HOW IT WORKS
Look at the circuit diagram and you'll

see that it requires only five

electronic components: two diodes,

one resistor, one transistor and a

piezo sounder. The circuit is so

designed that if the voltage on pins

o

u

X
'.'.

PARTS LIST

TR1 -

Rl
Dl/2-
PZ1 -

BC557
168K
1N4148
PIEZO

Virus Uarnintf Schenatics.

READ THIS FIRST

A If you've never tried

your hand at building

electronic circuits

CAUTION before or you have any

doubt about having a steady hand

with a soldering iron, then this

month's hardware project is not for

you. Although this is a very simple

circuit to assemble, the cheap way

of learning more about practical

electronics is not by messing

around with your Amiga - make a

mistake while building this circuit

and you certainly run the risk of

damaging your precious machine.

If you want to find out about

constructing electronic circuits then

get yourself one of the many
"teach yourself* books available.

They can be obtained from good

bookshops or from electronics

shops such as RS Components or

Maplin. Both of these companies

have shops situated in many of the

UK's larger towns and provide a

mail order service based on their

extensive catalogues. (See the box

headed "Shopping List" opposite.)

You'll find that it need not be a

very expensive hobby - there are

lots of interesting circuits that you

can build for just a pound or two's

worth of components. You can get

away with spending very little

money on tools, at least to begin

with - but a good soldering iron is

an essential. Make sure you

choose one that isn't too powerful

- electronic components, chips

especially, are easily damaged by

excessive heat. An iron rated at

between 15 and 20 watts is ideal -

and you should expect to pay from

£12 to £15 for one.

The circuit diagram for this month's simple hardware project and the parts

you'll need for It. They'll cost you under £2 - see "Shopping List" opposite.

15 and 16 goes low while at the

same time the voltage across pin 13
goes high, then the transistor will

switch and the piezo sounder beeps

to give warning of a potential virus.

Pin 13 is the disk side indicator, pin

15 indicates the head position for

the drive and pin 16 signals whether

or not the disk is

write-enabled. The

fourth pin we take

a connection from

is pin number 4,

which is a ground

output.

HOW TO
CONSTRUCT
THE CIRCUIT
As long as you

have some
experience of

building circuits,

this month's

project should

pose you no

problems. There are one or two

points you should pay some
attention to. though. First, it's worth

considering the order in which you go

about assembling the circuit. You'll

probably find that the simplest way to

proceed is to start by assembling the

components on the piece of

Check that you know which leg Is

which on your transistor - put It In

the wrong way and you'll blow It.

Veroboard. The next step is then to

solder four short lengths of wire to

the appropriate tracks on the board.

Finally, connect these wires to the

correct pins on the 23-way socket.

Apart from the resistor, the other

components must be assembled in

the correct orientation. The diodes

each have a line

around them

towards one end.

You should mount

the diodes so that

the end with the

line around is the

end nearest to the

transistor and

resistor junction.

These two diodes

protect pins 15

and 16 - put the

two diodes in the

wrong way round

and you'll short

out those pins on

the disk drive

port. To identify which leg is which on

the transistor, hold it so that the flat

side - the one with the writing on it -

is pointing towards you while the legs

point down. The leg on the left is

called the collector, the leg in the

middle is the base, and the leg on

the right is the emitter. In our circuit
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The components arrayed In all their glory. If not their packaging. We strongly

suggest that you use an old piece of scrap wood or a workbench (of the real,

not the Amiga, variety) to assemble the circuit on, not an antique table.

diagram we've used the standard

symbol for a transistor and have also

labelled the legs C. B and E. (See

the two pictures on page 64.)

The piezo beeper also

must be correctly orientated.

It has two wires that are

colour-coded. Attach the red

wire - that's the positive one
- to the track leading to the

connection for pin 4.

There are a few other

points that you may wish to

consider. You may find it

convenient to fix the ptezo

beeper sounder to the board.

An easy way to do this is with

a small blob of Blu-Tac - a

piece that measures 2mm or

3mm in diameter is ideal for

this purpose. Use this to secure the

sounder to the non-conductive side

of the circuit board. The built circuit

board illustrated is laid out on a

relatively large piece of Veroboard -

this is for clarity. If you're a neat

worker you'll be able to fit the circuit

on a smaller piece of board. The

board can then be mounted in a

1 x BC557 transistor (QQ16S) 8p

1 x 100K resistor (M100K)

40p (for a packet of 10)

2 x 1N4148 diodes (QL80B)

4p each

1 x Piezo sounder (YU85G) 32p
1 x D-Type 23-way plug (JZ17T)

68p
1 x Veroboard (JP46A) 45p
Total cost of components £1.97

(and nine resistors left over...)

You shouldn't encounter any

problems in tracking down the brts

required for this month's

construction exercise. They're

stock items in most electronic

shops, and prices won't vary much.

If you live in rural Aberdeenshire,

you may find it more convenient to

get them by mail order. Maplin and

RS Components both provide

efficient telephone mall order

services - the code in brackets

after each item is the Maplin

catalogue reference and the prices

are also from their catalogue.

• You can contact Maplin on

« 0702 554161 or RS
Components on tr 0536 201201.

Amiga's disk drive

port it's very

important that you

make sure you have

checked it over

carefully. Ensure that

all the components

are correctly aligned

and that there are no

short circuits. If

you've used too

much solder when

connecting the wires

from the board to

pins 15 and

16. then

there's a

chance that

you may have

"bridged the

gap" between

the two pins,

thereby
Your board should look something like this (maybe a

shorting them M n#atef^ Check the orlentati n of the components,

and be careful connecting It to your Amiga!
Now for " * *

Take care soldering the wires to the plug - it's easy to

create a "solder bridge" between two pins.

small box or even, if space permits,

inside an external drive.

If you are going to put the

board inside a drive, then

you won't need a 23-pin

CAUTION plug - simply solder the

four wires from the

A

the acid test, plugging the

board into the disk drive port.

Remember that it's absolutely

vital that you have turned your

Amiga off before you do this,

and take precautions against static.

Next it's time to test the circuit. Our

virus checker is constructed to sound

the beeper whenever anything is

written to the boot block on a disk -

and we can test this by formatting a

blank floppy. If you hear a satisfying

beep from the board when you do

this, great. The beeping means that

you have your own fully-functioning

virus detection circuit. QJ

SEND US YOUR PROJECT
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To break unwanted connections, cut at both sides with

a sharp knife and peel off the conductive material.

board on to the

appropriate pins on

the connector inside

the drive. Be sure

that you know what

you're doing if

attempting this. It's

easy to damage

both the Amiga and

the external drive by

making a mistake.

CHECKING
AND TESTING
THE CIRCUIT
Before you connect

the circuit to the

Want to be rich and famous? Well,

there's not a lot that we can do

about that, but if you send us your

hardware project you could easily

end up with your name in Amiga

Shopper What's more, if we
publish your design you'll also end

up with £25 in your pocket for

putting yourself to the trouble.

Please make sure that you send us

an appropriate circuit diagram, a

list of all the components and a

brief explanation of what the circuit

actually does. If you have a day-

time phone number, then please

include this as well. Whatever you

do, don'f send us a built circuit -

we will be in touch with you if we
need to get hold of this.

Write to:

Hardware project

Amiga Shopper

30 Monmouth Street

Bath BA1 2BW
There's no need to follow up with a

phone call to check that we've got

your design - we'll contact you if

need be. And please allow us

plenty of time to give all designs

we receive a fair evaluation.
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D«t«>

-ssissaftw
Act* * *\ipH<»»

OLD AMIGA 1KADE-1N
The best trode-m allowance, extro for pcfipherab and

<x<*wn'm T'ode in your old machine for a brond new

WOO/ A 1 500/ 1 200/3000/ 4000/CDIV or even PC

A limited number of refurbished A500/1 50Q/300& ore

ovoiicWe, complete with 3 months worronty

A500* FROM £ 1 49
A1 500s FROM £249

A6001M8 169 lSOOHD'ControHen

A600 20HD (mint) 279 40M8 FROM 199
*J«»* FROM 699 l?0MB FROM 379
(OTV FROM 199 taion Replay 39
A590 20/40MB ... 129/1 S9 XT B Boord 79
rMw to 1 500 79 AT B Boord 1 49

OTHER ACCESSORIES • PLEASE ASK.

AMIGA 500 +
£179.99

LIMITED NUMBER AVAILABLE

[a*& AMIGA 3000
rAlL* 1* 1-^ MONTH ON-SITE MAINTENANCE

WITH FREE AMIGA VISION

NEW PRICES! 52MB 120MB
1MB v.deo* 1MB Fast Ram 999
2MB video 4MB Fast Ram 1149

With euro 4MB Fast RAM (fitted H rtqcvtd)

With PMHpi SVGA 28dpi tat Hht iwivtl

i

t>I>

THE GALLERY ftRNDAliE CENTRE
BEO£ LU1 2fG iTElT (0682)14

LUTON
411281

AMIGA 600
WOO. SD& HO versions with 12 month on-site warranty, 1MB. WB 7 OS.

3 5' t D • Smort Cord Interfere Mouse and MonuoK

189.99 FRffP^g^rm.
325.99 , JrW

A600
A600 20MB HD
A600 40MBHD 379.99
A600 8SMB- 469.99

2MB VERSION ADD £25
"loo qixefy 3rd parly dnvn. talaB dhc

• ful 1 7 moniln rtiom »o bow vamnty

*vh FREE tollttiiort

NEW CBM 1084ST
WITH TILT & SWIVEL STAND LEADS

£ 1 79.99 WITH ANT COMPUTER

Kin****
(? .Affft»

^.i****""-*

NO DEPOSIT CREDIT

available subfecf to itafw,

APR 29 8%

WE WANT TO
BEAT ALL PRICES!

CALL US!!

AMIGA 1200
FREE SLEEP WALKER £10 DONATION TO COMIC RELIEF

(WHIIE ST0OS UST)

1700 2MB SO 369 1200 2MB -BOMB HD *575 "595
I2002M8*?0MBHD *495 1200 2MB -170MB HO '639 "675
120Q2MB*60MBHD '535 12002MB +207MB HO *POA "895
SEE NEW AGAGG PACK BELOW
'

1 200 SD fitted with top quality 3rd party drives, install disc l lull

1 2 months return to base worronty with FREE collection,

"CBM APPROVED HARD DRIVES
1 200s with hard drives marked include CBM approved drives

litted by CBM approved engineers, full legal inslallation/ulilily disc

and documentation and come with CBM on-site warranty service.

Extro 4MB clock fitted to obovt ADD £1 80

CDTV

1149

1299

ADD £169.99

ADD £309.00

AMIGA 4000/30
NEW MID RANGE AGA AMIGA

AGA Chip Set + 68030 processor 68882 25/50 MH; co

processor option, 256,000 colours from 1 6.6M. scon doubling for

flicker free dKplay, Mouse. Amiga 3.5Y1 76 MB 3.5" drive, Hard Drive os

below, Amiga DOS 3.0 system and utilities, Gold Service on-site warranty

68030 68882 1 + 1MB

80MB HO

80MB HD 25MHz

I20M8HD
120MB HO 25MHz

120MB HD 50MHz

160MB HO

240MB HD

2 + 2MB
STANDARD
VERSIONS

1079.99
1199.99
199.99

1319.99
1449.99

i||! 1279.99e* 1349.99

2* 4MB
SUW EXPANDABLE

VERSIONS

1179.99
1299.99
1299.99
1 4

1

9.99
1549.99
1379.99
1499.99

Willi CBM 1960 mulii sync colour monitor

inc till and swivel .ADD £349

Per extro 2MB fitted to slandord machine ADD £89

Per extro 4MB fitted to super exp. machine ADD £1 59

NO OTHER DEALER CAN BEAT
OUR CREDENTIALS

• Multi-million company with 9 yeon experience in Commodore

product and here lo Slav

• Commodore trained slan are friendly and helpful ond ore

parents, multimedia, educational, gamcv programming or

lethnnol ipetiolKis (usually more then one!)

• Open 9 6 wn Monday to Saturday and 1 00 am to 4 30 pm
Sundays [it Wbom only) (or convenient shopping

• Callers welcome for odvtce and demonstration ot our 1600+ MJ ft

High St Town Centre branches

• Soto day desoaKh for most orders received by 5 30 pm, eipreu

on* ood jaturaffy ftrvKtS ffvoROble

• Hofdwve carefully handed and detveced safety ondrefcoWy

by aged, insured, top name courier service

• Pre despatch testing on A-migo system

• Free 30 day next ray courier collection ond delivery of NEW

replacement (except product with on -vie nwrtenoncil
• Hotiine support ond in house engineers

• Upgrade and trade in offers to keep you up to date

• Exfeptionai ofter soles service

• BJPO and export welcome

C0$&\ CD AMIGA CONSOLE
SO" FIRST SHIPMENT AVAILABLE AUGUST

NEW 1940+1942 AGA MONITORS
1940 dual sync, 14", 0.39mm dot pitch (appro* 8833/1084 equivalent)

wrth speakers lor 1700/4000 £274
1942- multisync, 14*. 28mm dot pitch (opproi 1960 equivalent)

.with speakers, for 1200/4000 £374

PHONEHOBBYjnORLA^

NEW PRICES
AMIGA 4000/40

Hew AGA Chip Set * blistering 68040 processor, 256,000 colours from

16 6M, scan doubling for flicker free display, ?5 MHz, Mouse, Amiga

3 571 76 MB 3.5" drive Plus Cross DOS for transfer of files between

Amiga 00S +MS DOS, 2 reor e 2 front 3.5" bays, lx 5 25" bay. Hard

Onve as below, Amiga DOS 3.0 system and utilities. Gold Service Worronty

FULL 68040 ALONE
120MB HO 2 + 4MB

1MB. with EKsc Coddy. Welcome CO * tutorial remote contra* unit

ALONE WITH MATCHING DRIVE
KEYBOARD. MOUSE * WB 1.3

AieWte £249* £294"
VfltfcM^fK^lMltptreeeplesS^trAgM. CI 57.99 extra
' rV HuKhmem fncyii«o*4c . Lwww^ '>/t 'feeTr* CD

See below/ocross for

software pocks W PRICES

£1989
120MBHD
1 60MB HO

240MB HD

2 48MB
2* 8MB

2 + 8MB
With CBM 1960 muhi sync colour monitor

irx tilt ond swivel ADD £349
Pw extro 4MB filled ADD £159

40O0/40T INC SCSI - COMIMG SOON!

AGA GG PACK
(GRAPHICS GAMES)
FOR Al 200, 4000 ETC.

VALUE/RRP

Personal Point AGA Top reviews, impressive DP IV clone with additional

features Inc. image processing, pain's in any screen mode 69.99

Your choke of- ZoolU 200 only)

of Sleepwalker

or Trek

5 Hot list' games (AGA compatible) individuolly boxed

Microswitchea Joystick

Mouse Mat * Oust Cover

WITH ANY COMPUTER
ZOOl STRIKER, PINIAU DREAMS t TRANSWRITE

OR LEMMINGS, SIMPSONS, CAPTAIN PLANET, OP III ft GfA IASK

ADD £19.99

THE HOTTEST LOT PACK
VALUE/R RP

• All as Starter Pock 203.90
PIUS:

• Anotr^lOGffEAlineWuallypockooedoames IETTER 269.8?

THAN THE REST previous MPs up to 39.W each, phone to

choose from HOT LIST or leave it to us 1 ChMren s games available

• SO Prog. Hobbyte PO Greats Pock !! InrtudeslotnmfsUte

letttecors, Star Trek, Computer Conflict. Meqcbof, aniens of or(ode

dess«, ee^ dess« and shoot-em uc* . OPomt d* ^
Ward Process*, SpreWshtct. Dotabose Desktop PubWw ond the

uhimatt vwus klers a must for every new Amae owner" 39.99

TOTAL VALUE SI 3.71

WITH AMIGA
SEPARATELY

SPECIAL: ALSO 10 extra 'Hot List' gams

49.99
69.99

ADD 25.00

WWW EXTRA PACK
VALUE/RRP

10 Blank Discs

Virus tib
capacity lockoble drsc box

TOTAL VALUE

WITH AMIGA/CDTV
SEPARATELY

34.99

174.95

9.99

9.98

16.98

4.99

321.87

89.99
109.99

WWW gomes; Silfy Putty

Formula I Grand Prix

Pushover

DPoml 111 with animation

700 clip on pks/grophics for DPaint III

3 disc Home Pock ind. W Processor, Obose. Spreadsheet

Virus Klir

TOTAL VALUE

WITH AMIGA/CDTV
SSPARATEIY

25.99

25.99

25.99

79.99

9.99

9.99

4.99

112.93

24.99

49.99

EPIC PACK EXTRA
Neeos 1MI and Hard Drivi VALUE/RRP

CQHi?W
l*^ ,1

pAby*tan

STARTER PACK
MAX VAIUE/R RP

Mkroswitched joystick 9.99

80 cop. lockoble disc bo. PLUS 1 blank fees 1 6.98

4 great boxed games See HOT LIST 1 59.96
Phone foi current choice OR DPoint II! WOO Clip Art pKs/gropnta

Mouse Mat ond Dust Cover 9,98

16 Days Free Hole) Accomodation in UK, Ireland ot France

you pay only for meals

TOTAL VALUE 196.91

WITH AMIGA/CDTV 19.99
SEPARATELY 29.99

loMuoge lofi, Amiga te»t29.99

77.97

rjwPock Trrvid Pursuit, lor

Epic, lame. My*
OPotni ::: with anmaton

700 dip an ptes/gropbes for QPoinl 111

3 rfac Home Pock ind W Processor, Dbose. SpreWsheet

Virus KJler

•SPt^l
WS TOTAL VALUE

#i/w WITH AMIGA/CDTV&U#W" SEPARATELY

79.99

9.99

9.99

4.99

212.92

J*1?1) 14.99"

39,99

• AMIGA SPECIALISTS •

NO CREDIT CARD SURCHARGES
No deposit credit mailable (subject to
status), 29.8% APR, written details on

application. All major debit cards accepted,

DIALER • CDTV CENTRE • PHILIPS APPOINTED DEALER •



PROFESSIONAL
FAMILY PACK
(1MB REQUIRED)

• (ortoon Classics Gom«: Lemming* OR Elf 25.99

TheSifflMM hark 24.99

CopramPtonel Wii 2S.99
• Deluxe Point ID wrth onenofton 700 Op An pia 19.99
• GoUfaOKa-Wr^UK-guntiHftng'dMdH

OR GfA Bosk OR Bound the Bend

Virus Kilter Disk 4.99

80 Proa Hobbyle P0 Great* Pock ste Honest Lor Pock 39.99

< disc OPaxtc ifx. Fonts, Go Art and Dik Tutor 9.99

Hoobyto Pnmarnry (fpeofy) er Secondary

EdecoMorai Part 19.99

lOBtenkDfio-WCoocxitylockobleawboi 26.9S

Mouse Mot * Owl Cover ond Joystick 19.97

TOTAL VALUE 488.85

WITH AMIGA/CDTV 79.99
HPAKATUY 99.99

SPECIAL: Abo with Citizen 200 24 PIN

Colour Printer and Sfortrr Pock ADD 199.00

+ SCHOOL PACK
fool • Number 1 Onflbutter 25.99

Striker • 94\ CU Amigo 75.99

PmboH Oreom* 94% AUI 25.99

Tiamwfi* UK WP .SpaHchackri 49.99

AOIFtewh. Moths or English ( II 1 5. specify oge)

AM the lovable extro terrestrial gifted luocher, guide* you

throuqh National Curriculum. Ideally tcmpiimenh school work.

25.99

209.94

39.99

19.99

9.99

407.87

49.99

69.99

From The award winning tun School team

OR A0I Junior (under 5'*)

OR 6 HOT LIST Gomes

• Hobby* BO Program PD Greet* Pod See Honest lot

• riebertSwondorytducoiwdPoci

• Mxroswiuhed cjuokty (oystici

TOTAL VALUE

WITH AMIGA/CDTV
SEPARATELY

NEW RELEASES +
BEST BUYS

MICROV1TEC CUB-SCAN 1440

MULTISYNC COLOUR MONITOR FOR

4000/1200

1 f, 0.28 dot pitch, scon homontol I S 40 kHz,

infinitely variable, with lih fr swivel stand,

3 yeor warranty £429.99

SUPRA 80MB HARD DRIVE UNIT

FOR A500
Expansible to 8MB £249.99

CBM 386 + 486 BRIDGEBOARDS

FOR 1500/4000 DOWN IN PRICE

386 Bridgeboord 1 1 99.99
486 Bridgeboord £299.99
with HD 144MB 3.5" PC drive ADD £50.00

1230/40MHZ/4MB
68882 CO-PRO FOR 1200

(ti<* ."> £479.99

THE HOT LIST
GREAT RORVwJuoBy pockogod gomes, BITTQt THAN THE REST

(previou* IIP* up to 39 99 each]

CURRENT TITLES VARY - INCLUDES:

tarfaoyll

Colossus Chess

ChcJengeGotf

N^^hboun

fronkenstewi

Hunt for Red October

Blmky'sScory School Mer 12)

Battleships

Licence to Kfr Bond Game

SioVworm Helicopter jeep mrsion 93% CU

EddmeDuxk (under 12) Conlnental Grcus 8 Int race drcuits 92% AA

SoftJormWCpm Amenco Xenon CVG Gome ol the Month

TfwncknSeds Node Warrior A Power. A Format. A Action

superb reviews

+ LOTS MORE - AT LEAST 25 TITLES TO CHOOSE FROM

TRAMPY'S. THOMAS'S
OR NOD6Y vS PACK

2-8 YEARS
AT LUST 57 IDLKAIlONAl/tUN ULLED GAMLV

AUXVAIUE/RRP

• Thomas the tone Engine * Fun nth Word* • e separate eosy 29.99

»o use leomefl eiuoiiimj edft mmttm end sound

OR Noddy * PV^timeTlo 7 yetn) - 1 Rtoekd ieerRieaoautsoO levari.

PIUS Jurwr Art pockoge int. Coleurin electron* Funy Ml', FKEE Toy

Town mop, Keyboard overlay ond wobbler.

• TheShoePi»|ib-6coiourtoor»den^^

featuring Tromoy ond friends lo encourage earfy number reading ond

pre reading skills. With Shoe People muw
OR fun School 2 (for 3 9 yean specify oge) 9.99
• hm School 3 or 4 ihe "Fun School" suite have won just oboul every

owd going S or 6 wonderful omrnoted gomes. 24.99

OR P«Ve look 4 colourful ond amusing gomes from ex Fun School

design monoger wi debet* young chwtren

• Photon Point 11 WOO Op Art pics 89.99

inc children, Foirytole 'legend chorocters, Sport, Cortoons, elt

• Hobbyft Primory Educational P0 Pock, containing 10 19.99

fun wnile you leorn games
• Hobbyle 30 Eosy Children's Gome*. Poclt 19.99

•
1 Blank Discs, Joystick. Mouse Mat 26.96

TOTAL VALUE 221.90

WITH AMIGA/CDTV 59.99
SEPARATELY 79.99

SPECIAL Each extra tine fro* Hrit

selection odd just 18.99

.AMIGA 24 err - £best.
A Video 24 wt* TV Pot. for S00

oov
GVPIV*V1US

GVP w + viu-a ..

•«Mt"«

'
'
"'«•*

588.90

403.99

989.99

1279.99

POA
105.99

Horteauin 4000 24 bit card

Image Master—

,

.....

OpdVejon24h4 beard 'Opal Part. Oprf Nsett
.
faofc 24 bl s/w

.
629.99

Video Processor for Opal Vision POA
Video Suite for 0p*«SRje_ POA

339.00

489.00

334.99

289.99

334.99

lehno 24 bit graphics ccrd 1 Ml * V0 Pert

.

leona 24 bit grophks cord * 4MI . VD Pom*

V lob 24 bit reel lime digiirsef 1200/600 enemol..

V lob 24 bit real lime denser 1200/600 infernal

V Lob 4000/3000 internal SVHS „

r r

I

J

D
FOR SPECIALIST ADVICE PHONE JP ON 0727 856005

ACCESSORIES
ASO0/600/1 200 pnrier centre 28.99 ASM Modulator 29.99

A500/1200 control centre 34.90 Alitiv/Batmon/r2 Joystick.. 10.99

AA00 control centre 27.90 BugJoystak - 11,99

Bnckette CDTV Joystick ooapl 44.9$ CDTVKeyboard 54.99

FLOPPY DRIVES
Zydec 3.5 external drive, oanythom * on/off

Cumona CAX 354 3.5 external drrve. beige

CDTV eilernd 3 5 flnve. block . 10 bionl rfces

PC 8808 with onn dkb Bkti bock up and virus

PC 8801 beW (rdom mmpuetli

.

Dual drive m PC 880b ,

Replacemenl AS00 drive

N(W!I High density 1 76M8 tat drive for any Amigo fWB 2]

NEW1I AAl S high demiry int 1 76MB if drive for I SOO/2000

NlW11A30l5highdemit¥int1 76M8 3 S' oVivet for 3000

43.95
52.99
49.99

59.99

64.99

124.99
34.95

POA
78.95

78.95

roRS/i
C»MI084SrinoW»jl**swrfef*2gjOBies 118.9$

PhAp* UK 8833 MKl'mon .leads* turbo Chalingi * on-site 219.99

Tilt iwivtl stand for 14'monitoo 12.99

C8M 1960 High res man*- 359.99

NEWII (BM H«h res AGA Quod synch Momof for 1200/4000 POA
NIWII MKrovilec Cub-scon 1 446 .28ds for 1 2M/4000 429.99

EIZ0 9060M Multi Sync for 1200/400(1 models... 595.00

CBM 1936 Hi-res SVW 28dpmc lilt I swivel 259.99

NEC 4FC Mutt-Sync.. - $44.99

MEWHRPVwwTVrunor- remote w*h sub piflw tw Am^ monrtor* POA
CBM FWker Fair _______ 99.90

(CD WerfnieVieeo2A500 197.90

SCANNERS A DIOITISBRS
Epson CI 6500, 600dpi 24 b-i A4 mc. Scon s/w 779.00

Powflt Hand Stanner 400 dpi, 64 Greyscole, Powerscon software $8.99

Power Hond Scanner as above, V3 for 1200/4000 104.99

Power Colour Hand Sconner _, ...219.49

Sharp JX100A6 Scanner « sconlobs/wuptollbil 469.99

Summa Sketch I! A4 Tablet 0tgim*r/A3 tablet Kgrtiser 31 9.99/529.99

/
500/600/1300

A600/1200HD
UPGRADES

.*'(w*mova)Rim--
tw*e»i*

A53Q 1MB 40MB 479.00

A530 1MB 80MB 579.00

AS30IM8I20MB 679.99

A530 1MB 213MB „..749.99

A530 68812 211.99

GVP HD8 42M8 224.99
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AMOS

We're getting back

to basics again this

month. This now

tangled AMOS Pro

business Is all very well, but let's

fact It, most of us are still using

bog-standard AMOS - and damned
fine It It, too.

It's about time we took a look at

a very powerful aspect of AMOS - the

Menu command, which enables you

to add Intuition-like pull-down menus

to any AMOS screen.

Although AMOS's pull-down

menus are very similar to those of

Intuition, they're created entirely by

AMOS and can be attached to any

screen opened under AMOS. In many

ways. AMOS's pull-down menus are

more powerful than those offered by

Intuition. One thing's for sure: adding

pull-down menus to an AMOS
program is considerably easier than

adding pull-down menus to a

program through Intuition. You simply

define an array containing the

menu's elements (the items that you

can select within the menu), and

then a single command is all that is

Jason Holborn offers a mouth-watering guide to

producing attractive Intuition-style menus, then

some pointers on how to get yourAMOS
creations published and make money...

AIOS Pull Do*n Menus Demo **•

Open 0,640,256,8,(11

Plash Off : Pen 2 : Paper

Menu$(l)=" Amiga Shopper "

MenuS ( 1, 1) "Contents"

MenuS (1.1/D -"AMOS Column"

Menu$(l,l,2)»'*ARexx Column"

Menu$ (1,1, 3) -"Desktop Video"

MenuS (1, 1,4) --Desktop Publishing''

Msnu$ (1, 1, 5)-"And so much more..."

MenuS (1,2) -"Editor"

Menu$(l,2,l)-"Cliff RamshaW
Menu$<2)-" AMOS "

MenuS (2,1) -"AMOS Professional"

Memi$(2,l.l)- I'AIS3S Pro Compiler"

Menu$(2, l,2J="Intuition Extension"

MenuS (2,2) -"Easy AMOS"

MenuS (2, 3) -"AMDS 1.35"

MenuS (2, 3,1) -"AMOS Compiler"

Menu$(2,3,2)*"AMOS 3D"

Menu$(3)-M Quit "

Menu$ (3, l)="Yes Please I"

Menu On : Rem *** Turn menus on

Repeat

If Choice

Print "MENU - "/Choice (l)i

Print " MENU ITEM - "; Choice (2);

Print " SUB MENU ";Choice(3)

End If

Until Choice(l)-3 and Choice(2)-l

Print "You selected Quit!"

needed to

get the

menu up and

running. Let's

start then by

taking a look at that array.

AMOS menus are defined by

putting strings into an array called

menu$. a reserved variable that

AMOS always uses to hold menu
definitions. Because monu$ is a

reserved variable, you don't have to

dimension it (using the AMOS Dim

command) like other arrays - this is

automatically done for you. Defining

the menu array isn't just a case of

reading in strings held within data

statements and then sticking them

into the array using a loop. Because

the menu array has a very definite

structure, placing a string in the

wrong place within

the array will cause

it to appear in the

wrong place once

the menu has been

attached.

To create a

menu, you must first

define its heading

by placing a string

into menu$(l). This

is the first element

within the menu
array and the 1 is

used as a pointer to

that first menu
heading. So, for

example, placing a

string such as

"System" into

menuS(l) would

create a menu with

a heading of

System. Further

menus can be

created simply by

incrementing the

value held within the

brackets -

menu$(2)

menu$(3) and so

on. Once the menu
headings have been

defined, you can

then start to put

elements into them.

This is done by

extending the menu

array so that not only

is the menu number

defined, but the

element number too.

For example,

menu$(2,l) would

point to the first

menu option under

the second menu
heading.

Like Intuition.

AMOS enables us to

attach sub-menus to

any of the menu
elements that we
define. You could, for

AM0S '

S powerful menu commands enable you to add

example, have a
Impressive-looking Intuition-like pull-down menus to

menu element called "* P^ram, complete with nested sutHnenus.

"File Operations" that (when the user

moved the mouse pointer over the

option) caused a further menu to

drop down containing a number of

file-orientated operations (load file,

save file and merge, for example).

This is done by further extending the

menu array with a submenu
parameter - menuS(1.2,3) would

point to the third element of a sub-

menu attached to the second

element under the first menu
heading. Got it?

Once you've defined your menu,

you can set it running simply by

issuing the AMOS Menu On
command. This command doesn't

expect any parameters to be passed

to it because it assumes that you've

placed your menu definitions into the

menuS() array. If AMOS manages to

find any errors in your menu
definition (you've tried to attach a

sub-menu to a menu item that

doesn't exist, for example), it will

refuse to create your pull-down

menus and an error message will be

produced.

MAKING MENUS WORK
Now that you've created your pull-

down menus, all that remains is to

make use of them within your

program. Unlike some multimedia

systems, AMOS doesn't

automatically handle the task of

performing the functions that you've

tied to your menus. For example, if

you wanted to jump to the routine

that pulls in a data file when the user

selects "Load File...", it's up to you

to do all the dirty work. All that AMOS
will do is to tell you when a particular

menu item has been selected. As

with the AMOS Interface language

that we covered last month, it's up

to you to actually do something once

the selection has been made.

AMOS provides us with a

function called Choice that is used

to return the status of your pull-down

menus. At its simplest level, the

Choice function tells you whether a

menu item has been selected. All

you would have to do is to read the

value returned by the Choice function

using a line such as "if Choice

1 Then ". If the user hasn't

selected a menu option since the

last time you checked your menus,

the Choice function will return a

value of 0. If. on the other hand, a

menu item has been selected, then

a value of 1 will be returned. If this is

the case you can then interrogate the

Choice function further to find out

just what menu item was selected.

To do this, the Choice function is

capable of returning several different

values. You can retrieve these values

by appending a set of closed

brackets containing a single

parameter that tells the Choice

function which aspect of the

selection you're interested in.

Reading the value returned by

Choice(l) would tell you under what

menu heading the selected item lives

and Cholce(2) would tell you the

exact menu item. It's important to

check both of these values - just

reading Cholce(2) will give you the
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AMOS
menu item number, but it doesn't tell

you which menu heading the item

lives under. This doesn't really

matter if you create just one menu

heading, but life can get very

confusing if several are created. (The

Cholce(2) function will return the

same value for the same menu items

under different menu headings.) In

the same way as for menu elements,

rf you have a sub-menu appended to

one of your elements you can use

Choice{3) to find out which element

of the sub-menu was selected.

Anyway, enough of the theory,

have a look at Listing 1 for a demo.

which you can type in, run and

experiment with, that demonstrates

AMOS's powerful pull-down menus
facility in action.

money from

your programming skills

needn't be just a dream.
Jason Holborn gives

some handy tips on
getting your programs

published.

Most of us bought AMOS to launch

us on the way to programming fame

and, we hoped, a little fortune. While

sending the odd listing into Amiga

Could your AMOS game make It onto the shelves of

WH Smith? The test Is, will It make It off the shelves?

Shopper will undoubtedly get you the

former, even we won't pretend that

you'll make a fortune from getting

your listings printed in the magazine.

Quite a few readers have written

to me in the past enquiring about the

best way to get AMOS programs

published commercially. As many
AMOS users have discovered, most

software houses still hold a very dim

view of anything written in BASIC.

Even if you were to write the ultimate

arcade game, the chances are that

most of the software houses would

reject it without even viewing it

properly as soon as they realised

that the game was written in BASIC.

Software houses are particularly

keen to distance themselves from

programs written using so-called

"game creators" too. so getting an

AMOS program published is no

simple feat.

you go about getting

an AMOS program

published? Well, the

first thing is to take a

step backwards and

ask yourself if the

program genuinely is

of commercial quality.

Better still, get a

couple of your friends

to take a look at the

program for you and

take note of any

suggestions that they

make. If, for example,

they say that the

graphics are a bit naff

or the soundtrack is

annoying, then do something about

it. The quality of gameplay is vital too

- if your friends find the controls

frustrating or the screen update too

slow, don't go into a sulk and storm

out of the room mumbling something

The only exception to this rule is

educational software - indeed, mosf

educational titles released these

days are written in AMOS!
Another good idea is to take a

look at the products currently out

there in the marketplace. If you've

just written a game that has already

been done a hundred times before,

then it's going to have to offer

something pretty dramatic if people

are going to shell out their hard

earned cash. I'm not just talking

about pretty graphics - where non-

original games ideas are concerned,

we've got to be talking major

amounts of payability and

addictiveness that will make game
players (even those that might

already have a game of the same
type) buy your version.

One of the areas that lets AMOS
games down the most is that of

graphic and audio presentation. But

along the lines of how

they couldn't do any

better.

Quite a few

"serious" programs

have been written in

AMOS, but I'm afraid

that, even if they are

up and beyond the

quality of current

commercial

equivalents, many
software houses

won't touch AMOS
applications. The

simple fact of the

Running your code through the AMOS compiler not

only delivers an extra spurt of speed but can also hide

your program's origins, making It more marketable.

FACING UP TO REALITY
So if you're inspired by this month's

cover feature on making money with

your Amiga (see page 14). how do

matter is that serious users like their

software to run under Intuition, so

until Europress launch the fabled

AMOS Professional Intuition

extension, commercial applications

written in AMOS are definitely out.

The best way to build up the menu array Is to sit down

and work out exactly how you want your menus to be

structured before committing yourself to code. Say you

wanted to define two headings, each of which used sub-

menus. Instead of simply sitting down in front of AMOS
and coding away, you would save yourself a lot of time if

you sketched out the structure of the menus using

something like the following (only one menu heading is

shown but I'm sure you'll get the general idea).

Once you've got your menu sketched out on paper, it's

simple enough to transform It Into AMOS source code.

The best way to do this is to start from the top and work

down, fleshing out the menu array by working out the

position of each element according to the table you've

drawn. This isn't a difficult exercise if you simply work

methodically down your list, but just to illustrate - as if

by magic, here's the AMOS menu array definitions

required for the above example:

Heading

Project

Menu Element

File Operations

Print

About

Quit

Sub Menu Element

Load File....

Load Temp....

Save File....

Save As....

Merge File....

This Program

Current Project

Rem *** Menu Definitions

MenuS (1) • "Project"

• **

MenuS (1,1) -

Menu$(l,l,l)

M«snu$ (1.1,2)

Menu$<l,l,3)

Menu$(l,l,4)

Menu$(l,l,5)

Menu$(l,2) -

MenuS (1,3) -

Menu$(l,3,l>

Menu$(l,3,2)

Menu$(l,4) -

"Pile Operations"

- "Load Pile "

= "Load Temp . . .
.

"

= "Save Pile "

= "Save As "

= "Merge Pile "

"Print"

"About"
*= "This Program"

"Current Project"

"Quit"

although you should try to make your

game's graphics and soundtrack as

attractive as possible, don't worry

too much if your game isn't up to the

same visual and aural standards as

a commercial release. What you

must consider is that software

houses employ staff specifically for

the task of designing game graphics

and writing soundtracks. These

people spend their entire lives sat in

front of either DPaint or

SoundTracker. If a software house

decides to market your game, it will

probably suggest that one of its

graphic artists or musicians provides

you with some new graphics or

sound.

MAKING YOUR MOVE
Once your game is in a form that is

suitable for submission, make a final

check for bugs. What you must

consider is that the Software

Manager (the guy who will check out

your program) is regularly sent piles

of submissions, all of which he must

check through. If your program

crashes after little more than a few

minutes, he's unlikely to want to wait

while it reloads.

Debugging a program before it is

submitted is somewhat different to

the sort of debugging you'd usually

do. Put yourself in the position of
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AMOS
Sinple Til* Requester

plcon. xrr
-»ck(U-oi> . i f f
O 1 O " i iff
-'unr.fh ty . 1 f f
n*i ty. if

f

oimu < i on .

»t«Jl if ont . iff
LEAVKOUT.iff
Locale. IFF
Multiset. iff
Pi- i nter . i f f
66LS.IFF
00 I I yppc . iff

TiuuEtU i . i f

Mli: I'-.RABS/sr vncli/'IconCrti t . iff

Try to avoid using the standard AMOS file requester

within your programs - why not use an adaptation of

the one published In last month's Issue Instead?

someone who knows absolutely

nothing about computers, let alone

your program. Better still, grab

someone wnom you consider to be

totally brain dead (and no, I'm not

available for this sort of thing!) and

stick them down in front of your

program. It's all too easy for

someone who is very close to a

programming project to miss what

would seem to be a blindingly

obvious bug to an outsider. Because

you already know how to use your

program, you're unlikely to start

doing things with the program that

you shouldn't - striking the wrong

key, for instance.

Documentation is also another

important factor to consider.

Although your game may seem

logical enough to you, the Software

Manager who will be testing your

program doesn't want to have to

work out how to play the game for

himself. Don't go

totally overboard

here - the Software

Manager doesn't

want to know why a

lone spaceship from

the outer galaxies is

attacking a race of

green slimy space

pirates.

And don't write

too much - if the

Software Manager

has to wade through

hundreds of pages

of documentation

just to find out how to load your

program, I can guarantee you that

your game won't even get near an

Amiga disk dnve! Just a page or two

is more than enough and it should

contain the following items:

Program Title - the name of your

program

Machine - what type of machine it

runs on. Don't write down every type

of Amiga under the sun (A500,

A600. A600HD etc) -just write

"Amiga". And then make sure it does

run on all the common Amigas.

Memory - the minimum amount of

memory required to run the program.

Description - all the Software

Manager needs is a very brief

description of the game. Include

such facts as the game type (shoot-

'em-up, 3D dungeon exploration

game or whatever), a description of

how the game is played and the

structure of the game (how many

levels it has, any extra power-ups the

player can collect, that sort of thing).

Controls - what controls does the

game use? If the game is keyboard-

controlled, give a full list of all the

keys, logically laid out.

Loading Instructions - always make
your game auto-booting so that the

Software Manager can simply turn on

his Amiga, insert the game disk and

the game will load. If any setting up

is required, document it concisely

but in full detail.

TAKE SOME PROTECTION
With all this done, you're almost

ready to send your game off. Before

you do so, however, protect yourself

by posting off a copy of the game to

yourself, and when it arrives do not

open it. The postmark can be used

to prove when the game was written

and you should therefore place it in

the hands of either a solicitor or

(cheaper still) take it along to your

bank and ask them to hold on to it.

Either way, you'll be asked to pay a

retaining fee but this is well worth

paying if - in the unlikely event you

are ripped off - you have to prove

that the game (or, in the case of

original games, the game idea) was
yours. Always keep copies of all

letters that you send to a software

house and, when you finally do send

off your game, use recorded delivery.

So how do you get your game
noticed? Well, one of the most

common methods used in the music

industry is to send in a tape that Is

If you're still totally convinced that

your game is the best thing since

sliced bread, the next thing that you

absolutely must do is to disguise

the fact that it was written in AMOS.
We're all proud to be AMOS coders,

sure, but software houses don't

give a hoot about such banner-

waving, so save it for your fellow

AMOS coders. The first thing you

should do is newer (and I repeat

never) send your game in as nothing

more than just source code and

expect the software house to own a

copy of AMOS.
Before you even think about

submitting a game, you should

always compile it. Even if you don't

own the AMOS Compiler, hold on to

your game until you've saved up

enough cash to buy a copy. Not only

will your game be far more

professional (it will run from any

disk without the need for a run-time

system), but it will probably benefit

from the extra spurt of speed.

Here's a couple of extra tips worth

considering.

• Although Europress would like you

to advertise the fact that you used

AMOS to produce your game, you're

not bound to do so by any legal

obligation. Europress did originally

insist that the AMOS logo was

included on the title screens of all

AMOS-produced software, but after

realising the difficulties that AMOS
users were encountering when

trying to sell software, they modified

these obligation a bit.

All you have to do is to inform

Europress (preferably in writing -

mark your letters for the attention of

Chris Payne) that you've written an

AMOS game that will be sold

commercially. (Note that this letter

should only be sent after your game
has been accepted!) Chris and the

rest of the Europress marketing

team will keep this fact a secret for

two months after your game has

been released. After the two

months have expired though, they'll

have the right to advertise the fact

as much as they like.

Don't worry about the software

house getting miffed - if they've

made bags of money out of your

game, they'll be too busy counting

money to worry! if the game Is a flop

though, chances are that Chris

won't say a thing anyway.

• It may be very handy for your own

programs, but never use the AMOS
file requester within your game - it's

a dead giveaway. Have a look at

Amiga Shopper 25-27 for details on

how to write your own in AMOS Pro.

(You'll find back issues information

on page 116).

• Another way of giving the game
away (if you'll pardon the pun) is to

stick with the standard AMOS
mouse pointer. To turn it into

something less distinctive, simply

load the file mouse. abk (you'll find

it in your AMOS System folder) into

the AMOS Sprite Editor and edit its

shape.

• Use permanent memory banks as

much as possible. There's nothing

naffer than having all your graphics

and sounds held on disk as

separate files. AMOS insists that

pictures are stored in standard IFF

format, so any Tom. Dick or Harry

will be able to load your pictures.

PRO UPDATED (AGAIN!)

After the news that Europress

had updated AMOS Professional

to version 1.11, I've recently

heard that yet another update

has been released to take it up

to version 1.12. According to my
sources, version 1.11 of AMOS
Pro locked up on some systems,

so Europress had to hurriedly get

AMOS Pro 1.12 out on to the PD
circuit. As always, the latest

updater disks can be purchased

from all good PD libraries.

bngntly coloured. This works equally

well in the computer industry too.

Most people send in boring blue or

black disks, so sending in a disk that

is brightly coloured (red, green and

yellow disks are available) will make
yours stand out from the rest.

Finally, you need to establish

what software houses would be best

suited to market your particular

game. If. for example, you've written

an arcade game, there's little point

in trying to sell your game to a

company that specialises in strategy

games. Always go for a software

house that has a proven track record

in marketing the same type of game
as the one that you have written.

Address your game to the "Software

Manager" and then sit back and

wait. Don't keep hassling a software

house if you haven't received a reply

from them within a month - because

of the large number of disks that

they receive, they're unlikely to find

time to look at your disk within the

first couple of weeks.

Feel free to send your game to

several publishers, but don't tell

them that other rival publishers have

also received a copy. If several

companies express an interest, then

you can tell them about their rivals. If

they are genuinely interested in your

game, they'll be happy to compete

for it. Don't push your luck though -

as they say, a bird in the hand is

worth more than two in the bush. QJ

NEXT MONTH
We'll be starting work on a major

applications program - a paint

package. With the supreme

control AMOS offers you over the

Amiga's graphics, it's an excellent

language to use for such a task.

Next issue sees the start of a

step-by step guide to creating a

fully working package lo nval the

mighty Deluxe Paint.
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BLDTTERSOFT Mlfrj EftOE

(Dept. AS) 40 COLLEY HILL, BRADWELL, MILTON KEYNES, BUCKS. MK13 8EL
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EmptqnT
Electronic Micro Processor Level Amiga Native Tuk

USKobulitiS|wrfn.'

foi/Mud.m V 12 hi 14400

fully BAIT Ji'i>rovfd!

THIS REVOLUTIONARY BOARD IS NOW AVAILABLE AND IS RECEIVING
EXCELLENT PRESS. 1UST LOOK AT THE FEATURES I

ft Multiple emulations from the one hoard (Reduces cost and saves on Zorro slots!).

ft Currently shipping with the most sophisticated MAC emulation availahle.

A Mac emulation boasts full colour (16 standard. 256 AGA. 1.6 Million with

RETINA, with other graphics card support to follow) and it multi-tasks!

ft Supports Hard Drives (via on-board SCSI or AmigaDOS partitions), MAC 800K
(via SYBIL), MAC/IBM 1.44Mb. IBM 720K, EMPLANT and AMAX formats.

ft Support tor AppleTalk / Serial ports, Printers, Modems, Midi etc.

ft Supports SyQuest, Any AmigaDOS device (DHO:, RAD:, VDO: etc), Scanners etc.

ft Emulation speed is comparible to the real machine and compatibility is excellent.

ft The IBM 386/486 emulation is under development, with Atari ST/Falcon,

C64/128, SNES/SEGA (among others) ail planned in the future.

ft Currently supports any Zorro bus Amiga (A50GVA1000 via suitable Zorro bus adapter

luch ax Slingshot, with A60GVI200 PCMCIA version to follow).

ft Requires 68O20Y30/4O with 4Mb RAM recommended(The MAC emulation requires

2S6K MacII/x7cx/SE30 ROMs).

ft The EMPLANT can also provide 2Mb battery-backed static RAM'
ft Additional features being added all the time. We provide full UK support and free Mac

upgrades. A UK support BBS is imminent.

EMPLANT DELUXE • £349.95

(Includes AppleTalk/Serial ports

and SCSI Interface)

SYBIL HARDWARE - £59.95

CHCC* OUT TMC
&CVCW >N 7MJJ iSSUC!
M u soiiw u<l i PDA1 1 S

Ml I I \M l)IK.H.»i I MM I HI-

I MIS! \\|| 1 lit \| \| UIIM >ui K

OKIH K\MIIUMIM K** 10
HHUlU

AMIGAS
Superb price* on Ihe complete range of lop

end Amiga oompuieni We believe iheac

represent the lowest priced performance

Amiga* to be found'

•4000/010 2SMU 4Mb RAM MM* Narri

Bcve aatr

M0O0/M0 2SMHx 4Mb RAM

44000/040

Qr*t

AI200

2SMHa. «M. RAM CM* H»r4

OUT MS 96

MMHi 2Mb RAM. AAA CMPttT

0M.T 17498

41200*86 UMHi 2Mb RAM 85Mb Hwd Orb/t

Wnk wvrwrty tatactt (MHT SUM

RETINA
This amazing little board otters

24-bil graphics and even has a.

tree 24- t>t paint package*!

Supports many monitors for

superb crisp displays EMPLANT
now supports RETINA for a 16 7

million colour Macintosh'

RETINA (1Mb VRAM) £334 95 .

RETINA (2Mb VRAM) £384 95
RETINA (4Mb VRAM) £459 95

Less £ TO 00 it bought with any

EMPLANT board

NEW AMIGA MONITORS

Two brand new multi-scan

monitors from Commodore for the

new range of Amiga's. Both have

tilt/swivel base, stereo speakers

and can display all the new Amiga
screen modes.

1940 (With 39 dot pitch) £289.95

1942 (With .28 dot pitch) £379.95

ORDERS TAKEN NOW!

HIGH DENSITY DRIVES

You no longer need an A4000 to

use high density floppies. ANY
Amiga with WB 2.04 or higher

can use these units. HiDex floppy

drives feature CBM'k spprnw*!

high density mechanisms and a

full 1 year warranty They
perform as 880K drives and

support all A4000 compatible

applications. They come in a

sturdy, complimentary coloured

metal case. Available NOW!
EXTERNAL MODEL £124.95

INTERNAL MODEL £104.95

Ple«ae tfate 2000/3000 for internal

HOURS

:

MON-FRI 9.30 to 5.00

SAT 9.30 to 12.30

•5JS. ORDER / INFORMATION LINE CALL

<£) (0908)220196
24 HOURS FAX

ORDER /QUERY LINE
(0908)220196

NIW SHOP NOW OWN
at

995 Drtchling Road
BRIGHTON

Summer Offers
NEW SHOP NOW OPEN

at

395 Ditchiins Road
BRIGHTON

• OFFER 1 *
Philips CM8833 Mk II + on-site

warranty + Lotus Turbo Game + lead

Only £225 99

*omtt*
^

NEW A1 200+ 80Mb Hard Drive

inc. 1 year on-site maintenance

WS-tt )
DISKS! DISKS! DISKS!

1 00% certtned error free
PLUS FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS

50 35" DS/DO £2999
|

100 3 5" DS/DO C3699
150 3 5' DS/DO £55 99

WO 3V DVDO WOWi
300 35' DSDO £10499
400 35* DS/DO £13999
500 3 V DS/DO £174 99
1000 35' DS/DD CALL FOB LATEST PWCE

AM pnees rckxX v* "*ee loOets

nfMiMMK n*st moos inauotrm Deuvtrr

«AH *Of*K* LATOTmCR DUE TOKXS*£
MtooucTKiNorecTAjmsoNpac

DISKS + 100 CAP LOCKABLE BOXES
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE

PLUS FREE COLOUR COOED LABELS
SO 3 5"DSDO»100c4pbox £25 99
100 3 5" DS/DO + 100 cap box £3999
150 3 5- DS/DO* 100 cap be- £5899
900 3 5*DSVDD + flx100capb»es £7599

300 3S'DSDD*3*i00capbo*es £11099
400 3 5' DS/DD* 4k 100 cap boKS £14799

500 3.S'DS/DD*5* 100 cap Goes £184 99
1000 3 5* DS/DD* 10x100 cap boxes tea*

Atl pnees *KUOe VAtine lobe*

*Lm£mHX. THESE PKICES INCLUDE FKEE DEUVEKY
PUASJPHOHEKXLArtSTmCESLXXTQKlSSmENTKJOUnKiN

Of EC 'AKfS OS i>S*5

PRINTER RIBBONS
PRINTER BLACK COLOUR

•HANDED COM*
Citizen 1S0O
Cftixcn Swft 9
Ottxen S***i 6«4?4&V9*
Pormontc \^94
Sur lC 10
St* iC 90
StolCSOO
UWICV4 1CHS
V* LC 94-900

CB 70
£2 70
C8 70
C356
£3 00
£3 06
CA 70

£3 S3
£3 53

tlUNOJD

N/A
£15 30
£15 30

r*A
£6 70
N/A

£19 30
r*A

£1395
fOf pftCG3 OH aTKTy rrOOOO

INKJET CARTRIDGES &

ACCESSORIES/JOYSTICKS
1000 COLOURED LABELS £8
1000 TRACTOR LABELS CWHITE) £10

MOUSE MAT £9 75

MOUSE HOLDER £9 SO

14' MONITOR STAND £10

P0JNTE8 STAND £6

3 5' CLEANING WT £9 75
PRINTER RIBBONS ECALL

PARALLEL LEAD £8
ZlPSTlCK £1 1 50
OS PYTHON HIM £9 50
CHEETAH 125* £8

REFILLS
ifMdaHP Deskjet Black Ink Cartridge

HP Deskjet Black Dual Capacity Ink Cartridge

HP Deskjet 500C Colour mk Cartnckjc

Canon BJiOe/ex Black mk Cartridge

Biack Twtn Refill lOt

Colour Twm Refill Kit (3 cols)...

500C Colour Refill Kit .

Asms* Cokx* Separation Software

£1750

£97 47

£99 37

£1699

£14 98

£9985

£14 98

£39 95

DUST COVERS
A500 £3.50

eT^rtrt/H iittFMitfitiktif * 4/J Jv

J IAK L^aflftrr him uniiin .X*J D\J

STAR IC-24 200 £3 50

OT1ZEN24 X3 50
PHIUPSMKV1I £3 50
ATARI £3 50

• OFFERS*

A1 200 Comic Relief Pack

£364.99

DISKS + 80 CAP BANX BOXES
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE
FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS

50 3 5' DS/DD 80 Cap Bonx Box .

.

X 3 5' DS/DD * 80 Cap Ban. Bo*
150 3 5* DS/DO * 2 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes
200 3 5* DS/DO * 2 » 80 Cap Baru. Boxes

300 3.5" OS/DO 4 « 80 Cap Baru Boxes.

400 3 5' DS/DO 5 x 80 Cap Banx Bcws

.

500 3 5* DSDO * 6 « 80 Cap Ban. Boxes

• OFFER 4 *
NEW AMIGA 1 200
68020 Processor, 14 19 MHz, 2MB

Ch«pRAM 16 Million Colours.

AA Chip Set €359.99

£3999
£45 99
£74 99
£89 99
£145 49
£187 99
£23599

AM pnees Wudf VAMte BOeS & freedetmy
lKttA&mBMVKtmitmxux»cfB:vmQ*x6

5.25" DS/DD Disks 21 p each
5.25* DS/HD Disks 39p each

150Cap3.5'PossoBox.
70 Cap 5 25' Posso
60 Cap 3 5' Stackabke Box

»»**f . £1650
£16 50
£10 00

Amiga 600 Pack

10 Cap boxes £0 85 each
40Capbcwes £4.10 each
lOOCapboxes £450each
10 Cap box £110 each
50 Cap boxes £5 10 each
lOOCapboxes £5 00 each

A500 PLUS CARTOON
CLASSIC PACK

0273 506269 / 0831 279084
All prices include VAT* Add £4

delivery unless stated*
Add £1 next day* Cheques

will be held for clearance.

Call or send cheques /postal orders to:
BCS Ltd., 295 Ditchiins Road, Brighton,

East Sussex BN1 6JH
All offers subject to availability- EoOE. Due to shortages of 3 " DSDD

disks, prices may change without notice. Due to currency r—

—

fluctuation, all prices may charts* without notice. vrM
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WTS ELECTRONICS LTD, CHAUL END LANE, LUTO

Amiga 1200 Packs
• 32-bit 68020 Full power
• On site warranty

• Two Python joysticks

• Free Paint package software

• Mouse mat

•Al 200 Standalone

•A1200 with 20MB
•A1200 with 40MB
•A1200 with 60MB
•A1200 with 80MB
•A1200with 120MB
•A1200 with 200MB

£459
£499
£539
£559
£629
£699

Amiqa 4000 Packs
AGA Chip set

68030/40 processor

Co-pro option

2MB/4MB RAM
A4000 030 with 80MB HD & 2MB
A4000 030 with 80MB HD & 4MB
A4000 030 with 120MB HD & 4MB
A4000 040 with 120MB HD 8. 6MB

£899

AS00 Plus

• Amiga 500 Plus
• Cartoon Classic pack

£1099
£2139

£187
£217

A1200/A600 Hard Drives Amiqa 500 Hard Drives Monitors SVGA Monitors

• Easy to install upgrade kits

• Full instructions and cables where necessary

• All drives supplied with formatting

instruction* and software

• Free fitting available - phone for details

• 20MB HD Upgrade Kit £95
• 40MB HD Upgrade Kit £135
• 60MB HD Upgrade Kit £169
• 80MB HD Upgrade Kit £189
• 1 20MB HD Upgrade Kit £269
• 200MB HD Upgrade Kit £329

A1200/A600 Upgrades

• ProRam 2MB PCM-CIA A600/A1200 £118
• ProRam 4MB PCM-CIA A6007A1200 £172
• ProRam 1MBA600 £39
• A12QG Real Time Clock 117

High Quality GVP Hard Drives

A500 A1500
120MB £429 £382
500MB £989 £942

1GB £1189 £1142

Internal Hard Drives for A500
• Easy to install - Pull instructions

• ICD technology

• Pro Internal 20MB hard drive £175
• Pro Internal 40MB hard drive £245
• Pro Internal 80MB hard drive £325
• Pro Internal 120MB hard drive £375
• Pro Internal 200MB hard drive £475

• A570 CD drive £149

• Philips 8833 MKII Monitor £219

Commodore 1084$ £194

When purchasing with

an Amiga deduct £10 from above

pricing

Dust cover for the above £5

• 14"/20"Super high resolution colour display

• Professional IBM compatibility

• Complete with cable

• Full UK warranty

• Tilt & swivel stand

Al 200 SVGA Monitor (Displays high

productivity modes) £228

A 1200 SVGA+ Monitor {Displays all modes

high and low) £389

A 1 200 SVGA plus 20 ' Monitor (Displays

all modes ideal for DTP.CAD etc.) £1044

Workstations Peripherals Scanner

Economically sound

Facilitates up to three external floppy

drives

Made in the UK
Strong and robust

Aesthetically pleasing

Keep your desk neat and tidy

Supplied complete and assembled with

free mouse mat

•A500 Workstation

A600 Workstation

Al 200 Workstation

£36

£36

Workstation Coverall dust covers £7

100 Capacity lockable disk box £5.99
Squick mouse £13.99
Mouse mat £1.99
TDK high quality OSD (10) disks £9.99
Computer Mall DSD (10) disks £6.00
Jet Fighter joystick £13.99

Apache joystick £6.99
Python joystick £9.99
Zipstick joystick £14.99
Screen Beat speakers £29
Zi-Fy speakers £39
A500/A600/A1 200 Dust cover s £4.99
Trackball controller £24.99
Control pad joystick £14.99
A500 Modulator £36.00
Mini Office package £54.99

Vast range of leads Please call

• Allows image processing in a useful and

unique fashion

• Comes complete with operation manual

• One of the fastest growing applications

for home and professional users

• High specification coupled with cost

effective pricing

• Power Hand Scanner

• 64 greyscates 100-400 DPI

• Thru'port to printer

• Fully compatible with Delux Paint 4, etc.

• Advanced software

• Power Hand Scanner v3.0 £105
• Power Hand Scanner Colour £229

Pro ROM Swapper

Swap between Kickstart chips

Fits A500, A500+, A600.A1 500

Auto swapping via keyboard control

Flexible cable allows the swapper to

work in conjunction with

accelerators etc.

Simple to fit - full instructions

Pro ROM Swapper £18

Pro ROM Swapper + 1 JROM £37

Pro ROM Swapper + 2.04ROM£40

Workbench 2.04 plus manuals£49

Seasonal Sale • Seasonal Sale • Seasonal Sale • Seasonal Sale • Seasonal Sale • Seasonal Sale • Seasonal Sale . Coaennal Sato - Coacnnal Cai
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N, BEDS, LU4 8EZ TEL (0582) 491949 (6 LINES)

Est. since

1984
W^

Pro Agnus 2MB
• Provides a full 2MB of Chip Memory for the

Amiga 500 and A1 500/2000 • Designed and

built in England • Supplied with 8375 Obese

Agnus • Includes 2Mb Memory on board in

the form of low power Zips • Allows the pro-

cessing of elaborate animation and sound

sampling • Provides the same max. chipmem-

ory as the A3000/A600 &500+ • Increases

addressable memory space from 9MB to

10MB • Complete with full instructions and

Hymg leads • British made

• Pro Agnus 2MB £139
(Free fitting available - Phone for details)

A500 Memory Expansions
A500 Pro-RAM 0.5 Meg. Upgrade
• Allows IMB software to run

• Chip memory compatible

• British made

• Without clock

• With clock

£16
£19

A500 Pro-RAM 1.5 Meg Upgrade

• Gives a full 2MB of memory £74

A500+ 1MB Meg Upgrade £29-95

High Current Power Supply Cumana 3.5
M
External Drive Supra Modems Chips and Spares

• Allows the addition of peripherals

without damage to computer or power

supply

• Why risk damaging your expensive kit

when one simple investment will ensure

total peace of mind now and for the

future

• Switch mode design

• Full crow bar projection

• British made

• A600 Power supply unit £44.95
• A500 Power supply unit £44.95

• A590 Power supply unit £44.95

• A1200 Power supply unit £54.95

• A2000 Power supply unit £99.95

• High Quality

• Renowned and proven reliability

• Top notch specification

• Anti-click

• Long moulded cable

• Slimline design

• High impact plastic

• Cumana external drive

• Cumana external drive

+ 100 capacity disk box

• Cumana external drive

+ 100 disk box + 20 blank disks

• A5007A500+

Internal replacement disk drive

£62

£68

£46

• Utilise hundreds of PD Bulletin Boards

• Communicate with fellow computer

users

• Cuts down on telephone bills by using

fast efficient baud rates

• 100% Hayes compatible

• Tone pulse, Auto Dial/Auto Answer

• Standard RS232 Interface

• Programmable number storage

• Free Corns software

• Supra 2400 Modem £89
• Supra Fax Plus (0-9600 BPS) £ 148
• Supra v 32 BIS (Fax Modem)

WTS have sole distribution rights from

Americas biggest Commodore chip

distributor

•Workbench 2.04 Kit £78
(Includes manuals, disks & chip)

•Kickstart 2.04 £24
• Kickstart 1.3 £26
• Kickstart ROM Swapper £18
(Swap between kickstatu)

•Fatter Agnus 8372 £49
•Obese Agnus 8375 £54
• High Res Denise £29
• 1MBx9Simms(3chip) £29
• 1MB x 4 Zips £14
•8520 CIA £13

II

sales hotline 0582 491949 (sunes), 0480 471 1 17(24hr». fax on 0582 505900

Credit Card ordering by phone is easy. Simply phone our sales hotline quoting your credit card number , expiry date, name and address and

the products you wish to order and we'll do the rest. Alternatively write the above details on your letter when ordering by post.

When ordering by post in cheque form please write your cheque card guarantee number on the reverse of the cheque and send along with

your order. Postal Orders are also accepted.

NO DELIVERY CHARGES TO UK MAINLAND. MINIMUM ORDER AMOUNT £15.00.

Should you wish your order to be sent by courier service please add £5. This method includes Comprehensive insurance.

WARRANTY: One year return to base (excluding chips).

ONE YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY; Available on all products (excluding chips) at 10% of purchase price when ordering.

Head Office

WTS Electronic Ltd

Chaul End Lane
Luton

0532 491949

Computer Mall Bedford
No. 16 Downstairs
The Harpur Centre

Bedford
0234 218228

Where To Find Us!

Computer Mall St. Neots

No.6
Priory Mall Shopping Centre

St. Neots

0480 471117

Computer Mall Hertford

49 Railway St.

Hertford

0992 S03606

Computer Mall Dunstable
84 High Street North

Dunstable
Bedfordshire

0582 47S747

A» prices quoted or products stocked #r vubje< t to slocking irveh and availability WTS cannot be heW liable or supply reimbursement tor force majeure, or items, which art out o* slock due to demand of tow. stock at rts supplier? whet* may result in

delayed delivery or non delivery, payment with order please allow 29 days lor delivery WIS reserve the nght to ammend prices, revise packs. speolicatons and or substitute product wtfuouf poor not.ee at #tr time without lability upon resell

a=nii al Sale Seasonal Sale Seasonal Sale



Unsure of your rights

when you go Amiga
Shopping? Want to

know how fo protect

yourself? Alex Soboslay
reviews the /aw with
help from Wilf Rees,

Andrew Charlton and
the British Standards
Institute, no less.

Where's the

kttemerk. we
wanted to know. In

Amiga Shopper 25

we mentioned that the American

National Standards Institute (ANSI)

had set a standard tor the C
programming language which most

C compilers In the world now adhere

to. We eald that the British

Standards Institute hadn't yet

worked out a standard for C. In fact,

the BSI have developed a test suite

for C compilers.

The Plum Hall C test suite tests

every "shall" and "shall not"

constraint and every syntax rule. It

consists of 22.000 lines of C code.

plus over a million bytes of script-

generated C to provide a

comprehensive test for any compiler.

To help C developers with portability

problems. BSI offer a model C
compiler which verifies source code

against the C standard and includes

run-time checking, warnings where

code may cause portability problems,

and a system of error messages that

refer you to the appropriate part of

the standard. In addition to Prolog

and other test suites. BSI Quality

Assurance also have a Pascal

validation suite (developed by NPL)

SECOND OPINION
In Amiga Shopper 26 we published

a query from Mr Raphuit. who had

bought a second-hand Amiga for

£150 from a second-hand shop.

When he got the Amiga home, it

worked for about four hours before

rt began crashing repeatedly and

then stopped working altogether.

When he took the machine back to

the shop, they drew his attention to

a sign saying "Goods bought as

seen" and claimed that they

accepted no responsibility, adding

that he must have mistreated the

machine himself.

Our legal expert's advice was
equivocal. On the one hand, the

Sale of Goods Act specifies that all

goods sold must be "of

merchantable quality" and "fit for

the purpose" for which they are

sold, and the Unfair Contract Terms

Act adds that a seller cannot

exclude or vary these requirements

by any such sign. On the other

hand, our legal expert said, an

arbitrator may feel that because the

Amiga was working when It left the

•hop* K was In a condition good

enough to be described as

"merchantable", considering Its

price; and what's more. If the

defects were such as Mr Raphult

could or should have noticed before

he bought the machine (especially If

the "bought as seen" sign was In

plain view and he knew that those

were the conditions under which he

was buying), the arbitrator may
conclude that he accepted the

machine In that condition, with all

Its defects. The decision, we
concluded, might go either way.

Kevin Walsh, a solicitor from

Strathclyde. writes to disagree. 'On

the basis of all the facts narrated.

"

he says, "Mr Raphuit would have a

cast-iron case against the trader for

a full refund, since a notice such as

'Goods bought as seen' has little

significance in law. unless referring

to obvious damage, such as a

damaged casing for instance.

"Cases upon this point are

numerous, and courts are eager to

imply durability into consumer sales.

Take as an example a man who
purchased an eight-year-old Jaguar

for £390. Three weeks later it broke

down. In court, the buyer was
successful in establishing that the

car was not fit for its purpose at the

time of sale. From this you can

extrapolate that a £150 computer

will be expected to last for longer

than four hours. Mr Raphuit should

contact the Trading Standards

department in whose area the shop

lies, and they will probably persuade

the shop to issue a refund. Failing

that, he should see a solicitor as

soon as possible."

GONE FOR BROKE
A number of readers have written

following the collapse of Future

World Computers Ltd, also trading

as Dynamite Computers. (We
reported on this back In Amiga
Shopper 24.) Many of Future

World's customers had sent money

for orders that had not been

delivered at the time that the

company went Into liquidation, and

they're now wondering if there Is

which has been in use for ten years

and is the internationally recognised

test for checking conformity to the

ISO standard for Pascal. BSI's

CERTware logo is displayed on

validated products as an

endorsement of conformance claims.

This is all part of BSI's push to

promote standards in the whole

Information Technology (IT) field. ISO

9000 is the international standard

for software systems "quality

management" and IT generally, and rt

is designed to assure customers of a

defined level of quality and

performance from both a company's
hardware and its systems setups.

Registration to this standard through

BSI Quality Assurance is more and
more being specified as a mandatory

requirement for companies tendering

for finance and central government

contracts. Large companies in

industry too are starting to demand
registration to ISO 9000 as a

guarantee of the quality management
of companies they deal with. BSI QA
has registered manufacturing,

software development, consultancy

and other companies, including

names such as Digital. IBM and ICL.

as well as the in-house computing

operations of such familiar names as

British Steel Central Management

Services and British Telecom. IBM

(UK) Ltd has full company-wide

registration to ISO 9000 - which

means that all functions within the

business, from caterers to the chief

anything they can do to get their

money back.

Unfortunately, when a company goes

bust, customers are generally

classified simply as "unsecured

creditors". This means that they take

their place in the queue, behind the

tax man, the VAT inspectors, and

"secured creditors" (which usually

means bodies like banks and

building societies that lend money in

return for first claim on certain

property, like a mortgage on a house
- rf you don't keep up the payments

on the mortgage, the building society

get the house ana can sell rt to get

their money back, no matter who
else might be after you for money).

Unsecured creditors also include

everybody the company owed money
to. whether for stock the company
had bought or for less material

things like advertising. (Future

Publishing, publishers of Amiga

Shopper, were also owed a

substantial amount by Future World,

but they're in exactly the same boat

as customers with outstanding

orders.) If a company could afford to

pay all its debts, it wouldn't be going

bust in the first place, so even if all

of its assets and stock are sold off,
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exec, have been assessed against

the standard.

BSI QA runs a complementary

accreditation scheme called TickIT

especially for software developers.

Software houses, consultancies and

large IT organisations have signed

up, including Admiral pic (developers

of software for Nationwide Building

Society) and Andersen Consulting.

What about applications

programs? BSI has developed a

series of Kitemark schemes for

software, laying down product

specifications developed in

conjunction with developers,

representative industry organisations

and user groups. A software

Kitemark will guarantee buyers that

any package meets a standard level

of functionality and is stable and

well-tested, and also provide

suppliers with a guide to the

minimum level of functionality their

product should meet. The first of

these Kitemarks covers accounting

software and requires suppliers to:

• operate a quality system to ISO

9001;
• conform to relevant product

approval specifications: and

• document the software in

accordance with established

standards.

What's more, suppliers must agree

to devise tests for all user-reported

bugs and ensure that new versions

of the software have eliminated

these before being released, and

it's very unlikely that there will be

enough money to pay everybody in

full. More lihely, all the unsecured

creditors will get only a fraction of

the money they're owed.

So, not much consolation if

you'd sent money to Future World.

But what can you do to protect

yourself when buying by mail?

O Trusts. The general rule that

customers are unsecured creditors

doesn't apply if the money involved

is held "in trust" by the trader. This

can arise if the trader holds all

deposits in a separate bank account,

which a court might regard as a trust

account, though this is not very

common. It can also arise if you

specify when you send a payment

that the money is to be held In trust

until the order is completed. If you

can prove this - say. if you can get

the cheque returned by the trader's

bank and show you had written this

on the back - then you are entitled

to your money back in full. However,

this is true only if the trader still has

the money at the date of liquidation

{or bankruptcy if the trader is an

individual). The money legally should

not have been spent, but if it Is gone

you're no better off than before, so

even this is not likely to help here.

they must not release new versions

bearing the Kitemark until all

outstanding faults have been

resolved.

The first Kitemark licence for

accounting software is likely to be

awarded this year, and BSI are

working on extending the scheme to

payroll packages, electronic data

interchange, data security and open

systems products. There are plans to

begin work on Kitemark schemes for

applications software, but these are

still a little way off in the future. So

when you buy some new software

you can't quite yet have a guarantee

of exactly how it will perform - but at

least you can be reasonably

confident that BT's computer

systems are up to scratch.

• Thanks to BSI Quality Assurance

(• 0908 220908) for their

information.

ON THE RECORD
In previous instalments of Amiga

Advocate, we have mentioned that

even if you take action in the County

Court under its small claims

procedure (as detailed in Amiga

Shopper 25) and win your case in

court, that may not be the end of the

story - you might still have to get the

losing party (who is now known as a

"judgment debtor") to pay up. If you

are able to get a judgment but are

having a spot of bother getting your

cash, then a point always worth

making to your debtor is that County

Court judgments are now

automatically registered (in the

Register of County Court Judgments,

as it happens). So what? Well, if the

debt is paid within 28 days of

judgment, then the registration is

deleted, but if it is unpaid after that

time it will remain on the register for

six years after payment - it will be

marked "satisfied" when finally paid,

but not removed, so it sits there as a

matter of public record. These days,

credit checks carried out by potential

suppliers will show that the debtor is

a bad payer, and it may be that his

creditworthiness will be adversely

affected. In fact, if your debtor is an

individual, it may have more serious

ramifications: it could stop an

individual opening a bank account,

getting a mortgage, buying a car or

getting a credit agreement.

Be wary, though, of harrassing

someone who owes you money, even

if it's a "judgment debt". It is a

criminal offence to do so, whether it

is by threatening violence or just

publicity or criminal proceedings, or

by causing distress, alarm or

humiliation to the debtor or the

debtor's family. In one case, a

newsagent who was owed money
parked his van outside the debtor's

home with a sign on the side saying

"Debt Collector" - a great joke, you

may think, but the courts did not

agree. The newsagent was charged

and had to pay a fine of £2.000 -

more than the debt he was owed! It

is always safer to leave it to the

court to enforce its judgment and

collect the money for you. QJ

imainp]:if:H«
Check the telephone book for how or supplier first in an amicable way.

to contact your nearest: If that doesn't work, seek
• Citizen's Advice Bureau independent advice from the

• Trading Standards Office (look contacts above or from a solicitor.

under your local council) Amiga Advocate is intended only as

• Office of Fair Trading a guide to the law in England and
• County Court (ask about the

"small claims procedure").

Wales, and you should not rely

solely on anything said here. We
•

cannot give direct advice on

Please note: if you are involved in individual cases, act as arbitrators

a dispute of any kind, always try to In any dispute, or reply personally

resolve the matter with the dealer to any correspondence.

O COD. You could enquire before

you order whether you can buy Cash-

on-Delivery. Many traders won't even

consider this because they have to

wait (up to 28 days) for their money

after sending the goods (rather than

the other way around!), and you will

almost certainly have to pay the fee

yourself, but that's only £2 on top of

the invoice cost and at least you

don't have to pay until the goods

actually arrive. Note that Royal Mail's

Parcelforce offers the facility only up

to a maximum invoice value of £500.

O Check first. You should do

whatever you can to check that the

trader is reputable. Ask among your

friends, and check back issues to

make sure that the trader's adverts

have been running for some time

and without unexplained absences -

the trader may have been on the

publisher's "Stop list" for not paying

its advertising bills. Ring up the

trader first to confirm that the goods

you want are in stock, what their

refunds and returns policy is, and

how quickly they can deliver -

assurances made to you over the

phone may be an enforceable part of

the contract. Personal

recommendations from people you

trust are always more reliable than

just taking a punt. However, even

reputable companies can go bust, so

there is no absolute guarantee.

O Protection schemes. Some
publishers put money into funds

which reimburse customers if mail

order companies go bust, but these

have only a set amount of money

each year, and once it's gone, that's

it. If more than one company goes

under, or a big one like Future World

folds owing a large amount, you

won't be covered anyway.

Plastic protects. The very best

protection you can get is to pay by

credit card. Under the Consumer

Credit Act 1974. if the goods you buy

cost over £100 and if you pay any

part of the price by credit card, then

the credit card company are liable

along with the seller for any breach

of contract. If the goods don't turn

up or even if they just don't work,

you can claim against the seller or

the credit card company or both. You

can't get your money back twice, of

course, but you have a better chance

of getting a satisfactory settlement,

especially if the seller has gone

bust. Even if it hasn't, credit card

companies often have their own

insurance to cover claims like these

(sometimes even for transactions

where the amount is less than £100
- but don't rely on this), or they

might take up the matter with the

seller on your behalf.

A couple of things to remember.

It doesn't matter if you pay only part

of the price by credit card, so long as

the total price is over £100 (and,

incidentally, under £30,000). Also, rt

must be a credit card, like Access or

Visa, not a card you have to pay off

in full when the statement comes
and not a "debit" card like a Switch

or Delta card (one you can only use if

you actually have enough in the bank

to cover the amount). The law also

says the sale must be a

"commercial" agreement, but if

you're buying goods from a trader

there's no problem here.

Credit card companies may not

tell you all this - understandably

enough, they don't want to invite an

avalanche of claims - but it applies

to all credit sales. Plastic protects!

• If you paid for undelivered goods

from Future World Computers (or

Dynamite Computers) and have not

yet contacted the administrators, do

so now, explaining your position in

full. The administrators are: Pannell

Kerr Forster, 159 Charles Street,

Leicester LEI 1LD, tr 0533 856611.
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READER ADS

...or your chance to reach 50,000

fellow Amiga owners for only a fiver.

FOR SALE

A1200 6MD. 60Mb HD. FPU.

clock. Philips monitor. 24-ptn

printer, genlock, digitizer, disk

drive, loads of magazines,

approx. 1000 disks. 11.500
» Mike 0325 316009

Amiga BOO (boxed). 1 Mb, PSU.

CM 8833 colour monitor,

external second drive. Two

joysticks. Mouse. Lots of

software and games. £300 or

best offer. « Crawley 0293
886725

Amiga 2000. Wbench 2.04.

3Mb RAM. Philips 8833 Mkll

monitor, 42Mb HD, 2 floppy

drives. Star LCIOC printer. Loads

of games, mags, utilities. £500
0N0. « Paul 0816712643

OVP A530 120Mb hard drive,

68030 40MHz, 1Mb 32 bit RAM.

6 months old. inc software. A

bargain at £600 OVNO. » Arthur

061 427 3626 after 6 pm. GVP
PC286 emulator £100.

Amiga 1600 4Mb RAM, GVP
030 card, flicker fixer. £600
ONO. « Andrew 0380 850553
after 7pm.

Amiga A1200 20Mb hard disk.

Brand new. unused. Free

joystick. Genuine reason for

sale. Only £400 Some software

available. Could deliver West
York*. Too good to miss!

• 0532 866179
.

A500 1.3. Mb Chip RAM. boxed.

as new £200. Cumana disk dnve

£30. Vidi Amiga 12 digitiser.

brand new £60. Games and

software, call for titles available.

• 0844 353257

OVP-HD 80Mb £300. Philips

8833-Mk II monitor £150. Star

XB24-10* colour and Hex/dump
£250. AFormat lssl-44 + disks

£60. AShopper lssl-24 + disks

£25. AComp7ngtssl4-58 +

disks £60. Offers considered.

» Paul 071 7005549 (evenings)

speed up with this

SSL 68020 board fitted with

1Mb 32-bit RAM, suitable for

A500/500+. £130. w 0536
81332

Mlcrobotlcs M1200XA 40MHz
accelerator with 40MHz maths
coprocessor. Brand new

condition, under 11 months

warranty, cost £430. sell for

£300. Expandable upto 128Mb
32-bit Fast RAM. tr David 071
328 5249

Amiga 600 (2Mb) inc Trojan light

phazer. Easy Amos. mags, disks

and joystick, as new. £275.
Philips 8833 Mkll colour monitor

Inc cables, as new. £150.

• Paul 0954 31045

Videotape streamer: save

hundreds, nonprotected <ie

XCopy DOScopy) floppies, hard

drive files to video (error free).

£45. 68010 ceramic CPU £15.

Apex copier hardware £19.50. A
Barr, 16 Ogilvie Road. Stirling.

FK8 2HJ

Amiga 500 WB 1.3. Chip RAM,

£100. GVP 52Mb HD with 8Mb
Fast RAM and PC 286 emulator.

£390. CBM 1084 monitor £100.

Roctec floppy £40. All for £600.
w Sean 0243 820068

A1200, only few months old,

with LC 10 printer, games,

disks, joystick etc, worth £600.
Selling due to emigration, still

under warranty. £450. • 0822
854148 after 7pm

ASOO accessories. Official 2.1

enhancer kit with 2.04 ROM
£60. 4Mb RAM expansion £150.

Keyboard ROM sharer £15. All

one month old. Rombo Vidi

Amiga splitter, powerpack £40.

• 0573 223242

A500, 1Mb RAM. with GVP
60Mb with 4Mb RAM. all leads,

dustcover, joystick. Simpsons
game £500. » 081 950 2716
evenings or weekends.

Supra Modem 2400+. V42bis

and MNP5 up to 9600bps. Five

year warranty. Still boxed. £65.

« 0762 337582 after 6pm. Ask

for Adrian.

Amiga B2000HD with A2091
SCSI controller, 40Mb and

87Mb SCSI disks. CM8833
monitor. Kickstart 2.04 and 1.3.

Genius mouse and loads of PD
wares. Good condition, only

£900. « 0483 34171
(evenings)

A500 (3Mb). 1084s monitor.

GVP 52Mb hard drive, external

disk drive, joysticks plus lots of

software. Bargain £500 » 0784
453343

Amiga A1500, WB 2.00. GVP
125 Mb HD. 4Mb RAM, 2x3.5in,

1x5.25m floppies. KCS power

PC card. 1084 monitor Midi

interface. Software. May split.

£1.000 ONO. « George 061
600 3488 (day). 061 688 9230
(evenings)

A1500, WB 2.04. A2091 52Mb
Quantum 3Mb memory, flicker

fixer, all manuals, boxed. £685
ONO v Ned. East London, 071
474 4019

Supra Fax Modem 9600 BPS
fax. 2400 BPS modem. Unused,

new, leads and Ataik3 software.

£85. tr 0933 278264

,

A1500*. GVP 120Mb HD and

2Mb Fast RAM. WB 2.04, boxed

as new. one year old,.£250's of

games. £350 ONO. £300 w'out

games. » Mark 0584 810 970

It's only £5 to sell your used hardware and software in Amiga Shopper
Sell your excess hardware and software with Amiga Shopper Reader
Adverts. Just fill m the form and send it to us along with a cheque

(mode payable to Future Publishing) or postal order for £5. But BE
WARNED. This maga/lne Is not a forum for selling pirate software or

other illegal goods. Software must include all issue disks, manuals and

a signed statement that all other copies have been destroyed. Please
advise us if you are offered pirate or copied software by advertisers. All

ads are accepted in good faith. The editor reserves the right to refuse

or amend ads. We accept no responsibility for typographical errors or
losses arising from the use of this service.

Trade ads will not be accepted, Including anyone advertising the sale of PD software.
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GVP 52Mb + 2Mb. boxed, as

new £250; Sculpt Animate 40
£60; Real 3D turbo £25; plus

selection of boxed original

games: all good condition.

» Kevin 0602 612945

DTP Software Klndwords 2.0

£15. rVortn and South £08.
Sherman M4 £05. Comicster

incl. x3 packs Comic Art. mrp

£145. onry £50. Midwinter £08.
Curse of Guchantga £10. All

pnces include P & P. tr 0342
822203

B2000. 3Mb RAM. 52Mb HD.

bridge board with 20Mb HD.

5.25 + 3.5 floppy. 8833 monitor

Propage, Superbase. Protext.

Design 3D. Falcon. Future Wars.

F29. Epic. Space Quest and
many others. £650 » Trevor

0256 703146

Amiga 2000. 20Mb hard disk.

2x3.5 disk drives. 1084s
monitor. Kickstart. Workbench
1-3. printer, programming

software, manuals. 20+ games,
mouse, music studio. Photon.

Deluxe Paint. Only £850 w 0602
765138

Amiga 2000HD. 40Mb HD. 3Mb
RAM. monitor. 1.3/2.0 switcher.

£350. External 286Mb SCSI HD
£250. Action Replay III fof

1500/2000 £25. 4Mb 32-bit

SIMMs £60. « 081 845 8065

Amiga A12 00. as new. some
software incl. AV8B. 200L etc.

external disk drive £350 » 0256
64666 after 6pm. Ask for Mark.

A2000 + 1084S monitor WB 2.0

+ Super Denise + freezer

cartridge. 5Mb RAM + 52Mb
GVP hard drive, two disk drives

power scanner + Golden Image

mouse. 100's of disks. £800.
boxed. » 0446 721054
evenings

Complete system: Amiga 1500.
3Mb RAM. 105Mb HDD. Canon

BJlOe. colour monitor. MIDI

interface, heaps of software, all

leads and manuals. Offers: will

consider split. » 0403 210824
answerphone.

GVP A530 Turbo 120Mb hard

disk; 40MHz 68030 processor;

4Mb 32-bit RAM; boxed exactly

as new. Cost £1,078; will sell

for £750 or offers. « Chris 081
332 6959 (leave message)

PERSONAL
Amiga Games Programmers. I'm

interested in meeting other

experienced 68000/hardware
programmers with a view to

setting up a commercial

development collaboration. Andy.

64 Worthington Road. Surbiton.

Surrey. KT6 7RX

Draught Row BBS. Amiga-

based, the fnendly BBS. All

welcome. Beginners or experts.

Free membership, free down-

loads. « 0733 310827
10.30pm thru 09am. Speeds to

v32Bis.
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CITIZEN PRINTERS
FROM SILICA SYSTEMS

WINDOWS 3.1
fm Window* 3 \ dm* with Starter Kit

• FREE DELIVERY
Nail Qtv *iy^'« m it* u* mwuaftd

• 2 YEAR WARRANTY • FREE HELPLINE
(including if* dot mitm pmttr bud) Tichmc* support dunng offfct hour*

• FREE STARTER KIT WfaCtuwMnrtmDrw^lrmma

PRINTERS
WITH 2 YEAR WARRANTY

fflff/ STARTER KIT

WORTH C57.M

FREE STARTER KIT INCLUDES
• J " Disk with Amiga Print Mintger

• J -
•DM with Windows 3 1 Drlnr

• 1 8 Metr* Pintlel Printer CMbfe

• 200 Shells ol Continuous Piper

• 100 Common 1ruler Pud
AGOrtit UMs

e S Continuous Envelopes on

TrsclofFfteO

AMIGA PRINT MANAGER V2.01
Fff talK fntng htn your V*(ft *** dttvv

rapt rti tot rtnnt coixn AvButttfrtc

ol dvgi at p«t tf ?» Ski Pn*r Stew H

• *ira*d **&• 5mocfwig » r*p5cafcng

KIT

VALUE £49 VAT

PERIPHERALS & ACCESSORIES

• Citizen Swift 200 -24 pin -80 column

• 270cps SDoscw, 216 cps Draft, 72cps LQ
• 8K Pnnter Buffer ihk/wi * 6 LQ Fonts

• Parallel Interface

• Graphics Resolution. 360x360 dpi

• Epson, IBM. & NEC P20 Emulations

• Quarter Printing and Auto Set Facility

• Ultra Quiet Mode - 4308(A)

• Colour Kit - Optional Extra (See Below)

• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

RHP DM
UlICA JIMTEfl HT C4I

TOTAL VAlUf HOB
SAVING H29

SIUCA PRICE- CI 79

£179
VAT»Ol0.33-PRI2*90

Cttuen 1200* - 9 pin

U4cps Draft, 30cps NLO
4K Printer Buffer * 2 Fonts
Parallel or Serial Interlace

Graphics Resolution: 240*2i6dpi
Epson and IBM Emulation

Pull tractor & bottom feed

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

CITIZEN 120D*

m ci«
W.ICA STARTM WT M

TOTAl VALUE C24I

SAVmG: £133

SILICA PRICE; El 15

IN Citizen 1?OQ pfrttf comes supplied *<t> j

ptnftet tfHeflKl as standard II you rwuirt J wr«J
tnttrijct instead, please stale 'et PRI 2125 when
cH*:"^0 you' order vrttfi S*ci

£115
I.VAT*Cl35i3-PRI2tW

STAND OFFER
PRINTER NOT/,
INCLUDED ,iiiiil^

LOW
PRICE'}

1

^
CITE. PRINTER

STAND
For Swift 9, 90, 24, 24e,

200, 240 and 224 Printers
• Half*km pact mm Owen Pimm's
pomrtul paper handing

• totoiiOurafiteConimxtori

• Savet space andprofKfv ccnanuot*
swuonery from dusf and flirrwje

• CampMb***! Bottom antfwfesd

£19
•VKNE22H PR>U42

SHEET FEEDERS
PRA 1200 120O. C713B

PRA 1222 124tVZWSa*NCalPi«m.£U.13
PRA 1228 WMfy*lXto*m\ £4200

SERIAL INTERFACES
PRA 1189 1200. . £56 45

PRA 1209 Swift a%/t24D>?24 £3225

PRA 1709 Swift 2VJA*!2*rtWt*Q £26 3*

32K MEMORr* EXPN
PRA I (53 22*Sw* 24r24i/24e £l J 45

PRINTER STAND
PRA 1274 Swift 9X/24X/2QH240 D4 95

ORIGINAL RIBBONS
RI83SM 120QSw«IW0BIjc* £291
RIB 3949 Swffl 9. BfcL V 15

fl«W24 124a"Swtft24/20fW40Blacl £420
RIB 3936 Z?VSwnwaW0M40Col. £1563

R» 3248 P*I4| Sing* Slnki £361
RiB3348 PN4fl Mufti Smta £3 61

COLOUR KITS
PRA 1236 22«/SrtftW?4t/?0(V240 £3525
PRA 1240 Sw«t fc<?4i . £45 25

PN4S ACCESSORIES
PRA 1146 PN4I emry _ £46.70

PfUIIH WMaCibhEifll £29 3*

PRA1I62 PN48 Cai Aflapior £1674

Citizen Pro/et

inkjet - 80 column

360cps Draft,

120cps NLO

SO Nozzle Head •

Whisper Quiet 47dB{A)

BK Printer Buffer

RAM Card Options

1 3 Fonts Built-in

i Optional HP
Compatible Font

Cards

i Parallel and Serial

Interface

i Graphics Resolution.

300x300dpt

i HP Deskiet Plus

Emulation

2 Year Warranty

NEW
LOW
PRlCt!

RRP £496

rOJAL VALUE: £496

SAVING. £217

SIUCA PRICE: £279
£279

I +•/*-*?' S3 PRIM90

*3Q0c9S$Dn*?t 24Qc&Datt BOcps LQ
• ftr ftmftr flirffor - «K maamwm

font Cevmogs Sol
PniWIntotin

for (fog & sty* *onb

• Graphics ftewuton 36tiM3600pt

• f/wfl.m NECP2Q&QL fmtfmom

• Coffwwntf VtM IV Front Control P*w
• Uttt*Qu*!U(m~43<iB<A}

• CoktotPfWmgSUn&rtiSw'nMOc
CoburPtln0nf0ptt)t^'Smft?40

• Wff ftdd Photo SUfftfM

SWIFT 240 MONO
DX

ITAWTWKn. C4t

row mm am
5AVW6 tljj £239

-VAT^2K'W-PWH»

SWIFT 240C»
, OH

STAJTffOT. M
COLOUR

£259

• C/rtw S*rff 90-9 ptn-$Q column

• ?i0cpsSQamiSk»Dall 4to WO
• SX PwJiVr fluffs

• Gnptiics Resolution 240M216dpt
• Epson ind IBMEmutttion

• Auto $*t faoMy

• tWra Qv*t Mote « 454BIA)

• AftVX^tf ftjptf/ HJffiWflp

• Coioor PnntmQ Standiftl - Swift 90c

Colour Prmng OpOomt - Swttt 90

fREE Ntei Prtotm Starter «r

SWIFT 90 MONO
... till

ummm* jm
totm mut da

SWIFT 90C COLOUR
Ot*

mmwaf f w
for-ii mm cm £169

• QiVm Swft24x -24 pin -136 col

• Wcps Oraff 64cps NLO
• W Pnotef Bufftr * 4 ftmK

• Grapn*cs Resolution 360\36Odpt

• fpaw /fl« *vnJ WC PS Emulation

• Colour Option Available

• FREE Stlrca Prmtcr Stirter Kit

MP ..... - C4M
bUU tTAITTTHUT Wt

* 0'ii Wlf: cm

vuctma am
£299

fREft STARrtRKIf
«oph £49 wi imt

• Otuen PH4S Notebook Pnnter

• Nonimpact Prmbng on Plm Piper

• 53ep$ LQ * 4K Buffer # «? wB
• R&l/ ^tf floffom Paper LoM*ng

• Gnptocs Res 360 x 360dpi

•Qm 04 NECP6 i Cftvr £n*ftr

MP on

£199

f

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU
• Tfl££ OVERNIGHT oeuve** On alt hardware ckoots shaped *n the UK matfiland.

• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE- Team of technical experts at your service

• PRICE MATCH Wt rwmaJly match competitors on a "Same product - Same price* basts

• ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS Proven track record in professional computer sales.

• fl? MILLION TURNOVER (with 60siaffl. Solid, reliable ana profitable.

• BUSINESS + EDUCATION * GOVERNMENT Volume discounts avartab-e 081-308 08B8

• SHOWROOMS. Dermxtttolion and tratn*r>g laities at all our stores

• Tt1€ FULL STOCK RANGE AH o* your requirements trom one supplier.

• fREE CATALOGUES Will be mailed to you with offers software and peripheral detals

• PA YMENT Major credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms 'APR 29 b% - mrnen quotes on requaiv

Before you decide when to buy your new pnnter. we suggest you tNnk very carefully about WHERE you
buy rt Consider what it will be like a few months after you t)ave made your purchase, when you may
require additional peripherals and accessories or help and advice And will the company you buy 'rom
contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you will have nothing to

worry about We have been established tor almost T4 years and. wfth our unrivalled expenence and
eipertise. we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements with an understanding which is

•eoood lo none But don t |usl lake our word for it Complete and return the coupon now tor our latest

FREE literature and begin to experience the "Sihca Systems Service'

MAIL ORDER: U The Mews. Hathertey Rd. Sticup, Kent, 0A14 4DX Tel: 081-309 11lf
Qnfcr um Qpyi Mon-SM 90C*f!HiOOpm No iM§ MgN Qptftr^ Ft* No Ml W 0006

LONDON SHOP:
Qpgwip Houn MocvStf 9 30g*600pm

LONDON SHOP: Setfridges
Qpor—Q Houfi. M0fr6tf 9 3Q»t>7 OOpm

SIDCUP SHOP:
Opoiwg Horn McoSrf ?OCkvr>530m

52 Tottenham Court Rotf. London. W1P OBA III: 071-580 4000
Ho XMb iyi Opormg F^ No Q7i^Z) 4737

Awl Oxfoid Street London. W1A 1AB Tel: 071 629 1234

ESSEX SHOP

1-4 The Mews, Hatfwrley Rd. Sidcw, Kent. DAM 4DX TH: M1-M2 M11
Ftt NO OSl-30* 001 7

Keddes (2m rov). High Street. Southend-on-Sea. Essex, SSt ILA Tel: 0702 468039
Wow-fn IO0(Wm-53(»mSM900tm<OCp«ii) Ia0» **g« Thurpfc, 7(m FwHo0^024«O»

To: Silica Systems. AMSHP-0893-55 1-4 The Mews. Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent. DA14 4DX~^

PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE CITIZEN RANGE
MiMrsMi MWi -

Company Name (H app»caDle)

Aod'ess

Surname;

f
...

... "\ MAlL 0RDER HOTLINE

ilij 081-309 1111
KIVI 19 n£

SIUCA
SYSTEMS

-

F .--..

-* *.. .

,

lei (Home) Tei (WortO:

When canpulef{s). < any, do you own''

eaoc iWnttlCOiavilorVW
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WINNER OF TWO PRESTIGIOUS

'PC DIRECT HITS, ~
AWARDS' 93

"Qutomer sen ice sujipon & sen ice

Excellence' Excellence'

PRICES INC.DELIVERY a VAT @ 1 7.5%

2

'5

2

E

HERE TODAY ~ HERE TO STAY
Ev**ft+m Micro* ftt*t F<r»t fc c*>o*ca, prtcn *nQ s«rv»cr E ttabfctha^d

lor OVtr ten years *ilh A Strong finarvctal Status and sacur* future

Our Cornputartaad TaaasalM Order Procnsmg mv«!fwnt mum last

offtewnt s*fvKC Wall Appointed WataH Showroom* w+rh laro* product

range on display. Our huoe Customer dfrljibnse. higH percent ao* of

repeal cuclom nod person*! refer rnit underlines our popotaniy

REMEMBER - when you need us, we wilt still be here. Our evlentlve

rupnmunn fjrnflrjrti m«nn* we eaulH itvpiHuafly he Ihere •» wr*M

HOW TO ORDER

0386 765500
TELESALES OPENING TIMES:

9am - 7pm Monday-Friday
9am - 5.30pm Saturday

^f Send Cheque, Postal Order or

y£_D Access/Visa/Switch/AmEx
card details to:

Evesham Micros Ltd.,

Unit 9. St Richards Road,
Evesham, Worcs.WRll 6TD

LT

®
. or FAX your Order with

Access, vimj, Switch, AmEx
card details to us on :

0386-765354
Government. Education & PLC orders welcome • Seme

day despatch whenever possible • Prices include delivery

(UK Mainland only) * Express Courier delivery (UK

Mainland only) E 6.50 extra • Please note that 5 banking

days must be allowed for cheque clearance. Immediate

clearance on Bank Drafts > Credit card orders: We do not

charge the card until the goods are despatched

Cards Welcome

SWITCH

M-i>*A

RETAIL SHOWROOMS
Normal Opening limes : Monday-Saturday, 9 00-5.30

Late Night Opening Until 7pm Wednesday-Friday

EVESHAM BIRMINGHAM
Untt 9 M Richards Rd.

Evosham
WorciWRll 6TD

ff 0386 •765180
fax . 0386 765354

251-255 Mosoley Rd.

Hlghgat*
Birmingham Bl 2 0EA
•ff 021 • 446 5050

fax; 021 446 5010

CAMBRIDGE
5 GliMOn Rood,
Cambridge
CBl 2HA

O 0223*323898
fo» - 0223 322833

MIITON KEYNES

320 Wrtan Gale,
Milton Keynes
MK9 2HP

» 0908 • 230898
fax. 0903230866

TECHNICAL
SUPPORT

IT 0386-40303
Monday to Friday, 10 00 - 5.00

1 YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL GOODS
OrtNfttorrKf jf tmmotgomgfopHm* A* good* suftyarf to jmtoWy

AMIGA 500 SOLDERLESS RAM UPGRADES

A500 512K oN££ 1 QQ
RAM/CLOCK ^!* !7i£Z
UPGRADE

INC. VAT AMD DELIVERY

ALSO WITHOUT CLOCK
FOR ONLY :

£ 1 6.99
r CONVENIENT ON / OFF MEMORY SWrTCH AUTO-RECHARGING

BATTERY BACKED REAL-TIME CLOCK -> COMPACT, ULTRA-NEAT DESIGN

'A500 PLUS'

1MB RAM
UPGRADE

THE FASTESTAND EASIEST WAY TO
UPGRADE YOUR A500+ TO 2MB RAM

!

Simply Plugs Into trapdoor eipanalon area ft

Increases total RAM capacity to 2Mb ChipRAM'

RAM On/Off Switch > Compact unit size

Only 8 low power RAM IC's - High reliability

ONLY £42.99 nnnnmninmajinflrm

1.5MB RAM BOARD
J***

1 PO*^ Fully populated board increases total RAM In A500 to 2Mb! it Plugs

laaak into trapdoor area, & connects to GARY chip > Includes Battery- "•
Backed Real-Time Clock v Socketed RAM ICs on 512K / 1Mb Versions

Unpopulated RAM board with clock E 34.95
N^SSTt 3? —

With 15Mb FASTRAM installed £ 69.99 "^S^Z^SSn=
CONNICTS TO YOUR

With our MEGABOARD. you can further at 1 4L{ DAMIIOAOAAC
expand your A500's memory to a total of «# I atFV rmMITl \Jr VKMl/C
2MB without disposing of your existing

512K upgrade (must be 4 x RAM-chip type. TO ISiVf 1 SMI
or not exceeding 9cm in length). %F w llvfi

MEGABOARD'

ONLY £47.99
MEGtBOAAO •»•#• Ktcfcstori i 1 to Optra*?
dOcfcMrl MupgrtdiivaUifi from va for

CM «) lnitM«ifOn ractwua* conAociKN% io trw

OARV chrp Imv lo follow tnatructton* pcoiHtHl

ROCGEN GENLOCKS
OFFERING EXCEPTIONAL
VALUE FOR MONEY, Iho

Rocg#n Genlocks offer lovsls

of qu*Hty, function and
sophishcation no* normally

available m Itui prtco catocjory.

J
• - AOQjffVmtHNCLUDES HOME TltlE* SOFTWARE FQR A50Q

Gootocs Plut

GENLOCK MK.II GENLOCK PLUS

ONLY £79.99 ONLY £149.99

NEW PHILIPS TV/MONITOR
With rts dedicated monitor input, this model
combines the advantages of a high quality

15" medium resolution colour monitor with

tho convenience ol remote control TeloIuKt

TV - at an excelleni taw price I Features darfc

glass screen tor improved contrast

i £249.00
Including VAT.
delivery & cable

Philips CMB833 MMI Monitor (Genuine UK version),

includes cable, 1 Year on-site maintenance

ar>d 1 otus Espnt Turbo 2
1 game

,

.„*... t m oo

PRINTERS
Prices Include VAT, Delivery

and Connection Cable

ALL EVESHAM MICROS STAR PRINTERS INCLUDE

12 MONTHS ON-SITE WARRANTY
i £a t7Star LC 20 Successor to LC 10, 4 torn*. iftG<44cps

SttrLC 100 £niry level 9-P<n Colour 4 lonis .
£168.03

Star LC 200 9-Ptn Colour, 4 fonts. 180/45cf» C 198.58

Star LC 24-100 24-Pin 5 lonU, 192/64cps t 198.23

NEW Star LC 24-20 MMI 24-Pin. 2t0cpa rwgh apeadOrafi £229 13

Star LC 24-200C SuperO 24-Fhn Colour. 5 loots. 200V87cp» t 278.13

Auiomatk Sheet Fitdw tor 10* LC printers (pts slate modal) f 64 95

Star XB24-2O0 COLOUR 24-prn. BO col power pnnler £ 405.38

Star XB24 250 1 32 column ver*on ol XB24-20Q E 492.33

CHInn 240 COLOUR prlntvr

^FVVM#Wren Packard D«5h^t S10
H«wl*ll Puchjird DMk|t1 500C Colour

Htwwn - P*c k#rd Omtkt+x SSOC CoJour
Canon &J- 1 0SX H*q* PrtntaK

NEW Canon BJ-200 Inktvt PtlnW MOdp*. upto 2AOco*
8 fonts A0 *r^434»i fe83def IBM And Epson emutatron

Epton LX400 tfudgal 10* carnage 9 p*n iS0r?5cpft

Epson LO100 ?4p*n iSO^Ocps. 8K biiflor

Panasonic KXP1124I upmted 2A p*n mode* 300/tOOcps

Panasonic KXP21 23 flood vaiua 24*p*n cotour modal

c

C 327.83

C 445 J3

£645 08
C233U

C 338 58
C 139 00
I 305.00

£ 279.00

C 269 06

Very quiet

'Slimline design

Suits any Amiga

Cooling vents

Sleek, high quality

metal casing

EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES
AMAZING LOW PRICE f

£52.99
including VAT & delivery

a Quality Citizen/Sony drive

mechanism
a Enable / Disable switch

a Full 880K Formatted Capacity

a Long reach connection cable

aThroughport facility for

addition of further drives

REPLACEMENT A500
INTERNAL 3.5"

DRIVE KIT

Fully compatible, with 1Mb
unformatted capacity

Straightforward installation

procedure Kit includes lull

li'Nng instructions

ONLY
£44.99

NEW LATE NIGHT SHOWROOM OPENING UNTIL 7PM, WEDNESDAY TO FRIDAY Evesham Micros'



tvesnamnicros NEW LATE NIGHT bHOWROOM OPENING UNTIL 7PM, WEDNESDAY TO FRIDAY

TOP VALUE 400dpi
HANDY SCANKER

QUALITY SCANNING •

AT THE RIGHT PRICE!-
Al • Qtnu** 400dp* K-nnanQ rMcrtutlon. tftts

•canrw product* inify tuptrb Qualtty team
Hai a luit tO&mm teaming width, vftnabtt

bnghtnata control and (00/ 200 t 300/ *00dp*

tMolution Daataacan Pror§***on»l Vtrtlon 3-

•canning mnd aditing tofhwa allows reai-tim*

•camng tn *#w Mn« «n Of m up to 64

nmuHtM grty *c*w Pwdtt pow*rtm

mon DTP and Point Packaga*. ag Dvkn&e Part 4

ToutfvUp AteoauppaMaThaPubllafwrDaakTop
PutMning (Mflh«gi. K»mI for mconponUing your

aMpnWfnajaty^gjMjniananaiwaiata^

STILL ONLY £99.99

TRUEMOUSE
WE GUARANTEE thai (Mi la tho

amoothest, mott responsive arwj

accurate replacement mouae you

can buy for tha Amiga. Excellent

performance, now wltti a 300dpi

resolution. Amazing new price!

£14.99 SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE Amiga/ST compatible

excellent travel+accuracy assured NEW LOW PRICE! E 29.00

TRACKBALL
n*gh cwlurTnarica fraobai rjm% cnnpaaftia r

L
anyA*ngiorAianST P*j*3» rto rrojaa or pv*c*

port Supar -tmocrth and actuate - you proOePy
won! wan to um a mow* age* tfm uarg
th*Tnc*t*i ' FJ or»fianatd corw* Top

Watty oplCHnacnamcat Oa*qn o/wrj njr/i

weed and aco^acy twy ten* **»<>**

aotwara netowi

»

ONLY £29.95

NEW/ ASOO ROM SWITCHER
SWITCHING SffTWttN VERSIONS OF KKKSTART ON
YOUR ASOO IS (ASY WITH OUR NEW ROM SWITCHER*
You can Vnpmv* tuftm* con*pat*MWy on your ASOOPW By lilting our ROM •****•*.

you can •»•«**** btrtw—n th# KcJuUrt 2 oHwdy rawnwl «#*j tnothw «*»*on o*

KMAMart ROM c*«i> rjrmg yuu (he U—Oom of croct

Frtttng it v*ry wrnplt >rvj#exl and require* no tokhrtng or

H>+c**\ tacftnicAl hnowtodo* fitting aHowt two method*

of Mttchang. +ttw by hayftoard f*rt. or Dy an external

toggle twitcfi HS Kkkttwl ROM no* tuppftod ASOO
ft»vitkm & board* win fqutrm circuit rnodMlcetton.

ONLY
£24.95

KicdBun 1 J ROM flupptoad teperaiety

Kicketart 2 ROM tupptwd MparaMy
ASOO Revlelon a PCa Circuit

only t»M
onry U»W

t*».1

7Y-FI Amplified StereoA " * Speakers

REALISE THE TRUE SOUND POTENTIAL

OF YOUR
AMIGA WITH

THIS PAIR OF

FULL RANGE

SPEAKERS

!

Your Amiga produce* fine Quality hi-h stereo aound

Enjoy <iuaiMy t*»rt>o aound reproduction to ttta njtt with

ttira new deaign tw*n apaakar ayaiemt incorporatM a

buttt-in AmpArtter with separata adjustable volume

control* <ot each speaker uml Runt from PSU
(auppfaedf or Irom batteries (not mdudad)

Sp+M**f 0*rn#nnAV)s i&0*VSxW5n*m (HxWxDt

ONLY
£39.95

REPLACEMENT POWER SUPPLIES
Genuine Commodore Amiga ASOO

type replacement Power Supply

Unit Good quality switch mode"

type Super low pneel

ONLY £39.95
Replacement Power Supply tor ASM Hard Diak £49 05

)

ACCESSORIES
MIDI inierfece connect* lo serial purt

Virus Protector Ms lo last drive •" syalem prolectng an drrves

viot-12 Am*(ui v,deo aptiser package M VlDi Chrome

Amiga SOO Duet Cover

Amlgs *QQ Ouat Cover

C IHM

c nooo

C 4M

SOFTWARE
Dtgna Wordworth
Kind Wortfa 3

Protect V5 5 pw
Home Accounts VI .

DetusePernl4 ...

Detune WJeo 3 —

...cn oo

C 49 96

t 120 00
C 49.00

C 79 99

C*4 95

fctR Backup ...-™«««^ C29 95

AUOS t 37 SO

MiSofl Lan»ce
GFA BASIC
Oevpac 2 T5

t TftOO

Workber>cn Maneoerr^ol IIH

Lcieteiv
Be

0" <&

& 84°/<
^fecy oetroCifive ltfaeQ — vaa

#

40Mb MODEL
ONLY £229
1 00Mb MODEL
ONLY £ 329

2Mb RAM Vmion: ADD £70.50

4Mb RAM Veruon: ADO C Ml .00

Reference Add-On Hord Drive

Cased Hirt 0w> w* poner smMy
40Mb...C19v 100Mb...£299

* 031 HARD DISK t.'EC- 3f0f optimum ptftrmw.
lAtl Access Time & AulopS'Vmg

t •duOes Ks own DEDICATED PSU CBf.' « norrimpntls agamsl uwol
Hn»d Di*k« ».'itbout mflepenflenl pf7w?r supf,

# Opiion for up 10 4MB additional easy RAM EXPANSION, uung RR

*r COOL Dy popular demand, vie nave filled n Cooling Fun 1

» OAf; e sv/itCH aiiovr* Gsm» to be WBdrt ni-.ins-ji O'sco-

* lifluOes SCSI THROUGHPOHT el r» i (-»r»on

* CompmiWe v,<m Rcfemce Add-On hstp Drive em (Wenmw rWW ii

* jn quality metal casing, colour and slyle mrtcfird lo the Am»gr

* Includes HD Setup 3
'
<cKierneiSCS! lonv levri fo;rrr>>--

and MRBACKUP PRO (Oockup ufflttyl

(3ASM
^eletetvce

*> RAM access LED

> RAM test/run switch

Uses 1Mb 4-bit ZIPS

- Style matched to the A500

> Very low power consumption

J> Throughport for further expansion

Compatible with A590 and most other

SCSI Hard Drives (please call to check)

•> Optional PSU (allows Amiga to power other devices)

.> Available fitted with 2Mb, 4Mb, or fully populated with 8Mb

Uj
x
JJi

J*

Incorporating the latest

ZIP DRAM technology

our External Memory
Upgrade allows the

A500 / A500+ to be

upgraded by up to a
further 8Mb of auto-

configuring FASTRAM

N B Any memory Mfd totNmunHimm
mddttlon to Inmlonyout mmcfmm mlr—dy.
lo m mMMimum of 0Mb on thm mxtmmml unit

With 2MB fitted. ..C112.99 with 4MB .£159.99 with 8MB... C259.99
pAR7iAuYfxxiLMATEo units EXPAwmmm withimmxuu

AMIGA 600
Standard Pack
Wrth 12 months on-sile majntenance

ONLY £199.99
}JftS SAM/aOCK VIKStON CW.»»

* * * .

Wild Weird
Wicked Pack

Fealures: 20Mb Hard Disk • Push-over

• Grand Prix • Putty • Oelux Paint III

• 12 monlhs on-site maintenance

ONLY £229.99
7M8 KAM CLOCK VtlStON£1M

fXCITsHO

MIGA 600
Standard Pack

• Buill-ln TV
Modulator Built-in

IDE Hard Disk Controller • Kickstart 2 •

1Mb ChlpRAM • Accepts Memory Cards

4MB RAM CARD
ForanyA600 £189.00

Suppled with Evesham Micros Wted

60Mb Hard Disk

PImm nam rw 9m HvO Dmk nAMon •
nof covntd Dy on «M m+nmi+nc*

ONLY £364.99

Epic Pack
40Mb Hard DisK • 12 month* on-tito

mainlenanco

ONLY £389.99

AMIGA 1200
tOckSUrVWorkbench 3.0 • Fast 68020
prooMUf - AGA chipMt • CPUVDUA

cip«nsk*n port • PCMCIA expansion slot
£379.99

Hard Disk

Model

With Evesham Micros

fitted 60Mb Hard Disk £549.99

UPGRADE YOUR OWN
A600/1200 TO HARD DISK

Bring the benefits of a Hard Disk

installation to your existing Amiga
600/1200 with our easy to fit upgrade.

60Mb kit....£229.00

a!

3

A600 1 MB RAM/CLOCK UPGRADE
UPOtADi YOU* NCWA6O0 TO 2Mb WTTH
THIS S4MPU PLUQ-IN MtMOMY UPQUADtl
.r Simply Plugs Into the A600's

trapdoor expansion area

Increases total RAM capacity of

A600 to 2Mb ChlpRAM'

> RAM Enable / Disable Switch

Battery-Backed Real-Time Clock

ONLY
£44.99

(9

Evesham Micros NEW LATE NIGHT SHOWROOM OPENING UNTIL 7PM, WEDNESDAY TO FRIDAY
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j COMMODORE |

|

386 BRIDGEBOARD
J

I
For 1500/2000 |

|
£219.00

J

i

i

i

i

i

t

i

L

GOLDEN GATE
386/25

BRIDGEBOARD
FOR 1500/2000/3000

£279.00

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

-J

r*
i

i

i

i

i

i

i

L
Open Monday to ["

Saturday 9am - 6pm
J

Callers and Mail
|

Order Welcome I

Easy Parking
j

I

L

KCS POWERBOARD
PC EMULATOR
For Amiga A500

PLUS
ONLY £79.00

GVP/ SUPRA
HARD DRIVE

POWER SUPPLIES
ONLY £55.00

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

j
n

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

j

GVP SERIES D
1500/2000

120Mb Maxtor
Space for 8m RAM

£379.00

ROCGEN PLUS

GENLOCK
£119.00

HITACHI
VIDEO
CAMERA
£169.00

XT BRIDGEBOARD
1500/2000

£49.00

CLEARANCE OF EX DEMO STOCK
HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
AT BELOW COST PRICE
SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST.

{
HARDWARE y-

AT ONCE IBM EMULATOR £49.00
PHILIPS MONITOR SPARES OR REPAIR £39.00
ROCGEN GENLOCK £73.00
SUPRA A500 52 MEG HARD DRIVE £229.00

1
I

I

I

-[SOFTWARE
CROSS DOS VB £39.00 AMOS PROFESSIONAL £45
AMOS + EXTRAS £32.00 EASY AMOS £24
PRO-WRITE £19.00 PRO-WRITE V3.2 £59

VTDI12 £79

I KIND WORDS V3 £39.00 PHOTON PAINT 2 .... .£12

I PACESETTER V3 £52.00 DESIGN WORKS £39

| PAGESTREAM V22 £151.00 DOS 2 DOS £28

|
PAGESTREAM FONTS £49.00 Q/BACK TOOLS £39
FINAL COPY 1 £19.00 AMIGA VISION £19
TRANSWRITE £19.00 AMI-BACK £25
ADORAGE Effects Generator £45
PEN PAL VI. 5. excellent easy to use word processor £39
K DATA DATABASE £9
ART DEPARTMENT PROFESSIONAL £135
BROADCAST TITLER 2 £119
DIGI VIEW GOLD MEDIA STATION £59
SUPRA GP FAX MODEM SOFTWARE £29
PROJECT D DISK COPIER £8
3D CONSTRUCTION JOT £25
HOMEBASE DATABASE £9
IBM EMULATOR Emulates a PC on the Amiga £39
MINI OFFICE Integrated Package £39

THE DIRECTOR Animation Package £21

99
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
95
00
00
00
00
99
.00

95
.00

00
.00

95
96

00
00

r
i

MODEMS FAX
I

, Supra 9600 Fax Modem v32 £219.00

Jsupra 14400 Fax Modem v32 bis inc comms software £315 00

r
i

MEMORY

ROM 1.3/V2.0 Sharer by Keyboard reset (Rom 1.3 ) £22.00 j

! ROM 1.3/V2.0 Sharer by switch £12.00
I I

. A500 512k with clock £29.00
I A500+ 1Mb £1500 A600 1Mb £47.00

AMIGAA4000
|

6MRAM
120MHD
£2150.00

AMIGA A6QO PACKS],
i

[
Wild. Weird, Wicked Pack £319 I

I Cartoon Classic Pack £299
1 Epic Pack £479 '

I Standard Pack ....£279 I

J I -„ ,- J

r
i

HARDWARE
i

i

HARD DRIVE MOUNTING KIT FOR GVPS £29 00
, FRAMEGRABBER 256 Real Time Video Capture ..£249 00
I A570 CD ROM FOR A500 £129 00
| VID1 COMPLETE COLOUR SOLUTION £69 00
j PCMCIA Card 2Mb (or A600 or A1200 (16 bit) £109.00
, PCMCIA Card 4Mb (or A600 or A1200 (16 bit) £159 00

J
AMIGA 3000 52Mb HD 2 Megs Ram £659.00

| DCTV 24 Bit Graphics Board £329.00
I GOLDEN GATE MONITOR STATION „ £49.00
| AMIGA A1500 Workbench 2 „ £389.00
AT ONCE PLUS £99.00
240 Meg SCSI Hard Drive Quantum £419.00
120 Meg SCSI Hard Drive Maxtor £279.00
80 Meg SCSI Quantum Hard Drive £209.00

| GENLOCK £55.00
j A530 GVP 40MHz, 120 Meg Hard Drive. 1 Meg RAM £525.00
Microphone for Sampling £9.00
Cordless Microphone £29.00
40 Mhz Co-Pro for A530 GVP £189 00

| 4 meg 32 Bit RAM for GVP A530 £149.00
i Rendale SVHS 8806 Genlock £249.00
ROM 1.3 £19.00

[DENISECHIP £15.00

—

t

PRINTERS D—r
I

I
STAR LC20 9 pin mono inc. free lead £132.00

i CITIZEN PROJET Inkjet mono printer inc. free lead £299.00

I
HP DESKJET 550 COLOUR Inkjet inc. free lead £535.00

I
CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUR 9 pin colour printer inc. free lead £175.00
CITIZEN Semi Automatic sheet Feeder £12.00

I

STARJET SJ48 bubble jet printer inc. free lead £215.00
jHP DESKJET 500 Inkjet inc. free lead £349.00
1 HP DESKJET 500 COLOUR Inkjet inc free lead £425.00
I CITIZEN 200 COLOUR 24 pin printer inc. free lead ....£239.00

, 1
ACCELERATORS [ ,

68881 25Mhz Co-Pro For Microbotics VXL ACC £35.00

68882 25Mhz Co-Pro For Microbotics VXL ACC £69.00
MicroboUcs Accelerator VXL 40 Mhz £229.00

Microbotics Accelerator VXL 25Mhz „..£169 00
Speed Merchant Doubles Amiga A500 Speed £79.00

HOW TO ORDER:
Either call our number
below with your credit
card details, or tend
cheque/PO or credit
card details to our

address. Cheques made
payable to

THE 16 BIT CENTRE
Prices subject to change without

notification.

All prices include VAT and Courier Service

16 BIT CENTRE
Units 15-17*

Lancashire Fittings Science Village
Claro Road, Harrogate HGl 4AF

Tel C0423) 531822/526322

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Although every effort is

made to ensure the
prices are correct, we
recommend calling for

confirmation prior to any
order.



A R EXX
ur Journey Into ARexx

programming has taken

us through some pretty

complex subjects. Iff

you've been following the series

since the very beginning, then you

should now be a fairly proficient

ARoxx coder. With your new-found

skills, you should be In a position

from where you can quite easily

code ARexx scripts to handle just

about any task. You might even feel

such unbridled confidence with

ARexx that you've stopped using

other languages whenever you need

to knock up a "quick and dirty*'

program to carry out a particular

task. They still have their place for

larger projects, but no other

language Is as Immediately "on tap"

as ARexx.

So far. though, this is about all

we've used ARexx for - as an

alternative to a conventional

programming language. It serves this

purpose admirably, but restricting

your use of ARexx to nothing more

than simple scripts is like using an

Amiga as a colourful calculator.

ARexx is also capable of a number of

other powerful uses, including the

control of external tasks and as a

macro language for other

applications. This month we'll be

taking our first steps into the world

of ARexx lask communication, which

Dither:

Crop_V J5ua

I

Having covered the basic ARexx groundwork in

past issues, Jason Holborn shows you how
to get it to control external applications.

commands that it understands. The

best way to visualise task

communication is to think of each

task as having its own phone, with

each phone connected through a

central exchange by phone lines.

CROSS TALK TRAFFIC
In ARexx terms, this central

exchange would be the ARexx server

(RexxMast) and the phones are what

ARexx calls "message ports". Each

Comnands
ave

Port
Load

Beplc
,

ReD ispl ay

Separate
About Exit

Screen Co

Lou Res

PflL

ze

If you need to perform the same Imago

Images, then let ARexx do all the hard

is perhaps the most powerful aspect

of the language.

Before we go any further though.

let's backtrack a little by covering

some theory. Task communication is

a very powerful facility made possible

by the Amiga's multitasking

operating system. It means that

several completely independent

programs (tasks) can talk with each

other. Obviously the communication

that goes on between tasks isn't the

sort of idle banter that we humans

indulge in - task communication

allows one task to control the

actions of another by sending it

processing task on several different

work for you.

port has its own name which is used

to distinguish it from any others that

might be available. Whenever ARexx

wishes to communicate with a

particular task, it must first "dial up"

that task by attempting to open a

link between them. If the task isn't

currently running (you've forgotten to

load it, for example), then the

attempted link will be unsuccessful.

If the task is running, then the

link will be complete and ARexx will

then be free to communicate with

the task. All this jiggery-pokery must

be carried out from within your script,

so it's up to you to tell ARexx both

the name of the message port that

you're trying to access and the

commands which the task that the

message port is attached to actually

understands. In many ways, opening

a link with an ARexx-compatible task

effectively adds new commands to

the ARexx language. For example, if

you opened up a link with

CygnusSoft's Cygnus Ed text editor.

ARexx would suddenly become

equipped with a whole range of text

processing commands! Open up a

link with ASDG's ADPro and ARexx

suddenly becomes a very powerful

image processor.

Of course you're not actually

adding these commands to ARexx.

Far from it. All ARexx is doing is

acting as a scripting language that

sends commands (meaningless to

ARexx itself) to another program.

Each command instructs the task

that ARexx is controlling to perform a

particular operation denned by that

command. You could quite easily

control the task yourself by clicking

on its various gadgets and pulling

down menus, but ARexx provides a

quick and easy method of carrying

out the same operations

automatically without having to click

on a single gadget. It is essentially

acting as a

macro

language.

Each and every

ARexx-compatible program has its

own unique message port name that

is used to make the process of

accessing the task that you want as

simple as possible.

THE NAMING OF PORTS
ARexx ports aren't necessarily

named after the task that they are

attached too.

So how do you find out the name
of a particular task's port? Well, all

software vendors that release ARexx-

compatible programs publish the

name of their program's port name
somewhere within its documentation.

Alternatively, the following ARexx

script will tell you. (Don't forget to

run the task you're interested in

before executing this script.)

/•Display all message ports*/

•ay 'The following porta *"

are available'

say show (ports)

If all went well, you should get a list

of all the various message ports

AREXX-COMPATIBLE PROGS' PORTS OF CALL

Application Supplier Port Name

ProPage4.0 Gold Disk PPageARexx

ProDraw3.0 Gold Disk PDrawARexx

TypeSmith Soft Logic TypeSmith

Art Department Pro ASDG ADPro

Directory Opus INOVAtronics D0PUS.1

SuperBase Pro 4 Precision SBPro4

CygnusEd 2.0 CygnusSoft Rexx„CED

AmigaVision Commodore AV.Rexx

HyperBook Gold Disk HB.Rexx

ShowMaker Gold Disk ShowMake rARexx .port

Professional Cak: Gold Disk PCate

DigiPaint 3 NewTek DigiPaint
*
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available on your system. The list

that you get will depend entirely upon

what software is currently running,

and indeed some hardware devices

may also create their own message

ports (a hard disk, for example).

Software vendors usually give

message ports pretty clear names,

so U shouldn't be that hard to find

the name of the message port that

you're after. Just for your reference,

the table on the previous page

contains a selection of message port

names for a few popular ARexx-

compatible applications.

TALK TO THE TASKS...
Now we've got ail that theory behind

us. let's take a look at the

commands required to get ARexx

talking to other tasks. First we need

to open the link between ARexx and

the task that we wish to control. This

is achieved using the ARexx

'Address <portname>" command.
The Address command opens up a

link between ARexx and the message

port specified by the <portname>

parameter. Once the port has been

opened, you can then send

commands to that port. Let's take a

look at the Address command in

action.

/• Address Demo */

Address 'ADPro'

'lformat IFF'

exit

Not very exciting, is it! Believe it or

not though, this tiny little demo not

only opens a link between ARexx and

ASDG's Art Department Professional

(note the ADPro port name), but it

also sends a message to ADPro

instructing it to change its load

operator {ADPro users will

understand what a load operator is)

to "IFF". If you look closely, you'll

notice that the command that was

sent to ADPro is enclosed within

single quotes - this is necessary so

that ARexx knows which commands it

should keep to itself and which

commands it should send. For

example, there's little point in

sending the exit command to ADPro

because it is an ARexx command and

not an ADPro one.

The Address command doesn't

enable us to actually check whether

an attempted link with a message

port proved to be successful. If we

want to do this, we must rely on

Another ARevx function - show{) As

we saw earlier, the show() function

is used to display a list of all the

message ports available, but it can

also be used to check the existence

of a given port. Say, for example, you

wanted to check that the user had

actually loaded ADPro before your

program attempted to open its

message port. You could use the

following code:

/* Check port */

If show (ports. 'ADPro' ) then

addxoeo 'ADPro'

else do
exit

end

ARexx treats AmigaDOS simply as

another task, so it's also possible to

get your ARexx script to execute

AmigaDOS commands as if they were

part of the ARexx command set using

exactly the same technique.

AmigaDOS. too. has its own port,

which is identified by the port name
Command. In order to run an

AmigaDOS command, all you have to

do is to enclose the command in

single quotes and it will

automatically get passed through to

AmigaDOS.

/* ARexx I AmigaDOS demo */

Address C

say 'Enter pathname of

directory to display'

pull pathname
'Dir' pathname 'opt a'

You don't have to launch ADPro-

controlling scripts from the Shell.

ADPro enables you to attach up to

50 different ARexx scripts to the

Amiga's function keys so that

they can be executed from within

ADPro.

All you have to do Is to

transfer your ARexx scripts to the

logical device REXX: (which, by

default, Is set to the s directory of

your boot disk) and give them

special filenames that tie In with

those required by ADPro.

If, for example, you wanted to

attach a script to function key 1

(Fl), you must call the script

"Fl.ADPHO". Now, every time you

press [Fl| from within ADPro this

script will be executed. Here's a

quick guide to the other key

combinations (note that the letter

"n" should be replaced by the

function key number, with the

digit "0" representing [F10]):

Function key Fn.AOPRO

F key + [Shift] SHn.ADPRO
F key + [ALT] LFn.ADPRO

F key + [Amiga] AFn.ADPRO
F key + [CTRL] CFn.ADPRO

I o.*1

t ft l«r Cftrf rft

I

Btlancinf

<th*r:
l'.»Ir«h-

l*i*«ir Op#»***i* •'

utr Op

CfrfMtiinff-.

ffav*

i

— load

RfOiTKiv

Iv.r

S< rr>ff» I cmm ri»l *
I *# R**. «d **/*•

FBI Nont CtdST

Color*

fjerc trt p
Address ADPro'

Message Port

AREXX
SERVER

ARoxt communicates with other applications through "message ports". Each

ARexx-compatible application has Its own uniquely-named message port.

If you understood the theory that we
covered before, the above listing

shouldn't be that hard to follow. It

starts by opening the link between

ARexx and AmigaDOS using the

Address command. One thing worth

noting here is the fact that - unlike

the ports for other programs -

AmigaDOS's portname isn't enclosed

within single quotes. If you do

enclose Command within single

quotes. ARexx will fail to open the

AmigaDOS port.

The listing then prompts the user

to enter the pathname of a directory

to be displayed. The ARexx pull

function is used to store the user's

input in a variable called pathname.

Once the pathname has been

entered, the script then passes

control to AmigaDOS by calling upon

the services of the AmigaDOS Dir

command. Note how the line is

broken into three separate strings,

two of which are enclosed within

single quotes. This is necessary in

order to allow the contents of a

variable to be passed to an external

application. In this particular case,

the contents of the pathname

variable are passed to AmigaDOS,

which in turn runs the AmigaDOS Dlr

command and passes the value held

in pathname to that.

AREXX TAKES THE HELM
This ability to run AmigaDOS

commands from within an ARexx

senpt can come in very handy - it

gives ARexx almost complete control

over the contents of your system's

hard disk (or floppy, depending upon

your system's configuration). You

could, for example, use this facility

to actually run a task that you'd like

ARexx to control. To demonstrate

this, let's go back to Art Department

Professional. In our previous ADPro

listing, the senpt simply ended if

ARexx was unable to find the ADPro

message port, but we could quite

easily get the script to actually run

ADPro for us.

/* Run ADPro

if -show(ports, 'ADPro') then

address Command

'run ADPRO:ADPro'

call delay(lOOO)

if -show (ports, 'ADPro') *"

then

else do

address 'ADPro'

else do

address 'ADPro'

This version of our original ADPro

script begins in pretty much the

same way as the original, but instead

of exiting when it fails to find the

ADPro message port, it opens up the

AmigaDOS message port and then

calls the AmigaDOS Run command in

order to force ADPro to execute. After

waiting 20 seconds (this gives your

Amiga plenty of time in which to load

ADPro from hard disk), the script

then attempts to find ADPro's

message port again. If it is still

unsuccessful, the script gives up

trying and exits. If it is successful,

though, the ADPro message port is

opened and we're in business! QJ

NEXT MONTH
Over the coming months I'll be

bringing you a whole selection of

comprehensive tutorials

specifically aimed at the more

popular ARexx applications. Next

month we take a deeper look at

Art Department Professional 2.0.
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oesn t time fly? It's been

over a year since Amiga

Shopper last reviewed

Art Department

Professional. (It was back In 45 10.

actually.) In the meanwhile A5DG
have continued to Improve their

flagship Image processing package,

adding more features and functions

in a bid to keep their self-proclaimed

lead In a three horse race with

Black Bert's Imagemaster and

GVPs ImageFX (both of which I

have reviewed In Amiga Shoppers

past - issues 16 and 27

respectively. If you missed any of

these issues, turn to page 116).

If you haven't a clue what I've

been talking about so far, ADPro (as

it is familiarly known) has been

around almost as long as the Amiga

itself and introduced many of the

innovations which were responsible

for the growth of Image processing

on the Amiga. Always professional,

each version of the program has

brought more firsts and ever

Increasing stability, maintaining

ASDG's reputation for innovative,

quality software.

With version 2.3.0 ADPro

continues its evolution, adding yet

more features to an already

burgeoning list. Over the years

almost all the common image

formats have found a place in

ADPro's Loaders and Savers lists.

making it possible to load an image

in one format and convert it easily to

another, even if it originates on

another computer platform

altogether. Certain "professional"

formats (including TIFF, Targa,

Keeping up with the Picassos is the name of the

game in image processing. Gary Whiteley dons hi

smock, breaks out his palette and squeezes Art
Department Professional 2.3.0 to put it to the test.
SunRaster, Rendition and XWindow)

still require the addition of the

optional Professional Conversion

Pack, but most users will find that

everything they need is already

present in the basic program.

Don't get the idea that ADPro

deals only with converting still

images - far from it. A very welcome

addition is the support for animation

files - both building and splitting

them. Then there's the powerful

image compositing department,

where several pictures can be

superimposed over each other

according to various strategies,

which Include Alpha channel and

transparency effects.

Again, such effects can also be

applied during animation

construction, and sequences of

frames can be combined in special

ways to produce wipes, fades and

other visual effects.

SMOOTH OPERATORS
Augmenting the Loaders and Savers

are the Operators, a powerful, but

easy-to-use. set of tools which

provide a wide range of image

processing functions from text

addition, scaling and special effects

to direct support for many of the top

Amiga graphics display devices. New
in this version is the ability to launch

WHAT IS IMAGE PROCESSING?
In a nutshell, image processing is

any process which can be applied

to an image (or a selected part of

it) to change its appearance or

format in any way. Modifications

like colour changes, rescaling.

enhancement, blurring,

combination effects such as

embossing, special effects like

twilling, multiple compositing with

transparency and other effects may
all fall within the realm of image

processing.

Any image processor worth its

salt will convert and temporarily

store an image in 24-bit for the

highest possible quality, regardless

of the initial input format. The final

output format can be determined

by the user, but all processing

operations will be done in 24-bit to

achieve the best results. Because

of this high quality, image

processors are ideal for making

changes to scanned and grabbed

Images, and are used to provide

the output required by publishers,

artists and animators.

ARexx scripts directly

from the Operator

window - another

time-saving feature

which will please

many users.

Direct support

for Centaur's

OpalVision and

OpalPaint,

MacroSystem's Viab

(and its officially

acknowledged YUVN
format) and - more

significantly for the

US market than the

UK, perhaps -

NewTek's framestore image format

(version 2 and later only) have all

been added for this new version.

Deluxe Paint IV AGA users will be

pleased to hear that ADPro can now
exchange images with Electronic

Arts' favourite paint program.

ADPro regulars will immediately

notice that the GUI (Graphical User

Interface) has had something of a

spring clean. Separate, the colour

separation tool, is designated as a

Color Controls
Ba I anc in«

lette

Inage Operators
^Fresco

Inage Information

Color
Mi 64« M: 512

Load
Port
About

HARLEQUIN
UNIVERSAL

Replc
Exit

Screen Controls
Hi Res

;
StdSz

DFLT | Lace [ StdSz
Ant Flovd <1>

olors ~16~

ReDlsplav Execute

Regular users will notice slight changes to ADPro'a

plain but functional main Graphical User Interface.

Saver, rather than a dedicated menu
button, and tools have been added

both to reflect the new graphics

modes delivered by the AGA chips

and to provide more control of the

dithering settings. In fact, not only

have two new dithering modes (large

and small ordered) been added to

the list, but it is now possible to

control the level of dither applied to

an image, as well as its type.

All these new additions and

% H~» I rF^TpTT
re» im wr*^_>rr
ran »«»» i—* J

,

Pr, «<r.r« >»» If
r+M i«ftfi -•.hit

| T»t*i rrmmm l»

.aw in""
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J

Older versions of ADPro made It hard for non-programmers to process several

Images. Now FRED gives you visual batch processing - if you can work ft out.
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Outlook a bit grey? The solution is easy. Just take your

digitised image, add a simple twirl to the weather map...

... And put the British Isles In a spin! If you wanted to,

you could even turn Suzanne green with envy as well.

changes certainly appear to be

worthwhile, and on balance they all

contribule to making ADPro even

more flexible. However, unlike the

competition. ASDG seem to be intent

on keeping morphing away from their

image processor and don't yet seem
interested in providing any true

painting or drawing functions, or

even any tools which would provide

for the processing of selected areas,

rather than the whole image, such as

those already provided by both

Imagemaster and imageFX. ADPro is

still very much a power tool, but

more akin to a hammer drill in

comparison to the more versatile

toolkit approach of its rivals.

Mind you, if you're into ARexx

then ADPro is almost certainly going

to be your favourite image processor

- it has a very comprehensive and

well-documented ARexx

«LSS£ffi
GIF
HHMf

I IFF
IMPULSE
1V24
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PCX
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es#t
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FRRMESTORf
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HHRI Mill IN
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IV24
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PCX
POSTSCRIPT
PREFPRINTER
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..ese

Accept And
RCC9P

Here are Just a few of the many formats

Department Professional is now able to

implementation. That's not to say

that either of the other two programs

is lacking in this respect - its just

that ADPro packs so many scripts

and ARexx features that if you do

have to write your own programs

then there are plenty of varied

programming examples to draw your

inspiration from.

RIGHT, SAID FRED
But what if you're not a programmer

and you want to process batches of

files? Previous versions of ADPro

made such a task either mind-

numbmgly dull because of the

endless repetition involved or

demanded that you learn ARexx.

Even the addition of the FRED

program (short for FRame EDItor, I

think) still left many users confused

and thinking that writing their own

ARexx scripts would probably be a

better bet. Well,

ASDG have tried to

address this mass

desertion by

providing a range of

new ARexx scripts

for FRED to "hook"

on to. What this

basically means is

that the requested

ARexx programs will

be fired up while

FRED is doing its

stuff, triggering such

batch processing

tasks as converting

IVt

which Art

Load and Save.

Who needs an image processor?
• Computer animators who wish to

composite foreground action over

backgrounds, convert images into

animations or produce certain

special effects.

• Artists who want to merge,

change, title, or otherwise

manipulate electronic images for

print, graphics, video or other

media.

• DTP producers who need to crop,

scale, colour-convert and enhance

images for inclusion In printer

output, as well as make colour

separations for fulk;olour printing.

• Video makers who require 24-bit

special effects and animation

sequences
• Anyone who needs to convert

images between different formats.

• 3D modellers who need to scale

and convert scanned and grabbed

images into photo-realistic surface

maps for their objects.

a sequence of 24-bit images into an

IFF format defined by the user, cross-

fading between two separate images

(or sequences), making IFF anims

(both ANIM5 and ANIM8 formats)

from single images, bulk reseating -

in fact practically the whole range of

functions which ADPro has to offer,

either singly or in combination.

If all this sounds too good to be

true, well it almost is. For a start, It

can be quite a complex task to get

FRED up and running successfully.

Sequences of frames must first be

loaded in, after which it may take

quite a few further settings from

several different menus and

requesters before you can finally get

down to the processing. To make
matters worse, both novices and

reasonably technical people are likely

to quickly become confused both by

the fairly sparse, technically

heavyweight (and sometimes

downright mysterious) descriptions of

how the various parts of ADPro work

- FRED being no exception - and the

annoying fact that there is a mistake

in the only FRED tutorial provided

means that it doesn't come up with

the expected results! This, and the

complicated setting-up processes,

can leave you feeling that FRED is a

program better left alone, which is a

shame, since there are many

valuable treasures locked up inside

its vaults.

In fact, if I was sorely tempted to

leave FRED alone altogether after my
third attempt at getting the tutorial to

work. I persevered (I had a review to

write!), and eventually at least got In

through the vault door, but my
exploration of FRED's darker

recesses is still far from over.

ON GUARD
Compared to FRED, using ImageFX's

IMP multi-effects processor seems

like child's play. Perhaps this is why

ASDG have included a new program

called Sentry, which performs a

similar task to both IMP and the

shareware program Rend24 (which I

highly recommend, by the way).

Ostensibly, Sentry can be used for

batch-processing images, both pre-

existing and generated by programs

such as Real 3D, Imagine and so on.

Like FRED, the processing

commands are controlled by Sentry

making calls on ARexx programs to

do the donkey-work and determine

just how the images are to be

affected and re-saved.

In use I found Sentry to be

almost as awkward as FRED, not

because its interface is difficult to

use but because processes which I'd

already tried out with FRED refused

to work successfully with Sentry

-

though I couldn't for the life of me
figure out why. Perhaps a more

verbose error-reporting system would

help - or at least one which makes
some sense to the "normal* user

who's not a programming expert.

I had used a two-stage process

with FRED to convert a series of 24-

JARGON BUSTING
COMPOSITING: Laying down one

image over another to create a

new composite image. One
common kind of compositing is

"chromakeying". where an image

is shot against a background of a

uniform colour which is then

replaced digitally by a separate

image. This is how shots of I

spaceships in orbit, and the like,

are conventionally created.

DITHERING: a .vay of making an

image appear to contain more

colours than it actually does by

reananging its pixels according

to certain mathematical

formulae.

GENLOCK: A device that "slaves"

one video source (say an Amiga)

to another (say videotape) in

order to synchronise their

signals. This enables stable

mixes and other effects including

compositing between the two.

24-BIT: "True colour" graphics,

containing up to 16.7 million

colours for the best possible

clarity and depth. In contrast, 32

colours are 5-bit. 16 colours 4-bit

and so on.

TWIRLING: A method of

distorting an image (or part of an

image) by "twisting" it about a

fixed point, as if wringing a cloth

with the image on it. The method

involves setting the fixed point,

defining the boundaries of the

effect, selecting a range of "twirl

points" (which can be thought of

as the points at which you are

taking hold of the cloth), then

letting the software do the rest.

See the example on this page.
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bit frames first into rendered HAM
images and then into an ANIM5

animation, so I thought I would try to

do the same thing with Sentry, i used

exactly the same ARexx hook

programs and the same images, but

to no avail. Everything I tried left me
dead In the water, with only the

unfathomable error messages for

company. Sure. I could get the

images converted into rendered HAM
files, but that was the end of the

matter. I was left feeling aggrieved

and confused, more so because I

hod already been able to knock

together the anim much more easily

with Rend24 just minutes before.

Okay, I accept that programs like

Sentry and FRED offer much more

potential power than Rend24 - but if

the user can't figure out how to get

at it, then what's the point?

As a "bonus" the latest version

of View (a freeware image and

animation viewer by Michael

Hartman) is bundled with ADpro

2.3.0. View Is a neat little program

which can display most IFF images

(including the AGA modes) and play

back ANIM5. ANIM6 and {if you have

a suitable Amiga) ANIM8 animations.

It's quick and it's easy. And it saves

ASDG writing their own ANIM8 player.

I'd been regularly using an earlier

version of View for over a year, so I

was pleased to see a new. improved,

version doing the rounds.

THE BOTTOM UNE
ASDG have obviously taken up the

challenge thrown down to them first

by BlackBett Systems and then by

GVP. As far as image conversion,

colour separation. fulHmage

processing effects. ARexx

operations, input/output flexibility

and relative ease-of-use (at least for

non-batch operations) are concerned.

ADPro remains a high-class package.

More work still needs doing to

simplify both FRED and Sentry to

make them truly user-friendly, and in

terms of value-for-money the rivals

are looking more and more tempting

- especially if you need morphing

and painting functions too. Let's

hope that competition brings only

stronger challengers and

improvements for all. rather than one

or more vanquished losers.

REQUIREMENTS
Any Amiga, preferably with AmigaDOS

2.04 (or greater) and 4Mb of memory

or more. Hard drive and accelerator

(for 68000 Amigas) recommended.

AmigaDOS 1.3 is supported but not

all functions will work under it. ARexx

is also required on AmigaDOS 1.3

machines. Software can be run from

floppy disk but this isn't really

recommended. Full installation

requires 3.5Mb of HD space (2.2Mb

if compressed with Imploder). Note

that version 2.3.0 will be the last

version of ADPro to incorporate

support for AmigaDOS 1.3.

Gary Whiteley can be contacted by e-

mail as drgaz@cix.compulink.co.uk.

ooooooooo
SHOPPING LIST
Art Deportment Professional

v2.3.0 By ASDG £179.99

From Micro PACE UK Lid. Unit 10,

Perth Trading Estate,

Perth Avenue, Slough,

Berkshire, SL1 4XX.

« 0753 551888.

CHECKOUT
ADPro v2.30

Features • • • • O
ADPro. like US competitors, has many
features in its extensive repertoire which

make it worth having, although most are

no longer unique enough to ensure the

domination of the image processing

market which ADPro once had. Perhaps

ASDG should consider incorporating their

optional Scanner software, "professional"

converters and morphing products into

ADPro itself.

Documentation titOO
Well-written and extensive, but heavy on

technical details and short on

practicalities such as how to really get to

grips with the software and get the best

out of it. Great for programmers but not so

hot for the average user or non-technical

creative Type

Ease of use •••OO
ADPro makes it easy to do all the basic,

single-image processing things, but batch

processing requires patience. ARexx

familiarity, experimentation with FRED or

Sentry and a measure of no-nonsense

head-banging determination to succeed.

Flexibility O
For full-size image conversions,

compositing and effects, ADPro Is

probably still the boss, but the great

potential it offers for batch processing is

obscured by its ever-increasing swarms of

petty menus and confusing instructions.

Value for money •••OO
ADPro is starting to look a tad expensive

when compared with both ImageFX and

Imagemaster's pile-the-features-high

approach, particularly while it is still

lacking "painting" functions.

Overall rating o
ADPro has become an established

favourite among Amiga professionals, but

ASDG are going to have to work hard to

keep It that way. with both GVP's ImageFX

and Black Belt's Imagemaster packing in

morphing. paint functions and more at

comparatively reasonable prices. Even so.

there's no doubt that ADPro still has a

secure future - especially if it can

continue to keep up in the race for image

processing supremacy.

Amiga landscape generators just

keep getting better, and VistaPro

3 is no exception. Gary Whiteley
puts on his virtual boots and
takes a hike in search of reality.

ot long ago, I met a

computer artist who
showed me VistaPro 3
running on a PC clone

and proudly boasted "I bet you can't

do that on an Amiga!" Some people

never learn. Vista actually made Its

debut on the Amiga and went from

strength to strength. No doubt It's

because of this success that PC
users can now share In our delight

at all the marvels we can create

wrth VistaPro 3.

VistaPro 3 is the latest version of

Virtual Reality Laboratories'

outstanding 3D landscape generator.

And now it's got even better. The

user interlace has been slightly

jazzed up to accommodate several

new features - among them buildings

(don't hold your breath, they're little

more than concrete cubes), roads,

clouds, and the possibility of

manually placing trees, grass, roads

and buildings just where you want

them. AGA graphics modes are

supported, and setting the rendering

quality you require has become a

matter of a single mouse click.

All the favourite features are still

there, of course - you can import

DEM (Digital Elevation Model) files, or

use IFF pictures to make landscapes.

You can generate scripts to fly the

camera around a landscape (though

it's easier to use the MakePath

program I reviewed in Amiga Shopper

26) and then output the whole fly-

through as an animation or sequence

of frames.

What's more, some of the

features have become easier to use

as well as more flexible. One nice

touch is the addition of an option to

show the camera's field of view over

the topographic screen map, making

its placement that much easier.

Another is added control for

positioning the light source and the

amount of shadowing it creates,

Have a nice picnic by a frozen river, or visit the sunny fjords - VistaPro 3 en
generate a 3D landscape for you. In AGA quality If your Amiga is capable oi It.
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Neat and tidy - that's VlstaPro 3's user Interface.

Note the plan-view topography map on the left.

For a quick camera preview of your landscape, the

topography map Is replaced by a wireframe view.

tt might not look exerting, but the Tree Requester

can really bring your landscapes to life.

imparting more realistic depth to a

rendered landscape. And. if you have

enough memory to cope with it, a

rendered image can now be up to a

staggering 4,096 x 4,096 pixels

square (yikes!).

CLOUDS AND TREES
But the changes which probably add

most to the Increase tn VistaPro 3's

realism are the improved cloud and

vegetation features. Clouds enhance

our sense of depth and scale and,

since they are very rarely absent

from our skies (at least that's the

case where I live), a pure blue sky.

while ideal for holiday brochures.

doesn't really add much to a

rendered landscape - and even

deserts have clouds. The great thing

in this latest version of the program

is that clouds are now a menu item,

with easy access to control over their

density, height, ftuffiness and

distribution, and not the complex

operation they were in VistaPro 2.

And another thing - tnese clouds do
look extremely realistic.

As for the trees, well, they can

now be rendered in either full 3D or

in their original 2D style. The obvious

advantage of this is that three-

dimensional trees still look

convincing whatever the angle. The

problem is that they can lake ages to

render - especially if you need a

forest - so 2D trees may work better

in some situations.

Trees can also be tailored to fit

the seasons - so you can choose

trees without leaves for winter

scenes. Or at least, you can choose

the leafless version of one of the

four genenc "styles" of tree

available: Pine, Oak. Palm and

Cactus (yup. cactus - and yes, I

know that palms, cactuses and even

most pine trees are evergreens, but

only the David Bellamys of this world

are going to look that closely at

.virtual trees). There are also settings

to determine how dense the tree

growth will be - both on the ground

and for each individual tree. A new
vegetation category, Grass, has been

added for even better results. The

trees don't bear any close

comparison to their real-world

counterparts, but like clouds they

add a silver lining of the overall look

of VistaPro 3's landscapes. Be

warned, though, both clouds and

trees can significantly increase the

rendering time for a scene.

DOWN TO EARTH
Although there are a wide range of

landscape files of "famous-

locations provided, there's no reason

why you can't construct a place

yourself. VistaPro 3 offers several

methods for this: you could generate

them from a numerical seed" (try

your birthday, or just go random) or

load an IFF picture and convert it into

an altitude file. If you want to go the

whole hog there's a program called

TerraForm (available separately for

134.99 - see the review in AS 26)

which enables you to actually "build-

landscapes. Once produced, any

landscape can be given realistic (as

well as surrealistic) proportions and

you can even colour it as you wish by

making adjustments to the CotorMap

settings. Anyone for green skies and

red lakes?

Lastly, something for the teenies

- scripting. VistaPro 3 has a

complete scripting language whtch

can be called either as ARexx

commands or as script files to

control virtually every aspect of the

program, should you so wish. Most

users will have absolutely no desire

to get into scripting, but there's

always someone who wants more

control - and this is just for them.

OUTPUT
In addition to supporting most IFF

output formats (including 24-bit).

DCTV. HAM-E and four different

animation formats (IFF. IFF24, RGB
and VistaPro's own proprietary VAnim

format). VistaPro 3 can save its

landscapes out as true 3D models.

Although this is only available in

Impulse's TurboSitver 3 format

(which is great tf you use Imagine, by

the way) you could always convert

the output to a format suitable for

your 3D software - though you'll

almost certainly lose the surface

colouring which is saved with the

TS3 version. Watch out for memory

too - if you want to save an object at

the highest possible detail levels. It

could easily require over 2Mb of filing

space and up to 10Mb of memory to

render with your 3D software. Most

of the time such high detailing is not

actually necessary, and adding a

surface map and smoothing will likely

be all you need to make a convincing

3D landscape.

IN PERSPECTIVE
There's no doubting that VistaPro 3
is an excellent landscape renderer -

which is no doubt why so many
animators and artists are using it in

their work. If you have a suitable

Amiga and you fancy a dabble in

something a little more real than a

shoot-'em-up, then I highly

recommend VistaPro 3 as one of the

best-value - and best-presented -

packages around. Even the box is

impressive! What else can l say,

except... let me get back to it!

REQUIREMENTS
At least 4Mb of Fast RAM {6Mb for

AGA graphics). Accelerated Amiga

and hard dnve recommended. QJ

ooooooooo
SHOPPING LIST
VbtoPro 3.0 £59.99

By Virtual Reality laboratories Inc

Frocn Mkro-PACE UK Ltd, Unit 10,

Perth Trading Estate,

Perth Avenue, Slough,

Berkshire, SL1 4XX.

» 0753 551888.

CHECKOUT
VistaPro 3.0

Features • • • • •
Extensive and practical. Almost everything

you'd want in a landscape generator.

Documentation • <

Excellent - detailed, helpful and

understandable.

Ease of use • • •
After only a short and fairly painless

learning process, no-one should have any

difficulties using VistaPro 3.

O

Flexibility • • • «

Better path setting would be ntce. but

there's little else to complain about.

O

Build your own worlds. No pollution, no noise, no cars.

Perfect - except that It's only virtual reality...

... So enjoy yourself a little! Add virtual trees for the

virtual birds to nest In. or even cactuses In the Arctic.

Value for money • • •
Great Power-for-the-Pound value.

Overall • • •
If you want great-looking landscapes.

VistaPro 3 does the business.
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It's time to start coding up our
Address Book application this

month, Toby Simpson
offers his guidance...

his month we'll be writing

the first parts of our

address booh application,

so dust off your compiler

and prepare your typing fingers!

Before doing anything, dig out

June's Amiga Shopper (issue 26 -

see page 116 if you're missing that

one), and refresh your memory about

our file structure. Remember that we

are using fixed length records, and

fixed length fields, for convenience

and ease of data access.

If you don't have the Include

files, then I'm afraid you won't

actually be able to run any of this

month's program, so it really is time

to get that money sent off to

Commodore.

PROJECT ORGANISATION
Almost every experienced

programmer has a different method

of organising files and data for each

separate project, so you might not

necessarily agree with the way I'm

doing it here. I have every project I'm

working on in a different drawer to

avoid any confusion. The address

book application consists of several

files, and each has a very different

purpose. I suggest you create a

drawer somewhere called

Address_Book and as you type in the

various files, put them in this drawer.

C programs tend to consist of

lots of little files, and our address

book is no exception. So what

exactly are you going to have to type

in this month? Quite a lot. We'll be

typing in two

.c files.

containing C

program

instructions which

will need to be compiled, and three

of our own .h files, which are Include

files. We'll be also typing in two DICE

specific files to help us compile our

program. Let's look at all these:

• address, book.

c

This is the main program file. It

contains our maln() function, which

is where the program starts when

you run it from the CLI. In this

month's case, our maln() function is

very simple, and presents the user

with a menu giving a choice between

one of three options: Create a

record, Read a record and Quit

program.

• address functions.

c

This is where we will be putting all

our functions which access our file in

any way. Initially we'll be putting two

functions in here, read record and

wrlte^record. More on these later.

• address book.

h

This file contains all our DEFINES.

Several key pieces of information will

remain constant throughout the

program, such as the record length

and the number of fields. Should we

want to change this in the future, we

don't want to have to change several

occurrences with the danger that we
might miss one, so we define a

constant or two here so that we only

have to change these values in one

place.

/• addreis boolc.c -q - Quit er

•MAIN CODE NODULE Program\n\n"
• By Toby Simpson. (C) *" "Enter your *"

Copyright AaigaShopper 1993. choicei");
•/ geta( command line) ;

•include "address_include«.h* command - command line CO] ;

/• Babad a vtrilon string in **" /• If we entered lover •
our program */ case force to upper */

OBYTI ^version •* if ( islover (command)

)

»\0SVRR:"VBRSION_STRIIW; command « command - 0x20;
/• Our "main- function V /" Act on our command •/

void main(void)

{

BOOL quit program * FALSE;

switch (command)

(

case 'R't

char command, line [512] ; read record) )

;

char command; break;
printf ("Welcome to tha » case 'C:

addraaa book test prograaVn")

;

create record ()

;

/• Inter options until we » break;
ask to quit •/ case '0'i
whila ( iquit program) quit. program • TRUE;

( break;
printf (**\nMain Menu\n\n" )

"R - Read a >

record\n" /• User selected quit */

"C - Create a new * printf (-\n\nBxiting *
r«cord\n" program. \n")

;

return;

• address Includes.

h

Each one of our .c files will need to

have pretty much the same include

files. Some of these include files are

our own, specially written for the

address book program, such as

address book.h above, some are

DICE'S special C ones, and the rest

are Commodore's include files.

• functions.

h

This is the file in which we are going

to place all of our

prototypes.

Function

prototypes, as

we've discussed

before, tell the

compiler what a

function looks like

- that is, its name
and how many
parameters it has.

what sort of

parameters they are. and what sort

of value the function returns.

Prototypes enable the compiler to

spot any errors in your source code if

you call the function incorrectly.

• dice make
This is a DICE-specific file wnich lists

all of our x files that need to be

compiled in order to make the total

address book application. This list

address book.h
/* addraaa book.h
• All DEFINES for the *"

address book application
tdefine RECORD.,LENGTH 582

Idefine total fields 9

idefine VERSION STRING
-Address Book 1.00 (05-Jun-
93)-

will grow in the future.

• make_app

This is an AmigaDOS script file

which, if executed from the CLI by

your typing execute make app. will

take care of compiling the program

for you. This is also DICE specific.

Each file is shown in a separate

box, titled by its filename. You can

type these in at any point, but you

must save them with these file-

names. If you're not

sure about some of

the code, then refer

back to previous

instalments of this

column in Amiga

Shopper - most of

it is explained

there. There are

also a few new

concepts introduced

this month. First.

we've made use of the Commodore
Include files to access some DOS
functions. If you sent off for the

Native Developer's Toolkit, you will

now have the AutoDocs, which

describe every single function in the

Amiga's operating system. If you look

at the dos.doc file, you will be able

to read up on the four basic

functions which we have used this

lsf.il *1 'A ^-j-m 1 ^Tell 1 lil isM \u

address includes -

h

•include <exec/types.h>
/* addre»a_includes.h •include <dos/dos.h>

A eil« which includes all * •include <dos/dostaga.h>
the stuff we need for each » •include <dos/dosextens.h>
pert of the program. */ /* Prototype definitions for *
/+ Thoae include files we * system functions •/

keep talking about 1 V •include <cl lb/exec protoa .h>

•include <ctype*h> •include <cl Ib/doo protos
.
h>

1Include < string. h> /* Include our own include *
•include <stdlib.h> files •/

•Include <atdio.h> •include -addreas.book.h"
•Include <exec/exec.h> •include "functions. h"
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/• address.functions.

c

* Functions end support routines for our »
addrese book application, for
* file, record, and fiald access. */

•include "address . includes .
h"

/• Array" to hold information on fiald •*

lanothi and nanes */

int *iald_lanath«[TOTXL_?IILDfl] -

i

40. 64. 64. 64. 64. 10. 20. 121. 128

>f

char * field nomea [TOTAL PIBLDS] -

{

-Mea*", -Addrass Lina 1", "Addreas Una 2 m ,

-Addraaa Llna 3",

-Address Lina 4", "Fost Code-,

-Phona Numbar".
-E-Mail Addraaa", "Coesaent"

);
/• void create record (void) ;

This function craataa a new record, the

uaer entering fiald data
• in from the keyboard. •/

void create_record(void)

<

cbar record [RECORD. LENGTH]

;

char 'record pointer

;

char temp line [512] ;

int loop;

BOOL entered ok - FALSE;

BPTR file. channel - 0;

printf ("Create a new record\n\n")

;

/* Clear our record in caae ita ra-uaad •>

memory •/

for (lOOp > 0; lOOp < RECORD LENGTH;

loop**)

record (loop) 0;

/* Oat a pointer to the atart of our *
record •/

record__pointer record;
/• Input fielda */

for (loop m 0; loop < TOTAL_FIILDS; loop**)

<

entered_ok
/• Enter thii

on length •/

whila ( lantered.ok)

(

/ Prompt with fiald name »/

printf ("\-30a", field. naaes[ loop] )

;

/* Mow input a value for thia */

geta (temp line) ;

if (strlen(temp.line) < field*
lengths [loop]

)

antarad ok true,-

elaa
printf ("Brror, field too long. *

again. \n")

i

>

our record
line);

/• Insert this fiald into
atrcpy ( r«cord pointer , t

/• Point to next field •/

record_pointer record_pointer «

f laid lengthe( loop]

;

)

/• Open our file •/

if <! (file channel « Open ( "addresses
MODE READWRITE) )

)

i

printf ("Can't open our file.\n")i
return;

thia file •/

OFPSST_EMD);

RBCORD^LENOTH )

;

FALSE;

i field,

>

/* Seek to the end of
Seek 'file channel. 0,

/* Writs out our data •/

Write (file_channel, record,
/• Now close up the file •/

Closetf lie channel )

;

return;

/• void read_record(void)

;

• Thia function reads an existing record.
•/

void read record(void)

<

record [RECORD_LEMGTH]

;

temp line[512] ;

'record pointer;
file channel;
loop 0;

char
char
char
BPTR
int

with error checking 0;long record.number
long data^raad 0;

/• Input a record number

printf ("\nWhich record number to read? -
)

;

gets(taap_llna)

;

record number - atol (temp, line) ;

/• Open our file •/

if (! (file channel - Open ("addresses -
,
»

MODE OLDFILE) )

)

(

printf ("Can't open our fila.\n")i
return;

)

/• Seek to the correct position of this *"

fila •/

data. read - Seek(f lie channel,
(record number • RECORD_LEHOTH)

,

OFFSET BEGINNING)

;

if (data. read -I)

(

printf ("Error reading record Hld\n", a*

record number )

;

Close ( f i le . channel )

;

return;

}

/• Read In our data •/

data. read Read! f ile_channel, record, *
RECORD LENGTH)

;

if (data.raad < RECORD_LEMGTH)

(

printf ("Brror reading record \ld\n-, *
record number )

;

Close ( flle_channel )

;

return;

)

/• Mow close up the fila •/

Close (fila.channel)

;

/ Now display this record on the acreen •/

record pointer record;
printf ("\nRecord numbar Md:\n\n", »

record„number)»
for (loop 0; loop < TOTAL FIELDS; loop
)

(

/• Show field name and data
printf ("\-30s\s\n-, field_n

record pointer i

;

/' Go to next field */

record .pointer record_pointer *"

fleld_lengths[loop)

i

as (loop], *

month: Read Write Open and

Cloae.

Also, we've used some C
functions that you haven't seen

before, which are supplied as part of

the standard ANSI C. As well as the

regulars, we've used functions such

as Ifilowar and gats. One of a whole

collection of character functions

which return TRUE or FALSE

depending on whether or not a

specified condition is met, (slower

returns TRUE if the supplied

character is in lower case. There are

absolutely loads of similar functions,

such as (supper (Is Uppercase).

isalpha (Is Alphabetic) and so forth.

We use (slower so that our menu
accepts R and r as the same thing.

The function gats means "Get a

string from the console". We use it

to take the user's input from the

FUNCTIONS.H
/ functlons.b
• All prototypes for our I

functions •/

/• Prototypes for our test

routines •/

/• Reed e record •/

void read record( voidi ;

/• Create a new record •/

void create recordtvoidi ;

keyboard. It has some advantages

over routines such as scant and

fate - it gets the entire string

entered, spaces and all.

Also this month we've actually

used pointers for the first time.

Pointers are powerful, flexible, and a

great way to introduce bugs. We've

defined a variable as follows:

char *record„pointer;

The "*" means "of

type pointer". This

means that our

variable

record pointer is

actually just what

tts name implies -

a pointer to characters. We also

have a record, which is an array of

characters of the length of a single

record (RECORD.LENGTH) which we
define like this:

char record [RECORD. LENOTH] ;

We make our pointer point to the

start of it by simply doing this:

record_pointer - record;

By adding the length of each field to

DICE MAKE
I DICE specific.
I This fila contains a list

of .c files to compile.
addraaa functions ,c

addraas .book.c

our pointer each time, it can be

made to point to each successive

field in the record. We use this

feature in a for loop in both

read_record and create record to

show all the fields, or enter them.

We have two arrays holding the

names of each field, and the length.

So. how does it all work then?

The maln() function in

address book.c contains a simple

menu with three

options. Depending

on which one of

these you select, it

will either quit the

program, or call

one of two

functions in the file

address functions.c for reading a

record or creating one in our file.

Once you've typed all this in,

you'll be wanting to test it. It's likely

that you've made a couple of

mistakes, so there will be a bit of

simple debugging to do. You'll need

to refer to the DICE documentation to

de-code some of the compiler's more

cryptic error messages. Almost all

errors will be spelling or punctuation

errors. Also, beware of omitted semi-

colons at the end of a line. Once

you've compiled your program, you'll

MAKE APP
echo -Compiling.

.

dec Mice make -o address.

x

have an application called address. x.

From the Shell, type address. x to

run it. Remember that record

numbers start from 0. so after you've

entered your first name and address,

you access it by specifying record 0.

The address book will create a

file called addresses in the directory

that was current when you ran the

program.

If it compiles, runs, but does not

work properly, approach the problem

in an orderly fashion. Work out where

the bug isn't first, thus reducing the

amount of code that you have to

check to find the error.

We'll go into more detail about

how this lot works next month. In the

meantime, try and get to know the

program and maybe improve it by

adding bits in at the end of

create.record to ask if the user is

sure before it writes the data. The

create.record and read record

functions are test functions: we

won't be doing anything particular to

improve these, so you can add what

you want to them without fear! f^
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REVIEW

Forget the Shell, and searching

through directories, and loading

programs. Gary Whiteley sings

the praises of Directory Opus 4.

Irectory Opus 4 Is a

"directory utility" which

makes using the Shell

virtually a thing of the

past. It can be used to launch

programs, play animations,

anlmbrushes, sounds and tracker-

type music, show Images, display

text flies, manage all your disk and

program filing needs and centralise

most of the everyday tasks which

you use your Amiga for.

Using DOpus 4 is very simple -

select a file (or several, in some

cases) with the mouse and then

perform an operation on it, either by

double-clicking (which automatically

starts certain procedures, according

to the program's configuration and

the kind of file you've selected) or by

just selecting a file and then applying

a function to it from the bank of

buttons at the bottom of the screen.

You can use DOpus 4 "straight

2H5i>"-

.

from the box", but almost everything

about it is configurable: colours,

screen type, button functions,

directory window sizes, colours and

gadgets, pulldown menus for

launching programs directly, how
specific file types are treated when

double<:licked on - right down to

details like how the date and time

are displayed.

With so much being configurable

you might initially get confused, but

don't panic - almost every aspect of

the program has on-line help, which

can often save you a trip to the

manual (excellent though it is). Just

don't expect to become a power user

overnight - it can take time to

understand all the subtleties.

Although Directory Opus 4 can

perform a wide range of tasks on its

own, one of its great abilities is to

act as a launch pad for other

programs - you can add them to a

tes '*"> ~ KB

1
£«lt €l

VIPtO 9 t >

oi n»t»»»o» |cui»iwtii»w"Trr l!>
w i *••

4tRt.y "

'

I ^#*< w t

tt'f not as herd ** It looks to get Directory Opus to Jump through hoops.

"I USE MINE EVERY DAY"

Here are some of the everyday

tasks I use Directory Opus 4 for:

• Viewing 24-bit. IFF, JPEG and

GIF images by simply double-

clicking on their file names to

load their pre-designated viewers

• Editing text by launching

Trans write

• Viewing faxes from my Supra

Faxmodem
• Copying, deleting or otherwise

managing disk files (both hard

drive and floppy)

• Compressing or decompressing

files to and from LhA or other

compact formats for storage

• Reading text files, formatting

disks, running programs.

previewing bitmap fonts, reading

text files, playing animations...

and on and on.

pull-down menu system or launch

them straight from buttons or "hot

keys" or by setting "global" hot keys

which will work at any time as long

as Directory Opus 4 is loaded

(though not necessarily active).

Finally, there's the ultimate system

for the lazy Amiga user: by specifying

how different fiietypes respond to

certain actions (a double mouse-

click, for example), it is possible to

have Directory Opus 4 show a 24-bit

image by opening the appropriate

software, or maybe play a sound

sample, or perhaps load a text file

Let Directory Opus take over your Workbench and directory functions. This Is

how I configure DOpus - yours could look completely different!

into your favourite editor - the choice

is yours. If none of this appeals to

you. then there's obviously no hope

left for you.

As well as being able to run

Workbench programs, DOpus can run

ARexx programs, Batch files and any

of a series of pre-programmed

Directory Opus commands.

DOpus also includes full printer

support and can search directories

and text files for key words supplied

by the user. It now has full support

for AGA graphics files and also

includes a comprehensive guide to

DOS errors, for when your Amiga's

misbehaving. One small negative

point is that owners of versions of

Directory Opus before v3.4 who are

considering upgrading will be

disappointed to find that they can't

just copy their old config file across

to v4 - the program has changed so

radically that the old system no

longer works, so the only thing to do

is to configure it from scratch. Mind

you. this is nowhere near as hard as

it was with v3. Here's a handy tip:

use a screen grabber (such as

GrablFF) to grab your main screen

layouts and refer to these grabs

when you are configuring Directory

Opus 4 - then you can set It up

exactly like you had v3 and enjoy all

the advantages of v4.

IT'S MAGIC
I've been trying to keep an eye on

just how much I use Directory Opus 4

and I would estimate that it must be

at least 50 or 60 times on an

average day. sometimes much more.

Now, that indicates to me just how
useful this program really is. Never

mind the latest Jackie Collins - this

is something you really won't be able

to put down. If you want an eminently

flexible, friendly, fast and easy-to-use

multi-purpose disk utility, which of

course you do, then look no further

than Directory Opus 4 - it really is a

gem. I don't know what you'll call

yours, but I call mine magic! (jQ

REQUIREMENTS
Any Amiga with 1Mb RAM or more.

Some functions are only available

with higher releases of AmigaDOS.

ooooooooo
SHOPPING LIST
Directory Ops 4 „, , £64.95

By INOVAtronks tr 0707 662861

Frsa*: Silica Sysleim, 1-4 The Mews,

Hatherley Rood, S*dcup,

KenlDA14 4DX.

« 081 3091111

One of many Configuration requesters that make DOpus your flexible Mend.

CHECKOUT
Directory Opus 4
Features • • * • •
rf a disk management function's not heft,

it's probably not worth having.

Documentation • • • • •
Clear, concise and well presented.

Flexibility • • • • •
Possibly the most flexible Amiga software I

know - it's amazing how far it stretches.

Ease of use #>#>#)•
Happiness is seldom more than a mouse-

click away, but it takes experimentation to

crack all of DOpus's diverse functions.

Value for money • • • • O
Even at this price you'll find there's

nothing to touch tt, PD or commercial.

Overall • • • • •
DOpus 4 Is more powerful and easier to

use than earlier versions, out maintains

the excellence you'd expect. Strongly

recommended for anyone who needs an

effective disk management system.
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PREMIUMBULK 3.5"DS/DD DISKS

25
50
100
200
250
500

11.49

20.99
37.99
71.99

3&.99
173.99

ALL DI5K5ARE FULLYGUARANTEED
ANDARECOMPLETE WITH LA5EL5

PJ 3.5 SUPERIORLOCKABLEDISKBOXES S
Qty

1

100 Cap.

4.49ea

140Cap.

6.49ea

Bank Box

9.95ea

2 4.39ea 6.39ea 9.75ea

4 4.19ea 6.19ea 9.50ea

6 3.99ea 5.99ea 9.25ea

COMPUTER

» RIBBONS-POSTFREE SI
Full Mark Brand

Citizen 120D/124D Swift24

2off 4off

mCEEACH
Z75 Z55

Citizen Swift24 Colour 13.95'

Panasonic KXP 1050/1123/1124 3.25 3.05
5tarLC10/LC20 Z60 2.AO
Star LC10-4 Colour 5.90 5.70

5tarLC24-10/24-200 Z95 Z75
Star LC24-10 Colour 10.95'

5tarLC200 3.00 2.30
Star LC200 Colour 10.95'

Star LC24-200 Colour 10.95'

Ribbon re-ink 12.95

COMPATIBLE INK JET REFILL

HP DeskJet500 Double Refill 9.95
Canon BJ10E Double Refill 9.95

Minimum order - 2 ribbons, except those
marked with an asterisk

'

3.5"PREMIUMDISKS WITHOURBOXES

100 Cap. box + 50 3.5" DS/DD 24.99

100 Cap. box+100 3.5" DS/DD 41.49

140 Cap. box +100 3.5" DS/DD 43.99

90 Cap. Bank box + 50 3.5" DS/DD 29.99

Mouse Mat
Mouse Holder 2.99
Roll 1000 3.5 Disk Labels &.99

Amiga A500/A600 dust cover 3.50
Phillips monitor cover 3.99

Star/Citizen/Panasonic

60 colour Printer cover
J

AHproducts are subject to availability - Allprices Include VAT.

Please add £3.50p+p fordisksand boxes. E&OE.

SNAP COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD Fax: 0703457222
Unit 16, The Sidings, Hound Rd, Netley Abbey. Southampton S03 5QA m

Amiga REPAIRS
Repairs undertaken to Amiga 500 computers at £44 .95 Inclusive

of parts, labour. VAT and return postage/packing

Commodore registered for full technical support

Computers repaired In the quickest possible time

All machines will be overhauled with a full soak-test to ensure optimum reliability

Entrust your machine to the experts, full 90 day warranty

Repairs to disk drive and keyboard also included

(extra charge possible if found to need complete replacement)

Repairs to other* Commodore systems undertaken - phone for details

Upgrades and expansions supplied and fitted • phone for details

collection service available

£44.95
To take advantage of this exceptional offer. simply send or hand deliver your computer to our workshop complex.

address details below, enclosing this advertisement voucher, payment, fault description, return address
along with your daytime and evening telephone number and we will do the rest

Should you require Group 4 Security return delivery, slmpry add iS 00 to the repair charge.

CDK
WT5 Electronics Ltd Chaul End Lane Luton Bedfordshire LU4 8EZ Tel 0582 491949 (6 lines)

IWf iwerve the rlghi io fcjfct machines which, in our opinion. *tt beyond tt(*aU- Normal chtrgc *pptm)
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TER VIE
W

Amiga*
Ever wanted to see your name in lights (well,

at least in the credits of a TV programme)?
Two Amiga artists will soon be on the ether.

Ike the thought of making

money with your Amiga, as

this issue's cover feature

(page 14) suggests? Two
talented young Amiga artists have

been doing Just that. They've

produced a series of top-class

animations that are being used to

Illustrate a television feature.

Their work will soon be seen in a

new series of arts programmes

called Opening Shot being produced

by the team responsible for London

Weekend Television's long-running

South Bank Show. The animations

will be used to illustrate a feature on

a new book by Terry Pratchett. the

popular fantasy author.

The two artists are Simon Hough

and Anthony Murray, both based In

the West Midlands. They met about

five years ago when they were both

at Halesowen college. Simon was
taking a computer course and

Anthony studied art - but when It

comes to producing graphics on the

Amiga, they have learnt to share

their skills effectively.

Anthony and Simon have long

been impressed with the power of

A2000s. These they soon upgraded,

adding a GVP G-Force 040
accelerator card and 12Mb of 32-bit

RAM along with a 120Mb hard drive.

They have also recently purchased

an A1200 to give them access to the

power of the AA chipset.

To market their skills they have

set up their own company, now
trading under the name of Crystal

Haze Graphics. An important break

came when Simon noticed a

magazine article on a chap called

contract, they had

only two weeks to

provide Gerald with a

set of finished

animations that

could be edited into

the programme. The

brief that they were

given to work with

was this. In Terry 4s you see opponents explode In front of your cockpit,

Pratchett's new book you'll believe you're really Inside a shoot 'em-up.

Crystal Haze Graphics - not to be

confused with that game show...

Matt Black. Matt was on the lookout

for someone to produce graphics for

a music video he was involved with.

so Anthony and Simon sent him a

disk containing a selection of their

work - and they got the job.

It was through this association

with Matt that Simon

and Anthony were to

Only you can save mankind (OYCSM)
the central figure, Johnny, is caught

inside a futuristic shoot-'em-up

computer game which has the same
title as the book. Johnny is required

to do battle with hordes of hostile

alien spaceships and. unsurprisingly

enough, save mankind. The task for

Crystal Haze Graphics was to

produce a series of simulated

sequences that would give viewers

the impression that they were seeing

the game from the "inside".

As a starting point Simon and
Anthony were provided with the

scripts for the show, and their first

job was to draw up a "storyboard"

detailing their ideas for the OYCSM
game - that is. a sequence of

scenes in sketch form. This means
that ideas can be developed with the

client before lots of time and effort

have to be invested in producing the

final broadcast-quality graphics.

With the storyboards approved,

they could now move to the next

the Amiga's

graphic capabilities. Both had bought

A500s about five years ago before

deciding that their interests in

producing high-quality graphics

justified more powerful machines.

They went ahead and acquired two

The preliminary work Included the design of graphic

elements like spaceships - all done on Amlgasl

get their commission with LWT.

Matt happened to meet up with

Gerald Fox. the director of the

Opening Shot series, who was trying

to find someone to

produce a set of

"computer-like

images" to run with

their feature on •

Terry Pratchett and
his latest book.

Matt recommended

Simon and Anthony.

Naturally they were

very interested -

television is an ideal

medium for an

animator's work.

After agreeing a

DPalnt /Vwas employed for painting

up the cockpit or front panel of the

game, and they also needed to use
the facilities in Art Department Pro to

convert their files to the correct

format for delivery to the client.

Obviously there were a number

of problems that they had to

overcome before they arrived at a

finished version. Anthony says that

perhaps the hardest part was
designing realistic-looking explosions

for a spaceship disintegrating. At one

point they had to 'downgrade' some
of their work, by using less 3D
rendering, to give more of an arcade

game "feel" to the final product.

Both director Gerald Fox and

author Terry Pratchett are impressed

with the finished results. When we
contacted Terry to ask what he felt

about the visualisation of his OYCSM
game that Simon and Anthony had

produced, he commented: "I'm quite

amazed with what they were able to

produce in the time."

You'll be able to judge for

yourself if you make sure that you

catch the edition of Opening Shot

A sequence from the

finished animation

you'll be seeing on

your TV screen.

stage - turning the

collection of simple

sketches into the high-

class Amiga graphics that will be

seen during the programme. The

main software they chose for doing

this was Real 3D. Using Real 3D they

were able to draw up the collection

of objects (spaceships and the like)

that are to appear on the game's

"display" and plot the paths along

which these objects will be moving in

the final version of the animation.

They did require some other

software in the course of the project.

scheduled for broadcast on ITV on

Saturday 4 September - check the

time in your local listings. If you miss

it or forget to set your video, there

will be a repeat on Channel 4 -

unless they're re-running the Grand

National or something... - but it

hasn't yet been scheduled. Q3
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LETTERS
HOLD THE BIBLE
Having just bought a Commodore
A570 CDTV for my Amiga 500 Plus,

and being very pleased with It, I

was amazed to to find that there

was no catalogue listing the CD
titles which are available. Now
come on - If you want people to buy

this add-on you've got to show what

Is available in disc form. Couldn't

you print a list of discs available

every month or so?

Also, while I am having my say,

we are told that these discs can

hold the equivalent of 600 floppies.

If so, why Is it that I have three

floppies that hold the Bible, and If I

buy a CDTV disc of the Bible I'll be

left with the equivalent of 577

floppies worth of wasted space?

Peter H Downes

Worcester

If you give a company called Capri a

ring on » 0628 891022, they'll

happily send you a full catalogue of

the available CDTV titles. They have

just announced that they are to stock

every CDTV title available.

We'll happily print a full list of

titles in Amiga Shopper... if more

people ask for it. I'm not sure

there's much call for such a list,

myself. However, rest assured that

we'll continue to review what new

software does emerge for the

machine.

As for your Bible quibble, I don't

think it's incumbent on developers to

completely fill a CD. CDs have a

large capacity, sure, and that's the

medium's greatest asset, but if the

application they're being used for

doesn't need all that space then

there is no sense in just filling it.

CARD IS A GODSEND
A couple of years ago I bought an

Amiga 1500 and, since I wanted to

use it for video titling. I also bought

a Commodore 2300 genlock for

£75. Why has your magazine never

reviewed this genlock?

For anyone with an A2000

1500 this card Is a godsend. Apart

from being a genlock, it provides a

second ROB port, which enables the

parallel port to be used with

peripherals such as Rombo's Vldl

Amiga (how come your reviews have

never mentioned that Vldl cannot be

used on the A2000/1500 because

it obstructs the RGB port?), you get

a pretty good colour composite

video output which enables you to

connect your machine to a TV set or

video recorder and you don't have to

And room for an extra box on your

desktop.

On the subject of video, ft might

be worth mentioning that a lot of

the new AGA graphics modes are

absolutely useless for home video

work because you can't record

them on domestic equipment!

Basically, If you need a multisync

monitor to view a graphics mode, ft

can't be used. Professionals may be

able to make use of these high

resolutions, but not home users.

Regarding Jason Dilling's letter,

"In Effect, Unfinished' in last

month's issue, I wonder If he has

used any PC software recently?

Windows 3.1 Is still one of the most

unstable programs I have ever come
across. It tends to crash at the

slightest provocation. Unfortunately

for the user, bug-ridden software Is

the norm, especially upon Its initial

release. This doesn't mean that this

Welcome to the Amiga world's liveliest letters

page - where you get the chance to speak your

mind. To join your host, the editor, Cliff Ramshaw,

all you have to do is send your missive to:

"Talking Shop", Amiga Shopper, 30 Monmouth

Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW. Get to it!...

Is acceptable, just that you have to

grit your teeth and live with it.

Kevin F Stubbs

Warrington

The Commodore 2300 genlock was
released some time before our

magazine was launched, and, it not

being the best of genlocks, we
haven't seen the value in reviewing it

retrospectively.

You should be able to get Vidi

Amiga to work without blocking your

ordinary RGB port - Rombo (» 0506
466601) supply a parallel port

adaptor cable for A2000/1500
owners.

£25 WINNER • £25 WINNER
I Just had to write to thank you for

the article on modifying the A500

to 1Mb of Chip RAM [AS 27]. For a

month before I had been ringing

repair shops for this Information

and the amount the modification Is

likely to cost. I have been quoted

as much as £70 by one repairer. I

was beginning to wonder what my
next move would be when my July

Issue of Amiga Shopper dropped

through the letterbox and solved

all my problems. Thanks to your

explicit text and pictures I was

able to complete the modification

successfully In about an hour. Pity

about the colour registration on

the diagrams - I think you should

have a word with the printers

about that.

I wish you would run a postal

readers' reply service for problems.

I am sure that everyone would be

prepared to pay for this with a

standard charge to cover costs. I

wrote In to you with a hard disk

problem In January and haven't

seen It In Amiga Answers yet. You

could still answer a selected

number of problems of general

Interest within the pages of the

magazine.

I presume that you will be

printing a letter of apology for the

misprint on page 41 of the July

issue. A £12 Increase In

subscription charge! Drop the

cover disk, print the magazine In

black and white on toilet paper If

you must, but don't kill yourselves

off. The magazine Is good, but not

worth a £12 Increase.

Alan Kendall

Bristol

Ah. a satisfied customer! As you

say, the colour registration was
slightly out. We've had a word with

our printers, and everything should

be hunky-dory from now on.

Sadly, a postal help service is

unfeasible. Aside from anything

else, we print the answers in the

magazine so that many readers can

benefit from each solution. Sorry

about the delay in replying to your

hard disk query - there has been

something of a backlog, which is

just about cleared now, putting us

m a position to provide a much

quicker service.

I'm afraid the new subscription

price is not a misprint, but at least

you've got a chance to take out a

subscription at the old price. The

cost of producing the magazine has

gone up, and the money we're

making from advertising is going

down. We have to up the price of

the magazine to keep it profitable.

This issue costs £1.95: future

issues with disks will cost £2.95.

The rise in subscription price simply

reflects the rise in cover price. It's

unfortunate, but necessary.

THE OBLIGATORY £600
I've been thinking about upgrading

my A1500 and was prepared to

outlay the obligatory £600 on a

"baste" accelerator, but now, with

the release of the A1200 and

A40OO-O30. we are In a completely

different situation. I expected to

see QVP reducing the price of their

entry-level kit to around £200. What
dismay! How can they possibly

justify charging £700 for an '030

and 4Mb? Comparing this to the

price of an A4000-030, ft means my
current system (A1500 with 3Mb
RAM and 52Mb hard disk) has
effectively dropped In value to

£200, and even with the accelerator

it would be missing AGA graphics.

So come on, QVP and the rest!

Why should consumers be forced to

absorb the cost of new technology

by seeing their kit lose £500 in

value every time Commodore Invent

a new number? Upgrades must drop

In price, or you may end up with a

worthless accelerator mountain.

Ian McNeill

Carnoustie

l see your point. Ian, but I think your

maths is a tad confused. You're

forgetting that with your proposed

expansion you'd have 3Mb more

memory than a new A4000O30. To

give you an idea of how expensive

RAM is. Commodore have been

forced to release the A400OO30 for

£999 with only 2Mb of RAM rather

than the planned 4Mb. So in fact

you'd end up with 5Mb more than an

A400OO30 owner.

What do other readers think?

Should third-party manufacturers be

expected to make up for equipment

devaluation due to Commodore's

pricing policies? CD
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USER GROUPS

There's sure to be a group of Amiga users near you!
This issue: the North, Scotland and overseas.

NORTHEAST
Ami** Artist* Club 14 Roundhay Mount. Leeds
LSS -4DW. For Amiga ofliaUt, mu&tcion5 ond

coder*. Plratca not mslcouic. Tree* * Kom on

0532 4Q3947. fvSom (AS33)

Amiga Network International 2 monthly club

dish
t
reviews, advice. For info contact Phil or

Steve: 434 Oenby Dale Rd East. Wakefietd. W
Yofks Wf4 3AE, (AS33)

flfMfrvttiflC FAr LIB mamh^rthip you receive

unc free oommeixlol K-ihk: utua one PD disk plus

1 1 further PO disk*, one per month Contact Tel

or John. 17 Qroamcre Close. Pentstone.

Sheffield, Yorks 530 OMP. |AS33)

Uld Disk based, reviews, competitions,

help service. BBS, game* and utils- Contact D
Collingwood, 14 Linden Close, Mutton Rudtoy.

Yarm. Cleveland TS15 OHX £10 a year. (AS33)

Artman News, views, reviews, free PD for your ar
tides. Free membership. Send blank disk plus

SAE for free disk mag and two free games to A
Greenwood. 40 Northweil Gate. Otley, West Yorks

LS21 2DN » 0943 466476. (AS33)

Champion PO Club PD at 30p, newsletters, ad-

vice, help and more, Membership £10. Contact

Steve Pickett, 31 Somerset Close, Catterlck, N
Yorkshire DL9 3HE. (AS33>

Chestar-l^Street 16-Bit Computer Club Ex-

change advice and swap tjps. Meets Mondays
from 7.30-9.30pm, Ground floor function suite.

The Civic Centre. Newcastle Rd, Chester le-Slreet

Contact Peter Mears » 091 385 2939. (AS33)

Club 68000 Competitions, programming, music.

Meets Hanogate Leisure Centre. Mondays
6.15pm-10pm, SAE to Chns Hughes. 59 Walton

Park, Pannai. Harrogate, N Yorks HG3 ID
» 0423 891910. (AS33)

Club Amiga £10 a year for PD and a 24 hr

helpline (091 385 2627). For more tnfo send SAE

to Chns Longley, 5 Bowes Lea, Shiney Row,

Houghton Le Spring. Tyne and Wear, (AS33)

Club Future Advice to programmers and begin-

ners. Send SAE for info to G Holland. 16 Hernia-

ton, Monkseaton. Whitley Bay. Tyne & Wear NE25
9AN. (AS33)

Darlington Commodore Users Club News, d*s^

counts, cheap PD, advice, newsletter and more.

Annual membership £5, Contact S Wheatley, 1
Ruby St. Darlington, Co Durham DL3 OEN (AS33,

FST Amiga Club Burwnthly newsletter, all types

H**+y% po Impraw PO swapp-ng by m*i
Contact G Vamey. 140 Weston Drive. OWy. West
Yorks LS21 2DJ » 0943 466896 IAS33)

Pennine Arnica Club Free membership, free ad-

vice and a newsletter. Contact Neville Armstrong

26 Spencer Street. KeigWey. West Yorkshire

BD21 2BU w 0535 609263- (AS33)

Red Voi For musicians and artists to swap sam-
ples, modules, artwork etc. Beginners and ad-

vanced. Free membership. Send SAE to Ian

Ridley. 66 Brrtley Villas. BirUey. Chester le-Street.

Co Durham DH3 1HP » 091 410 2228 after

6pm. (AS33)

Software City Swapping, competitions, club mag
azine. Membership £8. Contact N Richards. 9
Mollis Close, Manor Estate Farm. Rawmarsh,
Rotherfiam. South Yorkshire S62 7U • 0709
526092, (AS33)

Southport Amiga Uaan Advice, friendly evenings

Mondays at 8pm. No charge, discounts from local

store. For info contact Michael Mrtcham. 5 Eas-
daie Drive. Amsdato. Southport. Mersey**)© *
0704 79936. (AS33)

Steel PD, cheats, ideas, music, art. program
mtng. hardware mods. Free membership (postal

only). Contact James Whitehead. 33 Middle

Ciiffe. Drive Crowedge. Sheffield S30 5H8.
(AS33)

The Amiga Club Monthly newsletter, compete
tions, software exchange, huge PD library,

cheats, tips, reviews. Contact G Starling. 31 Pine

Lea, Brandon. Durham DH7 8SR. Membership
£10 life plus two free games and DCopy. (AS33)

The Amiga Studio Friendly, helpful advice for sen-

ous users of the Amiga. Monthly newsletter. PD li-

brary, free loan of equipment to members, bar.

Meets 7pm Tuesdays, Mitchells Club, Scotia

Road, Tunstall. Contact Dave Rose » 0782
815589. (AS33I

Wardray Hem Consortium User group for Amiga
and possOfy others. Membership fees to be dts-

GETTING YOURSELF LISTED - AN IMPORTANT NOTE
Your user group will be listed here free of charge for six issues, then deleted to prevent

defunct groups being listed indefinitely. The number at the ond of each entry is the lost

issue in which that entry will be Included. If you want your group's entry left in, just send
in this coupon again a couple of issues in advance. PO libraries are now listed at the end

of the PD section - this Issue, page 112.

If you run a user group which Isn't listed on this page, fill In the form below for your free

entry. Send It to Amiga Shopper User Groups List, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1
2BW. We reserve the right to refuse entries.

AS28

Group name

Type of activities

Place of meetings

Time of meetings

Contact name

Contact telephone number

Contact address

Membership fee

cussed and incurred. PO itbrery to be set up. Also

Mem connection - wortdkMde contacts wanted.

SAE and disk to WardCon into. (AS) Warren
Haray. 21 StockAatd Ave. Fenham. Newcastle

upon Tyne NE5 20X. <AS33i

Warpdrtve Help-line. PO lOrary. bwnonOHy
mag. free dnnks. competitions and mtosheet.

£15 per year. Contact 8 Scales. 110 Burton Ave.

Batiy. Doncaster DN4 888 • 0302 859715
<AS33)

NORTHWEST
Aiibrt Computer CM) General twits and tips, ad-

vice, competitions, draws, shop. Meet at The
Eane of Crewe. 7.15-10 30pm Contact Glyn or

Mick. 0270 666277 Membership 12 iAS33)

Amiga Users Group Part % Advice, tschrucal sup-
port. B8S. PO Hxary. tuition, etc Contact Andy
Wilkinson, 25 Gkjn Ekton Road, lytham St Annes.
Lancashire FYS 2AX • 0253 724607. Free mem-
bership. (AS33)

Computeque crom beginner to advanced user.

Meets 7.45pm-10.30 pm every Tuesday at inskip

Meeting Hail. Ashurst. SketmersdaM. Lanes. Con-
tact Steve Laftey » 0695 31378. Hart year mem-
bership 12 50 children. £3 adults (AS33)

Fyida Computer Club Ail aspects of computing.

Meets 7pm. lostoefc Gardens Community Centre.

2nd and 4th Wednesday of month £15 per year.

50p on door. Contact Coim Bvss. 90 The Es-

planade. Fleetwood. Lanes FY7 7BQ » 0253
772502 (AS33)

HyweWn Amiga Users Club Tuition, advice. PO.
and more. Meets Mondays 7pm. at the Canine
Club. Accnngton (£l on the door). Contact Nigel

Rigby. 7 Brecon Avenue, Oswakftwistle. Lan-

cashire BB5 4QS » 0254 395289. (AS33)

New HaU Amiga Users Club Games, graphics,

music. Workbench programming Meets 7pm
every Tuesday. New Hall Social Club. 104 Bury

Rd. OawtenstaH. Membership £5 per year, under

16s not aHowed. Contact Bill Grundy. 115 Stanley

St. Accnngton. Lanes. * 0254 385365. (AS33)

SCOTLAND
Amiga Helpline Sof^are/hardware help service.

free access to PO. DTP fonts and expert, plus

general chitchat. Send stamp for details. Contact
Gordon Keenan. Amiga Hetpkne. 6 Siursa Square.

GVasgow G23. Membership £20 per year. (AS33)

Angus Amiga COTV club Contact J Robertson.

22a tfcgh St. Brechin. Angus 009 6ER * 0356
623072. Review software, discuss anything

Amiga. Free membership (AS33)

Edinburgh Amiga Group Membership £5. inc free

advice and PO. SAE to Neil McRea. 37 Kmgs-
knowe Road North. Edinburgh EH14 2DE. (AS33>

Lothian Amiga Users Creep Advice and help m
buying hardware, software etc. group buying, deal-

ers' circulars welcome Membership free. Contact
Andrew Mackie. 52 Brntehiii Ave. Bathgate, w
Lothian EH48 2RR * 0506 630509 (AS33)

Perth and District Amateur Computer Society

General advice, talks. Amiga PO. Mteungs thevj

Tuesday m every month. 8pm Membership £6 or

free for under 16s. Contact Aiaste-r MacPherson

137 Glasgow Rd. Perth. iAS33)

Redbum Computer Ueeni feet* Help. -dees. PC.

graphics and busmess Meets every second
Wednesday 6.30pm to 9 30pm. Contact Ruby An-

derson * 0294 313624. (AS33)

Tay-Soft PD Club Non-profit-making postal PO. ad-

vice, disk newsletter, helpline 6- 10.30pm. Con-

tact Dave Thornton. 46 Balmenno Road. Dundee
D04 8RR * 0382 505437. Membership £2.50
(free Utils disk on joining). (AS33)

OVERSEAS
16-32 Micro Programming AMOS, bimonthly

farume. PO (Rah - 590). Membership 100FF or

£10. Contact F Moreau. 132 rue Jean Foftaan.

5O0O0 Semt Lo. France » 315220 02. <AS33>

32-brt were Devoted to A1200 and A4000 - PD.
coverage of new software for these machines.

games help Meet on Hurricane BBS. mostly Sat-

urday nights. Contact 32 brt ware. Ekorrsugen 10.

147 63 Tumba. Sweden (AS33)

Amiga Addicts Newsiener and open nights. For

•nfo SAE to A Minnock. Ctonkelly. Binn. Co Offary,

Ireland. (AS33)

Amiga Athens club PD swaps, tips, cheats etc.

Free membership, just new PD or tips in ex-

change for our services. Contact Stefanos Pa-

pamichaci. 9 Derfeld Rd, Pahsla, 11144 Athens.

Greece * 01/2027973. IAS33)

Amiga Pros User Group. Greece Concentrates on
promotion of the Amiga in Greece, plus DTP.

AMOS and graphics. Contact Stefanos Stopouios.

52 Silrvnas Sir.. N. Smyml 17123. Athens.

Greece. » 01/9349963 Membership free.

(AS33)

Newsletter. PD. infor-

mation, advice, ideas. exchanges. Membership
hk$250 per annum. For more info contact Pete
Ale«. Room lie. Fortune Court, 4-6 Tak Ming St.

Kowtoon. Hong Kong • 7245196. (AS33)

AUGFL vtw Bimonthly newsletter. PO. distnbu

tion & support of Belgian programs, registration-

srte. lips. 750 Bfr/year membership Contact
Ueven Lema. Meesberg 13. 3220 Holsbeek.
Belgium. (AS33)

Crty Centre Amiga Group All round user group,

esp. PD. DTP. help for new users. Meet Ormond
Hotel. 2-6pm. Contact Patrick Chapman. 70 Bal-

lygail Crescent. Rngtas East. Dublin ll. Ireland.

» 345035. Membership £3 per week. (AS33)

Comp4J-Pei Australian group for users m the out-

bac*. Newsletter, helpline. PO library. Member-
ship AS24. CompUPaf. 116 Macarthur Street.

Safe. Victoria 3850 Australia. (AS33)

Danish AMOS user group Bimonthly disk mag. £2
each. PO library SAE for info Contact Tom
Pomeen. Stenmatten 28. 2640 Hedehusene. DK
Denmark « 42 16 54 84 (AS33)

Gibraltar Amiga Users Club PD library, monthly
newsletter, disk magazine, competitions, regular

meetings (m the John Macintosh Hall). Member-
ship from £6 per year. Contact David Winder. 7
Lime Tree Lodge. Montagu Gardens. Gibraltar

» 010 350 79918. (AS33)

HTS (Malta) Free membership. Contact K Cas-
sar. Stock 1 Rat. 6 H E HalTmiem. Zejtun ZTN07
Malta » 674023. IAS33)

Malta Amiga Club Contact Zappor. PO Bo* 39. St

Julians. Malta. » 440453 (AS33)

Maritime Amiga Club Maritime computing, inter

act with seafarers ashore on Amigas. Contact

CDR K Osei. GN Ships Rem Office. 51 Rue de la

Bretonruere. 50105 Cherbourg, France. » 33
33225447 (AS33I

Navan Computer Club Software reviewing, graph

cs. business, news and Chat. Meet various ho-

tels m Navan. 7.30-9pm. Contact Mark Arnold.

Carmistown. Navan. Co Meatn. Eire « 046
21078. Membership £6 per year. (AS33)

N Ireland Amiga User Free PO. disk-based mag
£2.50 per issue. SAE to Stephen Hamer. 98 Cre
billy Rd, Ballymena. Co Antnm BT42 4DS. (AS33)

Amiga Group Lectures by professionals

on different Amigas and associated hardware.

Member demonstrations on serious software and
games. Meets 8pm alternate Mondays. Don-

amede House. Dublin 13. Contact William Kelling.

10/A Ratnsford Avenue. Dublin 8. Ireland » 01
532 807 (AS33)

Royal Ak Force Amiga Cbjb Loads of new PO
Meets 1900-2000 hours. Thursdays. B* 35.
Room 40. Send 10 of your PO disks plus 2 » 24p
stamps to Stan Young, HMF RAF Laarbruch. BFPO
43 » 445 <AS33l

Promotes Am«ga m Singapore.

Meet Eugenia Court, every Sunday 1pm. Contact
Ene Chai ML. Stock 4 S14-413. Pandan Valley.

Singapore 2159. * 65 4680630 Membership
free. (AS33J

Software Exchange Club Free help and advice.

Contact Michael Lacey, Fern's Post Office, Enms-
corthy. Co. Wexford. Republic of Ireland. (AS33)

Worldwide PO Club Over 2.680 disks - send

blank disk and SAE for catalogue Membership
DM60 a year or DM6 a month Contact Dave
White. Berliner Str 39. 4030 Ratingen 1. Ger

many » 02102 499729 (Germany). (AS33)

l let la preeWtd as a free service for

nonprofit -making user groups. Amiga
Shopper does not endoraa or recommend any
particular group and cannot be held re^ponslble

br any toss** or probh»m« you might suffer.
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MUSIC

ast month we saw the basic

concepts behind OctaMED
and how to record and play

some music with It. (If you

mlccefl that lecue. with OctaMED on

the cover disk, turn to page 116.)

This month we're going to delve a

bit deeper and look at some of the

powerful controls available to you In

OctaMED.

To start, first boot up OctaMED
and do as we did last month - load

the demo song Esc2Heaven, found

In the Demos drawer of the OctaMED

disk. Now go to the MISC panel and

select CLEAR SONG ONLY followed

by CONFIRM. Press N to answer No

to the question "Flush Unused

Instruments?" Now once again we

have just the instruments from the

demo song without the song itself.

The first shortcut we can take is

to put together a drum kit. In last

month's tutorial it was kind of fiddly

to enter drum parts because each

part of the kit was entered into its

own track and we had to keep

changing the sample we were

playing. It's sometimes good to keep

the independent drum parts separate

so that you can keep track of what's

going on, but often you don't want

the kit taking up extra tracks. So.

here's how to put together a drum kit

to make life a lot easier in future.

First we're going to enter all the

samples that will form the drum kit

into a track. Choose the Bass Drum

sample on the status panel (05

BassDrum.u20), move the cursor to

the top of the first track (Track 0),

make sure that Edit is turned on (the

fastest way is to click on the little E

in the status panel to highlight it)

After last month's look at how to get started with

OctaMED, Tim Tucker is back with more tips and
advice on how to get the most out of the program.
sample in the status panel (06

SnareDrum.u20) and press the key

[P] on the Amiga keyboard to enter

the snare drum. Line 001 should

read E-3 6000- Choose the torn

drum sample (07 TomDrum.u20) and

press keys [P| then |Y] then [W]. The

next three lines should read:

E-3 7000

A-2 7000

D-2 7000
Select the closed hi-hat sample (08

CloseHiHat.u20>. press the [P] key

on the Amiga keyboard to enter the

note E-3 8000, and finally select

sample 09 0penHiHat.u20 and

press the [P] key to enter the note E-

3 9000. If you play this block it

sounds like a drummer hitting every

drum on his kit in succession - not

much use yet, but now we can start

assigning the drums to their own

individual keys.

First turn Edtt off (click on the E

in the status bar to de-select it) and

move the cursor back to the top of

the track, onto the bass drum note.

Then click on EDIT to bring up the

Edit panel. On the right hand side of

the panel you'll see the number in

i iu Klnnuntn A Apiaanul* llniud

This Is how the screen should look after you've entered the separate drum

samples. You can then create a drum kit using these sounds.

and Space is off uf it is on, click on

the SP in the status panel to turn it

off - it should not be highlighted).

Now press the key [T) on the Amiga

keyboard to input one note of the

bass drum. The first line (line 000) of

the first track should now have the

entry G-2 5000 and the cursor

should have moved down to the next

line (001).

Now choose the snare drum

a box with two arrows beneath it.

Click on the right arrow to change the

number to 1, then click on the

gadget PICK: NOTE underneath the

arrows. You should see some
numbers and letters entered into the

box next to the number.

What you have done is assign

the note and sample under the

cursor to play whenever you hit the

Shifted number key indicated - in

this case, holding down Shift and

pressing the number 1 key (on the

main keyboard, not the numeric

keypad) will now play the bass drum.

To assign the snare drum, move the

cursor to the next line (001). click on

the arrow in the edit panel so that

the box reads 2 and click on PICK:

NOTE to store the preset. Now
holding down Shift and pressing the

number 2 key will play the snare

us. so click on the gadget H > B and

it will be displayed correctly from now

on. If you don't like the little man on

the end of the pointer, and you'd

prefer a normal Workbench style

pointer, click on the gadget JUMP:
OFF. You can also change the screen

colours from here. Now click on

SAVE PREFS, so all these presets

load every time you boot OctaMED.

The drum kit assignments we

The CHORD function enables you to space a chord out over more than one
track, one note per track.. Here we've put a D minor chord In tracks 1 to 3.

drum. Assign the rest of the drum kit

the same way. and you should finish

up with these assignments:

Shift + 1 - Bass drum

Shift + 2 - Snare drum

Shift + 3 - High Tom
Shift + 4 - Mid Tom

Shift + 5 - Low Tom
Shift + 6- Closed Hi-Hat

Shift + 7 - Open Hi-Hat

From now on, entering drum patterns

is a lot easier, because you don't

have to keep changing the sample

for each part. Don't worry, you don't

have to go through this procedure

every time you load up the program.

You can save the assignments as

part of the default settings which are

loaded whenever you boot OctaMED.

Let's do that now and look at what

else we can save as defaults.

Click on MISC to bring up the

Miscellaneous panel, which is where

you save your preferences. You may

have noticed while playing around

with OctaMED that whenever you play

the note B it's displayed as an H.

This is because some European

countries call the note by that name.

However, B makes more sense to

made will also be saved, but the

samples themselves won't be

loaded. You'll have to load the drum

samples in the same place every

time, or the assigned keys won't play

them. For example, if instead of

loading a bass drum as instrument

number 05 you load a guitar,

pressing Shift + 1 will play the note

G-2 on the guitar. The best thing to

do is clear track 1 of the notes you

entered earlier and save the current

set-up as a dummy song called

Default, so that all the instruments

will be loaded in the right place and

you can just begin recording music

straight away. This saves having to

load the demo file every time and

clearing the tracks of notes.

Now let's enter a drum part

using the assigned keys. First we

need to remove the drum sounds

which we entered to assign the keys

in the first place. Make sure that the

cursor is still somewhere in the first

track, click on RANGE to bring up the

Range panel, select the SELECT
TRACK gadget and then click on

CLEAR. Move the cursor to the top of

track one. ensure that Space is
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MUSIC
turned off and hold down the Shift

key all the time while entering the

following key sequence on the main

keyboard (not the numeric keypad):

1676
2676
1276
2676

(We've shown the key sequence in

groups of four here for convenience

facility which enables you to enter

chords straight into the program. A

chord is a group of notes, most often

three, which are played at the same
time to produce harmony. Let's now

use the remaining three tracks to

see how chords are entered.

The Range panel is where all the

parameters for entering chords can

be accessed, so click on the RANGE
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Creating chords, or more accurately Arpeggios, In one track of OctaMED.

Track 1 contains the commands necessary to produce the effect.

when you're typing them in.) This

should take you up to line 015.

Select the entered notes by holding

down the right mouse button and

dragging from line 000 to line 015.

click on COPY in the Range panel,

move the cursor to line 016 and click

on PASTE in the Range panel. Now
move the cursor to line 032 and click

on PASTE, and finally move the

cursor to line 048 and click PASTE
again. You've now filled the track

with the drum pattern, and not only

was it quicker, it's also only taken up

only one track, not four. This leaves

the remaining tracks free for other

instruments, but it does mean that

you can't have more than one drum

playing at a time. However, click on

PLAY BLOCK in the Ray panel and

you should hear that it sounds fine if

you arrange the pattern carefully, and

it actually gives the impression of

constant hi-hats and so on.

CHORDS
So far we've only entered

monophonic lines into OctaMED -

that is. parts which only play one

note at a time. However, there is a

gadget to display it. A chord is

spread across a number of tracks,

with one note per track, so the first

thing to do is to select the tracks

using the track number gadgets in

the row across the top of the panel.

First click on the CLR gadget at the

end of the row to get rid of any

previous selections, then select the

1, 2 and 3 gadgets. This enables us

to enter a note each into tracks 1 to

3 to create three-note chords. Next,

click on the gadget marked CHORD
to enter Chord mode (there is a

gadget marked CHRD on the status

panel which does the same thing).

Choose sample 03 E.Guitarl on

the status panel and move the

cursor to the top of the second track

(Track 1) and press the [Q] key.

While still holding the [Q] key, press

and hold the [E] key, and finally with

both the [Q] and [E] keys still held

down press the [T] key. Now let go of

all three keys. With each key press

you will have seen the cursor skip to

the same line in the next track, and

you should end up with a chord of C

major across tracks 1 to 3. Play the

Block to hear the effect.

SOME HANDY KEYBOARD SHORTCUTS
PlAY SHORTCUTS
Spacebar - Stop playing

Art + Shfft + Spacebar - Play song

Shift Spacebar - Continue song

Art + Spacebar - Continue block

There is no short cut for Play Block

EDIT SHORTCUTS
DEL - Delete the note or number

under cursor

Shift + DEL - Delete the note and

the command numbers

Art + DEL - Delete only the

command numbers

Backspace - Deletes the note and

moves following notes up

+ Backspace - Inserts an

empty note slot

Art + Backspace - Deletes the

current track

Alt + Shift Backspace - Inserts

a new track

Shift + Cursor up - Previous block

Shift Cursor down - Next block

Shift + Cursor left - Previous

sample

Shift + Cursor right - Next sample

Left + Att + Cursor up - First block

Left + Art 4 Cursor down - Last

block

Alt + Cursor left - Moves the

cursor to previous track

Alt-Cursor right - Moves the cursor

to next track

Move the cursor down to line

008, press and hold the keys [W],

[R) and [Y]. men move the cursor to

line 010 and do the same again.

Move the cursor down to line 016
and press and hold the keys [T), [U]

and [0], then move the cursor to line

018 and do the same again. Move

the cursor down to line 026, press

and hold the keys (T), [U] and [0].

Move the cursor to line 028. press

and hold the keys [R], [Y] and [I).

Finally, move the cursor down to line

030 and press and hold the keys [T],

(U) and [0] again. Play the Block to

hear the chord progression. It only

takes up half the block, so we need

to do some more copy-and-pasting to

fill the block. Using the right mouse
button, drag-select all three tracks

from line 000 to line 030 (you can

drag horizontally as well as vertically,

remember). Click on COPY in the

Range panel, move the cursor back

to the second track (Track 1) to line

032 and click on PASTE. Now listen

to the block again to hear the drum

track and chords together.

There is a way of creating chords

in OctaMED using only one track.

This has the obvious advantage of

freeing up the other tracks for other

As always, the first command is

numbered 0. so the command
number doesn't need entering (it's

set to automatically when you

enter the note). All you need to enter

are the data bytes, which indicate

the other notes which will form the

arpeggio. There are three notes to an

arpeggio - the first is the note

actually entered, the second is a

pitch of however many semi-tones up

you stipulate in the first data byte,

and the third is a pitch of however

many semi-tones up you stipulate in

the second data byte.

To illustrate, let's create the

chord of C major. This consists of

the notes C. E and G. Here's how
we'd create this in OctaMED:

C-31047
I \ I

= Arpeggio \l

data bytes

C-3 is the original tone. The first data

byte has a value of 4. indicating that

the second tone will be four semi-

tones higher than that - which is E-3.

The second data byte has a value of

7, so the third tone will be seven

semi-tones higher than the original

note, which gives G-3. Thus we have

a chord of C major. Just putting the

pnurt onnifl

tu tnuKt MI»C
VOL
Ml©I JBVNTH
•IAMOC 1LIIT

The Block editor Is not the easiest way to see at a glance what chords are

being played, so you can use the Notation editor to view the chord sequence.

instruments, but the resulting chord

is not as smooth as with the method

just described. The way it works is by

using the player commands and

effects settings.

If you look at any note entered in

OctaMED you'll see that it's

presented in this form:

C-31000
I \ I

command number \ I

data byte

C-3 is the note itself. 1 is the sample

number, and the other three

numbers are the command number

and data bytes. The command
number indicates which effect you're

applying to the note, the data bytes

give values for that command, and

you enter the values by moving the

cursor to the relevant field and typing

them in. The effects available range

from pitch slides to vibrato and

volume effects, but for now let's look

at the first, arpeggio. This changes

the pitch of the note very quickly -

six times during each note in fact.

The change is so quick that it's

perceived as a simultaneous chord.

values on the first note would

produce such a short chord that the

effect would not be properly heard,

so you need to extend the chord for

a longer time. You don't need to

enter the note and sample number

details again, just the data bytes.

Try an example using the Brass

sound, 01 JPBrass2.u20. To make a

chord last two beats, enter this

(press the key I to get the note C-3):

C-3 1047
— 0047
— 0047
— 0047
— 0047
— 0047
— 0047

The warbling effect you hear is due

to the pitch changing so quickly.

Here's a list of data byte values for

the different chord types:

Major chord - 047

Minor chord - 037

Diminished chord - 036
Augmented chord - 048
Sus 4 chord - 057

Next month we'll look at some more

of OctaMED's many functions. QJ
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FUTURE
I
You and your computer can
make amazing sounds, without
burning a hole in your wallet.

This month Future Music,
Britain's best-selling music

I

technology magazine, shows
you how it's done.

Plus...
Utah Saints - their chart-storming, sample-mangling secrets revealed.

Evelyn Glennie - the world's top percussionist and her dream studio.

Technosound Turbo 2 - the low-down on the latest sampling package.

All the latest music software and high-tech hardware reviewed.

FM 10 is at your newsagent on 15 June - don't miss it!
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In the shop window this month: a fascinatingly varied selection of

Amiga-related goodies, including a book, a video, a CD and a mouse.

APPROACHING ZERO

Authors: Bryan Clough & Paul Mungo

ISBN: 0-571-16813-2

Publisher Faber & Faber

Price: £4.99 (paperback)

Enter the midnight world of computer

hacking - perhaps the most

anonymous of "white collar" crimes -

as Clough and Mungo lucidly

describe the practices of phreaking.

dumpster diving, social engineering,

war dialling and other methods

employed by the digital burglar to

force entry to computer systems

around the world.

This book is likely to become the

seminal work on this subject -

required reading for everyone from

security managers at large computer

installations to psychology students

who want an understanding of the

Jekyll-and-Hyde personality of the

high-tech criminal. Its style is concise

and well-written, so it will also appeal

to the casual reader who has a

passing interest in the history of

computer fraud.

PHREAKING THE PHONE
COMPANIES
Approaching Zero starts by taking a

look at "phreaking" - a term coined

in the States in the late '50s for the

first hackers who attacked the phone

system to obtain free calls. When
ingenious young men - hackers tend

to be almost exclusively young and

male - first employed their talents in

this direction they found that the

billing system could be switched off

by a 2,600 Hertz tone (when the

phone is hung up, the released line

emits a tone at this frequency to

signal that the call is finished).

Armed with this information,

phreakers found that they could get

a free phone call just by whistling.

Those phreakers without the ability

to whistle in perfect pitch had to wait

until the 1960s, when Quaker Oats

gave away a cheap kiddies' whistle

in a breakfast cereal that happened

to produce a 2,600 Hertz tone.

Defrauding the US phone system

became an even more popular

pastime towards the end of the '60s

when "Ma Bell" -the then-

monopolistic Bell

Telephone

Company,

now broken

up into the

"Baby Bells"

- began

updating their

network to

work by tone-

dialling. Tone

dialling is the

use of musical

notes to

represent the

different numbers

(and function

keys) on the

telephone key pad,

as distinct from the

stream of clicks

that were used with

the older Strowger

manual exchanges.

Soon after these

new tones became
commonplace,

American phreakers

The Inside story of sad

Individuals Ilka this

poor mad hacker...

discovered that they could duplicate

the sounds using a device that

became known as an "MF'er" - a

multi-frequency tone generator. With

these "MPers* or "Blue Boxes" (the

first of these devices discovered by

the phone company was in a blue

box) phreakers could dial up 1-800

numbers - free numbers like the

UK's 0800 ones - and then route

calls anywhere in the world for

nothing using the "MF'er" to provide

the tone signals.

The next generation of phreakers

soon adopted more sophisticated

methods of "attaching" the phone

company as they discovered that It

was possible to break into the

exchange computers responsible for

call routing and billing - "switches"

as they are termed in the jargon. This

turned out to be trivially easy -

switches have spare lines, or service

ports that are there to allow access

to the system by telephone company

engineers for running test and repair

programs. Phreakers uncovered

these numbers by a variety of

techniques, the simplest being

"dumpster diving" - scavenging

through telephone exchange rubbish

bins looking for discarded technical

literature and printouts from test

procedures. Other tricks in their

armoury include "war dialling" and

"social engineering". War dialling

utilises the wonderful brute force

skills of computers - simply program

a computer attached to a modem to

wade through all the permutations of

phone numbers and keep a record of

those that are answered by a

computer tone. Social engineering

requires the talents of the con artist.

the "mark" being the person at the

end of a phone line from whom
you're trying to extract confidential

information - such as unlisted dial-

up numbers for an exchange switch.

Once a phreaker has gained

access to a switch he can reprogram

it for his own purposes. This was

made easier by the fact that all of

these switches were programmed in

UNIX (a very user-friendly and well-

documented operating system

developed by AT&T, Ma Bell's parent

company).

While phreaking may appear to

some to be a relatively innocuous

pastime - apart of course from the

fraud that's being perpetrated on the

phone company - the potential for

disaster is enormous: just imagine a

city deprived of the telephone for

hours or even days - no emergency

calls, nothing. In 1989 a hacker

attached switches in three US cities

- Atlanta. Georgia; Denver. Colorado;

and Newark, New Jersey - and this

apocalyptic vision almost came true.

He had planted "logic bombs'

(damaging programs set to "explode"

on a particular date or when a certain

instruction is processed) in the three

switches. These were triggered to

"detonate" on 4th July. Luckily they

were tracked down and "defused"

before the event - but only at

significant cost. The companies had

to deploy 42 senior technical staff

working round-the-clock for five days

checking the software on all the

switches in the country.

HACKING INTO
MAINFRAMES
One of the most common popular

images of computer hacking comes
from the '80s film War Games.

Clough and Mungo firmly debunk

these 'film script scenarios', but the

catalogue of real-life incidents that

they report is almost as frightening.

When mainframe computers are

shipped by the manufacturers, they

come with passwords already set in

the system software. Many users

never bother to change these default

settings, thereby leaving the machine

vulnerable to anyone with access to

the system literature. Even when
passwords are changed they are

often altered to names that an

experienced hacker can quickly

guess. The authors reveal that In

London bank dealing rooms

"Porsche" and "sex" are

uncommonly popular. I used to

access a large system (legitimately

of course) on which System Manager

status - the highest security level -

could be obtained by typing

"manager" at the ID prompt and

"wolves" when the password was
requested. The System Manager was

a keen follower of Wolverhampton

Wanderers Football Club.

Perhaps the most disturbing

revelation in the book is the amazing

security lapse that Digital Equipment

made with the VMS operating system

shipped with its VAX computers. Until

1986 it was possible to gain access

to any VAX running VMS without even

having to guess the correct

identifiers. If an invalid ID was

entered an error message would be
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displayed - standard practice - but

simply pressing Return would take

the user on to the password prompt.

Entering a wrong password would

produce a further error message, but

pressing Return would again bypass

the security system, leaving the

machine open to any user! VAX

mainframes are widely used for the

most sensitive military applications.

HISTORY OF THE AMIGA

Price: £8.99

From: Burgess Video Group

tr 0874 611633

Ttie Burgess Video Group are

currently marketing a range of videos

aoout aspects of the Amiga and the

applications which run on ihe

machine. Many of these videos

originate from the States, where the

medium is a popular teaching tool.

Indeed, this video was produced in

conjunction with Amiga World, an

American Amiga magazine.

This 45-minute video deals with

PANDORAS CD

Price: £4.99

From: Optonica Ltd

» 0455 558282

If you've got either a CDTV or a CD
ROM drive, then you really ought to

splash out a fiver on Pandora's CD
from Optonica. It is an excellent

demonstration of the power and

versatility of multimedia and features

excerpts from a range of reaHife

applications. These include a point-

of-sale demonstration from retailers

Mega Mart; an interactive guide to

the wonders of Milton Keynes; an

audio-visual presentation on safety

GASTEINER OPTO-
MECHANICAL MOUSE

Price: £14.95

From: Gasteiner Technologies Ltd

» 081 365 1151

You know the mouse Commodore

supplied with your Amiga? Well, have

you ever thought that when you're

using it you'd be a lot more

comfortable if you were also

equipped with square hands?

By any standards the

ergonomics of the original Amiga

mouse were poor - a brick with

buttons seems a fair description -

although the mice that are now

shipped with the A1200 and A600

VIRUSES AND NASTIES
The problem of viruses is also dealt

with in Approaching Zero. As with the

other subjects in the book, Clough

and Mungo manage to deal sensibly

with the Issues while avoiding the

hype that fogs much of the media

reporting of this important area.

The concept of computer viruses

isn't new - it was first foreseen by

the history surrounding the design of

the original A500. Drawing heavily on

"home movie" footage shot at the ^
time, and largely narrated by

those associated with the

project, it provides an absorbing if

somewhat superficial overview of

the development of "Lorraine" - the

design team's code name for the

original Amiga.

History of the Amiga contains a

vanety of compelling anecdotes and

snippets of trivia. For example, the

name Amiga is the feminine form of

the Spanish word for friend,

"Amigo". so your computer's name
actually means "girlfriend". It's also

curious to learn that the idea for the

"Guru meditation" messages was
borrowed form the Apple Mac's

from the nuclear industry: an

educational package titled Exploring

the Senses and a counting program

called Play School.

Now. while all of these demos
are fun to play around with (gasp at

the delights of Milton Keynes! Smirk

John van Neumann, the "father" of

the digital computer, back In 1948.

He was interested in what was then

thought of as electronically-created

artificial life, which he called

automata. There are now a number

of differentiated terms for these

automata - viruses, worms, trojans

and bombs. The book

makes clear the

distinctions and then goes on to

detail some of the most dramatic

examples of viral attack.

Amiga Shopper Verdict: Simply the

most comprehensive, best-written

book available on hacking and its

associated topics. If you want to be

clued up on this important area.

make sure you read It.

Trivia and tall tales from the days when the

Amiga was Just a project called "Lorraine",

"bomb" symbol. Interesting

revelations are provided about the

negotiations between the design

team, Atari and Commodore as to

which company would end up

t\ owning the rights to the machine.

Some of the loss valuable tales

cover which member of the

team used to insist on

k wearing fluffy carpet slippers

A and who would bring their

j

v dog into the office.

Amiga Shopper Verdict: There's

not an enormous amount of

information in the video, but it does

make for an entertaining view.

The marvels of Interactive multi-

media: "Would you like a boiled

sweet, little boy? Yes? No?"

at the demonstration of a gelger

counter), the main benefit you'll

derive from your £5 investment is

the extensive library of clip art. photo

images, textures and sound-effect

samples supplied. These can all be

freely distributed - so you can use

them in your own programs, although

you have to remember to give

Optonica a copyright credit. The only

thing that you can't do with the

images and samples from the disc is

bundle them up and distribute them

as part of another collection.

The selection of clip art contains

some 2.000 brushes, classified

under 11 topics ranging from finance

to food and science to sport. These

are all stored in IFF form. On the CD
you'll also find 100 diverse photo

images - anything from a child riding

on the back of a lion to soldiers

marching. A further library provides

you with a range of texture patterns,

both natural and man-made, which

make useful backgrounds for your

own designs.

Finally. Pandora's CD contains a

wide selection of sound-effect

samples - some more realistic than

others. Included is everything from

car crashes to coins dropping and

glass breaking to gun shots. These

effects are stored In 8SVX IFF format.

Amiga Shopper Verdict: Two

packages in one - an excellent tour

of the flexibility of a range of

multimedia applications, plus a

generous bundle of useful clip art

and sound samples - and all at a

bargain price.

If you build a better mousetrap, somebody once said, the world will beat a

path to your door. If you want a better mouse, go out and buy one. Simple.

are a considerable improvement.

If you have found this a problem,

or just felt like a change, then it's

high time you considered getting a

better mouse - and you may well

find that a new mouse recently

released by Gasteiner Technologies

fits the bill exactly. It's shaped to fit

comfortably in the palm of the hand,

and the mouse buttons utilise micro-

switches - which means that they

are super-sensitive. The left button -

the most frequently used - is larger

than the right and has a ribbed

texture, so you can feel when your

finger is resting on It.

Amiga Shopper Verdict: This isn't

the cheapest mouse on the market -

but you wouldn't expect it to be.

because it's one of the best. Q3
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Getting back to basics, Mark Smiddy
close look at those devious aspects o
AmigaDOS known as devices.

uch of the AmigaDOS
literature you'll

encounter will contain

references to volume

names, devices and posstbty

directory assignments too. This may

apply to Installation programs and

flic requesters: the Klckstart 2

standard file requester Is a good

•xample. It's confusing - so over

the next two months, I'll be taking

a look at the device Interface from

the ground up.

The basic syntax (or grammar)

for any device is constructed from a

name - one or more letters -

followed by a colon (:). Here are a

few possible examples: "MyOisk:".

"Workbench 2.0:". "DEVS:". "PRT:".

"DFO:" - the list could go on and on.

Assignments, volumes and devices

have one thing in common - they

must all obey a rigid set of rules.

We'll take a look at the mechanics of

how that works shortly, but let's

consider for a moment the reasoning

behind this philosophy.

The easy answer is simplicity.

How could you send some
information to a printer, a modem
and a file unless all these vastly

different pieces of hardware

conformed to a simple and broadly

uniform protocol? If they didn't, you

would have to memorise a different

set of rules for each of the many

different devices.

The same "byte" (piece of

information) passes along a totally

different hardware route to get to its

destination. The byte sent to the

modem is passed along, quite

unmolested, to a special chip which

slices it into eight little bits, then

spits it out down two wires to the

modem. The same byte, sent to the

primer, is checked to see if it

introduces a translation string and

processed accordingly before being

shoved down eight wires to the

parallel printer. Finally, the byte sent

to the disk drive ts hacked Into little

frMtn |
mil*

mi <u ft», it*

I'sri'is/iavrt/int

U !W«rl tr» IV r

ii ctt'ri '*" tht f«rr»«i <•

Copying text

defined file -

bits and

reassembled

into a specially

coded version

(MFM) before being packed off to the

disk drive along with 11.263 of its

cousins - and all that goes down a

high-speed serial link.

As you can see. there's a lot

more going on under the hood than a

casual glance might suggest.

Devices provide the common ground

that's easily accessible from user

level. Similarly, you don't need to

know where a file is stored on disk -

or even In which directory it is

located; all you need to know is that

it is in the right place: logical

directory assignments look after that.

GRASSROOTS
At grass roots level, all devices.

whether they be physical (some

from the current console to a user-

in this case. In fact, a window.

electronic interface) or logical

(simulated in software), must

support at least one of two (user-

level) commands: READ or WRITE.

To read from a device means you get

something from it, whereas to write

to a device means you send it

something.

If this sounds obvious, consider

that every time you type a letter in

the Shell you are actually sending

something to the console device

(CON:) and the console is echoing

the same thing back (writing to

itself). The Shell in reality is a logical

device based on an AmigaDOS
process and an Intuition window.

Intuition reads the input stream from

the keyboard and converts that into

keypresses. These are in turn read

and interpreted by the Shell process

and the appropriate actions taken.

When you enter a command line and

Ao&ignmcnts are very handy if you

want to access a directory deep in

the hierarchy, but the convenience

they offer comes at a price: the

assignment has to be made every

time you boot the machine. This

doesn't matter too much If you can

be bothered to edit the user-startup

(or startup-sequence) but it does

slow things down. Moreover, the

assignment just adds to the already

extensive list of directory assigns

made by the machine and other

software.

AmigaDOS release 2 provides a

more manageable, and permanent,

method which does not require the

added effort of fiddling around with

assigns. It also has the advantage

that a single file, rather than a

complete directory, can be made
available. The system Is called

"linking" and is managed with the

MAKEUNK command. You can use

It like this:

1> MAKELINK Rare *
SYS :Foo/ Bar /There

The link, -Mere" is made to the file

"There" in the directory

-SYS:/Foo/Bar*\ Now any software

can access the file simply by using

the link -Mere". As far as the

software is concerned there is no

difference, since the filing system

returns the information in the same

manner. Links appear in directory

listings and 'aware* file requesters.

suffixed with •<«>" to show that

they are a hard link. It is not

currently possible to read a link and

find out where it goes, however.

HOW IT WORKS
When you create a link, you make a

dummy file header (known as a link

node) in the source directory which

points to the location of the We.

Link nodes are very small - just one

block long - and there is no limit to

the number of links you can have,

provided that they are all on the

same physical disk (or the same
partition in the case of hard disks).

K is even possible to create a

link to another link. In some cases

this may be quicker than attempting

to link to the original file. However,

the new link belongs to the Veal"

file and not the other link. This

avoids chains where one link leads

to another and that leads to another

and so on. It also means you can

move the original file from the disk,

but it can still be accessed via its

link nodes.

Currently, although the

operating system has provision for

"soft links' which are links across

volumes (for example, assigning to

a different disk or a different

partition on a hard disk) this is not

supported by the filing system. No

doubt this will be corrected in some

future release.
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press [Return], the command is

handed over to a function in the

AmigaDOS ROM library.

Now imagine you are loading a

file from disk. Disk devices support

READ, WRITE and extra commands
such as SEEK. This allows

AmigaDOS to locate any position in

the file. For example, if a file is

1,000 bytes long, byte number 42

could be located with one SEEK

command. The device driver (the

software controlling the mechanism)

is responsible for locating that

particular byte no matter where It

happens to be stored on the physical

(or, for RAM disks, simulated) media.

As far as the receiving software is

concerned, the byte is returned just

as if it were typed at the keyboard.

The Shell behaves like a very

large buffered file. (If you understand

such things, you can think of it as a

database where every command line

is a single record.) The file is opened

when the Shell window opens, and

closes when the Shell's window

closes. From AmigaDOS 2 onwards,

the Shell behaves more like a file

and can be closed by entering an

end-of-file or EOF character; more on

that shortly.

EASIER THAN YOU THINK
It's enough to make your brain itch -

but that is precisely why devices are

handled the way they are. Clever

programming has removed all the

complexities - enabling you to get on

with everyday tasks in peace. All this

theory may seem difficult to

understand, but putting it into

practice is very simple. In fact,

you've probably already used some
of the devices without even thinking

about them. Consider the following

example, which copies a group of

files from the internal drive to the

RAM disk:

1>C0PY *
DFO:#? TO RAM:

Workbench Scr»n

Itit

Hn*x MM* t* fc.f«MS

Tnt is twit wbrt wi pmt

tkJtF

fcJT

|ftt you t*n itt t \h*

'(111 Ml

II

This is actually a very

complex call at

device level - so we

won't discuss the

mechanics of it. The

two devices are dfO:

(the internal drive)

and RAM: (the RAM
disk). DfO: is a

physical piece of

hardware managed

by something called

the "trackdisk"

device. RAM:, on the other hand, is a

simulated device driven by the RAM
handler. As far as copy is concerned,

the two devices are an input and

output, or a source and a

destination. Insofar as the devices

wVvu
*ra
m wt, tlw Mtnrt it lfc» i*cM< tn»#* It dpi** frw tlw iwtrn\ ci

(«:|/1l/3?l/1M/twt

output lit tli* fcK«e4 WINtW II tojtf* trim llw (irrtnt ci

:»?„ {* :t/ll/J It/1 N/t rtt ti •

Mm U •wrlin* th» »(fc«r v*v tr*Mf.

't uttrr l« *<i#m

<
Reversing the process means simply copying text from

a file (here again, a window) to the current console.

are concerned dfO: is being

configured to READ and RAM: to

WRITE.

You've probably never thought

about it like that before, but it helps

to understand how this works when

BEGINNERS BEGINNERS BEGINNERS

What Is a buffer?

In everyday English, the verb "to buffer" usually

means to cushion, and a buffer is something to

absorb an impact, like the large objects in railway

termini that are there for runaway trains to hit so

that they don't carry on into the high street. In

computer science terms a buffer is a temporary

storage area, and a more correct analogy would

be a reservoir, or bucket if you prefer. (Computer

blurb overflows with catchy jargon, but little of it

bears much resemblance to the real world).

A buffer is a place where a device (or other

software) stores information for later use. Buffers

are encountered all over the place, but are most

prevalent where information is being passed from

a slow device to a faster one, or vice versa.

Buffers are usually RAM-based, but other than

physical speed, there is no reason why a disk

drive could not be used instead. In fact, such

"virtual memory" is sometimes used like this to

buffer printer dumps - a topic best left for

another time.

Buffers mainly come in two flavours: FIFO (or

First In, First Out) and UFO (or Last In, First Out -

also called a stack). Of the two, devices use the

FIFO buffer where the first item of information to

be fed in is the first to come out the other end.

It's a bit like a hosepipe, and in fact AmigaDOS

features a special device called PIPE: which acts

as if it were just that. Buffers are also used on

the serial (SER:) and parallel (PAR:) ports as well

as CON: but these are looked after entirely by the

device handlers and are not user-controllable like

PIPE:.

How big Is a buffer?

How long is a piece of string? It depends entirely

on the device being buffered: and some devices

can have more than one buffer. Simple devices

such as the keyboard can make do with a

relatively small buffer - say 64 bytes. This figure

presumes that you cannot type more than 64

characters faster than the application reading the

keyboard can process them. It provides a "type-

ahead" facility whereby you can keep typing even

though the letters are not appearing on the

terminal. While this should never happen in Shell

BEGINNERS
START HERE

BEGINNERS BEGINNERS BEGINNERS

windows, it may be seen on slower machines

running heavy-duty document processing

applications - Wordworth or Pro Page, for

instance - where the software not only has to

display the keyboard input (which is relatively

simple) but needs to record it in a scalable font,

say. and render it graphically (which is much more

processor-intensive).

So what happens If the buffer does get filled?

The software is designed so that the sending

device receives a message from the receiving

device telling it to stop sending for a moment.

Okay, that's a bit complicated, so imagine a car

park in a busy city centre on a Saturday

afternoon. As cars arrive the spaces are gradually

taken and as cars leave more spaces become

available to be filled by new arrivals. When the car

park ts full, the entrance barrier is closed and any

new vehicles are made to wait. When cars leave,

the magic-eye on the exit barrier signals the

entrance barrier to open and allow just enough

cars through to occupy the vacant spaces.

Does It always go that smoothly?

Usually, yes. but there are instances where the

buffer can be filled and is never emptied. This

only happens when a receiving device (such as a

printer) is not available or not ready. In cases

such as these the device driver (the software bit)

has one of two options. First, it can warn the user

of a "buffer full" condition - such as a requester

stating "the pnnter is not responding" - or it can

be more obtuse and simply flash the screen

(keyboard buffer full). Secondly, it can wait and

wait until hell freezes over or you abort the

command. In this latter case the driver software

tries to flush the buffer, although even that could

fail in really dire circumstances. The actual

options you will get depend entirely on the

software device driver.

Why not Just have more than one buffer?

It gets rather complicated when designers start to

add not one but many buffers, each with a

specified purpose. The disk drives (the real ones

that is) are buffered at least twice. The first

buffer, located in Chip RAM. loads an entire track

of decoded MFM bytes via the Blitter. (This

memory is allocated automatically by Kickstart at

boot-up and can only be recovered by disabling

the device. Now you know why every extra drive

pinches some memory.) You can also add extra

"cache" or "sector" buffers too. A cache is a

store - like hidden treasure - which can be

retrieved at any time.

The reason for these buffers is speed. Let's

say it takes 120mS (0.12 of a second) to locate

and load a given 512-byte sector from

somewhere on the disk. Loading the same
amount of information from RAM might take just

120u.S (0.00012 seconds). These timings are

given as guides only, but RAM is at least 1,000

times faster than the electro-mechanical process

of reading a floppy disk. The idea, therefore, is to

set aside a specific amount of memory to act as

a sector store. Every time a sector is read from

disk it is placed in the store (and an older one is

flushed or "forgotten"). When a sector is

requested the cache buffers are checked and if

the sector is held there, the device gets it from

there instead, only much faster.

It's worth pointing out at this stage that the

AmigaDOS buffering system is not perfect.

Intelligent buffering systems use complex

algorithms to determine which sectors are In

most use and to hold those; other sectors are

read and thrown away. In such systems, directory

blocks and commonly-accessed disk-based

commands get stored, increasing the effective

disk speed several hundred percent.

Interestingly enough, the latest Kickstart

(version 3.0) has a new version of the

FastFileSystem called DCFS or Directory Cache

Filing System. This actually caches entries in the

user directories (filenames etc) and improves

performance of file requesters and so on

significantly. DCFS is not backwardly compatible

with earlier versions and should not be used

when compatibility is an issue - something this

author discovered after formatting the boot

partition of a hard disk.
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you come to use the devices at a

more technical level. Here's a typical

example where COPY replaces the

TYPE command.

1>C0PY SrSPAT TO •

Just as in the last example, COPY
receives a source and destination

argument. However, this time the

source argument is a tile and the

destination "*"
is read by AmigaDOS

as the current console (Shell

window). Users with AmigaDOS 1.3

can use a variation on this to add

pattern matching to TYPE without

needing SPAT. Here are the two

instances using just the bare bones:

1>SPAT TYPE S:#?

1>C0PY S:#? *

COPY is shorter, and because the

partem matching is part of the

command, it is faster on disk-based

systems. You will have to use the

SPAT version if you want to take

advantage of TYPE'S line numbering

or hex dump facilities. Why?
The console CON: (and NEWCON:

in 1.3) is an input and output device.

It takes input from the keyboard and

produces output in a window. Since

the "*"
literally means "the current

console", it can also be used as a

source. Enter the following command
and type a few lines into the opened

console window:

Utrktatch Urtttt

CMlitl
filth

£L£<
I m tt (t« »re» thtci
I tt MMtfctr yt*4w («r »
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ftufilbtll

U fMtft't nttttr u »n«m
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i.W.I: • Hh»t m»ms iiMfi tnuiW?
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Attempting to combine the two procedures, copy

FROM and copy TO. using RUN like this doesn't quite

work. The FROM operation gets lost along the line...

=*

is necessary to

close the file. We do

this by sending an

-endof-file" (EOF)

character directly

from the keyboard by

typing (CTRL-\1 (that

is. hold the [CTRL]

key down and press

backslash). Once

you have done that

you can give yourself

proof that the file is

there by typing the

following:

1>TYPE RAM:Teet

1>C0PY * TO RAM: Test

If everything went according to plan,

you'll be sitting around waiting for

something to happen and unable to

get the prompt back. Don't panic -

that's quite normal. This command
opens a file and starts to send

everything you type to it: and you

cannot get the prompt back until the

file is closed.

(At this point the curious among

you might want to open another Shell

via Workbench and monitor what's

going on using STATUS. You will see

the original process loaded with the

COPY command showing that it's

still running.)

In order to get the prompt back it

Not that hard really,

is it? Especially when you consider

the amount of work that's going on

under the surface. It's a bit like a

swan gliding along majestically while

under the surface it's paddling away

like the clappers.

What you probably didn't notice

in that last example is that COPY
and the disk devices are buffered

(see the Beginners panel if you don't

know that this means). The buffer is

flushed (written out to disk) when

either (a) the buffer is filled or (b) the

file is closed by an EOF. You can see

this in action by write-enabling your

Workbench disk and modifying the

example above thus:

COPY * TO SYS: Test

You will hear the dhve start up as the

file is closed, or you type enough

characters. Don't forget to close the

file correctly and delete it from your

Workbench disk before you finish the

session, though.

Since the console is a device in

its own right, you can use it directly

too. This example shows how the

console buffer works. It opens a

window which you can type into and

displays the output in the current

Shell. As before, the "file" can be

closed with [CTRL-\]:

COPY CON:0/0/100/320/«-

Test TO •

You can also view this using TYPE in

the same way:

TYPE CON:0/0/100/320/*-

Test HEX

Once more, in both these examples

we are reading from a device.

Provided the device is available and

supports read access, anything

suitable will do. The first example

here also works the other way

around too. like this:

copy • to *•

CON:0/0/100/320/Test

Next month, we'll continue our

discussion of the ins and outs of

devices and volumes. (Tl

The more observant among you (or

those more eager to try out

absolutely everything on Amiga

Shopper cover disks) may have

noticed that Pest, as distributed on

last month's cover disk, isn't quite

in fully-working order.

To get it working you'll need to

drop into Shell and enter the

following:

l> CD SYS: Pest

3

1> RENAME GetArgs S:OetArgs

1> RENAME SetPestBvent **

S:SetPestEvent

1> RENAME SetWaitEvent *"

S:SetWaitEvent

This does not affect the operation of

the program in any other way - but

these programs must be in the S:

directory or the current path. There

are alternative solutions, but this is

the best for now. If you managed to

get The Pest working on your own.

well done - if not, sorry for any

inconvenience. On with the expose:

A central part of Pest 3 is its

ability to interactively read a line of

text from the user and return the

result to another script. A

deceptively short script achieves

this with a minimum of fuss.

GetArgs (listed below) works like

this: you send it a variable name (or

number) and it returns a local

variable (Arg<Name>) containing

the result. It is similar to the BASIC

command:

LINE INPUT A$

For instance, the command GetArgs

Time returns its result in ArgTIme.

The word *Arg" is appended to

ensure there are no clashes with

existing variables. The script

operates with a recursive algorithm

which is enough to make your brain

itch until you get the hang of the

idea. Here's how it works - but

don't panic if you don't get the idea

right away:

1. Defines the argument template

with ArgNum required and two

optional arguments: note ARG is

Final (/F). We'll see their function

shortly - but you might like to

consider that this script will work

equally well if "LC were a switch

(/S) by changing Line 5 slightly.

USTING: READING USER INPUT
1. .key ArgNum/a,lc/K,Arg/P

.bra {

.tot )

if MArgHlc)- BQ "
getargs >HZL: ArgNua-fArgVua) LC-ON

2.

3.

4.

5.

T

6. end if

Before you read the rest of this, toy

to predict why.

2-3. Redefines BRA and KET to my
favourite versions.

4. Opens an I F...ENDIF construct to

check if an argument has been

supplied or the script is being run

for the second time. If either is true,

execution jumps to Step 6:

otherwise it continues at Step 5.

5. This line recursively calls

GetArgs again - the argument

number is passed back (it's

required) and LC (last chance) is

turned on. LC could be a switch in

the template in which case the

"=ON" would not be required -

either way works as well. More

importantly, this command
places the argument

parser into interactive

mode and sinks the

argument template to NIL.

The result of this is to give

the user somewhere to

type without printing a

useless message.

Whatever the user then

types is passed directly back to

ARG in the second recursive

invocation of GetArgs. Since this

argument is Final, everything is

passed into the argument, including

any spaces.

6. Terminates the IF...ENDIF

construct opened at Step 4. This

line is only reached when the script

has done one complete recursive

loop.

7. Defines a local environmental

variable ARG<ArgNum> with the

value held by Arg. The script then

terminates unless the script was
called from within itself (Step 5). in

which case execution resumes in

effect at Step 6 in the original. And

that's all there is to it!
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This issue, Ian Wrigley goes for a
bit of Fishing, then trawls through

some programs and disk mags
from as far away as Australia.

his month, we're putting

Fish disks 851 to 860
under the spotlight (thanks

to Anglia PD. as usual, for

supplying thorn) as well as looking

at the latest offerings that readers

have sent In. These Include a couple

from Australia and New Zealand -

it's good to know that Amiga

Shopper Is popular all over the

world! If you've found any great PD

or shareware that you think we

should take a look at. Just drop me
a line - the address Is on page 104.

GRAPHPAPER
Fish disk 851
This is another of those programs

that leaves you thinking "why oh

why?" It does its job perfectly well -

it's just that the job itself seems...

well, a little pointless. GraphPaper

What is PD?

PD Is a general

term which many people

incorrectly use to refer to all freely-

distributable software. In fact, PD

(which stands for Public Domain)

software or "freeware" Is only one

branch of this area; the other main

one is shareware.

Essentially, freeware may be

copied and used by anyone,

although some authors place

restrictions such as not allowing a

PD library to charge more than a

certain amount for the disk.

Shareware, on the other hand,

should be treated more like

commercial software. Although

you are allowed to copy and pass

around shareware programs, if you

like one then you should pay the

requested fee to the author - it's

normally around £15 or less, and

often entitles you to an upgraded

version or a printed manual. Paying

your shareware fees encourages

software authors to write more

programs - and if they don't, the

Amiga scene will be a poorer

place. Don't think that you're

paying money for nothing, either -

often hundreds or even thousands

of hours of work have gone into

creating a program, and it's only

right that the programmer receives

some reward for his or her work.

The third branch of software

that we cover here is called

licenseware.

This Is a form of

shareware which Is licensed to one

(or more) PD libraries. In essence,

when you buy a licenseware

program you are buying shareware

and paying the license fee at the

same time. For this reason, you

should treat any licenseware that

you buy exactly as you would treat

a piece of full-price commercial

software - don't pass it around to

your friends. You've only bought

the right to use it yourself.

Can I pass other people copies?

Yes - that's the way that PD
reaches a wider audience. Just

make sure that you have followed

the author's requirements for

distribution. These are normally

things like not charging more than

a certain amount for the disk, not

altering the program, or making
sure that all the original docu-

mentation is included on the disk.

You can also pass on

shareware - but not any registered

copies of programs. If, when you

pay your shareware fee, the author

sends you an improved version of

the program, then be careful not to

give that out. Only pass on

unregistered shareware.

You should not, of course, pass

on licenseware - It should be

treated in the same way as

registered shareware.

HRJOR GRID
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GraphPaper, by Bill Ames: prints graph paper on your Amiga's printer. But

why? So you can Invent a kind of graph paper you can't get at Ryman's?

will, quite simply, create graph paper

on your printer. You set things like

how many 'major grids" (thick lines)

and "minor grids" (thin lines) should

be printed on each sheet, the

resolution of your printer, and how

the minor grids should appear

(normal, log x. log y. or log x and log

y). You can set all the numerical

values either by typing in to the

requesters or by moving a slider -

you can alter x and y values

independently or together by dragging

a centre slider, which is a neat idea.

After you've set all the parameters

(which can be saved as a "settings"

file), hit the Print button and your

graph paper will be output to

whichever printer is selected in

Preferences. There's even a Check

button which makes sure that the

selected values will print properly on

one sheet of paper.

The only question, really, is...

why? You can buy a pack of graph

paper from any stationer's, and it'll

probably cost you rather less than

the time, electricity, printer

ink/toner/whatever and paper that

you'll use getting it right via your

Amiga - especially since actually

printing the graph can take some

considerable time. If you're living in

Outer Mongolia and can't find a

WH Smith. Rymans or whatever,

maybe GraphPaper might come in

handy for you. Somehow, though. I

think that the only real value the

program has is that the source code

is included - the program was written

using the Aztec C compiler - so if

you're beginning to program, you can

see how the author (Bill Ames) did

things like implement his sliders.

Program rating 6/10

SINGLEFILE
Fish disk 851
Now here's a little $10 shareware

utility that should prove useful to

anyone with a hard drive. SingleFile,

by Philip Dobranski. checks your

drive (or any portion of it) for

duplicate files. You know what

happens: you put loads of programs

from things like Fish disks on to your

hard drive, and it quickly starts to fill

up. But when you look a little more

closely, you discover that you've got

about a million copies of MuchMore.

six of LhA. and so on and so on.

The solution to this is a program

which checks your hard drive, looking

for any files with duplicate names -

and that's exactly what SingleFile

does. It can check any portion of a

drive, and will either list all

duplicates to a window or save the

details to a text file which you can

examine later.

The only problem is that to check

all the file and directory names, the

program keeps a list of them all in

memory - which meant that

searching the whole of my 40Mb
mam hard drive partition was
impossible, because the program

kept stopping with a stack error. Of

course, it's possible to check just a

portion of your drive - you simply

specify the root directory that you

want to examine, and the program

searches everything beyond that

RATING THE PROGRAMS
Just to be awkward, I rate the software that I review in two different ways,

depending on what it is. Disk magazines, collections of clip art and the like

are given a "value for money" rating, since you're essentially paying for

one thing, or group of things, on the disk.

Single programs which appear in a collection of others, or programs

which I've downloaded from bulletin boards, are given a "program rating",

which reflects how good I think they are. taking Into account usability,

bug proofness, my own particular (or should that be peculiar?) tastes and

so on. Both ratings are out of a maximum possible 10.
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ApplSizer gives you a simple drag-and-drop Interface to find out the size of

files and drawers (and a simple window that displays the information).

root. But my Amiga's got 6Mb of

RAM installed, and I do think that a

program which can't check out a

40Mb drive (of which only about

20Mb is used at the moment) using

that much memory needs some bug-

fixing done to it. Still, keep an eye

out for the next version...

Program rating 6/10

APPISIZER
Fish disk 853
Thi<? is another neat little utility - and

this time, one that works perfectly. If

you want to know how large a file or

drawer is without resorting to all

kinds of messing about, you need

ApplSizer.

Double-click and an Applcon is

placed on the Workbench. To find the

size of a file or drawer, you simply

drag its icon over the ApplSizer icon

and release the mouse button.

Within a second or so, a window will

appear with the object's vital

statistics. Hit Return and the window

disappears.

If it's small, elegant, useful

utilities that you're after. ApplSizer is

certainly one to be recommended.

Program rating 9/10

HYPER
Fish disk 853

This is a program which is designed

for those people who don't have

Commodore's AmigaGuide hypertext

program. This is a utility which

enables you to navigate through

things like help documents via

buttons - for example, the contents

page of a document could have

buttons marked "shareware

agreement", "basic features",

"reference manual" and so on;

clicking on the button takes you to

the requisite page. More and more

"read me" files are being distributed

in this format and. although they are

readable using a standard text

viewer such as MuchMore. they only

look their best when viewed using

AmigaGuide.

But now. for people like me who

are still using Workbench 2.04 and

so don't have access to the program.

comes a solution: Hyper, which

reads the AmigaGuide files and

displays them correctly, along with

buttons.

At least, that's what the author

claims. Instead, about five seconds

into viewing any file I get a program

error, which means that I have to

MAPTRIX
Fish disk 853

If you enjoyed Amiga Shopper's long-

running series on fractals (it began

back in issue 18) and want more of

the same, this one's for you. MapTrix

is a texture map/background

generator with a large number of

fractal effects such as wave

synthesis, mountains and clouds. It

also has image-processing tools

such as convolutions, embossing

and smoothing. The demonstration

version on Fish disk 853 is limited to

relatively small image sizes and can't

create animated frames; for the full

version, you need to send off your

shareware fee of $25.

The program requires AmigaDos

2.04 or higher, and the author

recommends at least 2Mb of RAM
and a hard drive for the program to

work at a reasonable rate.

The user interface is very

attractive - it's nice to see that a lot

of thought has gone into how to

GENERATE: Julil

Hin X: FT

Iterations:

CUM
_ zm I

ASPECT | WeWH

SAVE

Width:

Height

Depth:

Tree:

GENERATE

6enerate: Julia

I

OUT!

If you re a fan of fractals you already know what they look like, so these

gadgets and things in MapTrix are going to be much more Interesting, right?

present all the program's featuressuspend the program or reboot the

Amiga. Now, maybe I've got all sorts

of strange stuff on my machine which

is conflicting with Hyper - but

somehow I doubt it. I've got a

reasonably "vanilla" A500 Plus -

specifically to avoid conflicts when

reviewing software - and anything

I've got running, most other

shareware/PD fans will also have.

So. it's reasonable to expect that the

program will crash on them, too.

It's a shame, really - I was

looking forward to being able to view

AmigaGuide documents in all their

glory. But until a bug-fixed version of

Hyper is released. I guess it's back

to MuchMore...

Program rating 0/10

without confusing the user. There's a

scrolling "function list" which

displays the actual operations - both

the basic generation of patterns and

fractals (Mandelbrot and Julia sets)

and the manipulation of images via

features such as Emboss. Once

you've clicked on a function, the

main area of the display changes to

show all the controls relevant to that

function. At the bottom right of the

screen is the "Info panel" which tells

you things like how much RAM is

required to generate the image, and

at the bottom right is a progress bar

which gives an indication of how long

the program will take to create the

image.

When an image has been

created, you can display it using the

Display button and cycle through

nine different colour palettes. When
you've finished creating and

manipulating your map or

background, you can save it as an

IFF image.

There really has been a lot of

work put into this package. Even if

you just want to display Mandelbrot

and Julia patterns, it beats many of

the dedicated programs available - it

has, of course, a zoom feature for

"burrowing* into the fractal. The

range of manipulation functions is

wide, and includes Convolve) (3x3

and 5x5). Ruffian ("roughs up" the

image) and Emboss produces an

"embossed" effect).

If you want to create attractive

texture maps, this program is well

worth getting hold of. And if you're

writing a program which will give a

user many different options. I'd urge

you to get hold of a copy just to see

how the author. Alex Deburie. has

implemented one of the most

elegant selection methods I've seen

on the Amiga.

• If you missed any of Amiga

Shopper's fractal series, from issue

18 to issue 27. turn to the AS back

issue service on page 116.

Program rating 9/10

QDISK
Fish disk 853
QDisk is another useful little utility in

the mould of ApplSizer. Double-click

on its icon and you are presented

with a list of all the attached DOS
volumes. The list gives the

percentage of space used (or you

can display the amount of free space

left, if you prefer) and single-clicking

on any volume produces a second

window with more detailed

information. True, a disk's

continued on poge 107

GET IN CONTACT!
If you've written - or discovered - any PD. shareware or licenseware that

you think should be reviewed in these pages, or if you've got any

comments or suggestions, write to Ian Wrigley c/o Amiga Shopper. 30

Monmouth Street. Bath BA1 2BW. Alternatively, you can contact Ian on

cix as iwrigley*. or on the internet as 'ian@vampire.demon.co.uk'.
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QDisk gives you a clear and useful display of detailed Information on any

volumes - hard disks, floppies and so on - that are attached to your system.
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really WOTtA the disk.spmf'Wt believe that quality and not quantity count!

(Of*, WQU&ST

boowsw&ss L'vmxs

VFLOI
fneyetty
SMSzn

DfiAXSTXKWriLS 1\

•MtWW OWLS 1X>C4

I
I
\ t .!\-fl'4.0

vr>:

[WO KfCT&TXXTU

SQtLVWl (MB 204 tXQpm-
SQU*> 'SliMl&QillXX

tXsss

rnXT9LVSs
HAXp •pIS'K'UTItS

cii %wmox%
ML- D 2

t\M
§*3tXSCXJXI5i

WO**! <#C

tiACK'HQBLVTlLi I Ml I ' tpjuttfx»

tu/mom icoHvisx
w t

am

PS]

u

U4S
114*

vm

60S,

U4Ma
tfl£T$A£*4Llf

TOO

COMPATIBILITY
llnless otktni>isi stated all disks

should run on the 'A500*

PRICES
i-9 Disk/ tl 25
10* 01 ^p

er2S diskj and get another $ •TWE!
Catalogue du^avatlable JfOp

POSTAGE AND PACKING
•WK60p

'Europe as XlTiftut a* per du^
"fast world as tl'Kbut add 40p per disi^

Aft orders wtttfc dispatchedWithin 24 hours

ofrettipi

HOW TO ORDER
Cut out or photocopy this advert and
either ticf. the to*, to \ 't of the

diskjs) you require or indicate which

.
> I wanted with a 'Mi lighter

•Please make cheques and Tost at

Orders payable to 'Mutnnt f
Xjmember to include your address

and the correct pottage.

Send your order to:

MYTHRIL PD
PO BOX 68,

ROMFORD RM6 6LY

KT'S P.D. (SOFTWARE) for the amiga i si r
THE FAST AND r RIPNDLY LIBRARY 500 • 500*# 600 • 1200

GAMES
pSOCCUOUCH*'
|3*lZZWQLCST*y
potuwo*
(
3 NPQSOUB Of
pSUPE* SHOO*CH.»
i3*MOS*Rurri*y
13 FK3HTWG UMM&OftS*

1
3 NUMERIC*

p DEUW PACMWWy
p DONKEY KONG*
niEAlANCE *y

13 BUZZARD*
l3MKBOM«K£T.r
13 UUTMATE STAt

TO* i?h
bCROSSFBt*
'3TET»BAGAli00
|3a*U.OONW*y
3B0MJAOCr#y

;3 rmxt saiao »v

OIMOl
O COMA DEMO
3NEWTEK J* (2)

3 *D SECTO* • (2)

3vO«G«.
3T»0N.[Z|
3 HPH* L OMEGA 2 |3)

3 BUD8WW MEGA. |2|

3 B£Fl£X DEMO.
OAlCArRAZMEOA.0)
3 RAZOR 191 U
VANGEUS DEMO*

OHOVAGA
flANTl-UMMNOffl
3 GLOSV TRASM*

O IUXO TEENAGER*
3 lEFRENS DESERT
DREAM |2 p

3 REBELS MEGA.
O 30 DEMO 2*
3MAVOAV.
3WKE8AUS.

MUSK
3AMK>DEUV
3 MED 3 2*

3 MED MOOUUS N02*

3crsMus<oai;
3 MMHOW KAICTUJ.

3 REBELS MEGABLAST
fl DRUM 1OOP/SAMPH ^

OD440B2*
a ttchnoironk:.
3ERMV3DANCE I-

3 RAVI VISION

(INTENSE)*

3 100 CM TUNES*
3JESUSONEi(2)*
O N06EFWVTR 4*

OBRUNOS MUSIC
BOX 2*

3PWD SOUND
SAMflfSU

3»TiM0OUU'. I*

3RTIM00UUS*.

UT1UTIKS
3VMORPM*,
3AGENE*y
3 AS* GfX UTlS *y
3D6KLOG*Y
00<OPr*y
a kos dw i *r
3iCONMANIA*y
3 tNGWEERS KfT *V
O PtNTSTUOO *y
30mcOMMi2*y
3 SUPERSOUND 2 *Y
3S*D2*y
3fREECOPY*y
3STARCAT2*y
OAMGABEG«NES*y
3tUCH I 3 .y

3600 BUSINESS
LfTTERS^

3S«ORAPA«T.
3EASKAU:*Y
3 TEXT ENGME * *¥

AMIMS
3 UNSTC«TP*G .,
3FUETTKF0M;
3GUU*W*y
3WTMEMCMB*
3 PUGGS f* SAACE
3MAG*OAN2.*
3 AMY V WAIXER *Y
3 D0U»MW OREAMS .»

3 MOW TO RUN WTOA
*AU*y

3BA1»AAN*y
3 STEALTHY

MAMOEMf S J .V

3 GYMNAST *V
3 JUGGLER *v
3ATFAGCTY*y
3GUU: C0NFUCT
3SGH\pVWTZ3
ANWS.y

3BUSVKEfcTBfE
'ROG-

3 V* POTATO HEAD
3 DONALD OUCK*

.»

«n cjrtf no., or po%tM ortftn to

| Ai orttn Mint fton cUmi the

!MOu«s80p»ch

[uKv£n60p
, Europe * JOp prr rtn*
* Mnd * 40p per ou

CH.409UC disk at SOp or FREf with your first order
DEPT AJ, 7S THE DRIVE, ROCHFORD, ESSEX SS4 1QQ THrpftone: 0702 S42S36 Anytime

MHUi Oder any ten d tu i from «bove
ctxxMe two fr

Hf Cofflpidbii,

> 1200 Cotnp#ao4e
*

l
Mo. or duM \fcVe stocfc GUI

Lxerueware, As vjinm
Co4*ectk>n. Fred Ftih & Scope
* Please cut out «n*d tertd.

B E LSH AW S P. D.

c tel 0636 72503
"^r GKtAT AMGA PUBLIC VOrAAIN T/TL£S

ONLY 99P P6H P/SK. VCJA VU SHATZCWAKC 099 P£R DISK
POSTAGC 75P P£R 0RP£R. rR££ C^T/»L0c>iV£ D/SK P£R 0RP£i?

DEMOS . A1US/C ,
c>/Vv\£S

, UTILITIES
Doiphm Anim SpacobaJlc Assassins Kicksiart1.3
Kingfisher (2) I Gigamlx A & B (2) j

Smash TV Rip OH (Fancy Disk Labeler
Thunderbiro* (2)

Ghost (2)

Lawnmow«rm«n (2) j

Sptberman |

Battle of Britain

LSD Rave (2)

CDTV
Beatles<2>

Neighbours (2)

Games Galore

Enk The Warrior

Star Trek (2)

I

Cheats List

Easter Island

Clip Art

Mendel Fractal

Send cheque/Postal Order made out to Belshaws
to BeJshaws Computers, 55 Balderlongate, Newark, Notts NG24 1EU.

OrCasWax Linda on (0636) 72503 with Access/Visa.
P0r$onal Callers at shop always welcome

( ) = No of disks
717.

IIA600& A12
Hard Drive
SPECIAL OFFER
80 meg 2.5" Internal IDE

IDE Hard Drive Is fully formatted, complete with cable.

OMLY £179,99:INC. VAT
DELIVERY

WE OFFER PART EXCHANGE ON

IDE DRIVES AMIGA 500 • &

500+ MACHINES.

PLEASE CALL FOR DETAILS.

24 HOUR ORDERLINE 0597 851784

Manor Court Supplies Ltd

Dopt AS0693 Glen Celyn House, Penybont,

Llandfindod Wells, Powys LDI SSY

Telephone: 0597 SSI 702
Fax No: 0597 851 41

S

EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

BREAK THE SOUND BARRIER!

*4S7- »<•>•!*'l'& <*>' »<ft-
» 'i ' '^'

THE MUSIC STOP IOR YOUR AMIGA

MIOI/MUSICWARE © - AMIGA PD - HARD & SOFTWARE

For sN your Music and
Midi needs.

Samples end Modules
lor Protraoksr, OktaMsd,

•So. Midi B+quenoes,
Psloh edNors

For more dertollo contact

uaat;-

We are now author iz t*d

dealers of:-

ZONE DISTRIBUTION
OR T*« s Blus Ribbon

products

ARBITER PRO MIDI

Sound Oueat
Editor Librarians

FATAR
Master keyboards

Sector 16. 160 Hollow Way. Cowley. Oxford

Tel (0865) 774472

MICROLAND BULLETIN BOARD SYSTEM
0891 990 505
To Download

0483 725 905
To View

Amiga shars-wara including filas from tha Frad Flah Collection plus lota mora
to download at V32bte. V32. V22 bia. V22. V23 * HST B data bits, no parity

===^Be^B^B^B^BSSB»^MMMWi
CaMa to 0SS1 SSO 505 crwgod at 3Sp por mtnut* ehoap rale *»p p*r mtnuti ail othar Umaa.

Travan OaaJgn* Lid. PO Bom U. AWacahoc. Haota QU12 SYX

GVB-PD AMIGA rilil.K

DOMAIN
IUIAlH.lkll.(iM-..M.\ll)IMII-.AI).lllKKSIUKI SlAiTh feNCiLANO

Pill INK tm.MWXhn ANVriMhl-OK INI (I 0b2H JWI3I IAfcMM.S OK WOKKNuS

vfOammv ^1 Far
u i

sV fankfl
Pisdr%hup»T6 .*

The uumaicf cofuuucuuo uiTshow >our anim* with music

I Mod the A&sSttim games disk* 1 through lo 50
Choose any combination of disks

? Di^kslbincp&p. 10 disks HO.MIinc pAp. 50 disks £45 mc pAp.



?<*'*'>

PUBLIC DOMAIN LIBRARY
TELEPHONE (0602) 444501

All Public Domain is copied onto Branded Disks which arc certified 100% error

free. For a free disk catalogue, please send an SAE plus I I st (hiss stamps.

TWephone orders: Mon-Sat 9am-5.30pm. Key: 0=No. of Disks. Thisisonlya

small selection from our library, we currently have over 2.500 disks in slock.

DKMOS
Desert Dream 1 2

1

Kefrrm'Danc'

SpecebeJU 'Stale Of The Ad
Jcau»OaE»i2>
Alpha ft Omega: i.*i

MaJ Elks Technclofical Death

SkizioDemii2i4i

Alcherm "Rage" <2i

Chip Dip 2

Sanit) "World Of Commodore"
Melon "Hnw Tu Skin A Cat"

Mavitay Resistance

MM "BlackboV

Fiuiiliy "Brilliance"

Digital "I rthnl Ktn

SpaceKilU "Wayfarer"

UTILITI1 S

^nisKPKK i:sc^
POST

No. of

1-10

11*23

Price
per Disk

CI

90p

pftp

£1

£1 25

£150

North C (21

AnuBase V3.76

ReloKick 13
Golf Recorder

Amiga Beginner

Text Engine

RSI Demo Creator s :

DCOPV 3

600 Business Leners

Alcouaz Legal Tools

Specirapaim V3.0

F.R-A-C. Adveniure Creator

Magnum VI. 4 (Disk MigCrralui)

Mesaysid V2.0

Video Utilities (3)

Kicksian V2 Emulator

ROM Monitor V2,6

Fake Fast Memory

ANIMATIONS
Siri^.tri/ Quality Time" i4j 5Mb
Svhu^rt/ "Bail Making" 2Mb
Dolphin Dreoim

peed Um*i<3> 2Mb
Chuly TV Cm Ajuid (2) 2Mb
Drag The Simpion**

L.S.I).
LSU Legal TooH The best

nnhi v pack* on (he Amiga, wc
hive 1-1 15 In Mock.

LSD. Simply ihc beM demo
pack* A* the nunc tugptrti v

tfttM pflfHrin all ihc best intrm

from nil Ihe top groups

Wclwvc 1-45 in Mock.

<.\MI S
We LflDCh the enure Aisauun*

paint* u>Hct*i.t»n 1*95

HOW TO ORDER
Bv Credit Card or Bv Post

» *

Please make cheques, with

bankers card number or

postal order, pit > able to:

visagi comnmtr

c;k MM \ INK
Disk Magazine bv US.D.

Out now Knuc •ISi3 Disks*

FRED HSU
We viirrenily \u\c in t*t«k PhIi

number*, | . SIO

VISAGE COMPUTERS (DEPT AS)
18 STATION ROAD, ILKESTON, DERBYSHIRE DE7 SLD

TELEPHONE (0602) 444501

Amiga-64-Link
Links C64 peripherals to Amiga parallel port C64 Noi required

Connects C64 printers to the Amiga
Supports MPS. DPS. VIC. Star. Brother. Seikosha & Citizen printers

Graphics output on dot-matrix printers • Works with all software

Transfers C64 disk files to the Amiga

• File transfer programs •Read/Write text, binary & program files

Standard "Ami-64-Unk" £35.25 Prices indude VATandde/ivery

Budget VVrrii-64-Unk" £23.50 Budgetstops mufti-tasking duringprinting

York Electronic Research (0904) 610722
The Paddocks. Jockey Lane. Huntington. York Y03 9NE

2.

3-

i
0.
7

10.

11.
12
13.
14.
15.
16.
17
10
19.
20
21
22
23.
24
25
26
2?

31.
32
33
34
35
36
37

3
40

vl(P)tNewUpde»e]
Hard Drtva UOMae (2) \P\Cg^

p
V2?(NCom^a«te)(P)

MatSyUd V2 (P)
How to Codo in C (2> NEW
Odr Vi 7 (pj idatabaaa Prog)
Astronomy Pack 1 (4) (P)
T#>rm V3 2 (5) A1700 on»y
Amateur Had*) 1-25 (25) (P)
C Manual* V3 (12) (PI
North C VI 3 (2) (P>
Pool Tool* V2 (Pi (Naw)
Prat Copy VI 6 (P|
O Copy \n (NP>
RartJa Copy V5 Pio (P)
Pacman Copi«r (P)
Virus Ch«c*«r Vfi 22 (P)
Tba Suanca CoMCtKKi (4> |P)
Spectrum DataOtftk iP)
SpMftjn Cmubiar VI 8. tV»** 0*v«
A64 Emulate V2 (2) (P)
A64 Oamt d-tk 1 ? <2)S^rwur V40]A3000rA4000onfy
Kick 1 3 Emulator

t WB2*

)

Action Raptay VI 5 (P)

EOucalwPiCfc f (ft) (P
MaOorwiat Sa« Booh (3 (P)
A«»sJn Cop**' 0+k (P
Faha F mi Ram EffUlHv (P) (NEW)
S*oc* Muto K<fcit»n Emulator * 3 v3
A1200 Fu Program iA1?00 only)
Mavarx* Cop*a# (P)
Graph* Conairuclfcon KH
OaaWtop Mush: Worfcahop (P)
Tha Morvay Program (P)
Rodbanch VI 4 <Wo/fcbaoch 2*)
Easy Speti 2 (P)

Kttia Education (3) <P)

41 Databatva Comp*^at>on (P)
A3 X Comm (Wk«)(Nm)
43 Aaaaaaaia Hantfy Toois 3 (P
44 BattoCars2<P)
45 Supar Pacman 92* (Pj
46 DahjAa_Pacman Vt \m (P

48
49,

50,
61.

52.
53
54.
55
56
57
56

60.
61

• Mtt*g9m«nHf*HNEt
VMorphVU <NEW)

Impress
(N

Cd'd Oamtf (2) (P|
Tlm« Anim (5MEOM4MP)

.'»ua)(i)!p)
•fn» (2) (Pi

Quality
A500. 21 Game* IP)
Ajaa—WB Oam« &$* (1-SS) (Ml (P)

CteMkc Qamos Pa<* (5) (P)
Cash Fnjrt IP)
Super Skoda c"a»«r»ga (P)
Rwiayor (Nvm> Oamti (P)
Bomb JacKv m«w) (P)
Dodg*m(KEW)
Tannia Gam*
Run Kamai Manual
Na*(V«ouf» Gam»

e? Raid Four (P) (New)
63. Ormpevio* iuu« '5 (Pi (3)
64 Cup An Oafc (10) (P)

65 LSD Jesus on E (2) (20) (P)i0O%
66 M*Ton andromeO* 12) (P) MEW
67 Retina Bu'ntng (P)
66 Kearer»0e»*nC>*im»(21fP)NEW
60 Laaanal ExN IP) (NEW
70. Speed Lmff an«m (3) (3 Meg) (P)
7l.Siitt»OIThaArt(P)
72 Station at Ka#n (3) (? Meg) (P)
73 Ho-A1200Derno
74. Tetrra Game (na*») (A1200 onhi)
75 Loat wortoe by Balance (Pi
76. Sexy Beaut** (5) Al20Oonfy.
77 La*l Will & Testament (P)
76 Exotic Raw* v2 io (P) (new update)
7ft Hackers £ Hacking rP)

80 C'oc* and Copy ONs (P)

HPMSSP.0..0«6tU3.

47 U£ttAL£ ROW. WEST

MenmUICESTERtEZMO.
TH:(H33)|f7M1

All P.O. U ELOflp per disk.
uy 12* get 1 disk tree
nd recalva Free

Calaloaua Olak (2).

incfcjdet 3 Games. 3 Vlru*
KiiafB Cnarty Uusc Oam©
and compteta innig of
G'spnict Mukic Dsmo
Busineaa. U!i!t!.as DIY. T-

W(1
63) fred Fish (1-

.
Amos AmauSfl-22)

Scops it 220)
"ease add «p « on«r aom
U K 'eat o' Ew'Ops £2 SO
rail o» tke eerid t3 00 ky
P*P

ALL OUR DISKS:
GuaranTeeo

emx rfBe'

Complete with own
^labels'

Virus treed

24 hours otoptfchll

All DISKS \<m All disks work

ONI,Y with the A1 200!

EU5EACH! untess slated

Angl1a

HOMt KAHAGEM£NT PACK ] DISKS (•) t3-15
Caa9Vssf

r
Mrrt?M^r Scfndf^tt* G/wntw *<>*tt9c W/'^

OJPpaTFAC01 ( 8 0«3 EACH PACK » 5 DISKS £5.*S

FOMTS PACK 1 OK S EACH PACK 5 DtSKS C5«
foW-iTJ%noKJac'5otMMct iccrt*w» Putxatvtorts

tficutm -b«oWCCoirTwpci«aTto^ •r^to^ : *jiws

o'*a*tt*^opW*rftc >(P)

AHGUA COLOUR FOKTS PACK 1 OR t (f) 5 DISKS £5 25

5uiBWiWo<cy9n*co*ou^ ^or
•vr '6 co*xr ^rt> /wcufaKTpww Trir>#«^in>dt<e0^it)c

ls-#^ »*W« IrV ryprte/*^
rar-jr o/cornrnercipy tarW r7mj orciWfoT s*W9Wknand iACrt

eMmft»nf4fitf A'tot

ANGLIA CUMRI PACK (P) (NEW)..* DISKS £5.25

W -tiii^ n:Wn?c«**
Ufcf -v* OrV* lt *iycr?9»"W iraMi'Twrta
ASTRONOMV PACK (P) 4 DISKS £4 20
lh&R*mtocm:tno#*<iu(** SimOwl Amgutr. Taw
C&Ktpt*. Ai*aiomy,u>ap*ywWurwSm
fast fden cr me ioar tvi-ym

PRIMTIR USER PACK 9 (P) (MOT) 4 DISKS C4.90
Auarepa«*y fw topticoon o/p-oyvTa to ratapK^grfycoesr

MtMealtrXaatfm.i^cn' *rt**o. «Sto( &M3«
aVw«». ^^pWi-iMay^ **x*itix*critic;*rarTaT

Dmc CXWTT MCK (r) S OtWS C5<»
•* >*i»j war* ?n lAn /new «farx# rtxf Vn^ 4j« sta on? H]uf

te#dWc»p«^nofme'a^
;tn».'W:. ^laa^arfCl'te-aLirncrf Too^ 4rorrnr»a

0Tcp*o, <iT4ft^, /cpm-jB ax* ^-«c»r.; Ci' ^L#Ir>a*rAA)t^nra?rfn?

VPIK>GIUMA*ERSPACK(r) 6 DISKS U 30
A ori*fr t^ •rp9LI|9f^
#VKX/r*MfO«rrimf Veff^ufgf iXU»NrjrffiCfl?eJ5tf)

aid ov C Attou* .'4j data;

MED V3 91 MUSIC PACK (P) 4 DISKS £4.90

crt&wHr" fMt«Lfccancpw» WfF
r
pir Wi« «jvot c<ynpWc

rt^toa*o/^f*v»arT^x*irj
(
§ dtiktuNotMCDmuKKcmand

rrwr/wir a c»iWr Ck*

500> CLASSIC GAMES PACK (P) 5 DtSKS £5.95

An ncr*&&* coHOKn ofsipm cvmmtKml tjjiify #cm&

DefcnoVr. OeWanax Sc/imWr Mm* Cormw-a 'beW **-

Ar« (>tt &acr»*ac»x Anaocft Irvkxc ^«a * 'W
CARD^IOARDGAMtSttP: 4 DtSKS £4.90

Cto V^ •K3>9aT*Tvi
k
tWtftOa; ToM4p\ Ape *T«rs *«

ComcM ftyrvtn >arftt Of* tSoAWu &t^3n r.&

£H

LASER PRINTED

FOR DtSKS WTTM THIS
SKIM (OONLV.
JUST ADO 50PI

ft€*fi Hr^mnJttandte o-vu
ffrfaaViyaiM

MJZZUS PACK 3 (P) 3 DISKS £3.15

HAND DISK PACK 9 (^ 3 DISKS £3.15

tpes*ara fr&t&#** <T*. fncxM aWi»n«oaowj oti

OpttTsJO1 COpslT •Vsl Ms? ef/lJ "»f
SHOOT tM UP PACK (P) 5 DtSKS £V95

«u»Aifrt«to#a romC*j%toDneiii*sirvdNrt^

ASSASSINS GAMES PACK (* (MOT AltOO] 5 DtSKS £5.95

Combing OMfywftuMtt*^ to **&**- thnpK*

ccrtan tt of the t*x 9***i *n ty inchOn ^crur njfs.

Stom£fl9-c Eirtrenr v'otexc Am *ba Oomna t>zzy

DiamontA. SoiMtn SuprrteW Ma^9frcr\ Ma'vcss*. CiVK
%:**:. AitWrmina As»W», SupffTuW. Vtnui VHeOtn.

INTERMEDIATE BUSINESS PACK (P) 5 DISKS £5.95

S-CKfSprVQVW*' ^'faaiftt?f S*VVW>? Owu^

Oesi ruppUWffco?'

HOME BUSINESS PACK . P) 4 DISKS £4.20
Cttyscaq,mrafw »r f

atN*<uiaCT to bianQiK0t*t 9* p»- *

«r ator. tnaOtrnt icroi/6 pjciajtertf

rOEDJ Aao rrtaw#r# r«SOT^w ccr-rv

HOME BUSINESS MANUAl (P) X9,99

nrttai fa«elM lov «ais^

SINGLE DISKS AT ONLY £1.051
BUSINESS
tUl? K P> ArngirWEfl^
SJ»(PJ WOfluw^MirffmiSrfcrtV <wrAtoL«;
B3$?<Pl(t)Tcxttn$tne V4 (no* the ixrf tie* vrtrdpiocasor

S>7tP;(0AJa>o^ I r«> foi«*WrMi-<Wprrtff;
sjJSfp; ro7mt4TAfTi.fWf oofji i^oc« 4?fc( a^rirfyj

B330(P)0>A-&«* Vp Ofmrw^W fmvoj.p^)

53«3 P £«yCsK<ThrsXitS|pnsels^^

UTIUTIES

LM78(P) ^C-fTJ TV& <***&W llHUO )

lWW9^frr«r£in*«-t ^r>e W - Atoa* 5» • C*tt«n

CHluti>KUcl)L\k(H)

<#cncratur!

|Pl = Works tin \5tMl. \5<M) plus ;.nd VWMl

modka rckjfrij cc*xt ana »*VX«
u^W^-Orawayt-ruinisW t» ) rtoW J

Ui030iP;vVusr wtrw JOS(k*lalapio*r>e0*Ts/)

WflJr fP; A) r*«arf ZOnr (&c<atnf town OMnkcr)

U4033(9}Lnc*ro**;Crt*t*"«*3c*c%*ri sySt I

o*030('»«iV3or*/.. • • «OK*u«*fr.l!cnW*
y«U9 f*P) OPanf RAv ^asn icu* t> **o u>kpfto

Li^i^CKkxaCycerpcnnraffvsky- awi
UatUpW f» v-Atoun (A*3rphna ooawnj

IM043 (?)<» Supcrori ( tnnoiw town CKraer *e?i o«r

POpsflipm 1 »upoty

'

WiWfl 1
^S>5«^*Ovgrtf<ulB^»fntoon»e^*^t*%a«r>

IMX« .*Bf»^upc*f(Z«iyu>»*cais^uf tnjyar-;

0*050

C

B
J AmeiWxttW I (tVo on tyfTV COrtV On eefl ';

O405J1P) AJBfff&«amcAlWlDfWy*r"ta'IW6nj>Or

Amrosj

O*05P <f>)AmaProUlXi*tfri»V19

U*05J(P> HPS50C»«ter0m«y

GAMES
G6036 i»>(l)T&aiWir<PrrtKt<xr%cnct IV** pc*d aar*.
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Oh God! DiskMate may be powerful, but has the author ever heard of user

friendliness? Now I know how airline pilots feel looking at their Instruments...

cMtini*d irtm pog# 104

Workbench window will give the

amount of space used and the

percentage free, but the information

QDisk provides is far more accurate

- down to the byte, in fact. It's small,

it's fairly useful... it's staying on my
hard drive.

Program rating 8/10

DISKMATE
Fish disk 854

I've looked at DiskMate before, but

this is quite a major upgrade to

previous versions. It's a multi-drive,

multi-tasking disk copier, verifier.

eraser and installer, which will

handle both DOS and non-DOS disks.

It's extremely powerful, has many

features, and is one of the best of its

kind - but the first thing that you'll

want to do when you launch it is run

screaming from the room. There are

more buttons than you've ever seen

in one place before, all crammed

together, and there's no real rhyme

or reason to the positioning of many

of them. Okay, it must be tricky to fit

so many different functions into a

window as small as this - but how

about increasing the size of the

window?

Fortunately there's a reasonable

on-line help feature, which scrolls

text about any button that you click

across the small progress display

area. (Help, in case you can't even

get that far, is accessed by clicking

on the "question mark" button.) And

once you've spent five minutes

finding out what each of the gadgets

does, you'll be pleased that you

persevered. It really is an impressive

program, and would rate the full ten

out of ten if it weren't for the clutter.

Even so, it's worth...

Program rating 9/10

DRAFU
Fish disk 854
DRAFU is short for Draw A Function

and is - you've guessed it - yet

another function drawing package.

The version supplied is a demo/beta-

test program, and can't save screen

images or produce hard copy. Since

there is at present no "final" version,

according to the documentation, this

could well be a problem for potential

users - and that's a shame, since

this really is one of the best

programs of its type that I've seen.

Before you run the program,

ensure that you've installed the

library supplied - if you don't there's

no descriptive error message, just a

software error in a flashing orange

box. Not particularly user-friendly.

Once the library's installed, though,

using the package is a joy.

The program understands a wide

range of mathematical functions, and

you can enter expressions which are

PUBIftgftflAIN

just about as complex as you wish.

Once you've created a few functions,

you can save them as a "memo-pad"
- rather than saving them

individually, you save the whole

collection. DRAFU supports a wide

range of screen formats, including

high-res and interlaced, so there's

not likely to be a problem finding a

display that suits whatever monitor

you have, and you can specify the

colour of the background, axes and

plot line.

Functions can be drawn over

each other for comparison - they are

plotted in different colours - and you

can either allow the program to

select a reasonable range for the X

and Y axes or enter your own. If you

find that there's a particularly

interesting portion of the function

that you want to explore in more

docking bars that every man and his

dog seem to be writing these days.

Its purpose is simple, but no less

invaluable for that: with it. you can
launch any program, or perform any

DOS task, just by hitting a function

key along with a modifier. For

example. [Control}-Fl could create a

new Shell. [Contro^F2 would launch

Protext. [ControlJ-F3 and you're

immediately in your C compiler... and

soon.

The program is no problem to

install: just drag it to your WBStartup

folder and it will automatically run

when you boot up. Or you can put it

in the c: directory and invoke it from

the startup-sequence, if you prefer.

To configure, you just hit the

[ControlHEscape] hotkey to bring

Keycall's window to the front. From

there you can select the function key

PI Fll iNwShell -Con:8/28/648/178/ Key She??

Keycall: call up your favourite programs at the press of a function key. No

more worrying about typing errors and wondering why a command won't work.

detail, there's even a Zoom option -

draw out a rectangle on the screen

and the functions will be re-plotted to

reflect the new range.

If DRAFU had the ability to either

print out the graphs that it creates or

save them as IFFs. it would be great.

As it is, it's a nice demo - but the

fact that the authors haven't yet

decided whether to make the final

version shareware or commercial (or

even if they'll release it at all) makes

it a less appealing proposition.

Program rating 7/10

KEYCALL
Fish disk 855
Keycall is an alternative to all the

Tools menu addition programs and

to configure, type in your commands,

and select the modifier which must

be pressed with the function key to

invoke the command. These are the

normal [Control] key. [Left Amiga]

key. [Right Amiga] key and so on.

Multiple commands from one key are

supported - you just use the string

\n to separate commands.

That's all there is to it. really. It's

dead useful - no more going up to

the Workbench menu, selecting

Execute Command... and typing

Newshell for me - I just [Control]-Fl

and go. Oh. and the whole thing's

less than 8K in size, so you don't

have to worry about filling up your

boot disk, either.

Program rating 10/10

bBiselll - by Mert Ironlev

Current File H*e ; 1 test
-

;

1 tmmlh Street

v^9
Record Nunber :

J o p %

<F1I> to Enter Data

Return- to Change Oit.

3lcr 13

Use the Cursor Keys
or Mouse to nove

through the records

J
DRAFU In action, drawing a function, and very nicely too. It's a shame that

this version won't let you save a screen or output the graphs to the printer.

bBase III: a new version of this popular database with many additional

features, but still not very much to boast about In the way of graphical frills.
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BOOK OFFER

Information
your fingertips!
At last - all the Workbench/AmigaDOS info you
need in one handy volumel It's small enough to fit

in your pocket and wire-bound so it stays open on
your desktop. And it explains all this...

Workbench

windows and

gadgets ': what

they are. what

thay do and

how to

them.

Tha Workbench

menus: every

menu option

and It* function

explained.

Workbench

toots,

commodities

and utilities:

what they are,

where to find

them, what

they do and

how to use

them!

^
aj4

* t— i-

an

Routine

Workbench

tasks made
easy:

renaming,

moving,

copying and

deleting.

m<

a
3

Workbench

preferences:

using the

preferences

tools to set up

Workbench to

surt you.

Command
Reference

^
AmigaDOS

reference: a list

of all

AmigaDOS 2 A
3 commands,
Including

function,

command
syntax, and

simple

kmtructiona.

760+ pages packed v/ith day-to-day reh
all Amiga owners, beginners or experts!

Cow.,, W.rfcb.^,, ,

The
Amiga Format Pocket

Workbench & AmigaDOS

Reference is designed to

provide Amiga owners with the

information they need in the form

they need it!

No more clumsy, heavyweight

manuals - quite often you don't need

a wordy lecture, just a quick

reminder.

No more fumbling around in half

a dozen books for information that

can easily be packed into one.

No more emptying the

garage/loft/wardrobe for

documentation and manuals you

thought you wouldn't need again.

Why? because it's all here!

Only
€9.95!

• Contains some material also published

m Get the Most out of your Amiga 1993.

Pocket Workbench & AmigaDOS Reference Order Form
The Pocket Workbench * AmIf*DOS
Reference will be available In the shops, but

you can order a copy of this book right now,

direct from our own Mail Order department.

Postage and packing Is FREE - you don't even

need a stamp to send this order off!

Please send me: (tick as appropriate)

copy/copies of The Pocket
Workbench * AmlfeDOS

at £9.95 each

Method of payment (please tick one):

VISA ACCESS CHEQUE P/0

CARD NUMBER
OXIDDDai I I 1 1DDDD Your signature

Expiry date: [ Now send this form to:

Please tick here if you do not wish to receive

direct mail from other companies: i i

Future Leisure Books Offer

Future Publishing Ltd

Freepost

Your name Somerton

Somerset TA11 7BR
Your address

For office use only:

ORDER CODE: FLB017A
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BBASE III

Fish disk 860
A long time ago. I enthused about

bBase II, a database program that

actually did the job with no fuss, no

mess and a fair amount of elegance.

Now that program has been updated

to version III. has become shareware

and has had a vast number of extra

features added.

The program on Fish disk 860 is

a demo version - it can read

databases of up to 600 records and

save only up to 30 records. However,

other than that it has no restrictions

- so you can start to create your

database while you're waiting for

your shareware fee to be processed.

The program requires about 800K of

RAM to run if you have a reasonable

sized database - so it won't work if

you only have 512K of RAM.

There are still some restrictions

on the program - most annoying is

that you can only have a maximum of

nine fields per record. If that sounds

like a reasonable number, consider

an address book database with first

name, last name, four address fields

plus one for a postcode, two phone

fields (home and work) - and that's

your nine used up already. However,

you can also choose to have a

"notes* field, where you can store up

to 16 lines of extra text for each

record - so suddenly the field

limitation isn't so bad. The database

is limited to a maximum of 1.250

records or a file size of 310K,

whichever comes first.

There are no real layout options

either, but again this isn't too bad -

bBase ill isn't really designed to be

an incredibly graphical animal, it's

there simply to hold your data. On

the other hand, there's a "tag

records" feature (which enables you

to mark a selection of records for

printing, saving as a separate file or

deleting), the ability to sort on any

field, a fast search and many other

options which make this a program

well worth checking out. You can

even encrypt a file so that users

without the correct password can't

access it. (Actually, it encrypts the

file and saves it to disk; to access it

you must give the password,

whereupon the file is decoded and a

"plain" version saved to the disk.)

If you're after a database with

not too much In the way of graphical

frills but powerful and easy to use.

bBase III may be the one for you.

Program rating 9/10

MINTERM
Fish disk 560

If Boolean algebra brings you out in

cold sweats. Minterm will help you to

sleep peacefully at night. It solves

Boolean problems at the drop of a

hat. and can deal with up to 15

different variables (provided that

they're named a. b, c and so on).

The program can accept a

formula either as a complete term,

as an incomplete term, or as values

from a logic table. Entering formulae

is simple: the expression 'NOT a

AND b AND NOT c OR a AND b AND
NOT c OR a AND b AND c". for

example, is entered as "-ab-c +

ab-c + abc". and a split second later

the program comes back with "b-c +

ab", or in other words "b AND NOT c

OR a AND b". (If you've got no idea

what I'm talking about by now, move

on to the next review. This one's not

for you.)

This in itself would be useful (if

you need to solve such problems),

but Minterm will also deal happily

with the results of logic tables. For

this, you must make sure that your

table is in the right format (the

documentation tells you what this is),

and then enter the numbers of the

table's rows that correspond to a "1"

or TRUE output. Again, it only takes a

second and the formula is produced

that creates that logic table. Oh, If

only I'd had this during my O-level

Computer Studies course...

This is an elegant little program

which does its task nicely. Even

better, it's freeware. Recommended
for maths and computer students

and electronics nerds everywhere.

Program rating 8/10

rltnttrn V2J Copyright Januar 1W3 fay ftchiw Panfcalla

FomoU Infos

IT Elwents

[T Variables

Phase

•be

-ac

{Show solution

Reset
|
Ql Solution 1

|a-bc -ac c-b

Now you can sleep peacefully at night, secure In the knowledge that Minterm

Is taking care of your Boolean algebra homework - and getting It right...
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•Iftfc Australia

ARTICLES HARDWARE P.D 4 NIK.

r j

f

PRIHT.^flHirigTION

J
J

»E«Ttf fiPEO

Htxt Month - Uiut I?

Disk Australia: more tutorials, reviews and articles than you can shake a

stick at. packed on to three disks. Bawdy, mate (I believe the expression Is).

jargon. ANSI codes. C and Assembly

language programming, how to

compile a program, a DPaint

tutorial... and on and on.

My onty real complaint {and it's

not really much of a gripe) is that the

boot disk is disk B. not A. Why? On
the other hand, you don't actually

need to boot from the floppy at all. If

you don't want - there's no slick

animated intro here, just loads of

solid info.

If you're looking for a disk

magazine with plenty of information,

rather than slick graphics. Disk

Australia is well worth checking out.

Its price {£20 for three months'

subscription. £37 for six months')

may seem a bit steep, but remember

that you get at least three disks per

month, in their own plastic disk box.

If you just want one issue, it'll cost

you £7.

To subscribe, send your name
and address, together with your

credit card details {Access. Visa.

MasterCard and Eurocard are

accepted) or. if you really must, a

cheque or postal order, to: Argyle

Publishing. PO Box 418, Cowanditla.

South Australia 5033. Australia.

And now for

something completely
different... a selection

of programs and disk

magazines sent into

the Amiga Shopper
offices over the last

month or fwo. Kicking

off, we have:

DISK AUSTRALIA ISSUE 6
Disk Australia is a mammoth three-

disk package, shipped in its own disk

box. all the way from... Clapham. No.

not really. This antipodean offering is

full of articles on the three disks, as

well as a virus checker (sadly, likely

to be out of date by the time it's

shipped), animations (the copy I

received had Eric Schwartz's

excellent Skydive on it), some PD.

art. music, and even part one of an

Australian holiday guide.

This really is a 'magazine on a

disk'. Unlike many would-be disk

magazines, which are just collections

of shareware and PD linked by a

menu. Disk Australia has articles on

just about any subject you care to

name - and they seem to be well

written, too. (Although hey. guys - a

headline like "Queensland - full of

islands" isn't the most inspiring

thing I've ever read!) Topics include

software reviews, error codes, techie

Value for money 8/10

HISTORY OF ENGLAND 1

Uc#nseware. £4.50

History of England X is subtitled

"Kings and Queens" and gives

-j3^r.

ETHEL8ALD

ETKELWULF ZS-Z I

ETH1B ETHELRED1
360-866) 566-;

I

THE ELDER .901-924.

ALFRED

ATHELSTON .925-940) EDMUND «940-946> EDRED .946 ?>>

EDV7 £55-95? -ZGaR ?>?-9">.

?ZVW IcLP.E: MOlftj-EamaflfNcnunfc

EDMUNI . EDWARD THE C:KFESSOR(10C-i066>

DANISH RULE BY CONQUEST. CANUTE (1017-1035)

HAROLD (1035-1040) HARD1CANUTE(1040-1Q42)

IflCK 10 TEXT MAli t MENU

Ah. the pre-Norman kings - Alfred the Great. Ethelred the Unready. Bthelbald

the Tonsorially Challenged - now that's what I call the history of England!
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details of all the British kings and

queens, from Egbert right up to Liz

Two - as well as some "incidental"

people such as Phil the Greek and

Chuck. It's a two-disk set, and

contains not only text about each

person but also a family tree and

even some pictures.

I do have one or two complaints.

(You'd be disappointed if I didn't.)

First off. although it's a two-disk set.

the two are totally separate programs

- it would have been nice to be able

to get from one to the other without

having to actually double-click it

Also, the interface isn't totally

consistent - there's a loading screen

which requires you to press the

space bar to continue on one disk

that isn't present on the other. Given

that these programs are presumably

intended mostly for children,

consistency is very important.

However, that aside, most small kids

are likely to be inclined to use their

Amiga to learn about kings and

queens more readily and

enthusiastically than they are to read

a textbook on the subject, and

assuming you want your rug rat to

know all about the monarchy, you

could do worse than to get hold of

this Hcenseware.

It's available from any CLR

distributor, and was sent to us by

Essex Computer Systems, 118

Middle Crockerford, Basildon, Essex

SS16 4JA. The cost is £4.50 plus

75p postage and packing.

Value for money 7/10

MASKED ARTIST S/S
Masked Artist is an Amiga artist who

has created this disk full of freeware

cartoon illustrations, together with

background music. The quality of the

illustrations is extremely high, and

the disk is well worth getting just to

marvel that people can create this

sort of stuff when you're stuck

drawing boxes and circles with

DPaint

That's all there is to say. really -

the whole shdeshow lasts less than

Sly Stallone gets the Masked Artist treatment... The disk Is an Impressive

demonstration of what you can do using Amiga art packages, and fun too.

five minutes, but it's still well worth

the £1.50 it costs. You can get the

disk - and write to the Masked Artist

- at Computer & Design Services.

Dept PD. 24 Blackmoor Croft. Tile

Cross. Birmingham B33 OPE. Ask for

Masked Artist S/S, No. A-lll.

Value for money 8/10

EASYCALC
Roberta Smith DTP disk BU108
EasyCalc is just about the best

shareware spreadsheet I've seen

running on the Amiga. Although it has

limitations and isn't perfect, it's

certainly perfectly usable for just

about anything you might want to do
- certainly at the small business or

home use level. It's just £15. and is

written by Yorkshireman Andrew

Woods (although we won't hold that

against him). Registration entitles

you to a copy of the most up-to-date

version of the program, free

upgrades, a telephone hotline for

problems, and support for something

called "Dreamlink", which will enable

plug-in modules such as a print

spooler to be added.

EasyCalc Version 1.1a (SHBRF.MARE) - Copuriiht (c) 1992-3 Bndrtu Hoods

B 4

Load Fom«t

12.3

Total:

Rueraqt;
Mininun value:

rUxmun value:

IfliTFV'I.Ml

32.3

8.175

5

12.3

19 2

II - 2

abs<1.2)

atn<1.2)

cint(1.2)
cos<1.2>

de9<1.2>

expd.2)
fixd.2)
intd.2)
logd.2)
rnddSI)
rad<3M)
sign<-3>

sin(I.Z)

1.2
%. 8761581

1

1.3623578

68.75697

3.329117

•.1823214
11.22544

3.235833

1.9328391

Flit loaded.

EasyCalc: easily the best shareware Amiga spreadsheet on the market - you

may well find that you don t even need to look at commercial alternatives.

Once you've launched it. you'll

be amazed at how easy EasyCalc is

to use. If you're used to

spreadsheets on platforms like

Windows or the Mac you'll have no

trouble getting to grips with it
-

although the lack of scroll bars

means that scrolling around the

document may take some getting

used to. (You scroll around by

clicking on the left, right, top or

bottom of the spreadsheet area.

Many spreadsheet users will be used

to this selecting the whole row or

column.)

You enter data and formulae by

just typing them in - a formula starts

with an "=" sign. Unlike at least one

other shareware spreadsheet, typing

in text will automatically place that

text in the cell - there's no need to

signify that it's text with a quote

mark or any other irritating protocol.

You can alter the size of columns

either for one column or for the

whole spreadsheet - you change the

size of one column using the cursor

left and right keys, so you can see

the effect of the change as you make
it. There's a small "toolbar" above

the spreadsheet area which enables

you to select typestyle - bold, italic,

underline or plain - and alignment -

left, right or centre - without the

trouble of having to go to a menu,

and there are also buttons for Load.

Save and Print. You can "lock" a cell

so that its contents can't be

changed, and you can also select the

number of decimal places that are

displayed.

Inserting rows and columns is no

problem, and all formulae cell

references are retained - you don't

have to go through altering them all

to take this new column into

account. If you copy a formula and

paste it into another location, the

cell references are automatically

adjusted - so, for instance, you can

total column A, copy and paste that

formula to the bottom of column B
and the figure will be the total of B.

(This is called using 'relative" cell

references. If you want "absolute"

references to be copied and pasted,

you can do this too.)

The only real problem I found

was that I couldn't get numbers to

centre- or left-align - they insisted on

sitting at the right of the column.

Even with that complaint, though,

this really is an excellent program.

It's nice to see programmers

deciding that their shareware should

compete on equal terms with full

commercial programs - too many
programmers of things like

spreadsheets and databases seem
to think that just because they've

hacked something together, they

should immediately release it on an

unsuspecting public, regardless of its

inelegance or the presence of major

bugs. The fact that Andrew offers

phone support to registered users

shows how confident he is of his

program's stability - even a real

masochist wouldn't do that unless

he'd tested the program thoroughly!

All in all, this is a program that I

can heartily recommend to anyone

who wants a spreadsheet for the

Amiga. You should certainly check it

out if you're considering splashing

out on a commercial package - you

may well find that this does the job

perfectly well.

Program rating 9/10

SCANNER ISSUE 13
Finally this month. I must mention

Scanner - one of the most

consistent disk magazines around.

I've just been sent issue 13. which

contains the usual selection of PD,

reviews, articles, jokes and so on.

The disk is controlled by a menu
which loads on booting, and quitting

most programs or the text viewer

takes you back to that menu. The

mag comes on two disks, so you get

good value for money. And since

we're now on issue 13. you can be

fairly sure that it's not just a flash in

the pan.

Scanner costs £3 per issue plus

50p postage and packing, or you can

subscribe for the whole year for £18
- no extra charge for P & P. You can

even order your annual subscription

by credit card. It's well worth a

subscription, too - I've been

impressed by every issue I've

received, which is something I

certainly can't say about many disk

magazines.

Scanner is available from

Telescan Computer Services.

Handsworth Road. Blackpool

FY1 2RF.

Value for money 10/10 ©
continued on poge 112
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CUT, TICK & POST...CUT, TICK & POST...CUT, TICK & POST

tuv^C
PD SOFT {assr} 1 Bryant Ave^outhbjo-on-S^ES

I (21 F duco*on prm to f*t under 7"s

J A * VS-U WDS PAJNTAporing
program deSftgrvad to ttaldw
ndudM vohous colours& speech

I J * VM4 WTMC1& **«*Y»>r»Q VOu

r nttdtd to Inoiv oboui t« tcAr

IsyJerr WCMDMtf PioduCAdAenenr

j * V774 AMOS liSSON 1 Tht
|b«AmosTuWifjpr<pwr> APDl&l

**>V?92lCJDSGAM£S
I Caographv. Man S««nct and Word

" m«t Also conlrjmWwal erf tolunt

ed to r A Mono to **Dnra cr

uvng*u Anoo' Covers CD & WB* Vt24 El£MMT¥t.OHcertra
cMdam d r« Pvrak Tctti al Qv*«rA
* VMS WO»0 DATA tAMC

|
vi 1 uwo odafcftau ol cocrtr*** of tu

Q*i ptfs wvW rrvx* m cvfrvM rf cr tpK
1 vital pofiOs * dryto gl fnogr**on

j * VM3 DCMftT STOMA *ou am
sated Map's, and all mtomohon
suTTOundmg It* Desert 9orm Affock

J * VM9 UWGUAtt TUTOt vVO
Spomsh ''Cfx.F Camar & fcjMon

JK Viil SKONO WOlfcO WA*
I
( iceitotf mtomahor mdurton
j * VtOl DPAWT TUTOir 4fOu

jjrVW7CliTUTOt - _W ,

I
loufXtorMrvj how io u« UJ/Sh«i

j
JV V9U OCX MATHJ Program

ho h#*p wHh ih#0*M maths course

j "+V9A0MATHSADV
prtxwmsiosoM ttnuriM vus
OdrJflion suWroctor & muflipkatror

J A
*> Vf41 AMIGA nWTSTAIT Help

on any subject you want fasv Stol
I J * Vf44 AMIGAWOULD Caruatns

mtornafcorv abouttwy COuntry on [orth

j S V101S JAPANESt 2 programs
ohupVo^ -oiwirvw* Worda dav

I
& Vocabulary 1010 words database

ANIQAKQ**

J AMIOAOOS QUICK
I vou nav» rust got vouf N*w Arrvao & ih«

I

fTWuQli K)tuWCtt*W 'fvlfts €7 99

J UMNO AREXX ON THI AMIGA
vou hove ar> Arr-go* Then you can use
this as a rrvjrvjajl includes o Os*. C24 99

J AMIOAC FOR BtGlNNtIB ft you
woni to learn it pornr* *nrr the bastes

j AMIGA DOS NUK ft OUT It the Ql
I & Shtf a rod tow or fou rwd o

compter* r«toflnce Then ih*s is « €19 99

J AMIGA FO« THE HOiMR Us here

<H : beginners Guide to lh#Amm
I rf htfp is regmred then htrt it a C11*9f

!

itv lD fttms

J COI FWD RSH DISXS

COltoCI" fl«* T^M^ £19.99

j CD2 fRK) RSH DfSKS he 'ump^e
..Otffftqo horn disk 66^* £19 99

VHS VltJMl IM*\\

j Amiga primw0« the tocts on

IgMMngWJ Setup.Workbench, Anitf/J

* f^panvonShel&Ci! £13 9*
J STAR WARS ANIMATION is o ?4 txt

Wroced video by ToCnos fcchier 7S mms
tongorxJIooh 6 ^*^" '-* *-«^- £1199

HAL nawmD WIQNI
J f4 COMUTI AM MCKAGf v3

Wfh kntttftocft A full fom**at snrfwaro

ifansSers ats*s Irom your onrjnai 64o&
dfYC '«*! rvwr (H ine prggigm |44*t9

J ** CROSS SfflCH fTinti out o picture

>n a potte^ to «*W«dmnc £16 99
J A *OS» FORMULA ONI rio

t
> " .- +f*

i
64 99

J -•GS2POWER*AS€
I thai shogid (o*er to fvtrtones ^eeds

ISloresupiolftOOO record* £4 99
.1

* * > OS3 (AAY LiAIMNG MATHS
orfr youno chrtdren oges S 9w* n<e

oat put school Hi type drophes £4.99

j *> OS4 SPILUI COPTWOneol
the besi educaltonoi rjom« on the
ImarWl O»0*il Qrciph« | R4
b* Oi05 CHfATMOOt The largest

IcoMecfton o* cheots wtuch conkkns a

massrve 404 cheats £3 99

j % VU AOUANUM Turns your

screen mlo on ©yet afc'Nro Frsh lonk

j* VW9 WBNT STUWO Excettenl

to prrAna graphr prtjreso' te*t

vii5 otSKMASrt* v) Ff Copm*
|toes (torn one drsfc to another

i V»2 OUPUCATION A MCKUT
|SuMr0uMr

E
Turt>ocopy SarWycopy

J * V577 FO»TlAN-r7 vV Jc Com
pi«r linker & run feme support bbs

J * * «7f CHOiSWOtO CKATOH
[Oeoles crosswords JQaH£1BXPi
J*W« NCWTHC vll

T

-e torrvWe
Ic bnguoae w*< tf tos ^eer»* (2)

j * . VM1 En Of THI WHOlDtR
Qqk Boefc w* Mn >aiegi & kAJeon

J* V323 ANALTICA1C SM1AD
ISHHT "< % * ^MHV ft)

J * VJJ2 RUNT MIOGftAM
wtwh horsewM wm ih# race

J A V3M tUSMEU CARD MAKiR
Devon your own Business corps

j *+V)44*00auS#«SSLFTTOt$
Over 600 Slar<laKj kwvu «Nn

I J * V390 OC5K TOP PU«US*«G
t .* i i.*j' f,^ \ . \ \

* nan
J *» V392 AAVCASH &ANWN ^
|bontinpia»c»^td^wrw jseo

J * VJ940«MBTITKS *2 M >ows
[molecules usrn me jam****
j % V«M ¥»«OwWNCH vl m
(WortMnch 2 r*ptt**«nr ' Upr/ode

^«0 CURSOR IAS* COMPUR
O^ any Amga Bow program
• V424 ANTl-mOC* 5oti »0

[slop twfcckermrtgh Res moae
sorne prograrrrs oDorrjROM

j * V444 PWNTW DWVIR OfSK *
<ow ctMQVB etffucRons on hrjwio

nsial^em mctote over 90

J " V479 CMBS A UTWT»S R
iscwr c* chess Woted Puzztes
U V4M AOVWTURf SOtUTIONS

(BSoUonsto iTOv&Qames* V4R9 AM«AS< P«0 V2.0 T^s
a mast popmv *C DMtne program

J *t V490 MCS5Y SO vl.O fto*
MS-Oos rJrts. Tfonste any ted lies io

& from (he PC So vou con do wort on

on AM or an Armga & swap tvd

J * V523 OCI C COMMU* (2J

MaMhew OAonsW featured power
W C compeer & enwronment sysiem

^. V514 CATAiOOU UTlfflB A

coiec^on of ut>M t u»ed io CmrJog

dofc/ Video& Tope cotecnonsm
J I- VS47 RRNTBI ORMR GOOATOR
A w«?clion ot jWtmi wflh venous

eiCRlentPmer Drtver Generators

J* VS49 DUNM0M MrVRWfl 1

Car design maps tor dungaons A Towns

3*Wn «* A HD *)Ckk v2 0\

file Mmder. DosControl Combines

functions o( many separate tools 9)
J * VS75 HOM£ BUSJNtSS RACK
iicelenr seiecton of uttnes based on

ward processra Orjo Monrjg^ment.

SpreorJ»eels
r
S;counb> & PnMng |«|

J N VSR3 ICONCOTTOR « v2.0.
Con <-r«ato Icorti upto 640*700

paeh icons (dit & Create ony cons

J *> VSR7 GCUGNTTI FONTS (0 A
selicnon or lant& lor use with any D*P
Package or Opairt drsks

_j ** V4W GOU SCORES vl M t a

lecord eocti rovna yov ptay ^ored,

moke up or eclectic score Ntw
J A+> V*ll FOOT1AL1 LfAOUC
not vl.1 Wart to updo** yout teams

leogue posepn as t^e resuRs come m
j * V420 ASPIC! v3.2 Fui lectured

program lor v* j*f

J U V624 Nit COPUR v2 Wrf COpv

mAmooDos. indei fkbbie moy»s search

n>odc 6 succiul uafomdv copy

JS V627 DPAINT FONTS Hoi 1-3

(3) The latent selection for>ts for use
wih any iff Pamr™ r DTP Program

J I- V435 MeM IMUUTORVtS K a

CCA Cotojr 6W PC Emutotor written io

fun on any Amiga Shareware version

J *> V660 HOM£ MANAGW S
great alt in one address book with on
inventory datobo*.t> r\

ro do list

-I A+ V661 vtRTTX < reale 3d obfccrs

wdhoulus*natheX v&2v«ws loads

5aiW 3d/4dft Turbo S*r«r

J |- V442 DCOTf v30 PRO You con

seteclWspeed of the disk dnve Copy

modes. Ooi Mbtopy. ver & sotocopy

J* V47R DRAW MAP v4.1 (2) fou

con generate world maps *i detail

v«ws3dor2d JjMbor j 1Mb
J* V441 GAM TAMER v2 +2 Oct a
r i. ii.

: I thdextrahard gome&t '•"

J A 4 V«44 FONT EOfTOR vIO. Aiso

contamsolher utilities (» Fonts

J* VMS ASTRO ASTROLOGY v3.0

6ey Astrology progfom on the A/niga

j* V4*fMIAT10OS «LH After fr«s

program nos been mstolled your Amgo
drive* con men read TO* »BM Drsks

J* V66B MAGNfTK PAGES vl 30
Oeafe* da* boaed rnogafrwsw4hgropfKS

J *• V690 WB 2/3 UTWTES Conlams

the programs that should have been wflh

WB2 ToWWatfroniar^olihemony
MW ujixfcHniei»r¥^Qro mindoN' (21

V7B7 PROGRAMMED TOOIS
dTooh K dagn vour jsat *Meriocek
owr programs usrq ol Amqa

DOS 1 0*s r*w teomres fittcPegToofe

J* V7M AMMATKJN UTIS etudes
CyoUfers tor spAtog. correnng. and
erj^an*no*onsfrom«pOurefces

rrvr«ndr^pro»anttwrXhafe<fcsflneri

to make CU &MWks «ru*r obsoieie

j A V794 Gfleeet Compieie f/ophc
corM»scn package RirJ supports Gf

.

jPegAionSrherxhrryne/DegaaPCX
Trjrga TFf Ham-E and ** ^OrmrJpa
J' V7f7 EASY AMOS PROGS (21

rtar icMte oft to iflek# tasi Arros

I
* V799 ADVENCH) UTli SryNe" &

PartM Corned 2 Amm & shore res

ouTcesvvjft*serx*/rtyoie*poris My
Weoy Puts "Terms on your WB sa**r

J* V«01 »0 PRO PAfiC 3 fONTS
theses tonts ore lor usew* Pro Page &
ho*e be checked wrfr- the ^converter
wfKh comes weh your Pro Prjge3

J « VBOa WB v2 04 UT*/T1ES (2]

2^ ^otBdOft& *3 v2 04* ut*tes *vjl

tte aoMrton ot re Nfw capablftes

J A* VB11 EL£CTl*OCAD vl 42 4 PMO
TOYPER -rtronics drawng Programs

VB12 CANON Thfs risk corto«
rVvecr >*» & Canon Studio. Grves

better pnnl outpu* hy orry 9 pn pr*&
J * VR15 fHi A HO 2 OrrWork vl 6?
v-.jr ;

.
:' - : - '/

« (21

J •- V«17 ASOO PIUS EMUUTOR
itsoundswillervV3 r»2 wr*»<

WB v2 04* software with out on»

need to purchase toWB v2 0* ^hips

J* veii rNSCRTT vVl Produce

wjeowes inciuaes tuity editable texr

entryi use#T Pictures as bock grounds

J A * VI20 BMtS e57 Baud Bandri

buBem Board System Fiur« include up >o

99 hie rbrones medace io edro oWces
j* V821 SNOOPOOS vlJ Moniors
AmigoOos caWs & allows you k> srw whar

Ibrary devices lonts ore Fegutred

j — VB22 BACKUP v3.77 A hard dr«
boctup rxogran *io* teoffLres rrv*h-*»ve

support, tuflibockup, corrfresscn

J *+ VR23 POW1RWAVM v3,t Vk,

rxwvfful,uw fnerv*rmo(MeokJvfir flex

r<rdte neany al moauke krrnorj con reodPP

nodutes & comesw* ff s o*n aurxher

J A * VB24 AHOM v3.4 Hard Drive

Menu VV^en plrxed in your sJartup-

sequence offers a 16 page menu, each
page having upto 10 possible actions

J ** VM7 RVAM-fT: HmZod«U A
' ^ - -;•-; -,.* FUCDfSrC vl J

(recovers as much as posst* kom adefe.

dw disk DSKSALVE W41 Oeow a new h*e

sy»m sirixlure on another derxe. w«h as

RUhdalOldlQr||0^ *- 'V.y,j-,j rJnn

J A* VB41 MOOULA*2 Contains

modula' 2 language or the Amiga
9 VB42 SID vi .01 >d cun be used

tor various operattons, The best s the **e

copier on ihe Amiga Recommened
j a+ VB44 OarTRACKER vl.) Powerful

& sysiem Inendty music player Wiptay
over 40 dflerence types of modules

A + V84S QMJ rf.31 Generate

utia sets & complex Quaternion Xilia

sbces Displays mondeJbrols

J A * V«4« SCOPIOUS MAPPCR An

excellent Dungeon mapping program

VM7 MONEY MANAGEMENT
vlOl Home accounts v^ich oaows
vou to keep trock ol upto 12 accounts
J* V441 SUOESHOW GENERATOR

J A * VA93 HARLEQUIN viDfO ARTA r3J Creates slideshows of pictures in

FONTS A vi*o prothJClvu'i with

excellent backgrounds & Forts 13)

J* V49i AGRAPM vIO * ;, " t
worW o cheap »ow Bor une. Area 4 P*e

chart produrton/ presenlofton progrom

j^V705MK)v321bcerlenr
update to the famous muK pfogrom

J*^V7WAREXXTUT0RIAl
lewd sample Arew Kfcft & vrpe arep

AJtea comes kee on ai WB w2 04* *»
j* V711 UNH Contowis a wortmg
demo ol /vlmoc, AUna wortolike

Mmtt is system call compatible
J ** V713 COMPUTEMU With Wm
entire text ol the New testament &
Toroh (Old Testament! 1Mb (3)

J* V71B SPECT1TUM IMUIATOR
vV4 M * I NOW" 3 tenes taster J
**V719fR£tCOPYv..» Removes
protected gomes copy protection so

mat the user can install them on HO
j* V7t7 A*T Of MED 2 Ano*her

j *. V731 AAIOSMOT vl la V

fcocia* types wheh tficlude Logtsitc

(quanon Coast lines & trees

J *• V73J Wl ^04* UTWT1ES fftc

DCopy Boot Menu Scenery. Huge
J * V733 SOfTWAJB UST» vU
Tins program ts des^jned to keep a
track ol your Software colectton

J* V742 ONUNE vl* Program wll

fjow vou to trvj cried* wrRwn games
.j *• f6fllPeOfiSS*0*UiC MANUAL
v30 jeedonotuHRei
doturwei & uujr«tu torC itcons^
otsa manuals weaver 40 chapters (R
j* V7S7 AMrGADEX vl 41 Createsa
card index database sysiem
J* V7SB TEXTPLU5 v4 Oe Anotfer

update of tNs ejuaiert Aord pro

cessor prograrr* Requires Hard drive

J* V7Sf TEXT ENGME v4 Up
doled version ol tie Word processor

w* AZSPCLL f «eRent spel checker

J* V741 A^GCNE v4.« TheOetf
ver«ndtherxi*^orger*okv^oaso

base program Bv Mn ynpson
J A * V770 ACCOUNT MAST*
v2.12 ^Ami«iu program

j * V773 WB v2 04 HMOHMNCM
vJ + 1 iceient Workbench replace

mere tor oR W6 v2 04* Jsers [21

j* V777 VOId CU vS 5 >» <*0 A
K C0r»al t* Oiw* your own vrxe

J * * V771 ffiAYSHADi *4 (M»
Roytrxmpockoge ?Mt (31

j A»V7*2FO«MS Create (*
Draw Colour &p" .

J* V7B3 PROGRAMMWG TOOlBOx
Many programs to help * vour develop-

ment efcrts imo^s? C Out some ri basicl

J A+ V7B4 AREXX (7) MfcS wnch
areor 4r«i prwomsA wompies
J - # V7B4 PASCAL rhr% frk cOrtartS

ffreryRmg neirjed to pror/am rt Pasfa*

mcMJes ooflh 6S000 as^embier & morf

various tormais tor if>e amtga

J A+ VISO FRAC vll is a graphical

Ro*e pkjy*nq game creator

J* VBS6 PICTURE T0015 Converls

f^Cures to other tormots ond styles

J * V157 POSTSCWPTBB Down
toads Postscript Fonts lor pnnting on
standard Dot matrix printers

J ** VBSB MUSIC MAKERS A
selection ol programs to produce muse
productions Make your own muse
J* V8S9 AUO#0 KXXS (2) Sound
and Audio production jtiihe$

J ** VMl 3d DESIGNER ^jnou& 3d
graphic produt*Kr uRfebes inctuding

- .h'-o^ r : r^

J* VMS IMAGE PROCESSORS
Contains Toofe to pertonT* a wide

vanery ot image Techniques #F1

J - * VS44 MANOEL EXPIORER |2)

This is the best cottedun ol fractal

Generating software on the Amiga
J A VB4* MiMATrON ASST (2)

.».»

scire rfvjr^ tf your onvrvjoo problems

tndudei Aflrxtar* ^k>vr^ jA&tamroors

J ** VB71 3d HGPER Are vou storing out

; if
% ^najyA "^--:

J * VB72 ICON TCXX KIT

every tooi vat couRj rapne
J* VB73 UGK vl.l /nil help you
translate between Graphic termors

J A+ VB7S SPACE -wc vou s-*udy

den&NthcSiryi&i.eesWobiecs
J* VB76 SYSTEM TtST v4 1 *- *

i 'epons X vauT :ompuW
J* V879 HAT DCS MOOUUS Far

use wim OdaRlB} etdudB a Player

J* VM2 MAGNUM vl.4 AnoeSei
exceftenl Dtsk Magazine Creator

J ** VBM TROM CAO vl.O The bes)

CAD program lor your Armgo
J» Vt*A TOOIMANAGO v2

mctudes t>e ot#v to odd menus »o vour

Toofemerx oddMcmerMndows
J ** VI99 AAACKUP v? 4 « - a--

tajp uWy fur may be used tor Hard
i^-ve bock^ i t* Archrvrvj

J A * V900 BOOTX« vl

to^m «* *» orMo*any

ecuttiefes

j » V901 F1M v3 2 neoMoterio
create vou owr e*at f^mols
J* VW1 COrvVUGMPMK FONTS

work wtfh DPart v4 1 ProPogeS.
Pogesener&Work

i*3 04. 4bouf3CCo^tsa
J "+ V924 PtOT MAP vO 45 Ar exto

use wtR1 dwe r*rjp v4 or *4 I

VV92 5 SIAUGHTER CHEATS
AncRher seterton ol Hocts & Cheats

VJ2B T« UTTIE QHKt
best oteks at fre preseor me
Vf34 LETTERS & BO«RPlATI

Letters lor vou to use at vov
4«Vt39ANWPttvl2 * ' a

long seouerxes ot arvnrjbom or

pOunps tromn memory or cfrsk

* V942 SCREEN B1AMCSS A
cksk pocked w* screen bfcmters
kxVxJesiheTw*ghiZone blanker
J**W43LYAKlNOWAA0«rid-
boggngty cotourw program firjr fnous
pvA*es from o mothenxftcoi kxmuxa

V945 PROPAGE 3 &#ONC£R
Comrjns over 40 Garves tor use w«h Pro

Page 3 G\ txtoctng usei> ones fee Mate
P« Chart & others includes structured

dpori tor ^Qje borders

J *• V944 SYSTEM OPTIMIZER
KCommotfy grves you memory meiers

rrcusejIxytioarderVorxemenrs Horg
wi oprxTxre hard / Boppv °ftks to omj

Speed rY^eose ^OAem vrtuot memorY
^ *+ V947 GMUPLOT 5 command
dnvf*^in*onwtunctonptoner Creoles

sJunnng ptol/graohs at matiemaftcoi

ruxlcns 9k HD & unlocks to 1 6*>
j -* V9M KTUmON BASB1 BBCM
MARKS vS.5 A great poxkooewihal
the poputor BMs irxruo>ngWe
Crvysiane

. Savage, IMoJh & Matrtx

J * V949 T^SfS Cantons afl ot the

dossc speed tests and sysHm checks wt
could find includes CPU Speed. A IJ
leoluTed wflem *ogno* tool& more

-J* VtM GAME CONSTRUCTION
ADt 5 a pr rjyommrig tarouoge and njn*

»me envronment deigned tor the

D* V9S1 PfJOTECTiON is a collect-

ion ol utAties axmed la profeel vour

data Password protects oxjtoboofmg

HDs & Document File lock your data
hes with a possworded incnption

j A+ V9S2 x-BENCH vl.O Complete
soMfcon 10 the repkxemert Workbench
Contains Degtoder LasHope vcw. Vrus

Checker Power pocket and DCopy?
-J* Vf57 TACKS vU Help you

aeote seH -booting animation *sks
J A + V9SS CLUB LEAGUE (s a ulilify

that will oRows you 10 edit and keep
trade ol your drvisons/leaggue stats

J A* V9S9 AMIGA E v2.ft Spec.t^

compiler I rs a powerluf and flexible

proceduroi progtonTrrwng tanguoge
J A+ V960 CliO vVO np^menttfo<

ol new expenmentoi Pascal like

tanguoge includes Comply and Source

j A + V961 CPK vl.O Render spoce
Nlmg representolions of atoms n moto

cuies Handles 3drnen»ono. spheres

J *• V962 SUPER KJUfRS v3.0 (2|

TheWesT <

- f*_&ouTXv5 23o
which can save any booftMocfc ond mstofl

it or anotner as* os we* as check tor

viruses VC v6 2 ond VirusZ v3 2
J * Vt74 WB V2.04 UTUTIES 6
Nexr coflectfcon ol WB v2 04* utilities

A* V977 FILE & HO No S-4 Next

Exctflenico»eciotHOut*tes (2)

V979 NCOMM v3.0 rs comrr-

uncotions program based on Cornm
vl 34 wilh tots ol very nice enhancements

j m V960 KICK v1,3 Will down grade

ASOO*, A400 A1200 users machines to

run sorTwofe thatwould NOT normafy

work Turns them into a Workbench 13

J *+ V9B3 MEGA CHEATS v3.0c

Now co^orns over 500 cheats just

Poini & chek at The game you want
J* V9B4 PROTRACKER v3 Oa The
atesi updated versron from Norway
Vanos bugs hxed and about 70 new
features, no many to kst thomj

J* V9BB ZIPBOJCH v4.0 Another

Woncbench repipcemant but conlo^s
excetenr utiwies like, powefpacker v? 2a
powerplayer, Sysmto. VirusX, Archrver, b- j

Base. Boottrwo. OeffOder. Fist Axj Bo« ffi

J *+ Vf94 THE MONEY PROGRAM
vl.S reoiures include upto o mauum ol

Macaw**, upto SO oVect poymenys

kert>oo/d sw cuts Contoms documents

J *+ VTOOO ORAPHPRO vl.O Written

with Amos professional by David
Jordan Basicaitv this program lakes

o set ot daw, plots them on a graph
J* VrOOl VMORPH v2,0b Bv Lee
vwtoe win alow vou to create smooth
morphs/warps between two different

mages over a period of frames lo

create on animation Requ'es 1Mb
J* VT002 RAMOS PRO FOR AMOS
PRO :

* you haw Amos Pro then evs (Ask

M]ke your programs Boot wiihou* noving

K>use your Anxg pro even time
*• VT003 NKKPflEfS s an enhance-

ment to WB 2/3 which adds 3 new pref

erencestNBPIdure. Bt^v^onter & floppr

j aa UTQQ5 y^j^ OT1UT1E5 s the

tlrstm a senes of uptomra o>sk5 for

the 1200& 4000 Compuir»
J* VX)09 TWBO TEXT vlUxteoenf
vVord Processor very fipressfve versxm
^" j

-<-*--.r./^ Ahe mMoeed
J A+ VT013 POOLS PRH)#CT>ON
TOOL2 Need another helping hand
w* the Pools then this is it

J* VW© OCTAAHEO vJ.O tf*,«

edrtor wtKh was des^ned tor mrjjng

music tor programs ht;l«i«vwo4
J A - VT017 POST vl B4V excellent

(tosr&cnpt titerprAr for tie Amiga when
imptomentst^etoi Adobe tanguoge 01
J ** VX«1 tAGAJ Wi SCHEBrS
Enhance your Workbentf' ftortflcounris

weh tieses nice to!amndpans
J* V1022 imu TRAVHIBT vl!

Shows o work) mop & vou can select or*
country tor irovei nOrmrjRorx Zooms up
anotier ctose up mop wtfi mart delai

J A +V1023QUl2Coria^sQjetfcrts

4 Answer w«h ** opRor 'c dm
J AA V1024 MANOELSQUARE vl *
r>fjgromtogr*v*oto#e«itidAGAch<>

' - -
+ ~ .-' wn f^ '"'

020* 0\J & a nunantrj caorocessor

Yau con create 2S4 coaur avaured pes
J A ' V1025 T«M v3 1 lorrm prgroam
x^Trarsir>efwe*ntcfterdrjvvrto^
cut & page port-and<koX auto uptooov

aownioad: VT102/VT220. ArSernuW

j A * VK>M AOM vUR Roabto address

douboje ve* toodstf greor toomres

J A* V1035 FES BAS*C Jus* « *me tor

<t t« new mooV« «hch do nor how
Base w*) tver machines any mare

J *• VT037 iAGAJ WB HACKS Ar
urc^ent cofcrten of uMftes & Hocts
J *+ VT038 AMOS PRO UPOATER
vl n ;ooieK^»Amoi>c*ss*xo
j" VT039 WORK8BKH 3
NSTAU * rau need to e«0l your

100 hard otefc tier you need tf*s

J A* VXUO bAASE m vll An easy Io

; ve* tul leolured data
r txeoRy enhanced

successor io b6AS£ l. taxonvriended
J ** V1041 OfGfTAJl BREAOtOAROM 4g*ort cm** srmutotor program

A* VKH3 SUPBt DAK VlJ A
sow blanker fee After dark from the
MAC theres about X Wankers
_j -+ VT044 FANCY PMTMG OISIC '

Comrjns banner pnrt. Graph Paper

vl 2 ond Drsfc print v3 59

J A* VW45 uOtAW vVO Provides a
mechanism tor tve rabxl drawing ol

schemoAc o^ograms Bimaponenled
VXPU TWf XI RAVE SAMPUS

GrarenvVottstfFBOe State samples
A* VX>a HAM-i VISTAS (2)

Coiectxy oi Ham-6 Visla drawings
" A*VW1EASYCAtf vIOAspreod
sheet desqned to be bo* easy to use
ondtoS Bu*mexce*eni help system

J VV1054 ADVANCED UTIS 2

CltfRfKss Otsk doubles t* capotfr of

yoijrOonB*ly¥rihcorTvpr»wns Atio

OskOptmuer SC5* Moun* and more
A * VT055 PARSeCH i ** sorSvore

you need to ^vjotup 7 Amjgos or CO'Vs
"J

A* V1054 DEVELOPER Conto-ns
the oHrooi Commodore developers kit

tor theAmea Guide & mstali uiikf«s

V»5> EDPLAYW WuKWO
ptover fhaff loate acts & pcrs hke a CD
J A * VIOSi 30 GRAPHICS Several

3d moddeling/TOy troong programs
j A + VW59 GMPMKS Create SWin-

ng rmphical vnrjges Mftflh creates

swinmg gatary mages Roses torsnode
J *+ V1040 ORCUfT BOARD DESIGN
Includes mCAD vl 26 and severa lerrAc

roufcnes tor the eiectronc enthusKttt

J• VT041 DISK UTIS Several highry

rrxommended programs tor periormrig

Be hard drive backup foe recoven/. dsk
track recovery and kVced drsk volnlaMon

J A- VT042 DRSICTOP PUiTronsters

Moariosh screen tonts AfMmerrn tma

toUnootonivPPoge metric Hes
J A* V»63 PJPPtRS. STRlPPfRS A
BEATS,- -^uSicer*uSirjC

+ ofc /

ed to strip music from your trjrortfe games
J A+ V1047 3D OBJECTS 3 About 20
objects in Sculpt / Turbosirver format

Q - * VT049 PRINTW DRIVERS 5

Conloins Desk*er 550c, 500. 500c
e<oh HP1200 400dpi. Canon BJ300
130. LPB. 10e. PJlOBOa HP Potntiei

J AA VKJ70 (AGAJ UTU 2 Contains

256 cotour icon edeor. P1omsa256
and OuKkGrab vl 1 Pure WB3 ulls

J AA V1071 (AGAJ MSM vl.S Morons
Sy5t»?m monitor for programmers
j aa V1Q72 iaoa) W1NBLENDER
v39. 28 Writ ceate excellent/stunning

AGAVactats 6fl030'04aff^ rtrsxys

J A+ VT073 HX ACCOUNTS v2.01

Was wr*rten as there ore not ready

any otter good occount poefcogts

J A A VT074 {AGAJ UTLS 3 Another
excellent collection ol uMrties for AGA
machines onry Coniojns Syst<>m t^vs

J A# V»77 GENEALOGIST Do'obaw
lor keepmg track of gartouiogKOi

rnformaBon Up*o lOOu \^ * i* idoso

J A * VW78 PC TASK v2 01 ^
sofrwereW PC emuBtof WfW* oiows

you to xn ihe moronhr of 6W Software an
your Am*ga wrth no odrJBonol nordwere

AGA rrxxMes con run VGAAM
SoBware Shareware by Chrrs Homes
J A+ V1079 TYPING T1UVMER ft

excelent progrom to help teoch

SkjfeonvourCBrM
'

j ' 1073 TETRIS OR»G«AL ' '. tj

the ctosesf game to e*e angro? toins

J * * M20 DTVJS I ,0c war »a or 2
"* Rtis has to be 1 o* them

At 1S41 TRfTWIS Conirjns 1 player.
|

2 plow & 1 Rovv game options

J A + 1977 POM POM GUNNER
Shoe down the mcornrg work! wc* I

-v. ; >-- '*
-:

t * 201B JETMAN ASpectrum
classic converted io theanvxja fs
^^jk ww al tie ongmol sounds

A> 2022 SEA LANCE ^e Wsi Sient

service rype sub wor game on PO
JV 20S4 ATIC AT4£ A rervtAon ol

the game from the ongnof Spectum
J A* 21*2 BATTU Of BOTAN WAR
GAME 2 Strategy wor games
J '*2IMOUNG*ONONNAOROJ
a rs tie best Oungeons& Dragons

-j *2220STRATEu< GAMES ftemrjl

v^ome
. yJs y^osfs rMoonstmt

a A+ 2221 MJNO GAMES 21 <**+

[thearcode^T
•2463

-j *. 2272 BLACK JACK UXf,

rr« pOOAOT verier* ol Pontoon

J* 2271 CARD SHARP A profcttSion

o% presented setoden of soiRve gorr«

J* 2279 SUB ATTACK vl.O Control

tie torpedoes & s<nk tre enemy
J * 22B00#lOMACYOossc:
ganvlaoservbavjd on World Wort 2«

2394 PETWS OUBT K truh an
[extelent piaMorm game tor ofQMS

* 24l!TOTAl4««Sr^ywwond
lAsrSMgomt lormorepiavers

I 2432 GOUXN OLOBSGotog^
Euons, Spoce ffwoders. AsJerxxK

IBaity & MrssJe Command
13 *e 2434 DRAGON TUS

I

lanoent chnese game w»* coloured
i

IJ A* 2447 CC#OHOP frud Uochne
'MCROr we^ varcuS mmb* modes
V* 24a CRAZY SUC Another Irs)

|ra»* cu>» «hoo* orl p4o*Wm gewnm

I
*> 24S0 SMASH IV Smuky to t+

larxode mooVie Graphxs& sound
fc*> 24»0 WUIT MAO«« 2 As

[near as pass to tie Arcode mnxtvnes

bactoneoi
vedoniedgame

ts a Mu* hewji

BerserV lvjt^c wrfti yrxjotti gjraoh^s
3 *+ 24B4 CATACOMB vl 7
Oapncol Ar* gome set an o smal rsiand

n fw trvjrje oftie land of (XOUSU
-i * 24BS B»N CUDS flMb* Update
to t* eflctferj SMUegic rVar Gome (2
J A*2#tlUQBW0f LOTr«Hvl02
fVi<rjr>«riuregamenihewjnof uthmo

J * 2494 HUNCHBACK *hn rs a
common ol the old doss* game
J *+ 2498 AMOt OKiaTlxcrtr-

encke* srnuWx wflh grar^o* 2S34 BATTLE CAKS I OrJbehrd
fre wheel of q heov*> armed a? at youve
roundcounw ? po*n w#* *v> "Tf*Jm fcv>

JV 2535 SUPER PACK MAN 92 Ths
5 tv> bey Pact man *o da»e with super
v^ocrn scrotng & excetent /ophes
J A * 2*13 IXJrU ? plover aome where
you control armoured tanks 4 rortr*K

J A * 24U TETRW is a 1 0* ? plover

Tews game 2 ptaver is Heod 2 Head
J * 2*ISWM Sfralegr wor gome in

w*vc** vou crjnrror a Bee*v cpate crafe

J * 2*17 GOLDEN OLDIES 2;

Crook, Exceient 1 or 2 player version of

frogger BWones *t the most oddAve
games we harepJm< terry 2 ptoyv onty

TroHBIazer, C64 (jossk Scamp*
J A+ 2*20 DR MARK) A Terra take

gome where you move cotaured pis
down the screen 3 mo row gas
J A * 2*21 ETB5HAL ROME Wthe
fonvan(mptfeVom32BC Bu*d Beets
or^pes & send them mio bane
J A+ 2*22 DONKEY KONG Original

pkittorm game m wtwch you must
rescue the r*ri Mod Bomber
J<* 2*74 MTanDh the Artcice

you controf o tank on o maston to rescue

[Hostages <r tn superb Amgo anginal
j A » 247* MORlAvSA Loods ot new

lleoturcs MeWgrorjh<vkygeraungeons
r

|ureen updates overw^ ot dungon i map
* 2710 CLASH Of THEIMMRESQ]

Iv2.1 yrategna* War gome By T A Scot
x* 2712 AO Of WAR Srfnuiar m

[style to the cIossk aome laser Squad
[Vou coned q leom oripeoai troops

J A * 271S TANK ATTACK >rS rS0 1 4

Iplover vervon o* the Oasvc Cartrxlge

Igomc Corneal 4joysVUconbeused
(0*4- »714 RESCUE x ) p.;kto
s*mular to Scrample (xc«4enr grophrcs

J »- 2721ETYPEBAW kcxhOdr
[where you w* orourvj coflec^ng weapons
IJ *+ 2723 SOUTAMI Poputor card

[gome on theamm ixcwent version

* 2724 NEIGHBOURS Thts rs the

I b«t gr aphKol odventure gome (2)

J I- 2732 CTBIRNETO Oe«enr>r Vxr
[Gate We gome wtf* super tet scroing
U 2738A* TRAFFIC CONTROL Try

[to guide upto WO ptrjnesrto t* AirPgri

J A* 2773 ROULETE ROYAl rVhy not

[do some gamblew* chips at tiecow
A * 2778 SOCCER CARD Vglvo very

npie ccorbO* Uaroar-v^J game
I* 2802 CARD-O-RAMA to he-en

lCnb«or^» e,ot«oc^ Spades, Street

]3H 2803 PUUUS (x&.Durrvbbel

flymfl. O^aBunny.Ger^ Ooat.Wordho.

|
Bmyca. RobW ana much more

Clots* gome
[srmuiar *o ^xi mann styte

J A * 2811 VVI2Z WAR Shoot vrf> Ire

|bafc'C'
1'r'r>AAV'tVCv^uriroivntirdS

J A
« 2814 8UU RUN vU Thtscsone

ol tie Ckttfct ttaterch gomes
J A > 282S ALL ROUNDER I Cncke<

SimuWfcon w#i greor graprMs & pkjv

j ^ 2B42 CRAZY SU B Swc* to the

al ime best setmg K) pfcMorm game
J A 2843 IwrON 2 ptciy* but 5 very

orMve to people you Heed truti

J * 2854 SPACE WVAIDERS I

A

revised otd ctesrc ipoot mpders gome
3 *> 28*3 FUHTV4G WARRIORS A
karrje combal Iglww conies) game
J A 4 2874 ESCAPADE veoxbrJano
waibv^rv^ooalw^bar Break Out

J A # 2932MJAAER1X vouervy
pu» *e»nt*nrv3fsomusJ Vou
now a scrobtpe board & vou must pkxe
ttfnsties around k> get portfs

J A+ 2941 EXTREME VXX0<X Scroti

O'Ound rrvch bqge txr Smash TV

2949 OBUvTON ^ Th* closest I

hove seer ^ tvoror>oJde*ender

J* 2987 BOMB iACKY A coiwwn
as •* enffW but rsm e» betf vet

J A
* 2988 BALDERS GROVE ^

h

- *

Boulder dash w* a ulecfcnn of »vets

J * 299) VIKTOR "-

gamew* da^Bvenha sound
J" 3023UCHESSLAGAircrou

ch#$s t*o »> fvs 4V«4rtB30

W37SSW 'jgarr*lor7bOS«
keot Wars Out w*> frx» ex^o
i to Hone* $tts&s*s*ms

TAMCHUNTBIA 7pOyer
[TonLAMct game v*. various ««**
3* WtfASTVOOSl vO 85 Th*

[rs the besi ver*on a* As>ero*ds • howw-^ f voufceAtferoxds gomes
|j" 3040TETlHiAOA|lvoulfee

vou need »»dnA AGAgraprvc^
3075 18 MOLE OOtfftllheW
-* go* gome Setae1 wee & power
31*2 Son or blagger m % z

WC *4/Spec*vn! ptoHor^ tarvverwr
ICan yrx remernber how Ortvt 1 % to ploy

|3 A* 31*3 ASTK CHAUmot Thn rt

i ClOSS< Commodore 64 arjme
totfveAmigo tain.Ximp

land Duck on the<WW*
Aseosemt Gorrve oWi are now

felRBng ow 90 tttng for detaii

sia# mx y**«

hvuxyptrJwij * •Am laMrjoNarai
inMbtNa-eM
.ATyowrtmmcu *********
MCC T701 A * kit^it Qnarvtf

* aim Ajfeowaoio vwsfas
j- .AnssiMTWiruniMNiuvf*
J'tATUMMOHlV^ XtflK>0VMi>
j - • at>4 uuve*o sewa omci *.»-

AHoctrriod* Bvd d^^Voui (Jkvtog
j'#ieeos'A#n»;* ma<s^«rrV Afw:Mbtf>l

j * • toei anmAATt staamm m Gar**

tabus ***** Nowitnglrft
22» STAi TWl TN0 Thri «ev/UW«j

|garrv> boMd crt Vv> f NGB
-t*0inARTWfr)irfe)o*art*r ftt
* iso) tTAe nex i-k ouootaon m <

* m* siaa Ttex n«Mev m >*^^ . 4 .
i
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There are two main ways to get hold

of Amiga PO and shareware: from a

bulletin board or from a PD library.

The advantage of using a

bulletin board is that often the

latest software is uploaded as soon

as it's available. On the downside,

you need a modem to connect, and

you'll have to pay phone charges

(and sometimes a connection fee to

the bulletin board as well).

There is a growing number of

bulletin boards with a wide range of

Amiga software available for

download. Check out 01 for Amiga

(071 377 1358) and the Cheam
Amiga Bulletin Board (081 644

8714). Another good option is

joining CIX (the Compulink

Information exchange), which not

only has Amiga software but also

contains conference and file areas

on a wide range of subjects. Many
of the Amiga Shopper writers have

accounts on CIX. so you can get

first-hand advice on your problems,

too. For more details, call CIX on

081 390 8446 (voice) or 081 390

1255 (modem).

If you don't want to use a

bulletin board or haven't got a

modem, the other way to get P0
software is from a PD house. Many

advertise in Amiga Shopper, and

you'll find a comprehensive list of

names and addresses below. Expect

to pay between 99p and about

£2.50 per disk - there's often a

discount if you buy In bulk, too. As
for the difference between the

companies which charge 99p and

those which charge £2.50 - well, try

both types. There are brilliant,

totally professional PD houses

which charge less than a quid, and

. there are totally incompetent

(dis)organisations which charge

more than twice that.

•An asterisk by a library's name
meant oec Its advert In this

Issue for further details.

A1200 Only PO. Contact 8 J

Cowdall, 27 Pheasant Way,

Cirencester, Glos. GL7 1BJ.

PD. 1 Penmynydd Road.

Penlan, Swansea. SA5 7EH.

Amtganuts United, 1 Daffern

Avenue, New Artey, Coventry CV7

8GR.

* Anglla POL, 30 Victoria Street,

Felixstowe, Suffolk. IP11 7EW,
• 0394 283494.

Armchair PD, 180 Blackton

Close, Newton Aycliffe. Co

Durham DL5 7EY.

Astro PD, 3 Skiddaw Court.

Nunthorpe. Middlesbrough,

Cleveland TS7 ORD.

Betty's PD. Contact Ian or Lynn

Battison. 7 Denmark Road,

Northampton NN1 5QR « 0604

22456. Membership £3.99 for

life.

•BelshawsPD. 55

Baldertongate, Newark, Notts.

NG24 1EU. * 0636 72503.

BQ PD, 6 Peter Street,

Whitehaven, Cumbria CA28 7QB.

Blftterchlpe, Cliffe House,

Primrose Street. Keighley. BD21
4NN. 9 0535 667469.

C and C PD. Contact Chris

Wildman, 3a The Cedars,

Tllehurst. Reading, Berks. RG3
6JW, tr 0734 411131.

Chris's PD, 22 Merryfields

Avenue, Hockley, Essex SS5
5AL.

Colwyn PD. Free, non-profit-

making PD, membership £5 per

year. Contact Andy Roberts. 17

Gladys Grove, Colwyn Bay, Clwyd

LL29 7YB. « 0492 533442.

CP PD, 3 Dunedin Crescent,

Winshill, Burton on Trent, Staffs.

DE15 OEJ. « 0283 516736.

Crazy Joe's, 145 Effingham

Street, Rotherham, South Yorks,

S65 1BL. * 0709 829286.

Deja Vu, 7 Hollinbrook, Beech

Hill, Wigan WN6 7SG. » 0942
495261.

Dlskovery PD, 108 The Avenue,

Clayton, Bradford. W. Yorks.

BD14 6SJ. » 0274 880066.

Essex Computer Systems, 118
Middle Crockerford, Basildon,

Essex. SS16 4JA. tr 0268

553963.

•Express PD. 47 Aberdale Road.

West Knighton, Leicester LE2

6GD. « 0533 887061.

George Thompson Services,

Bridgegate Centre. Martmfieid.

Welwyn Garden City. Herts. AL7

1JG, tr 0707 391389.

*0VB PD, 43 Badger Close,

Maidenhead, Berks. SL6 2TE.

t» 0831 649386.

i. Free list contains

lots of education, business and

games disks. Contact David

Paulln, 255 Drumrossie Avenue,

Inverness IU2 3SX tr 0463
242431.

Homesoft PD. Contact Chris

Home. 23 Stanwell Close,

Wincobank, Sheffield S9 1PZ.

» 0742 422000.

ICPUG, PO Box 1309. London.

N3 2UT. » 081-346 0050.

•KT'sPD. 75 The Drive,

Rochford. Essex SS4 1QQ,

» 0702 542536.

Langham PD. Contact Richard

Payne. 89 Wolverhampton Road,

Codsall, Wolverhampton WV8
1PL.

Logic PD, 8/5 Glenalmond

Court. Sighthill, Edinburgh EH11
4BE.

•Mythril PD, PO Box 68.

Romford RM6 6LY.

NBS, 1 Chain Lane. Newport.

Isle Of Wight, PO30 5QA,

tr 0983 529594.

Numero Uno. Contact Dillon

Eyre, 21 Burstalt Hill, Bridlington.

N Humberside Y016 5NP,
tr 0262 671125.

Orbital Software. Contact A

Rowers, 37 The Orchard, Market

Deeping, Peterborough, Cambs.

PE8 8JR, • 0778 342064.

Pathfinder PD, 41 Marion Street.

Bingley, W Yorks. BD16 4NQ.
tt 0274 565205.

•PDSoft, 1 Bryant Ave.

Southend-on-Sea, Essex. SSI
2YD, » 0702 466933.

Rlverdene PDL, 30a School

Road, Tilehurst, Reading,

Berkshire RG3 5AN, w 0734
452416.

Roberta Smith DTP, 190
Falloden Way, Hampstead

Garden Suburb, London NW11
6JE. tr 081 455 1626.

•Sector 16, 160 Hollow Way.

Cowley. Oxford, « 0865
774472.

Seventeen Bit Software, PO Box

97. Wakefield, West Yorks WF1
1XX, tr 0924 366982.

Softvllle, Unit 5. Stratfield Park,

Elettra Avenue

Waterlooville, Hants P07 7XN,

• 0705 266509

Software Expressions, Unit 4,

44 Beauley Road, Southville.

Bristol BS3 1PY. « 0272
639593.

Startronlcs, 4 Arnold Drive,

Droylsden. Manchester M35
6RE.tr 061 370 9115.

Tazmania PD. Contact M
Hewson, 4 Boultham Avenue,

Lincoln LN5 7XZ. tr 0522
538706 (after 6 pm).

Telescan Computer Services,

Handsworth Road, Blackpool FY5

1SB, tr 0253 22296.

Trevan Designs Ltd, PO Box

13. Aldershot. Hants. GU12 6YX,

» 0483 725905 (modem line).

Vally PD, PO Box 15, Peterlee.

Co Durham SR8 1N2. tr 091
587 1195.

'Visage Computers PDL. 18
Station Road, Ilkeston,

Derbyshire DE7 5LD, tr 0602
444501.

BUYER BEWARE: Inclusion In

this directory does not Imply

that Amiga Shopper endorses or

recommends any PD library In

any way.

When you write for a catalogue,

include an SAE for its return.

Some libraries ask that you send

a blank disk as well.

If a library is named in a review,

this means that that library

provided us with the disk

reviewed. Given that PD can be

freely copied, the same program

may well be available legitimately

from several libraries.

• If you run a PD library not

listed here and wish to be

included, or if you want to amend
any information given, send full

details and a copy of your latest

catalogue to:

PD Directory, Amiga Shopper,

30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon

BA1 2BW.
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HGVP
WORLD CLASS
PERIPHERALS
FOR THE

'

NOW ATNEW
LOW PRICES!

ACCELERATORS
FOR AMIGA 1500 and 2000

If you um your Amiga 'or DTP t ray

tracing, graphics or any other wk>us

a&Olicatton, you
T

U appreciate the power

thai an acateralor brings Accelerators

replace the main processor wrtti a faste

vemion and by doing so the speed of the

Amtga ia dramaiicaily improvtKt

OVP offar a range of A1500/A2000 accti-

erators that simply outstrip the competmon tor

speed and specifications Their Q-Force range

includes the fastest Amtga accelerator available

(the 66040 33«m* veruon) whilst ottermg a range ol

functions such as 32-brt RAM upgrades. SCS
interfaces and maths co-processors If you're looking

for ways to boost the power o* your Amiga, then you

cent beat the GvP GeForce range*

Q-FORCE
ACCELERATORS

030
25mhz

030
40mhz

030
50mhz

040
33mhz

SpMdMIPS* 7.48 12.1 15 30

Processor 6fl030EC 68030EC 66030 68040

Maths Co-Pro. 68882
included

68882
included

68030
included

In 68040
processor

Sid 32-brt RAM 1Mb 4Mb 4Mb 4Mb

Max 32-t»t RAM 13mo 16Mb 16» 32*.

Extras SCSI SCSI SCSI
SCSI

Ser/Par

PRICE
|

£399
.

UPO0110
..

£699
PW VAT
UPG04K

£999
lt*C V*1

UP00O3

£1299
tf«C VAT
UM074O .

hard drive 4 ACCELERATOR PLUG-IN HARD DRIVE
FOR AMIGA 500 and AMIGA 500PLUS

uwww
The AS30 is a unique coroDtnatron

ol a hard drive. RAM board and

an accelerator Inside is a full

Motorola 68EC030 processor

running at 40mh* making your

Amiga faster than you thought

possible The A530. with a
maths co-processor, 15 up to 300
times faster than a standard A500*

The new processor and 32-t>t

SIMMs is joined by up to 8Mb of 32-

brt RAM, whicn further enhances its

performance

Features include

• 40mu 6S030EC Proceaaor

• Up to 8m 32-bit Memory, **• fitted

• Cut Oft Switch For Game Compttiblltty

e Dealgner Styling to Match the A500

e Dedicated Power Supply and Fan
Unlike Many Competitors

• Minhslot tor Future Expanaiona

• Factory Installed Hard Disk

e High Speed DMA SCSI Controllar

A530 HARD DRIVE & 40mh* ACCELERATOR

PC EMULATOR
PU65W0 T>* KM. OH WO TO AU0W VOU

TOmM PC C0M«T*i SOFTWttE OH YOU", AW^

£99 s286-16mhz

"MM MMoni of snteucton* aaoona a nttwmM A/ruga rum «i STMPS

42Mb ( 80Mb 120Mb

£499 £599
..* .*- har oeei I w aw hab sen

£699
M. Ml - HAP &**

FOR AMIGA 500 and AMIGA 500plus

Aharddnvs mi nave an .mmttMH effect on your
Am^a Wtwt you used 10 ransterWy *w*p d*»Ks.

**/ *o* fits snd programs to toad and s*t around
weftng to <*ik accesses, you 1 new be pushed to

keep up vrith your Amga' Mam dnves work *n me
same way as floppy d*w»

h but can hold a g'eat

deal mors rrtorrnaittn and access m-s
muchqucker

Th# A5O0-HD3* provides the lAmate <n hart

onve perlormance. 4 can *t*o cktkm m#
mamory of your Amgt. and provide PC
compitwfly Features include

* Uttra Fast Access SCSI HD
a Up to Bm ot FAST RAM
e Mint-slot for Future

Expansions

* Cut Off Switch For Game
Compatibility

a Designer Styling to Match
theASOO

fc
Dedicated

Power Supply and
Fan Unlike Many Competitors

High Speed DMA SCSI Controller -

Can Handle 7 Devices

HD6+ HARD DRIVES
feMurcw

42Mb 80Mb 120Mb

£249
•< ,** MAROS40

£339
£349
« **< KAAoeae

£435
£399

GRAPHICS CARD
FOR A1500/A2000/A3000/A4000

ALL-IN-ONE GRAPHICS CARD
impact Vison 24 41 tuiv Isatursd video card

Unl** omsr graphes earth wftc* WMrs you 10

buy eitra motWti tola* IV24 has avarytrang you

OOuto vram Irom a vtdao bosnj built <»'

Indudtd mih tVtA ta GVPa cuawn VaJao

Intartace Unn (VIU) This grvn you mors choc**

lor n and oviputang video s^nalt tf\an any othtf

Anvyo veriphefal on lha marKsi VIU-CT vpbtiar

provKlM additional RGB Y R-V and &-V oulput

FREE SOFTWARE WITH IV24

Cnn stunning 3D renoerea imagaa, moucfi
capturad vnagai and wV>a banaean 2 vtdoo

feourcas ivrth 50 packaged rttao tranaeona tor

production stutto *i#ci» Alao included 4
MKroPa*nt 2, a pcweriui 2i-M grapNca pec*age
wNch can pamt m 16 $ million cotowrs

e r5M* 24-btt le&mtthon Colour Buttar

a ftaeHtma FfamtgrBbdar/DlglUaar

a De-Interlaced, Video flicker Flxar

a *lo**bit SfzMbt* PtP tPkrtute-ithPtctuta)

m § Vtdao Oanlock (RGB * Comftoatta)

•164x590 RaiQlulion

* Captured tmaga Ratouchlng/Procaaatng

a THHng/Characfar Ganaratlon

• Raal-ttma 24-Mt Painting

e Anlm*tton/3D Ranfaring

a FREE! Catlgatt 24, UacroPaint 2, HyLad
and Daiktop Darkroom Softwara

ATSQGAMO0 ADAFTO* T*S ! OVA

IV24-. VIU-S IV^4 VIU^CT

£999 £1299
#*I J*T *P<J * I/*

L

VIDEO GENLOCK
FOR ALL AMIGAS

G»Lock is a fully faaturad

Qantock, which atows
you to mm Amiga text

and images with

moving video pictures

You can then send the

combined result back to your
video recorder lor recording

e TWo Compoatta Video

rViputi or S-Wdao (VfC) Input

• Simultaneoua Compo§tta 4
S•'Video and RGB Output

e Wso Prooaaaor . Real Time «* *«
Soffware Control of Video Attributm§

(Sharpness G*ln

Brightness ate)

e ARaxx Compatible

e Works wtth Flicker

Fixer*

« Vuftiple Kayer Mode*
• Futt AuOto Support

SOUND SAMPLER
FOR ALL AMIGAS

Captur* sound frgm an

artsmaf souroa and pUy
-i bock on youi Amiga

W* QVPi D>»tal Sound

Stucso (OSS) you can

craafa youf own audio

•#f»cu*»

usan
gardes, -*

or mafca

jtnglasl

• Hold* up
to )f Samp^ai >n

Memory At Once
• ReahUme Oactlbacope. Spectrum Analyat*.

Echo §nd Reverberation

• Graphic Editing ot

Wave Form*

• Stereo or Mono
Operation

• .MOD Fri# J MtOi

CompetMe

HARD DRIVE CARD
FOR A1500/A2000/A3000/A4000

The HC8* hard dnva canl gtvee

\ftm uttimata tn hard drmt porlomwKe and

can be uead to mcraase your Amiga's RAM

• High Speed OMA SCSI Controller -

Can Handle 7 Device*

e Uftra Faat Ace***

a SCSI Hard Drive

a Up to8Mb ofFAST RAM
e Direct Memory Access Style Deetgn

Omi 4Gut>

£129 £299 £349

80ud 120Mb

£429
Kf

IMAGE PROCESSING
FOR ALL AMIGAS WITH 3* RAM

vrwjQt Fa * • compHX
MuCon lor yor
vrwgt cnMion ana
•dang n»ia> V f*»

*afl tang* ot lagafeM
can r««J and a*V* to

*tmy 'jChai awiia IM

oonvon a «nS« vererff H
ry>rtf»trt

nauoai
*0*THtHH SSCwrw

• ^MPiM*nf
e AAtai CompaObto
••Mm
e LMd. Sava and Convwi to ma foaoawo Format!
AMI »M* Qtaocard. OCTV. OPKC OS* HAaH.
UK IMPULSE jPfG. P€MOtnON t

SCULPT,
7AJKU T*F AND MORI

e Scvnrrin* Fn^nor^omg a j4-*vr Boartf Support
Coma* ivff* atadulai io^ S*v*r»f AopuUr Natrwan*

Oavicaa JIIW /VM Ai ^^^^^^^^.ST— USiSgMa ^<T*^*5paoai£«*rr< Plflfl 95
CapfeM*mmtSh**n* M>1
Avra Cnann*. lAvp.^^ *a IW*/
C«Apo*JV)np ate

40hhz ACCELERATOR
FOR THE AMIGA 1200

FAST!

SCSI/RAM EXPANSION
FOR THE AMIGA 1200

Adding HAM or a hard drive to your

Amiga will have a considerable impact

on its speed The GVP SCSI/RAM
allows you to enhance your Amtga with

both Its SCSI hard dnve interlace is one
ol me Fastest available, wttrfst its 32-t»t

RAM upgrade is based on the same
technology as that featured in the best

selling A 1230.

• BulH4n r
Full SCSI Hard Drive Interface

e Optional £** ot 32-btt RAM
a Optional B3882 Math* Co*proce*aor
a Eaay to Fit and Ooeenl Void Warranty

scs* execs (tfT-iat **c vat -hah ms
Ova RAM

NEW!
£199

***** iw

iakuji i Uaxrisjamj

NEWI
£399

VIDEO EFFECTS
FOR ALL AMIGAS WITH 3* RAM

CmtMorph from OVP opens up lha) world ot

Motphmg. lha process ot convening one
imago to another to aeate dazzling special

effect* Currently very popular in music

videos and taaturo f#ms, morphtng has

become the fashionable video eftact to use
Now with CtneMotpn you can crsais theee

stunning oflocts on your Amiga

• Suppovfa the AA Chipset

a Static or Full Motion Morptting

a Single Image
Warping

a Fa*t Render Time*

a Render* to HAM-E
and OCTV

Otner A1200 cards claiming to be
accelerators only add maths co-

processors and extra RAM. whilst

the A1230 can provide both ol

these PLUS an enhanced CPU.
This replacement CPU upgrades
the A1200s existing processor with

a 68030EC processor running at

40MHd

32-bit RAM and a maths co-
processor can also be added,
enhancing performance still further.

The A1230 doesn't vokJ your Amiga
warranty, and is also compatible
wrth PCMCIA standard cards, not

preventing their use'

• The Flrat Twa A 1200 Accelerator

e 6S0J0EC Processor Running at 40mu

a Up to 32m* of 32-Mt RAM
a Eaay Fitting Trapdoor Expansion
Doeant Void Your Warranty

a Doeant Dieeble PCMCIA Interface

a Optional 65582 Co-proc***or - Twice

the Spaed of a 68881

A1230 40mhi ACCELERATOR
Omi, RAM 4*RAM.IG*.-me<».

NEW!
£299

£599
£499

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - DELIVERY IS FREE OF CHARGE IN THE UK MAINLAND
170S03-OmyS

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU
a FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland.

a TECHNICAL SUPPORT HBI pi IN- Team of technical experts ai your service.

a PRICE MA TCf We normally match competitors on a "Same product • Same price" basis.

a ESTABLISHED U YEARS Proven track record >n professional computer sales.

a £12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 stott): SoUd. reftaWe and profitable.

a BUSINESS * EDUCATION > GOVERNMENT Volume discounts available 081-306 08M.
a SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at all our stores

a THE FULL STOCK RANGE All ot your requirements from one supplier

a FREE CATALOGUES Will be mailed to you with offers + software and penpheral details.

a PAYMENT Major credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms (APR 29S% • written ouotn on r*qutst)

Before you decide when to buy your new Amiga products, we suggest you think very carefully about

WHERE you buy them. Consider what it w»H be like a lew months after you lave made your purchase.

wh«n you may r«quti» additional peripherals or software, or help and advic* And will the company you
buy from contact you with details of new products'' At Sthca Systems, we ensure that you will have

nothing to worry about. We have been established for almost 14 years and, with our unrivalled

experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements with an understanding

wtrtch is second to none But don't just take our word ftx it Complete and return the coupon now tor our

latest FREE literature and begin to experience the 'Siltca Systems Service"

MAIL ORDER: 1-4 The Mews. Hatheriey Rd
r

Sldcup. Kent. 0A14 4DX
0>0p Una* Opt" MofrSW SOOwrtaOOpm Ho LMi Wght Opaning

Tel: 081-309 1111
Pw *k> Mi X* 0S0S

LONDON SHOP:
OpV-to ttx/l Mon-51 SaOamaOOpw

52 Tottenham Court Road, London. W1P OBA
No Late N^ya Oparwnp

Til: 071-580 4000

LONDON SHOP: Settnflges <awrient Ar«u> Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB
Op—na "Q*» Mon-SM tXam-TOOpm law Nkjht Tftundar - Sp"

SIDCUP SHOP:

Tel: 071-629 1234
Enanaori 3914

SaJ 90Qa*v5jrjpm
H The Mews, Hatheriey Rd, Sidcup, Kent 0A14 4DX Tel: 081-302 5811

La* N*gni FrtOtiy 7pm Fu NO: Ml 306 DQI7

ESSEX SHOP: KwJdies ia« Root) High Street. Southend-on-Sea. Essex. SSI 1LA
Opar-ng Mom Mc^Fn tO0Oanv530pmfBa19O0a^-OO0prn) Lata N*gM THnjsy - 7^n

Tel: 07D2 468039
Fij No 0TO4MQX

To Silica Systems- AMSHP-0893 68 1-4 The Mews. Hatheriey Rd, Sidcup. Kent, DA14 4DX

PLEASE SEND A 64 PAGE AMIGA COLOUR CATALOGUE
•n

Mr^r&Mts&'Ms: Initials Surname:

OompBny N3nw I it
dppiiCoDiG)

, . .>....*.»•**. .**>**.*, >*<* >n +>..*< ««». * » t it t . t . (t*KM

AdQf6S5i ••#...«.4«**i«^aBa4**H>*4«*H**l |e»He»*«M*»M**H , *Me«*«H**M«** i * ,*«*«**- M»t*aeee*ee#*«i

V MAIL ORDER HOTLINE
:
=
:

,081-309 1111
SILICA

YSTEMS
ov» i«Aa«a **>

''((!' (it.m lMtii-i "Fit* i(.MMlil» JMIIUIt Ht'M'* •.**•. ht.»t4*.***hl»114

»f*"*-"f

iiififtiiHifitlfttl

'-"*

-

************!•« .M<Ff>r<w
p
^iii imW

'61 (rlOlTlfjJ -*,*U**4 *,.*** ****** •*********%, *4* t *l**t*t f«»M

"OSTCOQC h *-*.-*

Tel (Work):

mi t(tf t*i

Which compule r( s). if any, do you own*3

E&OE Adtfartatad tuxaa and apac***cabooa may cr^ar^ja P^eeaa resjm ma coupon 1c tna laiaat *ritytrr*A**ory

68P
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FROM SILICA SYSTEMS
THE UK's No1 AMIGA SPECIALISTS

SOFTWARE PACK -FROM SILICA
ZOOL Is the software pack of the year. It Includes:

Zool, Transwrite. Pinball Dreams and Striker • Value £127.92.

All Amigas from Silica (excluding A600 Standalone and Amiga 4000)
include a FREE ZOOL pack as well as GFA Baaic and Photon Paint II.

£25.99
PUSOm T*i i* lh» ,** *T\ A/nqi Cone • Nov 92

£49.95

£25 99PINBA
PVtal S**Mfte* U\Ut SWV

£25.99

ZOOL PACK: £127.92

£5000
PoavW Bate P>07»mm*g Uflpjage

i £89.95
u PdnwTuI Graphct Pi«*ng PtcUge

AMIGA 500™
CARTOON CLASSICS

PACK INCLUDES:
• 1Mb AMIGA 500PVU9

• BUILT IN 1Mb DfllVE

• A520 TV MODULATOR
• THfc SIMPSONS
• CAPTAIN PLANET

• OCLUaE PAJNT HI

rtff FROM SaUCAOn '<» u*>

TOTAL PACK VALUE
LESS PACKSAWNQ

S*UCAM*C£

a Aim#i|T

bm«

£2S»

tttMo

1:« £199
INC VAT AMCMV2

2&£229

AMIGA 600
STANDALONE

* Y|A*0*WT£,ATr*0**£w
ON *' ^ CCHfHjUfiATlONWS

j

to dan f» flmgaj m m*V*

pfwmn **r* 44. «f a nfw 10* Sftea pro tf cn>
mm « u noo uvwq ofl *#, cwvtout wp
PACK INCLUDES
• lM AW*GA W0 (100W
• BUILT-IN In DRIVE

• BULTW TV MOOUUTOR

*LUy Fftff FROM SUCA
• PHOTON PAfcNT y MMt

TOMi PACK MtU£ C2» 94

LfSS PACK SAV0JG

SJUCAPftCE flttOO

AMIGA 600hd
EPIC HARD DRIVE

AMIGA 1200
COMIC RELIEF

flaw OH IHI'M *OI*a «a*WUMirt
ON*^.CONF»Ou*UnON£

PACK INCLUOES:

• laiWQAflDV (19(1 09

• 8UIT*^0WITV IBOULAW

• JuMHtfODA (14000

• tPCASCrflAOWnVtt £2999

• IOC WL£PlA<l«ACW<nM ttt 90

aj f*PnaL#\paar *^\*_a# r*jtf

TOTAL PACK VALt* C772 »2

t£5SPAI>4AVW> C4«tg
MJCAMICE (2*9 00

aer*?

I RAM

20w
HAflO DRIVE

40«
IHAJC DRIVE

a*VrQUlLi

£299
MfVtOUSLV

£349
-*. .A' AA*r.

AMIGA 1200
COMIC RELIEF

+ HARD DISK
C< OFFICIAL UPGRADl)

*$~

IMftMMTrl
*QMJ |

I 'lABONim *:

|
- • .ctioo*»tcn»

• 6802*: Processor

• 14 19mhj Clock SpNd
• 32-bit Architecture

• 2Mb Chip RAM
• Amiga DOS v30
• AA Chip Set tor Enhanced Graphics

• 16 8 Million Colours

• 256.000 Colours on Screen

• QuA-mTVModuWO'
• 1 « 32-ftt CPUflAM Expansion Skrt

• PCMCIA SrnalCvd Slot tthn
512K i we or 4** PC Cards

• 96 Key tatter* integral

Numeric Keypad

• irrtemaf IDE Hard 0"

Options • mc column v ;>g

• 1 Year On-site Warranty

• Mff GIFTS FH0M SILICA «

1/1

^ RRP ->-^

2Z£399
tfC VAT *A*C V*J

AMIGA 1500
HOME ACCOUNTS

RAM £199
inc vat Aucoan

aCiRAM£229
fCVAT AlCmatlUlltaW

AMIGA 600
LEMMINGS PACK

AMIGA 600
WILD, WEIRD & WICKED

C1M9Q

1AT note HAMMTl
ON *>. CONr«jUftAT»«5

PACK INCLUDE*

• IN AMIGA 600.

• BUilTIN li-DfllVE

• 0UR.T IN TV MODuLATOfl

• D61UXE PAINT III

• LEMMINGS

fwe raouvuCA s-r^i*
TOTAi PACK VALUf
L£SS PAC* SAVING

ETiW

1573 U

MJCA PRICE t2?»M>

1
Mb

RAM

2 Mb

RAM

£229
*NC VAT AMCOfM
PWEVrOUSLY

p^ VTt AT HOW *A»RAHTY
ONAU CQ*#Tf(kJRATlON5

pack INCLUDES

• lift AMKXA 600.

• mUT« «« Cmt I TV UOWTon
• DELUXE PAWT III

• MICftOPttOSE QR«D PftlX

• *LLV PUTTY
• PUSHOVER __

C19999

QS9»
£25»
£26^87

TOTAL PACK VALUE
LESS PACK SAVtNG

•MCAPVKC C2»»
CA05K

1
at

RAM

2 Mb

RAM

x
INC VAT AMCQMt
p«v»ouati

SAVE £300!

1 *UK OHSlHaT BOHK WUMAITTT
ON *ll COWOi^A^ CMS

S*iica are pleased to offer the

Amiga 1200 Com* Relief Pack
with your choice of hard disk*

(85ut>, 127u& or 209ml>) These
are legal upgrades approved by
Commodore Both the A 1200
and Hard Disk are fully covered
by Commodore's otfoal 1 year

on-site warranty with WANG
Look out for the special sticker

to ensure mat the upgraded
A1200 you boy 4 an
otftCNtf version, wtxch
ntfudes Commodores
M approval ana 1 yea'
on-site warranty

HEW'

cwrsn

2
85laloiB*

2z, 85: £599^
2:«127<£699-:
2*~ 209: £849 -

:

^UHH
PACK INCLUDES
SIM AMIOA 1500

• - | ^
h*aFLCPPV0Wffi5

• MPMStON SLOTS

• PCCOMPATBUTY
• VCHOSLOT

ceeeee

• K r BRIDQaOMOSUfPUEO

• PUZZMC
• TQKl

• ELf

• OUEACCCUWTS
• DELUXE PAMT •
• A**UA VlSON
'•riFsostuCAIvTaur-

C1O00O
niejfl

04 9e
Di >->

;;* IS

oe«
I7e«
cm «

TOTAL PAC*f^AiUf
USSPAO SAVING

_

SILICA PRICE C39S0Q

[1534 )fi

AMIGA 4000
SPECIFICATION!

KM oe site a t mow mumim*

n H1MTIM
-MtSOHfraVMMfVilMPal

If

»->

H to

;
oiT

i

Th» AAOOOn**

• «naLjTO«Lf

m ^ ti 2i epnM **

L3]
OPiN A>

eiiTfrv-Vzcmon slots

eHPC*ATft.0TS

-^ftivwoaoT

• n ^a» i
-

- Fuyrr

maiaif^m
room *0*

1

____ WCtf4T ajatoajaj.manam
. IC*U AMC 01^ AM*OMI

AMIGA 4000 CDTV ADD-ON
CONFIGURATIONS

Old ChJ Car f«i *V*atji

4000 vtfgtmors tiskw
Sics oflv f« bfltf value

kv monav *#i 6m o* Ram
vMafBt * mo* moMs

FREE FROM5ILICA
• Aflwi vnor Rw ^' II & QfA 6*1K

25MHz 68030m

&A!: £999
6t. 120'- £1099^

6:.. 2141 £1199

6^ 245". £1299a £

6=u 3401. £1399^^

6^ 540 £1699zz

rvn *3W v< H^lnntf

• £narM« f** AM9i 500 » ni» CDTV
Ptiyt noma mio CO (Ma
o'o^gec*(«ory«3u*»WO'ta(ipT»iia

•CC »G«CD*

• iMMaioeiiwai

HALF
PRICE

6s. 1201 £2099

25MHz 68040

^M£1999
6 214 C2199

6- 245* £2299^
6-^ 340 [2399,.:

6- 540* C2699i

RAM UPGRADES
FOB THE AMIGA 4000

twioeMB ?<iw>aa5r«t*r no
b* to 10m ' 4t«# CXp»t*-t'20
10H>lo14W ' i4«an0perUb-C120
liwtoim* . «* • C30pr \Az tiW

£149
ik vat ccoosrci

COMMODORE
APPROVED

S*ea Syst^mt hav« M#n a fulty

olhorlMd Armga dHbsr •ver »*nc*

th§ oroduci rimjt wa« launchM As
p«vt oi our ••**£*. wt can tapgraris

Amios 000 a f20as w«i herd
<Jrtvw

L
lo* naw» o* llaHiig

Doe* cmm Co^v/nodorj *
*p»> wavramfy «
owe o»w iap^ttdM loo ano
• a**x>***mn**+ r*om mtvx* tor

A500 and A50tK4* computet

UPGRADES A REPAIRS
• Latest test equipment
• 20 tratn+d technicians
• fOOOa otpmrts m stock
• FAST. 48 hour service
• lrVec*nco//*cffr5.wr;
• Ff?£F refu^n couner
• A// ivort guaranteed

CALL FOR A PRICE LtST
vxj0*m ot ** t4>gmdm

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT • DELIVERY IS FREE OF CHARGE IN THE UK MAINLAND
HCOttOt*

A SYSTEMS ]
Before you Moft vrten to buy your new Amigi rompute wt
fejggetl you Bw* very carstuHy *Boui WHERE you buy it. Con«»tr
*nit n mA be feu tew months star buying your Antga wten you
may raquiro aoWionsi psnph*riH or tottws/s, or ho*p and advice

with your new purchSM And w*ti tf*« company you buy from coniad

you **tti deujiat of now products? Al Silica Sysloma w« eneAjre tnal

you wii have nom»ng to worry about We have Men astatohshed for

almoal 14 y«arst wa ars Amaga tpeoaktta and are a CommoOors
approvM oaaiar W«h our unnvaNM eip«n#jrca and •rtwrtata *+
can now datfn to m«et our cuaioma«« m^jyementi mlh an

undsrslanrJng wh£f> <t leccrd to none Bui Oorl pM taiui our word
Icr c Compam and rstum vie coupcr* now lor our Wsar tREE

> ard begn to np»n»nc* ma 'Saca SysJavna Sa-vce'

IMOMMV aS^WOetO l^*G«>'
Offcaai Kard Drivt wpfl'ado rrth WANG on-stfe wtfranty

On an riartware orders snipoM m ine UK mainUnrj

A team of Amiga technical experts will be al your service.

We matcri compeiilo'S on a "Same product - Same pnee" oasis

aju
We have a proven track record in professional computer sales

We are solid, rtw&te and profitable

Volume discounts ate available Tel: Oil -308 0U8
a

We have demonstration and training facilities at all our stores

#
All ol your Amiga reouirements are available from one supplier

BJ

Will be marled (o you mm special reduced once Amiga oilers

« wen as detatts on all Amiga software and penoneois

•
We accept most major credit cards cash, cneque or monmy
tarms AW?«e\

ILICA [Wl
VSTEMS y

081-30

MAIL ORDER: 1-4 The Mews Halheriey Ro\ &dcup. Kent, 0AI4 40X
Od* lwa> ft»aw MnrvSa¥ 900ar*400p>m y> Laa» ^y< r^aianj

LONDON SHOP:

W: M1-309 1111
f *a to 0$i -90S NM

52 Tottenham Court Road. London, W1P 06A
*to laia NtkjN Opamwg

LONDON SHOP: SeHndpes iBumvitArir^ Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB
\w**q Ntaur* Mon-Sal ft MaifrT OQpm LaSt Majht Thrjietv - jpw»

SIDCUP SHOP: 1-4 The Mews. Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent DA14 4DX
Qparwq Houn MoivSal % OOaffvS 30pm la* MghL Friday 7pm

ESSEX SHOP: Keddies 12nd novi High Street, Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SSI ILA
KOO^r^5 30t^|Sal»OOam400D^j ula **gnt Thursday

W: 171 -5M
ft— Na 071 -3?3 <T37

Tel: 071-629 1234

Vat: 681-312 1111
ft, No C*1-3W 00'7

0702 468039
V .^pr» FaV NO CU 449009

To Stlica Systems AMSHWXB3-1M t-4 The Mews Hatherley Rd Sidcup Kent, 0A14 40X

PLEASE SEND A 64 PAGE AMIGA COLOUR CATALOGUE

Mr,Mi*M«S£<Ms Inrttals Surname

Company Name (if applicable) "H*M """""•»•

Address. •tltft** **1

1

Tf-T

<

I t T b " "* "* ** *
*i

****** ' »* *

1"

•"

*»* t1t..t.(Ht(M

***«M*»W nmm* * ,,.,*,,.. KOSlCOQO! m*H IM i *....

Tel (Home) Tel (Wortt)

Wh*c* computef(s> if any. do you own iQ4£
ctoc pnc«aandi

i *wt tt>*wrQ* f*«aaa fWA na coapon ky r» um



BACK ISSUES

tssm a
2D Paint packages reviewed and rated, PLUS which1

•fOfraroming language '» the ona for you £3

Complete your collection and catch up on all

reviews, tutorials and features you've missed!

asm* .
A round ap of acceianrtBrs

all the varalonaaat BASIC..

and a comparative test of

itiKtitttittittttitttttiittitiii ttttaVv

BSUI4
Ten of the moat popular printers checked out PLUS
creating a structured drawing package with c £3

ma
Amiga Answers special covering every conceivable

area of Amiga computing PLUS chaos tutorial <•

Step-by-step guide to ray-tracing, accelerator round-up

PLUS review of the Opalvlslon graphics board. +.

Complete guide to buying Amlgas and related hard-

ware PLUS a review of the HAM-E graphics system. £3

ISSUI

Complete guide to Amiga software, and a feature on

satellite links X3

ISSU1 10
How to draw wfth Deluxe Paint PLUS a guide to the

best sound sameiers available X3

ISSUI 11

CDTV - a look at the machine and ft* software PLUS
KCS's PC emulator Is put through Its paces £3

ISSUI 21
Amiga Shopper Awards for the best In hardware

software. COVER DISK: CompuGraphlc fonts. DlrWork

fllemanager, screen blanker, ICalc calculator, LhA
archiving utility, PowerSnap 2 text cut-and-paste

utility, RDES encryption software, ReOrg disk

reorganlser, Safe Delete, SPCIock, Syslnfo and Virus

Checker virus protection program £4

tssm 13
FREE Tracy covermount and animation special, not

forgetting our In-depth guide to memory ...£3

ISSUC 14

-
IS memory expansions reviewed and rated PLUS a

de to buying hand scanners

ISSUI 22 ^
20 printers - dot matrix. MM Jet and laser

and rated PLUS a t*0*ier*s fM'de to

tssixttm^^^^ ^^^
How to HI a hard drive to an A600 or A1200. COVER
DISK: Alert translates guru numbers to English, Cycle

To Menu creates pop-up manue, Kwtkbackup copies

your hard drive to floppies. LhA archiving utility,

ReqTools helps create requesters, SnoopDOS gives

Information on running programs, Virus Checker, and a

complete assembler and linker package. £4

ISSUE 24
RAM - what ft la and what to buy in our In-depth

round-up PLUS DIY hardware repairs. ..«« £3

AMIGA SHOmK MNDaat ONLY £4,93

Keep your copies of Amiga Shopper safe and in

order - build up a valuable reference collection!

/

tJMJt 13 ^
TT» be«t In PO toft-war* - how to set up a complete

*ortw«« ty»U«n tot nottiinj S3

ISSUI 16
200 top tips - advice on printers, video, 2D A 3D
graphics, hard drives, Workbench, YVPs. RAM, DTP,

BASIC, C, assembler, accelerators, Shell, scanning,

musk, spreadsheets and much more £3

tssm 17
The leading desktop publishing packages battle It out

PLUS Epson's flatbed eelour scanner reviewed S3

tssm 23
Nine top word processors reviewed and rated. COVER
DISK: EdWord text *ditor/WP, AZSpell spelling

checker, CompuGraphlc fonts. Virus Checker £4

ISSUI 26
The Amiga Exposed tells you exactly how your Amiga
works PLUS legal advice In Amiga Advocate £3

ISSUI 27
Upgrade your A 500 to A1200 level PLUS accelerator

round-up. COVER DISK: OctaMED music package,

XOper systems monitor. Move file mover, JulIaMove

fractal animation program. Pest appointment

scheduler, source code and Virus Checker, ^. £4

V

I

BACK ISSUES » ORDER FORM
| SEND THIS FORM (no stomp required) TO.

| Amiga Shopper, Future Publishing Ltd, FREEPOST, Somerton, Somerset, TA1 1 7BR

Do not send cash through the post with your mail orders

Please make all cheques payable to Future Publishing Limited

BACK ISSUES

| £3.00 each (inc P&P) Q 2
* £4.00 for those issues q ,,

with a disk

iHMMMbtnMt Q
'
8

ht«4 *• Mid mi Q 2S*

TtM

Please lick the issues you require.

J3 Q4 G8 Q9
13 14 15 16

20 21* 22 23-

26 27* UNDER £4.95

10

17

24

Name...

Address Mlttt(tlllttHllltlllllltll»l*ltllt(tlllllll«

MtMtfMMMtl*f*MfMt M Mttftl4MMfM*

Post code

Telephone No. I.I.IMttMMMtlMt K * Iltf HlillHlMMMI ••

Method of payment (pleose circle) Access e Visa • Cheque • PO •

Credit Card No Expiry Date

**'W

'

*•

•

U I V *-,, 44V***************** t*l*I.M
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PRODUCTS

HARDWARE • HARDWARE • HARDWARE • HARDWARE • HARDWARE • HARDWARE • HARDWARE • HARDWARE
Welcome to the Amiga Shopper Buyer's Guide, your regular guide to what's hot

In the Amiga market place. It's designed as a slmple-to-use yet comprehensive
guide which will help you to make the right buying decisions. It may not Include

each and every product ever produced for the Amiga (that would take up virtually

AMIGAS

Model

A500 Plus

A600
A600H0
A3000

A1200
A4000030
A400OO40

HARD DRIVES

Model

500XP
ASM
DataRyer500

FeetTrak

Impact 11+

No via 30*

Prima

ProtarHD

RocHard

£199
*!*»

£499
£1.300

£399
£999
£2,000

hwmofy
1Mb
1Mb
1Mb
2Mb
2Mb
2Mb
6 Mb

Surface UK
Commodore
Tniogic

Third Coast

Silica

Power Computing
Power Com puling

A209140
DataRyer2000
Impact IIHC+8

Nexus HC

WordSync2000
OpttcalDrfve

SysQuest

TapeStreamer

Note: Trumpcard can

EXTERNAL DRIVES

Zye Technology

ThMCoeat
Commodore
TraogJc

Silica

Power Computing

Surface UK
Power Computing

Omega Projects

Omega Protects

be used on both A500

Total Chip

2Mb
2Mb
2Mb
2Mb
2Mb
2Mb
2Mb

Price

£489
£399
£350
£599
£399
£399
£499
£299
£379

Total Fast

9Mb
4Mb
4Mb

the whole of Amiga Shopporl), but you can rest assured that all major brands and
models are here. The Buyer's Guide will run each and every month and as new
products are released and others discontinued, we'll be updating It accordingly. This

month we bring you a guide to hardware for the Amiga owner. Next month: software.

Speed (MHz) Hard Disk (Mb) Floppies Comment
68000
68000
68000

8Mb
16Mb
16Mb

Machine

A500
A500
A500

68020
68030
68040

7

7

7

16/25
14.2

25
25

A500
ABOO
A500

3A-1D

A1011
AfHD

CAX354
DualDnve

Floptical DHk
PUM50B
RF332C
RF542C

Zydec

internal2000

Golden Image

Applied Engineering

Power Computing

CHgttal Mtcronlc*

Power Computing

Silica Systems

Silica Systems

Evesham Micros

Power (imputing

£200
£350
£299
£350
£450
£1.199

£690
£600

andA1500

Price

£65
£100
£140
£75
£120
£650
£55
£60
£80
£55
£50

A500
A500-

A1500-*
A1500

A150O-*

A1500-*

A1500-*
SCSI

SCSI

SCSI

Machine

Any

Any
Any

Any

*-y
Any

Any

Any

A*
A1500-*

Size

3.5 inch

3.5 Inch

3.5 men

3.5 inch

3.5 Inch

3.5 Inch

3.5 Inch

3.5 Inch

5.25 inch

3.5 Inch

3.5 inch

Not*: PC8806 comes wfth butt-in disk copier Enquire about availability of the Floptical Disk.

RAM EXPANSIONS

500RX

Ashcoml.8Mb
Ashcom512k

PC501
Power 8 Mb
ProRAM Plus

ProRAM501

RAM-Master 2

V2000
Zydecl.5

ProAgnus

PC501*

AX601
AmlTek600

PC601
ProHAM601
A2058
Artes2000

A2058
AdRAM2000
GVP Sertes2

HD8+

Supplier

Surface UK
Ashcom
Ashcom

Ashcom
Ashcom

Power Computing

Power Computing

Data!

WTS Electronics

Datel

Virgo

£198

WTS Electronics

Power Computing

Ashcom

MM Systems

Power Computing

WTS Electronics

Commodore
Power Computing

Commodore
Power Computing

Silica

Silica Systems

£125
£155
£35

£30
£109
£25
£19
£100
£104
£79
£139
£36

£45
£45
£40
£38

£150
£129
£159
£179
£159
£150

Machine

A500
A500

A500
A500
A500

Size

2Mb

2Mb
1.8 Mb
512k

A500
A500

A500
A500
A500

A500/20CO
A500
MOQ

PROCESSOR ACCELERATORS

Model Supplier

38 Special Omega Projects

040/500 Power Computing

A1230 Silica

£850
£725

£299

A600
A600
A1500-*
A150G

A1500->
A1500
A1500-*

A150 •

MftchtfM

Any

A 500

A1200

2Mb
512k

512K
1.5 Mb
2Mb
1.5 Mb
1Mb
1Mb
1Mb
1Mb
1Mb
1Mb
2Mb
2Mb
2Mb
2Mb
2Mb

68030
68040
68030

No
No

20
50/100
No

80/120
120

(Mb)

40

48

40

50/110
20/30
50/100
20
52
40
40
48
40-300

40

52

88

150

Capacity

880K
880k
1.52 Mb
880K
2x880K
20 Mb
880K
880k
880K
880k
880K

Max Size

8Mb
512K
8Mb

512k

8Mb

512K

Chip Ram Exp

1Mb
1Mb
1Mb
1Mb
1Mb
8Mb
8Mb
8Mb
8Mb
8Mb
8Mb

38 MHz
28 MHz
40 Mh7

1x880k Discontinued, but still available from retail outlets

1x880k Replacement for r»ow-dlscontinued A500 Plus

1x880k A600 with built-in 20Mb IDE

1x880k Avagabia In several hart dhk/procooaor connections
1x880k Latest Amiga fttted with AGA
lxl.76Mb Successor to the A1500/A2CO0
1x1.76 Flagship of Amiga range

RAM Expansion

2/8 Mb
2Mb

8Mb

8Mb
B MB

8Mb
8Mb

Rating

sees

•••

• •

••
•sees
see
• •••

N/A
• *••

see

• •

••••

N/A
sees

N/A

Disable Switch

Yes

No

No
Yea
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

• •••

• ••

sees
• • •

•••»

• •••
• ••

• •••

Power Supply?

Optional

No
No
No
No

No
No

No

No
No

No

No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

No

No
No

Max 32-btt RAM
8Mb
8Mb
32Mb

Frtttng Rating

Expansion Bus •••••

TrapOoor •*•*•

ExpanBus ••••

TrapOoor N/A
TrapOoor ••••

TrapOoor **••

ExpanBus •••••

TrapOoor •**

TrapOoor •**•

TrapOoor N/A
TrapOoor N/A
TrapOoor N/A
Internal ••••

TrapOoor ••*••

TrapOoor •*••

TrapOoor ****

TrapOoor •••••

TrapOoor ••**•

Zorro ••••

Zorro •••••

Card ••••

Cart •*••

Card N/A
Zorro ***»*

MethsCopro Rating

68881 •*••

68882 •**•*

68882 •••••

1.2.8.13

1.2.8,13

1.2.8.13

•
1.2.8.13

8

8

13

8
8.13

1,2

1.2.13

8.13

1.13

8

0.8

0X2.8
8
0.1,2.8

0.1.2.8

8
8
0.1,2.8

0.1.2.8

8
8

Issue

5
24

24

8
24
24

8

24

24

24
24
24
24
24
24

24
8
•

13
14
27
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PRODUCTS

Gforce030

A5000-16

A530

Silica

SoldMM
GVP/Silica

£699

B500O25
CSA MagaM»dgr>t

Turte68000
VXL30
CSA Rocket Launcher

Gforce

2000/40
40/4 Magnum
A2630

A3001
B500040
FusionForty

Harms Pro30

Zeus

CBM 040 Card

enforce

Mercury

Solid State

£800
£173

£595

ZCL Ltd

Omega Products

SHica

Marcam
Omega Projects

Commodore

Silica

SoNd State

Power Computing

ByteetftecN
Power Computing

Commodore
Silica

Power Computing

Norn- Although some 68030 cards appear

SCANNERS

£45
£409
£549
£599
£1.937

£NA
£1.200

£1.799

£1.16?

£1.999
f 1.099

£1.449
£NA
£1.999
£1.249

to run faster than

A1500 68030 40 MHz
A 500 68020 16 MHz
A500 68030 40MHz
A500 68000-16 16 MHz
A500 68020 25 MHz
A500 68030 33 MHz
A500 68000-16 16 MHz
A500 68030 25 MHz
A1500 68030 50MHz
A15O0 68030 25 MHz
A15O0 68040 50 MHz
A1500-. 68040 28 MHz
A1500 . 68030 25 MHz
A1500-* 68030 50 MHz
A1500 68030 40 MHz
A1500-* 68040 50 MHz
A1500-* 68030 28 MHz
A1500-* 68040 28 MHz
A30O0 68040 40MHz
A3000 68040 28 MHz
A3000 68040 28MHz

their 040 equivalents, this may not necessarily be the case. All

4Mb
4Mb
8Mb

16Mb
8Mb

8Mb

16Mb
32Mb
16Mb
4Mb
32Mb
32Mb
32Mb
4Mb
64Mb
NA

Yes

68882
No
Yes

Yes

No

Yes

68881

68882
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

68882
Yes

Mo<W
AlfaScan

0sataScan2QS
GT-6000

GenlScan
Golden Image

Handy Scanner

Pandaal Scanner

Power Scanner 2

Powerscan Colour

Sharp JX 100

Sharp JX-300

DIGITISERS

Suppltor

Golden Image

Pandaal

Epson UK

Date!

Golden Image

Pandaal

Pandaal

Power Computing

Power Computing

SMca
Silica

Model Supplier

ColourPic JCL

ColourPIc Plus id
DigiTiger II SA&H
0lgIVlew4 SMIca

FrameGrabber Marcam
V-Lab ACS
VIDIAmlgo Ronibo

VideoOlgttlser Oatel

Videon Power Computing

VWI-12 Rombo
VideoMaster MhJODMl

Price

£199
£125
£1300

£130
£150
£140

£180
£99

£239
£695
£3600

Price

£399
£699
£200
£150
£599
£300
£130
£80
£200

Machine

Any

Any

Any

Any

Any

Any
Any

Any

Any

Any

Any

Realtime

Yes

Yes

No

Type

Hand Held

Hand Held

Flatbed

HandHeW
Hand Held

HandHeW
Hand Held

Hand Held

Hand Held

Hand Held

FlatBed

Colour

Yes

Yss

Yes

SOUND SAMPLERS

Model

A01012
AD1016
AMAS2
Aixtto Engineer

Audition 4

OVPDSS
MicroSam pier

Perfect Sound 3

SampteStudto 2
Sound Matter

SoundTrap3
V"r<M)M.tster

StereoSampiejf2

TechnoSound
Clarity 16
Notm: AO1012 and

GENLOCKS

Model

8802 FMC
A8802
A8802S-VHS

A8806
GST Gold

Hama290
imageMaster

MIcroGen

MmiGen
ProGen

RocGen
RocGen*

VideoCentre2

Supplier

HB Marketing

HB Marketing

MicroDeal

HB Marketing

H8 Marketing

£69.95

Price

£399

£100
£199
£49

Datel

HB Marketing

Datel

HB Marketing

Omega Projects

MicroDeal

TntogJC

New Dimensions

MfcroOoal

£25

£70
£130

£30
£40
£40
£35
£149.95

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
No

Yes

Yes

Stereo

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yea

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Y«i

Yee

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Volume Adjust

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

NO

Colour

No
No
Yes

No

No

No

No
No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Realtime Colour

Yes

Yea

No

No
Yes

Yss

No
No

No

No
No

32Mb 68882
040 cards will run (aster internally.

Resolution

400dpi

400dpi

600dp.

400dpi

400dpi

400dpi

400dpl

400dpi

200dpi

300dpi

Animation

No
Yes

No
No
Yes

No
Yes

No
No

Yes

Yes

Resolution

12-bit

16-btt

frbtt

8brt

MM
Bti

No

Yee

No
Yes

Yes

No
tea

at*

Son
84>K

8bft

A01016 mn for A1500C only

16ttt

Marcam
Marcam
Marcam

Price

£178
Fade

Yes

Third Coast

HamaPVAC
Nenhi

Power Computing

ASAP

£499
£499

£550
£749
£1.150

£199
£99
£130
an
£199

£1.170

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
No
Yes

Yes

Yes

Dissolve

No
m
Yes

No
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
No

Yes

Yes

Yes

S-VHS

No

No
Yes

No
Yes

Yss
Yes

Pis

No
No
No
No

RGB Pass thru

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yss

Yes

Yea

Yes

Yss

No
Yes

No
Yes

Yes

N/A

• ••*>

N/A
N/A

• ••*)

N/A
• •*••

N/A

N/A
N/A
• * *

N/A

27

20

3.5

3.5

15

13

3,5

3,5

14

14

Ratine Issue

14.22
**« 14.22

17

N/A -
• *••• 5
• *# 14
M-tt 3

14
• 23

N/A -

N/A •

Rating Issue
•••• 2
• ••• 22
• ••• 17

N/A -
N/A —
• *•• 17
• • •• 5
N/A
N/A SSI

22
• • •• 25

N/A

Issue

N/A -

N/A —

5
•>••• 10
**## 3
N/A —
*#* 10

N/A -

N/A -
• *•• 3
• •ft* 11
N/A -

••*• 5
eeea 25

Rating tSSUt

N/A -

N/A —
• mm 10
N/A -

N/A -
• •>•# 16
N/A —

N/A -

N/A —

N/A -
••• 8

• ••• 10
N/A
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PRODUCTS

VK3eoCentre3 G2 £1.999 Yes Yes Ye* Yes • ••• 7

Vtt«Ma*t*r VM-2 Power Computing £799 Ye* Ye* Yea Yea • •• 1
VkJeocomp G-100 Mm £1.800 Yes Yes Ye* Yes 3

COLOUR CARDS

Model Supplier Machine Price Typ* Colour Palette Max Resolution Rating kw*e

DCTV Silica A500 £499 Pseudo 24-brt 368x580 ** • • 12

OptfViskxi Mlcro-PACE A15O0 £899 244tt 24btt 768x580 20

AVKteol2 Checkmate A1500-* £299 12-b.t 12-btt 768x580 • •• 13

MMmM Checkmate AISOO £599 244K 244* 768x580 **** 15
GVPrv-24 S.iica A1500-. £1.799 24ort 244* 910x576 •••a 12
Harlequin ACS A1500-. £1.400 24-btt 24-bit 910x576 11
Rembrandt Power Computing A1500-+ £1.499 24oit 244* 1024x1024 #>•• 13

Retina ACS A1500 £345 24*rt 24-bit 2400x1200 **•>* 27

Note: A5CO devices can be used on all Amigas

TOUCH TABLETS

Model Supplier Price Mm Resolution Rating Issue

Cherry Mk4 Cherry £450 9x12" N/A -

GenitiMf fcM £130 9x6" • ••• N/A -

Podstat PT-3030 HB Marketing

S

£179 9x12' N/A -

DOT MATRIX PRINTER

Model Supplier Price Ptns SpeecMCPS) Fonts Buffer Rating Issue

LQ550 Epson £375 9 109 4 8K m 4

MUfl CtttZOT £280 9 121 3 8K 4

LX850 Epson £269 9/24 106 3 4K *•# 4

200 Citizen £250 24 240 7 8K N/A -

240C Citizen £350 24 (colour) 240 9 8K N/A -

L24d Citizen £292 24 109 3 m sTttt 4

LC200 Star £304 24 91 4 16K #*»• 4

LC24 Star £304 24 130 5 18K 888* 4

LQ400 Epson £269 24 121 3 8K • 888 4

ML380 Ok) £386 24 127 3 Ml • 88 + 4

P20 NEC £351 24 115 8 8K • ••8 4

Swift 24 CttfaM £428 24 121 1 m *88* 4

INKJET PRINTERS

Model Supplier Price Nozzles Speed CPS Fonts Resolution Rating Issue

B100 Fujitsu £349 48 160 3 300dpi 8*88 22

B200 Fujitsu £499 48 180 3 300dpi 8*8 22

BJ-lOex Canon £299 64 83 4 360dpi 22

BJ300 Canon £495 64 300 3 360dpi *••* 22

Dicontx701 Kodak £399 48 200 3 300dpi 888 22

Projet Citizen £496 48 388 3 360dpi 88*8 22

SQ870 Epson £659 48 380 8 360dp- ••8 22

USER PRINTERS

Supplier Price Memory Speed (pes perModel in In) Fonts Resolution Rating Issue

EPL4000 Epson £799 512K-5.5Mb 6 2 300dpi • •8 8 22

LBP4Ph» Canon £1.175 512K-2.5Mb 5 5 300dpi 88ft* 22

Laser 4 Star £1.173 lMD-5Mb 4 4 300dpi •Ml 22

0L400 Old £549 S12K~2Mb 4 4 300dpi 22

Ricoh LP1200 Silica

iDWARE

£820 2Mb-4Mb 6 6 400dp. • ••*• 22

MI5CELUNEOU5 HAF

Model Supplier Price Type Ratine Issue

Golden Gate Silica Systems £N/A 25MHz 80386 PC Emulator tor Amiga 1500+ N/A -

I/O Port SwttchSott £28 DectronJc* Projects kit
«#*• 17

ICDKjckBacK Silica Systems £27 Keyboard swrtchabie ROM sharer N/A -

KJckswrtch Omega Projects £25 Keyboard swrtchabie ROM sharer N/A -

RocKey Silica Systems £350 Chromakey for RocGen Ptus genlock *#• 19

Sound Enhancer Omega Projects £40 Improved Amiga sound capabilities N/A -

GlareGuard GND Distnbution' £86.25 Screen fitter
8 8*8 26

Toshiba CD-ROM Almathera £499 CD-ROM drive 8*8* 27

H your company has a product which you think deserves to appear In the Amiga Shopp* Product Locmtor, please write to us at the usual editorial address with full details.

SUPPLIER LIST • SUPPLIER LIST • SUPPLIER LIST • SUPPLIER LIST • SUPPLIER LIST • SUPPLIER LIST • SUPPLIER LIST • SUPPLIER LIST • SUPPLIER LIST • SUPPLIER LIST

ACS
Almathera

App. Engineering

0101
ASAP
Ashcom
Rytc: & Pit" •"

Checkmate Digital

Citizen

Commodore

0896 87583
081 683 6418

214 241 6060
0724280222
0530 411485
0253 734?1H

Ltd

071923 0658
0895 72621
0628 770088

Cortex

Cumana
Datel Electronics

Digital Micronics

0101
Epson UK
Evesham Micros

G2 Video Systems

Gasteiner

GND Distribution

Golden Image

051 236 0480
0483 503121
0782 744707

619 431 8301
0442 61144
0386 765500
0252 737151
081 365 1151
081 885 5512
081 518 7373

Gordon Harwood 0773 836781
HB Marketing 0753 686000
JCL Business Systems

0892 518181
Marcam Ltd

MicroDeal

Naksha UK
NEC
Neriki

New Dimensions

Oki

0604 790466
0726 68020
0925 56398

081 993 9831
081 900 1866
0291 690933
0753 31292

Omega Projects 0702 466933
Pandaal Marketing 0234 855666
Power Computing 0234 273000
Protar 0923 54133
Rombo 0506 414631
SA & H 010 40 0511 551701
Silica Systems 081 309 1111
SMG 0274 562999
Solid State Leisure 0933 650677
Star 0494 471111
Surface UK 081 566 6677

Switchsoft 0325 464423
Third Coast Technologies

0257472444
Tn logic 0274 678062
Virgo 0276 676308
WTS Electronics 0582 491949
2CL Ltd 0543 251275
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SAFE SHOPPING

Whether you're buying over the phone or at a local

store, here's our advice on getting what you want.

BUYING IN PERSON
• Where possible, always test any

software and hardware in the shop

Defore taking it home, to make sure

that everything works properly.

• Make sure you have all the

necessary leads, manuals or other

accessories you should have.

• Don't forget to keep your receipt.

BUYING BY PHONE
• Be as clear as possible when

stating what you want to buy. Make
sure you confirm all the technical

details of what you are buying. Some
things to Dear in mind are version

numbers, memory requirements,

other required hardware or software

and compatibility with your particular

model of Amiga (that is, make sure

you know which version of Kickstart

you have).

• Check the price you are asked to

pay, and make sure that it's the

same as the price advertised.

• Check that what you are ordering is

actually in stock.

• Check when and how the article

will be delivered, and that any extra

charges are as stated on the advert.

• Make a note of the date and time

when you order the product.

BUYING BY POST
As with buying by phone, you should

clearly state exactly what it is you are

buying, at what price (refer to the

magazine, page and issue number

where it's advertised) and give any

relevant information about your

system set-up where necessary. You

should also make sure you keep

copies of all correspondence both to

and from the company concerned.

MAKING RETURNS
Whichever method you use to buy,

you are entitled to return a product if

it fails to meet any one of the

following three criteria:

• Before you send any money, ring the supplier to confirm that the Item you

want Is In stock and when the delivery Is likely to be made. Enquire about

returning unwanted goods and the supplier's refund policy. Find out about

hidden extras like postage and packing charges, and whether the prices

quoted include VAT.

• Beware of companies that do not include an address In their adverts.

• If ordering goods of more than £100 In total value, always try to use a

credit card - if anything goes wrong, you will be legally entitled to claim

against the credit card company, even If the retailer has gone bust. You

may also get extra Insurance - check with the credit card company.

• Always buy from the most recent Issue of Amiga Shopper.

• When your order arrives, check everything carefully. If anything Is

missing, don't use the product at all - contact the supplier immediately. If

something doesn't work, make the obvious checks such as the fuse, but

don't try to fix the product.

• If a problem does arise, contact the supplier In the first Instance and

calmly and politely explain your problem. In most cases these things are

merely a mix-up or a misunderstanding that the supplier will happily put

right. If you think you have a genuine grievance that has not been resolved,

you might consider contacting your local Trading Standards Officer (the

number will be In the phone directory - check the local council listing).

• Always keep records of correspondence with any mall order company you

deal with and also make a note of where and when you saw the product

advertised. False or misleading advertising Is an offence, and suppliers

must stick to what they've said in adverts.

O The goods must be of

"merchantable quality".

O They must be "as described".

O They must be fit for the purpose

for which they were sold or for the

purpose you specified when ordering.

If they fail to satisfy any or all of the

criteria, then you are then entitled to:

• Return them for a refund.

• Receive compensation for part of

the value.

• Get a replacement or free repair.

When returning anything, ensure that

you have proof of purchase and that

you return the item as soon as

possible after receiving it. For this

reason it is important that you check

as soon as it is delivered to make

sure everything you ordered is there

and works as it is supposed to.

HOW TO PAY
Paying by credit card is the most

sensible way. whether buying in

person, by post or on the phone,

because you may be able to claim

your money back from the credit card

company even if the firm you ordered

from has gone bust or refuses to

help sort out your problem.

Otherwise, you should pay by

crossed cheque or postal order -

never send coins or notes through

the mail.

GETTING REPAIRS
Always check the conditions of the

guarantee, and sen/icing and

replacement policy, so that you know

what level of support to expect.

Always fill in and return warranty

cards as soon as possible, and

make sure that you are aware of all

the conditions contained in the

guarantee.

BUYING PD
Even though PD software is relatively

inexpensive, you should still apply

the guidelines set out above, making

sure that you confirm all orders as

clearly as possible.

Shopping around is still

important when buying PD because

different sources charge different

prices for the same disks. There is

no set pricing structure for disks, but

bear in mind that PD houses are. in

theory, supposed to be non-profit-

making operations. CH

AD INDEX"^
16 Bit Centre 80

1 st Computer

Centre (Leeds) 50-51

Amivision Software 41

AngliaPD 106

Arnor 44

Artworks 57

B&T Fonts 57

BCS 71

Belshaws 105

Blittersoft 71

Digital International 13

Direct Computer Supplies ..83

Evesham Micros 78-79

Express PD 106

Fujitsu 19

GBVPD 105

Harwoods 23-25, 49, IBC

Hobbyte 66-67

INDI IFC,6-9

KT'sPD 105

Kingsway UK Ltd 41

Manor Court Supplies 105

Myrhril 105

New Horizon

Computers 41,57

PDSoft Ill

Phoenix Computer

World 34-35

Power Computing30-3
1 , OBC

Resneh 41

Sector 16 105

Selectafont 57

Silica 77,113,115

Snap Computer Supplies ...90

Softwa re Demon 4

Trevan Designs 105

Trilogic 42-43

Visage 106

WTS Electronics 72-73, 90

We Serve 55

York Electronics 106
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Your Guarantee of Value
This magazine comes from Future Publishing, a company

founded just eight years ago but now sailing more

computer magazines than any other publisher In Britain

We otter.

Better advice. Our title* are packed with tips,

suggestions and explanatory features, written by the

best in the business.

Stronger reviews. We have a cast iron policy ol editorial

independence (believe It!), and our reviews give cleat

buying recommendations

Clearer design. You need sokd reformation, and you need

it last. So our designers highlight key elements in the

articles by using charts, diagrams, summary boxes,

annotated photographs and so on.

Greater relevance. At Future, editors operate under n lot

ol pressure and two golden rules:

• Understand your readers needs.

• Satisfy them.

More reader interaction We draw strongly on readers

contribution* resulting in the liveliest letters pages and

the best reader tips Buying one of our magazines is like

lOimng a particuUrry good nationwide user group.

Better value for money. More pages, better quality

magazines you can trust.

The home of Britain's lines! computer magazine*:

Amiga Shopper. Amiga Format. Amiga Power.

Commodore Format. PCW Plus. PC Plus. ST Format.

Your Sinclair, Sega Power. Amstrad Action. PC Answers.

PC Format. Total!. Super Play. Mega. GamesMaster.

MacFormat. Future Music and a mag that's got the edge

IN NEXT MONTH'S ISSUE
What with the recent raid and

subsequent arrest by the

Metropolitan Police Computer

Crime Unit, it seems that digital

delinquency la on the up. Aa our society cornea to

value Information more and mora highly, the

damage that can be done by miscreants becomes

correspondingly greater. Which la why next month

we'll be examining the Issue of computer crime.

There are a number of areas that we'll be

exploring. Piracy is the most cited reason for the

diminishing interest of software vendors in the

Amiga market. The damage it does is tremendous.

We'll be going undercover, logging on to a pirate

bulletin board and telling you what its all about.

We'll also be taking a look at viruses, explaining

what they are, what they do and how you can beat

them. The shady world of hacking will be coming

under scrutiny, and we'll be taking a look at

pornography and violence in software - two areas

which have been blessed by the attentions of the

national media - and discussing the question of

censorship.

Along with all this we'll be including interviews

and comments from industry figures and members

of the Metropolitan Police Computer Crime Unit on

the problems they are facing.

Naturally, we'll also be serving up the diet of

software and hardware reviews, news and tutorials

that you've come to know, love and hunger after.

The new higrvo"ensity floppy drive from Power

Computing gets the scrupulous Amiga Shopper

analysis. It will fit 1.76Mb on an AmigaDOS disk or

1.44Mb on a PC disk. Next month we put it through

its paces.

In our regular desktop publishing column we'll

be taking an in-depth look at printing. In our step-

by-step guide you'll find out how to accurately

configure your system for the printer you own. We'll

also be giving you hints and tips on avoiding all

those irritating problems like misalignment of text

nothing jolly about piracy'* tremendous

damage to tha Amiga markat. Wa Investigate.

on consecutive sheets.

And if you're still looking for a printer, you'll

want to check out our round-up of three of the

latest: Canon's BJ-lOsx. Citizen's Swift 90c and

Epson's Stylus 800.

Amiga Shopper 29 goes on sale on Tuesday 3
August, priced at only £1.95. Buy it - it makes
serious sense. QJ

Are you in the winners' circle :

There were 25 winners of our Logic 3 mousemat giveaway D McFartane of Leicester; R Taylor.

Oakham; Paul Crossley. Rhosneigr, P Michalak, Chasetown; D Whitfield. London W2 P M Gamer,

Hayes; C Cannon. Romford; S Maid Edgware D Palmer Newcastle upon Tyne. D Plrrte, Glenrothes, C
Harris. Poole. G Newlng, Pembroke Dock; P Matthews. Blackpool; Spencer. Isle of Wight; M
Escolme. Lancaster; R Williams. Oxon, S Law. Bexleyheath, A J McOade. Guernsey. J Hills. Darwen; M
R Appleby, Newcastle-upon-Tyne; D Brocklebank. Wimborne, i Amor, Thatcham, C Laurie, St Austell; D
Ginger. Hemel Hempstead; G Hancox. Great Barr

The winners of our Iconey Tunes competition, each of whom collects a copy of Deluxe Music

Construction Kit, ate: Z Tran. Tenby; G Lucas. Stoke; L Mutch. Skelmersdale; Rennison. Newcastle;

A Mitchell, Rotherham.

The winners of the last two free subscription competion* were A Smith from Kings Lynn and Ben
Thompson of Leeds. Each of them wins a year's subscription to Amiga Shopper The answers: Soul of a

New Machine was written by Tracy Kidder, and it was the Bell XS-1 that broke the sound barrier.

SAVE
AMIGA SHOPPER SELLS LIKE ICE CREAMS IN A

HEATWAVE - SO DON'T MISS OUT: RESERVE

YOUR COPY AT YOUR LOCAL NEWSAGENT NOW!

DEAR NEWSAGENT, Please reserve/deliver me o copy of Amiga Shopper every month, beginning with the September issue,

which goes on sole on Tuesday 3 August.

Name

Address

Phone

• NOTE TO NEWSAGENT: Amiga 5/iopper is published by Future Publishing (0225 442244) ond is available from your loco) wholesaler.

PS Ok, 0*4 H vo« doW oflf problems sttt'm* fcoW of font favourite Aimoo moo, <oH Hale thto* on 022S 442244 eW she I help rou ool
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COMPETITIO

AT A GLANCE
GUIDE

To help you find what you want

quickly and easily, here is a

cross-referenced list of all the

products and subjects covered in

this month's Amiga Shopper.

You'll find a detailed index to the

many subjects dealt with in the

problem-solving Amiga Answers

section given on page 37. The

page numbers given are for the

first page of the article in which

the subject is mentioned.

Addresses 26

Amiga Advocate 74

Amiga Answers 37

Amiga Exposed 26
AmigaDOS 100
AMOS 68
ARexx 81

Aft Department 81.84
Back Issues 116
Buying and Selling 74, 120
C Programming 87

Clip Art 58

Code Clinic 46

Commodore 5.12
Competition 122

Crystal Haze 92

Desktop Publishing 58

Devices 100

Directory Opus 89

Education 32

Emplant 61
Emulation 61

Fonts 58

Grants 14

Hardware Project 64

Interview 92

Mac 61

Making Money 14

Memory 26

Menus 68
Music 95

News 5

Next Month 121

OctaMED 95
PageSetter 58

Product Locator 118

Public Domain 103
Reader Ads 74

Subscriptions 36

Tax 14

US News 12
User Groups 94
Video 32. 84. 92

VistaPro 84

Window Shopper 98

Are there any products or

subjects you'd like us to

take a look at? Well, Just

drop a line to:

Amiga Shopper,

30 Monmouth Street,

Bath, Avon BA1 2BW.

Portability and high-quality

output are just two reasons you'll

want to get your hands on a new
BJ-lOsx Bubble Jet printer from

Canon - we have fwo to be won!
or our competition this

month we've teamed up

with those nice people from

Canon to offer Amiga

Shopper readers one beauty of a

competition - the two lucky winners

will each get to collect a Canon BJ-

lOsx portable Bubble Jet printer

worth £351. What's more, the first

prize winner also picks up a plain

paper sheet feeder unit which

makes printing long documents or

multiple copies a doddle.

The BJ-lOsx is the latest in a

range of sophisticated Bubble Jet

printers from Canon. It began in

1990 when they released the BJ-

lOe. which provided a landmark for

portable, low-cost, high quality

output. The next model released was

the BJ-lOex, which rapidly rose to

become the UK's best selling printer.

With the new BJ-lOsx, Canon

have taken the opportunity to refine

this popular machine. Speedwise

their new printer is no slouch - it

whizzes along at a print speed of up

to 116 characters per second. Canon

have also taken heed of users'

comments and redesigned the front

control panel to make for simpler

operation.

Now. why is Canon's new BJ-

lOsx such a desirable item? Well,

first off. It's an easily portable

machine - designed to allow users to

have access to high-quality output

even if they're on the move.

Weighing in at just 1.7kg and

measuring 310 x 221 x 47 mm, it's

not much larger than an A600.

Output quality hasn't been sacrificed

though. It delivers a print resolution

of 360 by 360 dots per inch, so

you'll always get crystak:lear text

along with stunning graphics.

Maintenance should never be a

problem either. That's all down to

Canon's unique snap-in replaceable

pnnt cartridge. The cartridge contains

both the print head and the ink

reservoir and can be swapped in just

a few seconds. It contains 28g of ink

- sufficient to print about 700,000

characters in high-quality mode.

So. what do you have to do to

get your paws on one? Just answer

the three questions in the box below,

then send your answers on a

postcard (or the back of a sealed

envelope) to:

Canon's Blazing

Amiga Shopper

29 Monmouth Street

Bath BA12DL
The closing date is Friday 6 August.

Please state if you don't want your

name included on a mailing list. QJ

THE QUESTIONS 1

1. The BJ-lOsx prints at 360 DPI. (b) The printer Is constructed from

The acronym DPI stands foe high grade steel plate

(a) Digital Printer Interface (c) All the moving parts use

(b) Dots Per Inch frictlonless bearings

(c) Dynamic Pitch Interlace

1

3. One print cartridge will produce

2. The Canon BJ-lOsx Is virtually approximately:

maintenance free because: (a) 7,000 characters

(a) It has an exchangeable print (b) 70,000 characters

head/Ink reservoir (c) 700,000 characters
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Since its launch, Pen Pal has become the

Imost
popular package of its type

Not surprising when you consider the extensive features at

your fingertips, combined with user friendly simplicity, it was

bound to be a winner! In a comprehensive Word Processor

test, Amiga Format commented "There is little to fault Pen

Pal. it deserves to do well" - quite a prediction it seems!

Format have since said that it's "Still the best value for

money..." If you're not a Pen Pal user yet, we hope

you soon will be, because at just £49.95... the best

just became better, even better value! j
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A superb package, with immense power, to fulfil all your Word

Processing needs, and... with an integrated Database too! It's all so

easy to use, you'll rarely need to refer to the extensive 250 page lay-

i flat spiral bound manual. Users frequently tell us that they've

k never found a program they get on with so well
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You can... Open multiple

documents simultaneously; search and replace; cut. copy

and paste: check your spelling with a 1 10.000+- word

dictionary: import your favourite IFF/HAM graphics.

from programs such as DPaint or Qip Art files in

various sizes and colours; automatically flow text

around graphics in any Workbench compatible font

\ (there are over 200 available styles) in different sizes

J and colours to suit your design... Even as you type!

Full Page View with position, edit and creation of graphic objects and

extremely useful forms designer. All this from a word processor and..

Much. Much, More! As you can see from the documents shown on the left,

this is no ordinary program!

With 32 fields per record. 32.000 records per database and

a fast sort of 1000 records in less than 5 seconds, (his Ls a real database.

Mail merging into the Word processor couldn't be

simpler, with easy creation of templates for letters or

reports, into which information can be merged.

AND... Remember. Pen Pal comes with lull support for the new it experienced user completely free!

Friendly help for all registered owneis is just a phone call away.
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leading stiftware campttry wim at^rloftjust fur Amiga and no other system, (hue you're a

registered StjiWtxtd produd owner \our inxrstmnu is pnneaed as you'll luivt

access to tmltmiied free letimitul xufifxm fathers charge youf and

preferential upgnules to oilier SaftWaml lilies hath existing

and future. Exciting new products are being
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Power Computing's innovative 4MB 32-bit memory
expansion for the Amiga 1200 is now available. The

PC 1204 includes these many features:

Zero Wait State - Unlike some other expansions

the PC 1 204 never leaves the processor waiting around
for data, which means that your A 1200 can run at its

maximum speed.

Ultra Fast FPU - An optional maths co-processor

speeds up intensive calculations. A 50MHz chip will

speed up operations by up to fifty times.

Real-Time Battery Backed Clock - Allows

files to be date-stampea with the correct time and date

so that you know exactly when they were created

Low Power - High density RAAAs means low power

consumption.

Easy To Fit - Fitted in minutes without the need to

remove the computer's case.

Optional FPU Disable Switch Disable the

FPU instantly for softwore that will not run with a maths

co-processor installed

Power PC1204 A leadinq competitor

fTpoed Vt twndord A60G
Speed V. itandarrj A 1200

CPU MIPS

A S4 times faster

1 IV hmei fatter

2 96

i./v times toiler

2 17 rirnasfaito

2 93

PCI 204 4MB with clock, no FPU Processor £1 85.95

PC 1204 4MB with dock, 20MHz 68881 FPU £219.95

PC1 204 4MB wiih dock, 25MH* 68882 FPU £279.95

PC 1 204 4MB with clock, 33MHz 68882 FPU £289.95

PC 1 204 4MB with clock, 40MHz 68882 FPU £299.95

PCI 204 4MB w.ih clock. 50MHz 68882 FPU £339.95

The XL 1.76MB Drive

for the Commodore Amiga.

Power Computing's XL 1.76MB Drive* for any
Commodore Amiga is now available. The XL Drive

includes these many features:

Formats to 1 .76MB - Using high density disks

you can fit a massive 1 .76MB on each disk.

Acts as a standard drive - Insert an 880K
Amiga disk and the drive behaves like any other

Amiga drive.

Fully compatible • Will read and write disks writ-

ten on an Amiga 4000 internal high density drive.

Compatible with PC disks* - Also read and
write high density PC disks using a suitable device driver.

Compact size - No larger than a standard 880K
floppy disk drive

High quality design - Uses a high quality Sony
high density mechanism.

Box of 10 3 5" Polaroid high density disks.

Comes complete with disable switch and through port.

XL Drive £99.95

•Requires Kkkstart 2 or above. 'Require* Workbench 2 1 or obov*

48Hr delivery £2.50, 24Hr delivery £4.50

Parcel Post delivery £1 (Orders under £50 4 UK mainland only)

Specifications and prices subject to change without notice

All Trademarks acknowledged. VAT included

Power Computing Ltd

Unit 8 Railton Road Woburn Rood Industrial Estate

Kempston Bedford MK42 7PN

Tel 0234 843388 Fax 0234 840234

Goods are sold subject lo our standard terms ond conditions of sole and are available on requesf


